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Abstract The assessment of greenhouse gases
(GHGs) emitted to and removed from the atmosphere
is high on both political and scientific agendas
internationally. As increasing international concern
and cooperation aim at policy-oriented solutions to
the climate change problem, several issues have begun
to arise regarding verification and compliance under
both proposed and legislated schemes meant to reduce
the human-induced global climate impact. The
approaches to addressing uncertainty introduced in this
article attempt to improve national inventories or to
provide a basis for the standardization of inventory
estimates to enable comparison of emissions and
emission changes across countries. Authors of the
accompanying articles use detailed uncertainty analy-
ses to enforce the current structure of the emission

trading system and attempt to internalize high levels of
uncertainty by tailoring the emissions trading market
rules. Assessment of uncertainty can help improve
inventories and manage risk. Through recognizing the
importance of, identifying and quantifying uncertain-
ties, great strides can be made in the process of
Accounting for Climate Change.

Keywords Uncertainty analysis . Greenhouse gas
inventories . Kyoto protocol . Emissions trading .

Verification and compliance

The assessment of greenhouse gases (GHGs) emitted
to and removed from the atmosphere is high on both
political and scientific agendas internationally. Under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Cli-
mate Change (UNFCCC), parties to the Convention
have published national GHG inventories, or national
communications to the UNFCCC, since the early
1990s. Methods for the proper accounting of human-
induced GHG sources and sinks at national scales
have been stipulated by institutions such as the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
and many countries have been producing national
assessments for well over a decade. As increasing
international concern and cooperation aim at policy-
oriented solutions to the climate change problem,
however, several issues have begun to arise regarding
verification and compliance under both proposed and
legislated schemes intended to reduce the human-
induced global climate impact.
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Pilot and voluntary GHG emissions trading
schemes exist in the United States, United Kingdom,
Australia and Europe, and—dd since January 2005—the
European Union has become the world’s largest
legislated GHG emissions trading market. Common
to burgeoning market-oriented GHG reduction
schemes both worldwide and global, as well as to
national GHG inventory analyses, is the concept of
single-point estimates of emissions and emission
changes. This accounting method raises a host of
crucial questions either directly or indirectly linked to
the issue of uncertainty, especially in the context of
accounting for emission changes, the central focus of
the Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC.

The issues of concern at the International Workshop
on Uncertainty in Greenhouse Gas Inventories, held
24–25 September 2004, in Warsaw, Poland, are rooted
in the level of confidence with which national emission
assessments can be performed, as well as the manage-
ment of uncertainty and its role in developing informed
policy. Jointly organized by the Systems Research
Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences (http://
www.ibspan.waw.pl/) and the Austrian-based Interna-
tional Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (http://
www.iiasa.ac.at/), the Workshop covered state-of-the-
art research and developments in accounting, verifying,
and trading of GHG emissions and provided a
multidisciplinary forum for international experts to
address the methodological uncertainties underlying
these activities. The topics of interest covered national
GHG emission inventories, bottom-up versus top-
down emission analyses, signal processing and detec-
tion, verification and compliance, and emission trading
schemes.

Central to current international policy concerns and
the present discussion alike is the need for a well-
defined role—if, in fact, any role is to be played—dd of
uncertainty analyses in national GHG inventories at the
country level, as well as in those falling under the
purview of international regulatory schemes. Interna-
tional schemes such as EU emissions trading or that set
forth by the Kyoto Protocol—if they are to function as
binding agreements—must be able to demonstrate that
estimates regarding emission changes are not only
measurable but also that they comply with an objective
and standard measure that ensures consistent treatment
of the uncertainty with which they are associated. It is
thus of primary importance to evaluate of the multiple
methods through which uncertainty analyses are

incorporated into national GHG inventories and the
reasons for using them.

While uncertainty estimates are not intended to
dispute the validity of national GHG inventory
figures, the variability that they communicate under-
scores the lack of accuracy characterizing many
source and sink categories’ methodologies and thus
makes for a difficult foundation on which to base
policy. This does not, however, imply that environ-
mental agencies, corporate environmental depart-
ments, and other stakeholders should simply do
without uncertainty estimates; on the contrary, a
number of arguments illustrate the importance of
these analyses.

According to the IPCC Good Practice Guidance
and Uncertainty Management in National Green-
house Gas Inventories, uncertainty analysis is
intended to help “improve the accuracy of inventories
in the future and guide decisions on methodological
choice.”1 Uncertainty analyses function as excellent
indicators of opportunities for improvement in data
measurement, data collection, and calculation meth-
odology; only by identifying elements of high
uncertainty can methodological changes be intro-
duced to address them. Currently, most countries that
perform uncertainty analyses do so for the express
purpose of improving their future estimates; this
rationale is generally the same at the corporate level.
In either case, estimating uncertainty helps prioritize
resources and take precautions against undesirable
consequences. Depending upon the intended purpose
of an inventory, however, this may or may not be the
extent of the utility of uncertainty analysis. Another
rationale for performing uncertainty analysis is as a
policy tool, a means to adjust inventories and
compare emission changes in order to determine
compliance. While some authors find the quality of
quantitative uncertainty data associated with national
inventories insufficient to use for these purposes, a
number of studies offer justification for conducting
uncertainty analyses to inform and enforce policy

1 J. Penman, D. Kruger, I. Galbally, T. Hiraishi, B. Nyenzi, S.
Emmanuel, L. Buendia, R. Hoppaus, T. Martinsen, J. Meijer, K.
Miwa and K. Tanabe (eds.) (2000). Good Practice Guidance
and Uncertainty Management in National Greenhouse Gas
Inventories. Institute for Global Environmental Strategies,
Hayama, Kanagawa, Japan, p. 6.5. Available at: http://www.
ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/gp/english/.
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decisions. Some proposals suggest revising the
system of accounting on which current reduction
schemes are based, while others seek to incorporate
uncertainty measurements into signal analysis proce-
dures that might offer policy makers the advantage of
bottom-up/top-down emission verification proce-
dures. Whether uncertainty analysis can or should
serve any of these varied purposes, however, con-
tinues to be the subject of scientific debate (and an
important element reflected in the contents of this
volume). The discussions that culminated in this
publication—nn and this volume itself—ff attempt to bring
to light further implications of and rationale for
quantifying uncertainty that in many cases have not
yet received significant attention from the interna-
tional scientific or political community.

Single-point emission estimates that do not account
for the presence of uncertainty are not likely to be
respected by the scientific community as accurate
assessments unless many input factors and methodol-
ogies undergo some degree of scrutiny beyond that
which has been afforded by governments to date. It is
generally understood that the current scientific meth-
ods used to measure data, as well as those used to
calculate emissions, are only accurate within a range,
or to a certain degree. It is important to measure and
communicate what this degree (of confidence) is in
order to encourage confidence in the accepted
methods and practices. In the realm of international
cooperation and emission reduction efforts, especially
where market forces are involved, credibility is very
important. This criterion comes into play in deter-
mining whether country commitments have been met,
and is crucial if comparisons are to be made from one
country to the next. Bottom-up versus top-down
verification, for example—comparing a traditionally
estimated inventory with an alternative inventory that
uses atmospheric or remote sensing measurements—
offers a significant opportunity through which to
improve credibility.

A more regulatory approach suggests using con-
sistent emission estimation algorithms among
countries, seeking to minimize the uncertainty inher-
ent in the differences among national estimates by
isolating common uncertainties. Another approach
introduces the concept of effective emission permits.
The value of an effective emission permit is deter-
mined by the uncertainty associated with the measure-
ments of the emissions that the permit represents.

Consequently, permits’ market values increase as their
uncertainties decrease. This concept builds upon that
of undershooting, according to which entities can
only prove compliance by reducing emissions to such
a level as to minimize the risk of non-compliance
(i.e., emissions must be reduced far enough below
the target that it can be said, with some degree of
confidence, that the target was actually met). Both
of these approaches require an accepted reference
reduction or detectability level that is valid for all
countries; the institutionalization of either of them,
however, requires that reliable quantitative uncer-
tainty assessment be incorporated into policy design,
which—as noted above—remains a matter of signif-
icant discussion.

Through combining emissions studies and eco-
nomic evaluation, it is possible to compare uncertain-
ty levels in different emissions trading schemes. It has
been shown that the boundaries delimited by legisla-
tion can significantly influence the credibility of the
results (i.e., achievements) of the legislation. For
example, significant uncertainty is introduced by a
scheme covering all GHGs, such as that introduced by
the Kyoto Protocol, compared to the EU emission
trading scheme (which currently covers only CO2). A
more rigid emission accounting system than that
currently employed by national inventory agencies
might allow for country-specific flexibility while
ensuring a greater inter-country comparability of
emission estimates and their uncertainties.

The approaches to addressing uncertainty dis-
cussed in this volume attempt to improve national
inventories or to provide a basis for the standardiza-
tion of inventory estimates to enable comparison of
emissions and emission changes across countries.
Some seek to use detailed uncertainty analyses to
enforce the current structure of the emissions trading
system while others attempt to internalize high levels
of uncertainty by tailoring the emissions trading
market permits. These approaches all agree, however,
that uncertainty analysis is a key component of
national GHG inventory analyses. The issues that
are raised by authors featured in this compilation—
and the role that uncertainty analyses play in many of
their arguments and/or proposals—highlight the im-—
portance of such efforts.

While the IPCC clearly stresses the value of
conducting uncertainty analyses and offers guidance
on executing them, the arguments in favor of
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performing these studies go well beyond any sugges-
tions made by the IPCC. Several potential reasons for
national GHG inventory teams to continue to improve
and standardize the research and estimation method-
ologies that lead to quantifiable estimates of uncer-
tainty associated with GHG inventories are noted in
the text box below. These aims were identified during
Workshop discussions, and many are covered in detail
by the expanded papers that appear in the following
chapters. The papers adhere to the structure of the
Workshop. Paper 1 reflects the keynote lecture of
the Workshop, while the remaining chapters center
on its main three themes: bottom-up and top-down
emission inventory approaches (Papers 2–5), signal
detection and analysis techniques (Papers 6–7), and
the role of uncertainty in emissions trading schemes
(Papers 8–11).

Rationale for Improving and Conducting Uncertainty
Analyses
1. Only by carrying out research on uncertainties are we better

equipped to handle uncertainties in the future.
2. Uncertainty analyses provide a standard measure that can

facilitate the process of comparing national GHG
inventories one to the other.

3. Uncertainty analyses help to identify the most prudent
opportunities for improvement in the methods and estimates of
GHG emissions and emission changes in national assessments.

4. Uncertainties play a role in determining whether or not
commitments are credibly met.

5. Solid uncertainty assessments have the potential to
contribute to the stability of emissions trading markets by
reinforcing the value of credible reductions.

6. The Kyoto Protocol will be made more robust in the future
by setting targets (ex ante) that explicitly account for the
uncertainties associated with emission changes.

424 Water Air Soil Pollut: Focus (2007) 7:421–424
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Abstract We discuss the background and methods
for estimating uncertainty in a holistic manner in a
regional terrestrial biota Full Carbon Account (FCA)
using our experience in generating such an account
for vast regions in northern Eurasia (at national and
macroregional levels). For such an analysis, it is
important to (1) provide a full account; (2) consider
the relevance of a verified account, bearing in mind
further transition to a certified account; (3) understand
that any FCA is a fuzzy system; and (4) understand
that a comprehensive assessment of uncertainties
requires multiple harmonizing and combining of
system constraints from results obtained by different
methods. An important result of this analysis is the
conclusion that only a relevant integration of inventory,
process-based models, and measurements in situ

generate sufficient prerequisites for a verified FCA.
We show that the use of integrated methodology, at the
current level of knowledge, and the system combina-
tion of available information, allow a verified FCA for
large regions of the northern hemisphere to be made
for current periods and for the recent past.

Keywords terrestrial biota . regional full greenhouse
account . uncertainty . verification . certification .

Northern Eurasia

1 Introduction

From what we know about interactions between
the biosphere and the atmosphere, we can assume
that only a full carbon account (FCA) (both in
itself and as the informational and methodological
nucleus of the full greenhouse gas account)
corresponds to the essence and ultimate goals of
the United Nation Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCC) (Nilsson et al., 2000a;
Schulze, Valentini, & Sanz, 2002). Because of
various political and economic constraints and
considerations, the Kyoto Protocol and recent docu-
ments of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) still operate with partial carbon
accounting systems connected to the managed part
of the biosphere. We assume from recent develop-
ments that transition to full accounting will be put on
the climate change science agenda in the near future.
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Perhaps the most appropriate way of providing a
transition from a partial to a full carbon account is
differentiation between “assessment” (i.e., the actual
exchange of greenhouse gases between the biosphere
and the atmosphere) and “accounting” (i.e., what
parts of this exchange are eligible for inclusion in the
Kyoto and post-Kyoto accounting mechanisms).

The full carbon account has two parts that differ in
terms of their nature and methodology: (1) assessing
emissions caused by the anthroposphere (for example,
by industry and energy); and (2) quantifying inter-
actions of terrestrial vegetation with other compo-
nents of the biosphere, in particular, the atmosphere.
The share of emissions that each of these two
components has in the summarized fluxes of the
FCA at the national level may be of the same magni-
tude (e.g., for Russia, see Nilsson et al., 2003a). The
experiences of some countries (European Union
member states and the United States) show that the
estimated uncertainties of carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sions from fuel combustion are low, as a rule in
the ±2–4% range (confidence level 0.95) (EEA,
2005). In spite of the higher uncertainties for other
gases (e.g., in roughly the ±17–48% range for methane
(CH4) emissions [Monni, Syri, & Savolainen 2004;
Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001]), the overall uncertainties
(e.g., expressed on the basis of CO2 equivalence) of
industrial sectors are substantially less than the
uncertainties of fluxes resulting from terrestrial vege-
tation and agriculture (Nilsson et al., 2000a; EEA,
2005). In other words, the uncertainties of the full
carbon account will ultimately depend mainly on the
uncertainties generated by the biosphere, and the latter
is the subject of this analysis.

While the Kyoto Protocol and IPCC documents
(IPCC, 1997; 1998; 2000; and 2004b) mention the
importance of assessing uncertainty, they do not put this
at the center of the problem (e.g., Nilsson, Jonas, &
Obersteiner 2000b; Nilsson, Jonas, Obersteiner, &
Victor 2001). For instance, the IPCC Guidelines stress
that “uncertainty information is not intended to dispute
the validity of the inventory estimates, but to help
prioritize efforts to improve the accuracy of inventories
in the future and guide decisions on methodological
choice” (IPCC, 2000: p.6.5). The reliability level of the
full carbon account that should be required at the
regional and global levels is still being discussed. For
the partial account, which is defined by the Kyoto

Protocol and subsequent international documents, An-
nex 1 countries have a greenhouse gas emission reduction
target of 5.2% and the European Union of 8% below
1990 levels by the first commitment period of 2008–
2012. This means that the uncertainties for the full carbon
account should beminimized to at least a level that is able
to provide reliable identification of this reduction. Some
scientific discussions (e.g., within the framework of the
Global Carbon Project) indicate a presumptive level of
±20–25% for required limits of uncertainties for
summarized continental carbon fluxes (expressed, for
example, as net biome production) caused by terrestrial
vegetation; this would obviously be too high if the full
carbon account were to become a subject of the post-
Kyoto negotiation process. Our tentative results for
temperate and boreal regions show that FCA uncertain-
ties for large regions could be decreased to a level of
∼10–15% (confidence level 0.9); this level at least
seems achievable if the FCA meets a number of system
requirements and information improvements. The tech-
nical jargon, however, requires two clarifications. First,
relative errors depend on the estimated mean, and a
definite level of uncertainties implies a tacit prerequisite
that net biome production (as an eventual estimate of the
terrestrial biota full carbon account) is not zero or close
to zero. Second, strictly speaking, the completeness of
the FCA cannot be estimated in any formal way, and the
knowledge and proficiency levels currently available
reduce the chances of finding a solution to this problem.
Nevertheless, the philosophy behind the FCA does
make it possible to develop an approximate solution.

The full carbon account has two major goals that
are equally important and interdependent: (1) quan-
tification of all carbon pools and fluxes included in
the account; and (2) reliable estimation of uncertain-
ties. The intentions of the UNFCCC and the logic of
recent post-Kyoto developments imply the need to
move toward a verified full carbon account. A
verified account means, following the IPCC, 2000,
p. A3.20), that: (1) uncertainties at all stages and for
all modules of the accounting scheme are estimated
in a comprehensive and transparent way; and (2) the
methodology of the FCA should present guidelines
as to how uncertainties can be managed, in particu-
lar, if the results of the accounting do not satisfy
required (preliminary, defined) uncertainty levels.
Verification is basically a scientific notion and is (or
should be) an inherent part of any accounting
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scheme.1 Verification provided by a specially autho-
rized independent body could lead to a certified
account. Obviously, a certified account should pro-
vide a preliminary, defined uncertainty level. Cur-
rently, there is no clear understanding as to how it
would be possible to build certified systems, partic-
ularly at continental and national scales, given the
many scientific, political, and institutional problems
that would need to be resolved nationally and
internationally beforehand (cf. Gillenwater et al.,
2007); Jonas and Nilsson (2007); Nahorski and Jęda
(2007).

We should not underestimate the difficulties of
the transition from the current status through a
verified account to a certified account. The Global
Carbon Project GCP (2003) indicates that, among
inherent shortcomings in quantifying the carbon
budget: (1) existing global models are unable to
determine carbon sources or sinks with acceptable
accuracy at the regional and continental spatial, and
interannual time scales; (2) there are no agreements
between top-down and bottom-up approaches; (3)
there are substantial inconsistencies between global
and regional budgets; (4) temporal patterns are
poorly understood at timescales greater than a few
years; and (5) there are big gaps in our comprehen-
sion of the spatial and temporal pattern of human-
induced fluxes.

Several methods are used to provide the scientific
basis for the terrestrial biota carbon account. The
majority of the results at the continental and national
levels are received from process-based models and
inventory approaches. Each of these methods has
well-recognized strengths and weaknesses. During the
last decades, advances have been made in process
models so that the model structure now explicitly
incorporates current knowledge regarding ecosystem
processes; process models are practically the only tool
available for diagnosing the interannual variation of
major carbon fluxes. However, these models operate

with a simplified, mostly “potential” world and do not
have an adequate system of uncertainty estimation.
While they allow the uncertainties in model projec-
tions caused by propagation of uncertainty in model
output to be partitioned, they cannot answer the major
question of any serious modeling effort, namely, how
distant is the model structure from the modeling
phenomenon? Attempts to improve uncertainty assess-
ment in process-based models (e.g., MacFarlane,
Green, & Valentine, 2000; Parysow, 2000; Zaehle,
Sitch, Smith, & Hatterman 2005) are limited by
intramodel considerations, such as the introduction
of variability into input parameters and the assessment
of how sensitive model results are to this variability.
On the other hand, inventory-based methods, while
strong in terms of their empirical basis, are unable to
indicate rapid environmental changes or to take into
account the temporal trends of major drivers. Other
methods used in the FCA, although very important,
either serve separate controlling blocks of the account-
ing system (inverse modeling) or deliver information
for parameterization of the two above background
methods (e.g., measuring carbon fluxes in situ).

This paper presents a brief analysis of the
experiences and lessons of assessing uncertainties of
the terrestrial biota full carbon account at the regional
scale for a large region of Siberia through an EU-
funded project entitled ‘SIBERIA-II’ (Multi-sensor
Concepts for Greenhouse Gas Accounting of North-
ern Eurasia), and from the full carbon account of the
entire Russian terrestrial vegetation carried out by
IIASA’s Forestry Program during recent years. We (1)
attempt to illustrate the fact that only a consecutive
holistic approach can serve as the background for a
verified FCA; (2) briefly analyze the systems require-
ments of its structure and methodology; and (3) pres-
ent typical examples (see Jonas et al., 1999).

2 Basic Definitions

There are many different approaches to dealing with
uncertainty, and selection of the language and dimen-
sions involved is of primary importance. We limit our
analysis to informational and methodological aspects of
the regional FCA, leaving out consideration of the
different social, economic, cognitive, institutional, and
ethical aspects of the problem.

1 We note that Jonas and Nilsson (2007) go one terminological
step further than we do here and strictly distinguish between
“validation” and “verification” by applying science-theoretical
principles. However, although we use the term “verification”
somewhat indifferently, our ultimate understanding of verifica-
tion, especially in the context of our integrated (multimeasure-
ment/modeling) approach presented here, is in line with the
bottom-up/top-down accounting/verification approach discussed
by Jonas and Nilsson.
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The terminology used below is generally accepted
in statistical theories and risk analysis. The conven-
tional terms for standard statistical analysis are:
(1) precision as reproducibility or a measure of
random error – this deals with our inability to dis-
criminate among values within a parameter or to
deal with a parameter’s imprecision; (2) accuracy
as correctness or a measure of the systematic error
(bias); and (3) a mistake as a measurement that is
known to be incorrect due to carelessness, an accident,
or the ineptitude of the experimenter. In an FCA, direct
use of these terms is usually limited to partial and
relatively simple statistical tasks that are based mainly
on direct measurements.

Mathematical theory distinguishes between uncer-
tainty and variability. Although the term uncertainty
can have different meanings: statistical variability or
lack of knowledge, lack of confidence in a single value
(Hattis & Burmaster, 1994; Hofman & Hammonds,
1994; Heath & Smith, 2000), its use in global change
science is rather consistent. “Uncertainty” is under-
stood as a description of imperfect knowledge of the
true value of a particular quantity or its real variability
in (1) an individual (e.g., measurements of biometric
indicators of trees on a sample plots); or (2) a group
(e.g., averages among sample plots established in a
homogeneous category of forests). In essence, uncer-
tainty is the absence of information; or it is an expres-
sion of the degree to which a value is unknown (IPCC,
2004a; 2004b; Rowe, 1994). Uncertainty can be repre-
sented by quantitative measures (e.g., a range of values
calculated by various models) or by qualitative state-
ments (e.g., reflecting the judgment of a team of
experts). Variability is a special contributor to uncer-
tainty. “Interindividual variability” means the real
variation within a measured value of individuals or
parameters. In general, uncertainty is reducible by
collecting additional data or using better models,
whereas real variability cannot be changed as a result
of better or more extensive measurements. (However,
the latter can improve the quality of the estimates used).
In our analysis we defined uncertainty as an aggrega-
tion of insufficiencies of our system output, regardless
of whether those insufficiencies result from a lack of
knowledge, the intricacies of the system, or other
causes (cf. Nilsson et al., 2000a). Finally, uncertainties
in the FCA can be expressed as confidence intervals of
probability distribution functions.

Probability is the basic term for describing the
assessment of any uncertainty. The traditional ap-
proach assumes that observed frequencies are equiv-
alent to probabilities – it requires the conditions of the
phenomenon or process to remain stationary and for
random measurements to take place. However, both
these requirements are the exception rather than the
rule in an FGA. Moreover, the fuzziness of the FCA
inevitably leads to the use of subjective (personal)
probabilities, the (FCA-applicable) specifics of which
we consider below.

3 Uncertainties of the Regional Full
Carbon Account

Strictly speaking, the “ideal” FCA should be the
result of continuous monitoring of terrestrial biota in
space and time. The philosophy behind this kind of
monitoring leads to the idea of an integrated
observing system – and beyond, to an integrated
accounting system. We can conclude from recent
developments that some simplified versions of this
type of approach could come to fruition in the near
future. Currently, all carbon accounting schemes are
forced to use many heterogeneous information sour-
ces, including results from different measurements,
assessments, and expert estimates over time, which
means that numerous and diverse uncertainties are
generated. Taking into account the methodological
specifics of the carbon account, different classifica-
tions (decomposing, categorizing) of uncertainties can
be relevant. For the IPCC TAR (Third Assessment
Report) Assessment, Moss and Schneider (2000)
considered four major groups dealing with (1) confi-
dence in the theory; (2) observations (measurements);
(3) models; and (4) consensus within a discipline.
Rowe (1994), considering common aspects of risk
analysis, divided uncertainties into temporal (past and
future), structural (complexity), metric (measure-
ments), and translational (explaining uncertain results).
Distinguishing two broad classes of uncertainty-“sta-
tistical” (associated with parameter or observational
values that are not known precisely) and “structural”
(referring to causal relationships between variables)-the
IPCC Workshop on Describing Scientific Uncertainties
in Climate Change pointed out the substantial difficul-
ties involved in assessing structural uncertainty and the
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limited opportunities for doing so in any comprehen-
sive and formal way (IPCC, 2004b).

For structuring the FCA uncertainty calculation
schemes, a more detailed classification of the sources
of uncertainty in the following groups seems useful
(see also Jonas et al., 1999; Nilsson et al., 2000a;
Shvidenko, Nilsson, Rojkov, & Strakhov 1996):

(1) Definitions and classification schemes used in
calculations. As a rule, the definitions and
classification schemes currently used in the
FCA have been introduced for purposes other
than carbon accounting and often correspond to
inappropriate or obsolete standards and measur-
ing technologies.

(2) Shortcomings of available data. Some important
data have never been and are not being mea-
sured, which leads to incomplete and sometimes
inappropriate substitutions.

(3) Unknown or insufficient precision of measured
data. Reasons for this could vary: for example,
subjective (not random) sampling, biased statis-
tics, deliberate falsification, and inappropriate
measurement techniques.

(4) Lack of a proper basis for upscaling. Very often,
there is no solid platform for estimating the
accuracy of upscaled point measurements, gra-
dients are unknown, and stratification is provid-
ed based on expert judgments.

(5) Short time series. Some processes require histor-
ical reconstruction for up to 150–200 years, which
is not covered by existing historical records.

(6) Lack of knowledge of some important processes.
For instance, the post-disturbance processes in soil
on permafrost, some aspects of below-ground
NPP, or nitrogen turnover after biotic disturbances
are, to a significant extent, ‘black boxes.’

(7) Oversimplification of the modeling approach. In
both the major methodological approaches of
the carbon account (i.e., pool-based and flux-
based carbon account), the regional full carbon
budget (FCB) is presented by a sophisticated
superimposition of (almost exclusively) nonsta-
tionary stochastic processes. There is still no
methodology that would use this intrinsic
feature of an FCB as a prerequisite for its
modeling and quantification, and the substitu-
tion of deterministic models for stochastic

processes is common practice. There are many
other examples of this type.

(8) Spatially and/or temporally insufficient observ-
ing systems. Significant remote areas (e.g., in the
Russian north) are not covered by high quality
remote sensing (RS) observations (because of
the low sun angle and boreal winter night) or by
on-ground observations. Some indicators are
very dynamic, and existing monitoring systems
and available data cannot grasp these dynamics
(e.g., seasonal dynamics of insect outbreaks in
boreal forests).

Although each class of uncertainties can be
addressed separately, the classes are not necessarily
independent, and their interdependence should be
examined. The above list of uncertainty sources can
be applied to some or all periods of the assessment:
past, present, and future. However, in any prediction
and forecast, many other uncertainties-arising from
future drivers (climatic, ecological, social, and eco-
nomic) and from responses and feedback from terres-
trial ecosystems – need to be considered. The level of
background uncertainties can be illustrated with
reference to the uncertainties of climatic predictions.
Using 12 three-dimensional general circulation models
(GCMs), including seasonal cycles, a mixed-layer
ocean, and interactive clouds and other features, the
projected increase in global mean surface air temper-
ature under equilibrium conditions for doubled CO2

concentrations in the atmosphere varies approximate-
ly threefold (from 1.6 to 5.4°C, mean 3.82°C,
coefficient of variation 26.3%) (Cess et al., 1993). In
spite of obvious progress in climatic modeling during
the last decade, the situation has not changed
significantly (e.g., Collins et al., 2005). One can
conclude that there is no solid background for verified
FCA for future time periods. We will not consider this
special (and highly uncertain) case further.

Considering the essence, as well as the learning
limitations, in terms of information and methodology,
of a full carbon budget of terrestrial biota, we can
conclude that any FCA is a typical fuzzy system. In
spite of thousands of publications on this topic since
Zadeh (1965) published his fundamental paper, there
is no single unique definition of fuzzy systems and/or
fuzziness. Thus, we use this term in its rather
common but wide mathematical sense (Kosko, 1994;
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Wang & Barret, 2003), bearing in mind that many
elements of the FCB (procedures, components, and
stages of the FCA), far from presenting a crisp set,
require the knowledge of multivalued membership
functions. In essence, “fuzzy logic is part of a formal
mathematical theory for the representation of uncer-
tain systems” (Cogan, 2001); according to Mendoza
and Sprouse (1989) “the concept has generally been
associated with complexity, vagueness, ambiguity,
and imprecision” which “further implies that model
coefficients, parameters, or functional relationships
may be fuzzy and, hence, not known with complete
certainty.” The comprehensive development of the
formal theory, which would provide for learning
about natural fuzzy systems is, to a significant extent,
a matter for the future. Although fuzzy logic and
fuzzy methods are recommended as a means of
incorporating subjective information into different
aspects of uncertainty assessment (e.g., Haimes,
Barry, & Lambert 1994; Hattis & Burmaster, 1994),
their applications in ecology and natural management
are limited by numerous diverse, albeit partial, tasks
(Bare & Mendoza, 1991; Chen & Mynett, 2003;
Mendoza & Sprouse, 1989; U. Özesmi & S. L.
Özesmi, 2004; Wan-Xiong, Yi-Min, Zi-Zhen, &
Fengxiang 2003 etc.). In the framework of FCA, it
is productive to apply “fuzzy thinking,” whose
philosophical approach is of great help in structuring
problems, developing a relevant FCA system, and
treating uncertainties. Elements of this approach are
being introduced little by little into different parts of
global change science. In recent years, the philosophy
has also been applied to a “multiple-constraint”
approach, where heterogeneous data – for example,
measurements of fluxes, remote sensing data, data
from different inventories – provide constraints in
terms of the models used and in assessing results (e.g.,
Wang & Barret, 2003). Obviously, “fuzzy thinking”
can include a formal definition of membership func-
tions and inference rules, but it is not exhausted by
exclusive applications of fuzzy logic methods.

Fuzzy thinking leads to an important conclusion that
defines a relevant specific methodology for verified
FCA: strictly speaking, no individual FCA method or
model applied separately can provide a sufficient (i.e.,
comprehensive, transparent, and reliable) estimation of
uncertainties. Fuzzy thinking thus defines the need to
systematically integrate relevant methods and models,

and it leads to the philosophy of integration in all its
ramifications. For the FCA, the solution is an
integration of all relevant information sources (on-
ground, remote sensing data, and appropriate regional
ecological models), both soft and hard knowledge. On
the other hand, integration should be provided for
different components of the FCA: carbon of terrestrial
biota, ocean, and atmosphere. Consistency in the
terrestrial biota global carbon budget is an indicator of
its reliability. Comparing the results obtained by
different methods is an important part of verification.

The need for a full carbon account generates an
additional dimension of uncertainty. By definition, “a
full C budget encompasses all components of all
ecosystems and is applied continuously in time”
(Steffen et al., 1998). However, in spite of progress
over the last decade, there remain substantial uncer-
tainties in understanding regional and global carbon
budgets. This means that the completeness of the
FCA can be estimated only through expert judgment.2

However, estimating an FCB continuously in time in
order to judge its completeness can also only be
fulfilled in a very approximate manner. As the FCB
has a “memory,” up-to-date estimates of carbon (C)
fluxes may depend strongly upon the previous,
sometimes long periods for which relevant measure-
ments may not be provided, and thus the required
information simply does not exist. Moreover, the
completeness greatly depends upon the end-point
target of the user. For example, the final goal of
carbon accounts can be defined either as an assess-
ment of the amount of C–CO2 in the exchange, or as
the quantities of all gases containing carbon, or as the
Global Warming Potential. Nevertheless, experiences
of the FCA for some countries (like Austria and
Russia) show that about 96–98% of recognized
carbon fluxes are usually included in the consider-
ation, although in essence this conclusion is an expert
estimate (Nilsson et al., 2000a). The completeness
allows us to implement a balance estimation and an
analysis of the consistency of individual modules and
blocks of the FCA. Here, we face a substantial
methodological shortcoming of any partial accounting
system: the inability either to close the balance or to

2 We distinguish between a full carbon budget (FCB) as a
natural system and a full carbon account (FCA) as an artificial
accounting system.
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check the consistency of the accounting system. The
crucial assumption underlying the partial carbon
account is that some drivers and, consequently, some
net carbon fluxes (especially those that are not
directly human-induced) are untested, and their
changes remain unknown. Thus, the FCA presents
additional information that allows the (final) uncer-
tainties of the accounting systems to be estimated and
the specifics, strengths, and weaknesses of partial
accounting systems to be grasped.

4 Requirements for the Terrestrial Biota Regional
Full Carbon Account

The above considerations give rise to the following
important requirements for any verified FCA result:

1. Only a holistic system approach (with modifica-
tions resulting from the fuzziness of the FCA) can
serve as a solid overall methodological back-
ground for the FCA. From a substantive point of
view, implementation of the landscape-ecosystem
methodology is one of only a few possibilities for
a consecutive system analysis. Under the land-
scape-ecosystem approach, (1) an ecosystem (i.e.,
vegetation–soil ensemble at different scales) is
considered as the primary unit of scientific
description, modeling, and interpretation; and
(2) the quantification of intra-ecosystem process-
es of energy and matter exchange should include
the impacts of properties of an individual land-
scape. From an informational point of view, all
relevant sources of information must used, includ-
ing: (1) as comprehensive a ground-based quan-
titative descriptions of ecosystems and landscapes
as possible (e.g., in the form of Geographic
Information Systems); (2) remote sensing data;
(3) numerous and diverse sets of auxiliary models
(e.g., for connecting remotely sensed data with
“hidden” ecological parameters of ecosystems);
(4) measurements of fluxes (such as Net Ecosys-
tem Exchange); (5) composition of gas concen-
trations in the atmosphere; and (6) regional
ecological models of different types. From a
methodological point of view, a relevant combi-
nation of pool-based and flux-based approaches

allows the weaknesses of each of these basic FCA
methodologies to some extent to be eliminated.

2. Use of strict and monosemantic definitions and
formally complete classification schemes. This
problem is not trivial. Recent activities of the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) on
harmonizing forest-related definitions for use by
various stakeholders provide many examples of
how many different problems can be encountered
in the rather simple field of land use-land cover
classifications alone (FAO, 2002).

3. Explicit structuring of the account; use of strict
intrasystem (module) spatial, temporal, and process
boundaries. In this respect, a number of questions
should be regulated (e.g., whether human consump-
tion of vegetation products should be considered as
part of net biome production (NBP).

4. An estimation of the uncertainties should be
provided at all stages and for all modules of the
FCA. This allows the gathering of any additional
information needed to understand relevant ways
of managing uncertainties.

5. Accounting schemes, models, and assumptions
should be presented in an explicit algorithmic
form. This means that the use of soft knowledge
(e.g., in the form of expert estimates), which is
inevitable in the FCA, should be provided in a
“quantified” form and using methods that would
allow any shortcomings and possible biases
resulting from subjective information to be
minimized.

6. The accounting scheme should provide a spa-
tially explicit distribution of considered pools
and fluxes. This means that all major compo-
nents of the FCA should be georeferenced at
relevant scales.

7. Temporal dimensions of the FCA should be
consistent with the temporal peculiarities of
processes that are quantified (modeled). The
relevant length of respective timescales and the
required frequency of observations are defined by
specifics of the individual processes considered.
Obviously, a year or a different period of
accounting should be clearly identified.

Some of the above requirements are not satisfied in
regional and national accounting and are not indicated
in the recommendations of the IPCC (IPCC, 1997;
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2000). This increases the fuzziness as well as the role
of expert components in the FCA.

5 Assessing Uncertainties

Two main statistical tools – probability density
functions and confidence limits – are normally used
for assessing uncertainties. The IPCC Guidelines
suggest the use of a 95% confidence interval. This
“conventional” recommendation is usually justified in
terms of the simplicity of calculating the interval
corresponding to two standard errors. It is not
completely clear, however, how much this traditional
recommendation (1) corresponds to the specifics of
the FCA; and (2) impacts interdependence of type I
(alpha) and II (beta) errors. Factors that are beyond
these two considerations follow.

In essence, the selection of a confidence interval
should be based on a function of the losses due to an
achieved level of uncertainties. However, not only has
no formal theory been developed to quantify such a
function but there are large practical difficulties in
structuring one. Thus, the solution remains in the field
of expert estimates; it should be the result of
substantive analysis and, finally, of an agreement
among interested parties. Taking into account the
utility of the FCA for large territories and the practical
consequences of its inherent uncertainties, one might
conclude that the relevant confidence interval (e.g.,
for NBP) should correspond to probability smaller
than 0.95 (e.g., in the range of 0.8–0.9) or even
smaller. Moreover, such an approach would allow a
decrease to a relevant value of errors of type II. This
problem, as far as we know, has not been considered
in any practical assessment of the uncertainties of the
FCA made to date. On the other hand, the numerical
expression of uncertainties (i.e., statements such as:
“the uncertainty (accuracy) of the final result is at p
percent”) have a major psychological meaning, at
least for the public and policy makers. The inherent
uncertainties in some important components of the
carbon budget of terrestrial vegetation are high and –
if we use a confidence interval for high probability –
could be comparable with, or even exceed, 100%.
Obviously, any results with uncertainties >100% have
no practical meaning. Thus, artificially setting high
confidence intervals can give the wrong impression
about the practical applicability of the final results of

the FCA. This problem requires further elaboration. In
the examples and considerations below we use a
confidence level of 0.9.

We examined the following method of assessing
uncertainties in the FCA: (1) estimation of precision
of all intermediate and final results; (2) “transforma-
tion” of precision into uncertainty; and (3) multiple-
constraint comparisons of results.

Estimation of precision The FCA is presented as a
hierarchical structure of analytical expressions. It
allows the formal use of error propagation theory,
assuming that the variables used in the calculations
are more or less normally distributed. However, only
some of the initial data result from direct measure-
ments for which, for example, standard errors and
probability distribution functions can be estimated
using conventional statistical methods. This generates
some open issues: (1) the need to use estimates of the
precision of initial variables “by analogy” (i.e.,
average values by classes of the classification used),
or based on expert estimates and subjective probabil-
ities; and (2) the use of “summarized errors” as a
substitute for random errors. As a rule, it is impossible
to divide the many initial variables used in the FCA
into random and systematic errors. Thus, summarized
errors are considered functions of both random and
systematic errors. In practical situations, the share of
bias is relatively small (estimated to be in the order of
10–15% of the random error). In such cases, applying
the error propagation theory does not change the
essence of statistical conclusions.

“Transformation” of precision into uncertain-
ties The precision calculated is transformed into
uncertainty based on sensitivity analysis and expert
estimates of unaccounted impacts and processes. The
Monte Carlo method is often used as a tool for
sensitivity analysis. How this procedure works
depends on the end-point target of the assessment.

1. The end point is a fixed but unknown value (e.g.,
net biome production). Values are sampled at
random from distributions representing various
“degrees of belief”ff about the unknown “fixed”
values of the parameters (i.e., the true but
unknown value is equal to or less than any value
selected from distribution). The subjective confi-
dence statement about the true but unknown
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assessment end point accounts for multiple sour-
ces of uncertainties including, (1) inventory or
model structure; (2) presence, variability, and
representatives of data; and (3) quantified expert
opinions. Uncertainty about a quantity that is
fixed (or deterministic) with respect to the
assessment end point is often called Type B
uncertainty. Variation of input data allows the
selection of “important input parameters,” which
contribute most to the spread in the distribution of
the FCA results.

2. The end point is an unknown distribution of
values. In such a case, the Monte Carlo simu-
lations are performed in two dimensions produc-
ing numerous alternative representations of the
true but unknown distributions (assessment of
uncertainty of Type A). In practical applications
of the FCA, both the above procedures are used;
however, it often occurs that a mixture of both
types of uncertainties is presented.

Although Monte Carlo calculations are not free from
some subjective elements (e.g., a “selection” of the type
of unknown distribution), this method presents both
comprehensive information about uncertainties of the
accounting scheme (model) and important information
for management of uncertainties. These results often
serve as an iterative step in a process to improve model
estimates.

We must note, however, that all these results are true
only within the approach (model) used and under given
inputs and assumptions; they can have little to do with
reality, if the model or assumptions are not “compre-
hensive” or if they are oversimplified. Thus, if, for
example, the model FORCARB (carbon inventory for
2000 for private timberland of United States, which
covers about 75% of that country’s productive forests)
estimates uncertainty as ± 9% of the estimated median
of total carbon in the year 2000 and as ± 11% in the
projection year 2040 (Heath & Smith, 2000), this just
tells us that these results are derived from Monte Carlo
calculations within the (rather simple) FORCARB
model; they tell us nothing about any “real uncertain-
ty.”We have no wish to criticize this particular model –
we just use it as an example to demonstrate specifics
that are inherent in any model, even the most
complicated. Moreover, this explains why an indepen-
dent and thorough analysis of the completeness and
structural rationality of the FCA used is necessary. One

way of providing this analysis is by using expert
judgments on the topic; such judgments are quantified
and embedded (in addition to Monte Carlo or other
methods of sensitivity analysis) in final values of
uncertainties (Shvidenko & Nilsson, 2003).

Multiple-constraint comparison of results Three im-
portant techniques that allow us to make a final
judgment about the FCA are: (1) the balance and
consistency analysis of carbon budgets of relatively
closed blocks (modules) of the FCA; (2) comparisons
of independently calculated intermediate results; and
(3) multiple-constraint analysis of final results. We
must point out the crucial importance of the multiple-
constraint methodology. The “top-down/bottom-up”
analysis is currently a major tool for understanding the
“real” range of uncertainties of the global carbon budget
(see Jonas & Nilsson, 2007). This could be very useful
in continental and other macroregional FCAs. Hence,
the FCA for Russia shows that the former problem of
the missing sink, which has been the subject of intense
debate, results from the incompleteness of the account
(Nilsson et al., 2003a, 2003b).

The problem of bias A usual prerequisite of uncertain-
ty analysis is that the approaches used do not generate
significant bias. As a rule, this assumption is very
difficult to check in practical assessments. Bias is
often caused by temporal or spatial nonstationarity of
processes or of the ways in which measurements are
provided. Improving the measurement techniques or
methodologies used, as well as integrating new
knowledge, could generate a substantial shift in
results, indicating previously unrecognized biases.
We present two recent examples that illustrate the
magnitude of the possible impacts.

1. The first detailed inventory estimate of the net
primary production (NPP) of Russian forests for
1993 was based on a database that contained
approximately 3,000 sample plots, where measure-
ments were performed by traditional destructive
sampling (Nilsson et al., 2000a). These measure-
ments did not account for some of the important
components of NPP (e.g., root exudates, which
comprise about 15% of the total NPP of boreal
forest ecosystems), and they probably underesti-
mated the NPP of fine roots. The transition to a
semi-empirical inventory-based modeling system
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that does not have significant recognized biases (at
the current level of understanding), has increased
the average forest NPP in Russia by approximately
one-third (Shvidenko, Shepashenko, Nilsson, &
Vaganov, 2007). Tendencies of the same magnitude
have been also recognized for the NPP of wetlands
in Siberia (Vasiliev, Titlyanova, & Velichko, 2001).

2. Based on the remotely sensed normalized differ-
ence vegetation index (NDVI), Myneni et al.
(2001) have estimated the sequestration of carbon
in the above-ground wood of Russian forests to
be 283 Tg C yr−1 for the period of 1992–1998.
This accumulation corresponds to an increase in
growing stock volume of about one billion m3

annually. The forest inventory data for the same
period indicate the increase in growing stock to
be almost three times less (Shvidenko & Nilsson,
2003). This contradiction has recently been
explained (Lapenis, Shvidenko, Sheschenko,
Nilsson, & Aiyyer, 2005). The recent analysis of
temporal dynamics of the allometric ratios of
different phytomass fractions during the last
50 years has recognized the substantially different
trends in above-ground wood, green parts, and
roots. The calibration procedure provided by
Myneni et al. (2001) did not take these dynamics
into account. If the findings by Lapenis et al.
(2005) are taken into account, the remote sensing
estimate is decreasing to a level that is compatible
with the forest inventory data.

6 Some Practical Implementations and Results
from Case Studies

We attempted to introduce (to the extent possible) the
above requirements and techniques while estimating the
FCA for two regions with different conditions: (1)
Russia as a whole country; and (2) a large (∼3 million
km2mm ) region of Northern Eurasia (SIBERIA-II study
area, see Box 2). In spite of the availability of
information and appropriate levels of detail available
for these two subjects being different, the methodology
of the two FCAs had many common features. The
information base was developed in the form of an
integrated land information system (ILIS) which
comprises multilayer GIS and corresponding attribute
data (at scale 1:2.5 million for the entire country and
1:1 million for the SIBERIA-II region). All relevant
information sources were used for the development of

the ILIS: available maps and legends; data from
different inventories (in particular, forest inventory)
and surveys; various scientific archives; and official
statistical data. The landscape-ecosystem methodology
served as the overall scientific basis of the account,
which was based on an integration of pool-based and
flux-based approaches. The flux-based approach is
expressed as assessing fluxes (measured in units of
carbon per unit of time (e.g., Tg C yr−1) at boundaries
of terrestrial ecosystems with other components of the
biosphere (atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere)

NBP ¼ NPP� HSR� DEC� D� TL� TH; ð1Þ
where NBP and NPP are net biome and net primary
production; HSR is heterotrophic soil respiration; DEC
is flux due to decomposition of coarse woody debris; D
is flux due to disturbances; and TL and TH are fluxes
to lithosphere and hydrosphere. The pool-based meth-
od estimates carbon pools at the beginning and end of
the assessment period. A combination of these two
approaches (or – in an ideal case – a comparison of
independently obtained results) allows us to estimate
the methodological consistency of the FCA.

We present some typical examples from the above
two case studies. For the whole country we provide
our estimation of the FCA for the initial period of the
Kyoto Protocol (1988–1992). We must note that the
terminology of the Protocol (“since 1990”) is not
completely appropriate for an independent estimation
of any solid carbon budget at the national level,
whether full or partial carbon account is considered:
information required for an FCA of large territories
cannot be made operational at the yearly timescale.
Thus, the estimation of uncertainties was provided for
5-year averages (1988–2002).

Two major conclusions follow from the FCA for
terrestrial biota of all Russia: (1) the resulting
uncertainties in the FCA are relatively high, the net
biome production (including human consumption of
vegetation products) being estimated as 0.35±
0.18 Pg C yr−1; (2) the greatest uncertainty lies in
assessing soil processes (the change of soil organic
carbon was estimated as −0.04±0.16 Pg C yr−1).
Attempts to apply the pool-based method to assessing
soil carbon dynamics were insufficient because the
requisite information was lacking. It has been shown,
however, that major improvements in the reliability of
results are possible only in the framework of the full
account, and that the problem of the “missing sink” is
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a problem of the incompleteness of assessments
(Nilsson et al., 2003a, 2003b). The overall methodo-
logical lesson from this study was that any crucial
decrease in uncertainties in the FCA at the national
level requires substantial improvements to input
information, which could probably be adequately
carried out within the framework of integrated
observing systems like GEOSS (Global Earth Obser-
vation System of Systems). Comprehensive use of
(only) existing information could supply satisfactory
results in assessing relatively simple components of
the FCA, although even in such cases substantial
expert elements remain (see Box 1 for assessing
uncertainties of forest phytomass, as an example).

Box 1 Uncertainties of estimation of the total amount
of phytomass in Russian forests based on forest
inventory data

Initial assumptions: Data of the state forest account
(SFA; i.e., aggregated data of forest inventory by
∼2,000 forest enterprises) and regression equations of
phytomass do not have any bias at an accepted level
of significance. To check these assumptions, a special
statistical and expert analysis of data and procedures
has been provided.

Indexes used: i is phytomass fraction, i=1, ..., 7; ρ
is dominant species, ρ=1, ..., 27; m is ecoregion, m=
1, ..., 141, k-number of forest stands.kk

Variables: M-mass (dry matter) of fractions, Tg;MM
GS-growing stock volume, m3; A, SI, RS-age, site
index, and relative stocking, respectively; d-content of
carbon in phytomass.

Initial data are presented in the form of a matrix for
each of the 141 ecoregions across the country; these
contain area and growing stock distributed by age
classes A for dominant species ρ and types of inventory
r (r=1, 2, 3), as well as average SI and RS by species
and inventory types.

Mass M of fraction i, dominant species ρ, eco-
region m is calculated as

MiMM ρm ¼ δi
Xq
A¼1

RiρmA�GSρS mA

¼ δi
Xq
A¼1

c0SI
c1Ac2þc3RSþc4RS2

ðB1:1Þ

where R is ratio of phytomass fraction to growing
stock (expressed as a multidimensional regression of A,
SI, and RS) and c0, ... c4 are regression coefficients.

Thus, the total phytomass of Russian forests is

M ¼
X141
m¼1

X27
r¼1

X7
i¼1

MiMM rii m ðB1:2Þ

Based on standard methods of error propagation
theory, the summarized error of Eq. B1.2 could be
expressed in an explicit way (Nilsson et al., 2000a).
Applying the set of equations for Riρm (Shvidenko,
Shepashenko, & Nilsson, 2002), we have the sum-
marized error of forest phytomass by ecoregion in the
range of ±5–14% (here and below the confidence
level is 0.9) and the final precision (weighted by total
mass of phytomass of the ecoregion) is estimated at
about ±3%. Assuming the relative error of δi=±2%,
we come to the final conclusion that the total
summarized error is ±3.7%, and the confidence
interval is 32.9±1.2 Pg C. This result represents a
formal estimate of precision. To assess the extent to
which the expert estimates and assumptions used
were able to impact this conclusion, five Russian
experts were requested to estimate the completeness
of the accounting. They unanimously concluded that
the assessment accounted for “not less than two-thirds
of all uncertainties,” that is, the final uncertainty was
estimated to be about ± 4.5%. Additional information
can be presented by comparison with independent
estimates from other sources. However, from nine
different estimates of forest phytomass in Russia
reported during the last two decades, we were able
to select only four that used sufficient information and
accepted methodologies. The average densities for
forest phytomass in Russia from these sources were:
Alexeyev and Birdsey (1994): 3.63 kg C m−2; Isaev,
Korovin, Utkin, Pryashnikov, and Zamolodchikov
(1995): 4.55 kg C m−2; Isaev and Korovin (1998):
4.51 kg C m−2, and IIASA (independent GIS-based
method; Nilsson et al., 2000a): 4.403 kg C m−2. The
average of these estimates is 4.27 kg C m−2, or −0.7%
of our estimates of 4.30 kg C m−2.

Nevertheless, the following considerations illus-
trate some “hidden” uncertainties that cannot be
recognized by any formal analysis. The estimate of
4.30 kg C m−2 was obtained based on a set of models
developed using experimental data available before
1997. The models were recalculated using additional
experimental data accumulated in 1997–2004 (the
number of sample plots was increased by about 10%
to about 3,600). The new set of models was applied to
the same data of the (State Forest Account) SFA–
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1993, and a new estimate of the density was 4.43 kg
C m−2, or about 3% more than the previous one.
Obviously, this is within the probabilistic limits of the
uncertainty estimated above. Finally, the assumption
that the SFA growing stock has no bias is not true: an
estimate of the bias for 1993 is +2.5% (Shvidenko &
Nilsson, 2002). However, 59% of Russian forests (by
growing stock) were composed of mature, overma-
ture, and uneven-aged forests with a substantial
amount of trunk and root decay. An approximate
conservative estimate gives the values as 2–3% of the
growing stock (i.e., we have an approximate com-
pensation of the bias of the growing stock estimation).
Thus, the overall conclusion is that the uncertainties
inherent in our knowledge of the phytomass of
Russian forest ecosystems in 1993 are at the level of
5–6% with high probability (not less than 0.9).

SIBERIA-II aimed to make a full greenhouse gas
account based on a fusion of (1) multisensor remote
sensing; (2) comprehensive description of individual
ecosystems and landscapes in the form of an ILIS;
and (3) use of different types of ecological model.
SIBERIA-II had a number of features that helped
substantially increase the reliability of the regional
FCA. First, the introduction of multisensor remote
sensing greatly increased the quality and efficiency of
information. Considering the large scale and remote-
ness of the region, the information presented by RS
(12 different sensors were examined) was of crucial
importance for, inter alia, updating land cover,
estimating disturbances, and assessing environmental
indicators. However, there were many inconsistencies
in the technical capacities of RS sensors, the spatial
and temporal resolution needed, and the requirements
of the FCA. There was an obvious need for new
technical RS tools designed specially for studying the
biospheric role of terrestrial biota, a good example
being a satellite with P-band radar on board for
assessing vegetation (particularly forest above-ground
biomass). Second, the objective in using diverse
information was to increase the synergy from
combining the various relevant information sources.
Third, applying different ecological models presented
the possibility not only of multiple constraints of the
results but also of independent estimates of many
components of the FCA.

The examples presented below are typical. They are
limited by the approach, which is based on the
ecosystem-landscape methodology. An FCA-relevant

GIS layer and corresponding databases were developed
at the polygon level. An FCA is provided for each of the
polygons (which serve as a primary ecosystem land-
scape unit and are aggregated into ecoregions). Some of
the components of the FCA are estimated based on
regional ecosystem-landscape models. This puts special
requirements on the hierarchical structure of the
classification of land classes used to limit the variability
of the FCA components within the classes. From a
modeling point of view, the approach consecutively
examines three FCA varieties: (1) “baseline” inventory,
assessing average values; (2) introduction of a number
of environmental indicators by using empirical and
semi-empirical ecosystem and landscape models; and
(3) use of process-based blocks as part of the multiple-
constraints procedure.

The most important lessons learned from this
regional case study are:

1. The study has supported the appropriateness of an
ecosystem-landscape approach as the scientific
background for the regional FCA.

2. The vegetation components of the FCA for individ-
ual polygons are estimated with high reliability.
Hence, live biomass (phytomass) by polygons is
defined with uncertainties ±7–15%, net primary
production and heterotrophic soil respiration ±15–
20% (confidence probability here and below 0.9).
However, this aspect required the development of a
number of special regional modeling systems based
on a large number of sample plots (between several
hundred and several thousand for each component)
and the use of all available reference and normative
information (e.g., yield tables and models of gross
and net growth).

3. The uncertainty of estimates of soil carbon
pools is high (in the range of ±10–15%) and
contains a substantial share of expert elements
and assumptions because of the coarse resolu-
tion of soil data (the basic soil map and
reference databases are presented at a scale of
1:1 million), obsolete and unevenly distributed
measurements, mapping at different time scales,
and insufficiently documented history of vege-
tation fire during the last two decades. At the
ecoregion level, uncertainties of major pools
and fluxes (like NPP and HSR) are estimated to
be in the range of 5–10% (each ecoregion
contains 600–4,000 polygons), under the
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assumption that the account has no significant
bias (more information and typical examples are
given in Box 2). Calculations provided by both
pool-based and flux-based methods showed
rather consistent results, although assessing the
soil carbon dynamic is substantially less certain
than for other carbon pools (phytomass, coarse
woody debris).

4. Some problems with estimating uncertainties are
generated by the aggregation of ecosystems in
polygons taking into account the coarse scale of
the accounting. To some extent these uncertain-
ties are decreased by the implementation of
“mixed classes” (e.g., polygons that contain more
than one class). On the other hand, implementa-
tion of “virtual polygons” presents the additional
possibility of decreasing uncertainties of this
type. “Virtual polygons” comprise land classes
that are represented by numerous plots of small
areas and are not individually indicated at the GIS
layer (roads, small rivers and water reservoirs,
settlements, some classes of agricultural lands).
As a rule, the total area of such land classes could
be obtained from independent sources, and
corresponding corrections of an area are provided
at the ecoregion level. However, a substantial part
of the aggregation is based on professional judg-
ments, and estimating these uncertainties includes
a substantial expert component.

5. Interannual variability of the FCA could be very
high (up to 2–5 fold for NBP and up to 25–30% for
NPP during a 10–15 year period) and is defined by
the impacts of seasonal weather specifics and by the
extent and severity of disturbances.

6. Uncertainties of an FCA estimated for an individual
year could be very high. Thus, considering time
series is the best strategy for reducing uncertainty.

Box 2 Monte Carlo estimation of uncertainties of
phytomass, NPP, and net ecosystem production (NEP)
at the regional level (SIBERIA-II) for a base year
2003.

The region of SIBERIA-II, a total area of 307.8
million ha, stretches for about 3,000 km from the
Arctic Ocean to the boundary with the Tuva Republic
in the south and includes the main vegetation zones of
the northern hemisphere (polar desert, tundra, forest
tundra, northern, sparse, middle and southern taiga,

temperate forests, forest steppe, steppe and semides-
ert). The area of the region is divided in 23 ecological
regions (ecoregions) and ∼35,000 polygons of which
16,589 are covered by vegetation (ecosystem-land-
scape units). The FCA was provided by polygon.
Phytomass by seven fractions was estimated as
described in Box 1. Net Primary Production (NPP)
was calculated based on a special method of modeling
of the annual cycle of total production of phytomass
(TPPh). The method, algorithm, and parameterization
used are described in Shvidenko, Shepashenko,
Nilsson, and Bouloui (2004). The estimation of the
FCA was provided similarly to Eq. 1 with some
technical modification. Monte Carlo simulations
(15,000 runs per simulation) were provided for
phytomass by fractions, NPP, and NEP at both
polygon and ecoregion levels. Input uncertainties for
simulation were estimated as follows: growing stock
±15–20% (requirements of forest inventory manual
addressed to separate stand are ±12–15%), site index
±5%, age ±10–40 years, depending on the average
age of stand and the dominant species, relative
stocking ±15–20%. We present results of the simu-
lations below.

Estimation of phytomass at the polygon level.
For a typical ecoregion (no. 2,501 situated in middle
taiga subzone of Irkutsk oblast), the uncertainty of thet
total phytomass varies between ±6% and ±14% (mean
12%). The range of uncertainty is similar for all forest
fractions (±13–20%) apart from understory and green
forest floor, which have lower mean uncertainties, and
foliage, which has a higher upper limit (±21–25%).
The size of the 90% confidence interval normalized
by area ranges between 0.67 and 31.60 Mg C ha−1

(mean 13.44). The spatial distribution of the uncer-
tainties is presented in Fig. 1. As a whole, there are no
spatial trends of the magnitude of uncertainty.
Confidence intervals are mainly influenced by the
average density of total phytomass by unit area.

Estimation of NPP at the polygon level. NPP of three
aggregated fractions (above-ground wood, green
parts, and below-ground wood) was considered. The
range of uncertainty is similar for each forest fraction,
from less than ±1% to between ±12 and 14%. The
mean values are ±12% for the tree fractions and ±8–
9% for understory and green forest floor. Percentiles
of 5 and 95% boundaries are similar for the above-
mentioned fractions, which are on average 0.92 and
1.08 of the mean, respectively.
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Estimation of NEP. An estimation of uncertaintiesPP
of assessment of NEP has been carried out at the
polygon level for each ecoregion and for the region of
SIBERIA-II as a whole. The normalized range of
NEP in ecoregion 2,501 varies between 0.17 and
0.85 Mg C ha−1 (mean of 0.67 Mg C ha−1). The
normalized range of NEP varies across the Siberia-II
region between 0.01 and 2.64 Mg C ha−1 (mean of
0.51 Mg C ha−1). There is a clear spatial trend in
distribution of uncertainties across the region’s area
(Fig. 2) which is explained by the increasing human
impact on ecosystems from north to south.

There are different ways of managing uncertainties
based on additional information. There are many
ways of evaluating the value of information, most of
which rely on determining the benefit of making a
decision based on current knowledge versus spending

more resources to improve the knowledge base that
could be used in Bayesian decision analysis (Berger,
1985), or referring to the more familiar expected
value of perfect information (Morgan & Henrion,
1990). Effective ways of reducing carbon flux uncer-
tainties strictly depend on the structure and specifics
of the accounting schemes; the most appropriate ways
of reducing their uncertainties differ from those used
to reduce uncertainties in the inventories of carbon
pools. As a rule, an optimal way of reducing
uncertainty requires a systems approach and lies in
the attempt to utilize the synergism of combining
heterogeneous information sources. For example, to
substantially reduce the uncertainties of emissions
caused by vegetation fires, more appropriate classi-
fications (for example, types of fires, types of
combustibles) are required than are used in many
countries; also required are more accurate vegetation

Fig. 1 Uncertainties of total
phytomass by polygon for
ecoregion 2501. The loca-
tion of the ecoregion in the
SIBERIA-II region is shown
in Fig. 2
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fuel maps, new or modified RS sensors (which enable
types of fires and their severity to be identified), and
improved empirical models (e.g., to assess the amount
of consumed combustibles of definite forest types
depending on such factors as environmental indica-
tors, and fuel storage). In addition, it must be kept in
mind that some uncertainties cannot be reduced, given
current knowledge and economic conditions.

7 Conclusion

The development of global integrated observing sys-
tems is a major strategy that aims to establish verified
regional terrestrial biota full carbon accounts in the
future. The integrated observation system is understood
as a permanent tool for combining all the relevant
information sources (on-ground measurements, remote-
ly sensed data and empirical knowledge) and models of

different types linked to primary polygons relevant to
the FCA. Some prototypes for components of such
systems and possible decisions are outlined above.
Presumably, such an approach would allow the
uncertainties of annual NBP at regional and national
scales to be decreased to a range of 7–10%. However,
any proper development and implementation of such a
system will require not only advanced theoretical and
technical improvements but also the development of
new elements and subsystems. These improvements
mostly deal with remote sensing, the study of some
poorly understood basic processes, and the develop-
ment of new types of regional model. Remotely sensed
data are vitally important for the FCA. However, (1)
only a multisensor remote sensing concept will be able
to satisfy the major requirements of the accounting; and
(2) there is an obvious need for the development of new
sensors that would specifically address the assessment
of the basic components of the FCA. One of the main
bottlenecks of the FCA is insufficient knowledge of
ecosystem below-ground processes. From the modeling
point of view, it is clear that results produced by
dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) for
individual countries and continents have little in
common with reality and that their uncertainties still
cannot be estimated in any formal way. Inventory-
based modeling schemes are able to present only
average data for a rather uncertain period. Recent
developments show that the “regionalizing” of
DGVMs is one way of introducing such models into
the verified FCA (Beer, Lucht, Schmullius, &
Shvidenko, 2006). In addition, there are promising
results from the introduction of process-based elements
in inventory-based approaches and the ways in which
this was carried out under the SIBERIA-II project.
These can be considered as steps toward developing
new types of hybrid regional model which would keep
the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of both
inventory- and process-based approaches.

One important unresolved question is the setting of
the thresholds of relevant uncertainties that should be
provided by verified regional and national FCAs.
There is little progress in this field to date.

In the foreseeable future, the FCAwill remain a fuzzy
system in the sense discussed above. This implies that
judgments about the reliability of the FCAwill be based
on a combination of strict formal methods as well as
expert conclusions. In February 2005 the Kyoto
Protocol entered into force and the technical task of

Fig. 2 Uncertainty of NEP for all vegetation classes across the
Siberia-II region (uncertainty is shown as the 90% confidence
interval normalized by polygon area). The red ellipse identifies
ecoregion 2501 depicted in Fig. 1
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assessing uncertainties gained political and economic
importance. The theoretical and practical aspects of the
problem will thus need to be elaborated, and the special
institutions that would be responsible for certifying
FCAs to be developed.
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Abstract We investigated the Austrian national
greenhouse gas emission inventory to review the
reliability and usability of such inventories. The
overall uncertainty of the inventory (95% confidence
interval) is just over 10% of total emissions, with
nitrous oxide (N2O) from soils clearly providing the
largest impact. Trend uncertainty – the difference
between 2 years – is only about five percentage
points, as important sources like soil N2O are not
expected to show different behavior between the years
and thus exhibit a high covariance. The result is very
typical for industrialized countries – subjective deci-
sions by individuals during uncertainty assessment are
responsible for most of the discrepancies among
countries. Thus, uncertainty assessment cannot help
to evaluate whether emission targets have been met.
Instead, a more rigid emission accounting system that
allows little individual flexibility is proposed to
provide harmonized evaluation uninfluenced by the
respective targets. Such an accounting system may
increase uncertainty in terms of greenhouse gas fluxes
to the atmosphere. More importantly, however, it will
decrease uncertainty in intercountry comparisons and
thus allow for fair burden sharing. Setting of post-

Kyoto emission targets will require the independent
evaluation of achievements. This can partly be
achieved by the validation of emission inventories
and thorough uncertainty assessment.

Keywords model uncertainty .Monte Carlo
simulation . greenhouse gases . inventory quality
considerations . Kyoto Protocol

1 Introduction

Emission inventories are important tools for environ-
mental policy. Typically covering material flows into
the atmosphere, fluxes of atmospherically active
substances (air pollutants or greenhouse gases
[GHGs]) are accounted for as annual totals for
specified regions. In general, the estimation of
emissions follows guidelines that leave freedom for
country-specific refinements (EEA 2004; Houghton
et al. 1997). As direct measurements of emissions are
rarely performed, the assessment of emissions from a
single source is often based on the multiplication of a
statistical parameter “activity” and the relation of this
parameter to the emissions – the “emission factor.”
Even more complex variants of emission calcula-
tions (emission models) may be traced back to this
simple concept (see, e.g., Webber and Fleming 2002).
Greenhouse gas inventories, which also consider
sinks of gases, do not explicitly refer to emissions or
sources. The full amount of mass transfer into and
from the atmosphere is not considered in all cases in
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the inventory: international obligations to report
national emissions fail to cover emissions from
sources that are not considered attributable to a single
nation. For example, international transport and
natural emissions are not included in the national
totals (UNFCCC 2004).

Increasing regulatory demands require improve-
ments to be made to inventory quality. When a well-
defined relationship exists between emissions (from a
source) and the impact (on a receptor) of pollution, an
emissions estimate provides a sufficient basis for
regulatory action. Current research and policy issues
of multicompound atmospheric chemistry, transboun-
dary aspects of air pollution, or emissions trading
require a much more intrinsic understanding of both
the source–receptor relationship and the emission-–
generating processes. Consequently, efforts to im-
prove emission inventories and to validate inventory
output have been initiated, including an assessment of
the reliability and uncertainty of inventories as part of
these efforts (Penman et al. 2000).

The uncertainty of national greenhouse gas emis-
sions as one component of quality improvement has
been assessed for a number of countries (e.g., Monni
et al. 2004; Winiwarter and Rypdal 2001). Using the
experience gained from these studies, and interpreting
the sensitivities associated with the quantitative
assessment of uncertainties, a number of important
conclusions can be drawn, including consequences for
environmental policy.

2 Methodology: How to Assess the Uncertainty
of National Emission Inventories

The assessment of the quality of any model result
may take one of two different pathways:

1. Independent validation allows an unbiased as-
sessment of model performance.

2. Sensitivity analysis, determining the uncertainty
range of model input information and extrapolat-
ing to the variability of the output, is possible
without independent information.

Because of the lack of independent validation data
(such as emission estimates from inverse modeling of
measured atmospheric concentrations), the quality of
emission inventories can be fully covered at present
only by investigating their input data.

In a study accompanying the official Austrian
greenhouse gas emission inventory, all input informa-
tion was systematically evaluated for its uncertainty
(Winiwarter and Rypdal 2001). Both the magnitude
and shape of the probability density functions were
assessed using discrepancies between statistical data,
measurements, or literature information as the main
sources. Nevertheless, for a number of parameters no
such reliable data was available. Structured interviews
with experts in the respective sectors were used to
obtain a well-documented expert estimate of the
uncertainty elements of those parameters.

While this approach is fully able to cover the
random variability of the underlying information, a
potential systematic error (e.g., caused by methodo-
logical limitations) will not be detected. Such an error
would, by its very nature, require correction at the
time it is discovered; thus, it would not contribute to
variability. In the above-mentioned study, systematic
errors are assessed by not correcting data that is
clearly erroneous. The difference between systemati-
cally wrong results and the new estimates is consid-
ered to represent systematic errors, assuming that any
systematic error still remaining unidentified would be
of the same size as those actually discovered.

The combination of uncertainties can be performed
by error propagation or by Monte Carlo methods.
While the application of error propagation has some
theoretical limitations, the Monte Carlo approach
requires more computing power, as it is based on
random variations of the input parameters according
to their respective probability density and on a
statistical evaluation of the output. Considering the
fairly simple computations involved in emission
calculation, computing time is not a real issue, and
the advantages of a Monte Carlo simulation, espe-
cially in terms of the treatment of covariance between
two parameters (see below), become obvious. Sensi-
tivity analysis demonstrates that – independently of
the shape of the input probability functions – the
output will approximate a normal distribution (Fig. 1).

3 Results

The uncertainty of an inventory can be expressed
most conveniently as a percentage of total emissions.
Following the guidelines of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC; Penman et al.
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2000), we apply two standard deviations of the Monte
Carlo output as estimate of the 95% confidence
interval. The overall uncertainty of the Austrian
inventory described by Winiwarter and Rypdal
(2001) is just over 10% of the total emissions level.
Uncertainty of the trend – the difference between
2 years – is expressed as percentage points (relating to
the emissions level rather than the trend itself) and is
thus not very sensitive to the trend or to the length of
the period investigated. In the Austrian case specifi-
cally, the trend uncertainty determined for the period
1990–1997 was close to five percentage points,
calculated as two standard deviations of the trend
variability per level of emissions. This figure is
clearly lower than the uncertainty of the emissions
level, as emission sources contributing strongly to
uncertainty in the level of emissions, but having
identical emission factors in different years, will not
contribute to the trend uncertainty (high covariance).
This is important to note, as national obligations
according to the Kyoto Protocol are expressed in
terms of trends. While these obligations do not
address uncertainty, a retrospective assessment will
also obviously evaluate the confidence associated
with their attainment/nonattainment. For such an
analysis, a reliable estimate of trend uncertainties is
possible even now, before 2010 emission inventories
become available. As long as the principal emission
pattern does not change, it will not make much
difference which specific years are selected. While the
trend may be quite different, the trend uncertainty for

Austria (and similar countries: see Monni et al. 2004;
Rypdal and Winiwarter 2001) will remain close to
five percentage points.

Sensitivity analysis allows the strongest contrib-
utors to total uncertainty to be identified. At the level
of aggregation chosen for the uncertainty assessment,
the largest contribution typically derives from an
incomplete understanding of soils (Rypdal and
Winiwarter 2001). Soil N2O emissions are caused by
microbial soil processes converting nitrogen com-
pounds available in the soil. While the driving activity
parameters like agricultural area or fertilizer input are
known from statistical data, very different estimates
have been made of the emission factor, the fraction of
nitrogen added to soil that is actually emitted. When
different authors derive their own conclusions from
these estimates, even the resulting overall uncertain-
ties are strongly affected (see below). Other important
contributions to the overall uncertainty (here, specif-
ically for Austria: Winiwarter and Rypdal 2001) are
the uncertainty about the amount of solid waste
(organic material that decomposes to produce meth-
ane) that is deposited and about the extent of land use
change. Monni et al. (2004) consider peatland carbon
dioxide (CO2) for Finland to contribute even more
strongly to the overall uncertainty than soil N2O
emissions.

4 Discussion

Reducing uncertainty is a key aim in terms of
improving the applicability of inventories. An under-
standing of the mathematical relations involved
allows several options to be identified that might
facilitate the task of reducing uncertainty. We will
now present and discuss the consequences of these.

4.1 Excluding Sources with High Uncertainty

Probably the simplest option for reducing the uncer-
tainty of a national emission inventory is a redefini-
tion of its system boundaries such that sources that
make a high contribution to overall uncertainty need
not be considered. As discussed above, emission
inventories need not cover all sources within a
country. Although definitions are to some extent
arbitrary, they nevertheless result from political
agreement and are identical for all countries.

Fig. 1 Probability density of Austrian greenhouse gas emis-
sions (data from Winiwarter and Rypdal (2001) in column-
shaped “bins”) resembles the shape of a normal distribution
function (solid line)
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Including a redefinition of sources in an inventory
in order to lower overall uncertainty is technically
feasible (even if politically difficult). This could relate
not only to N2O emissions from soils but also to
sources like landfills and land use change. However,
there are important considerations that discourage
such a modification of the national inventory. First, it
could exempt certain activities from a national
reduction requirement, even though they are clearly
caused by human actions. Furthermore, one main
reason for fully covering all greenhouse gases and all
sources is that abatement options may be cheaper for
other gases than for carbon dioxide. In fact, it has
been shown that the large contributors to uncertainty
are among the most promising for cost-effective
emission reductions (Klaassen et al. 2004).

4.2 Covariance and the Definition of Adequate
System Boundaries

One particularly interesting aspect of error propa-
gation is the effect of covariance on the additive
terms of an emission calculation. While difficult to
treat in a classical error propagation calculation,
covariance can easily be dealt with by Monte Carlo
methods. It can be shown that the relative error
(twice the standard deviation divided by the mean
value of a sample) assigned to two or more
independent emission sources (i.e., without covari-
ance) is higher than that of the total. In other
words, adding independent information on emission
sources to a total will decrease the uncertainty of
the new total. As a result, it makes sense to break
down a source category into small individual
sources treated separately, as the overall uncertainty
will decrease. This is different when the sources are
correlated (i.e., a random shift in one of them will
also affect the result of the other). One example of
this is when an identical set of emission factors is
applied to similar sources. If the emission factors
tend to be inappropriately high/low, they will be too
high/low for all sources. Adding differentiation to
these dependent sources will not reduce the overall
relative uncertainty, as they share an identical
emission factor.

There may be different degrees of correlation or
covariance; thus, the reduction of uncertainty may be

affected in different ways. In the case of moderate (i.e.,
partial) covariance, overall relative uncertainty may be
somewhat reduced, but not as much as in the case of
independent sources.

It is also important to consider inverse correlation,
which occurs when the uncertainty associated with a
total is smaller than with one component of this total.
For example, the national total fuel consumption
statistics may be considered less uncertain than the
statistics for a specific economic sector. In this case,
the “rest” (i.e., all other fuel use in the country) can be
calculated from the difference between this specific
sector (albeit with high uncertainty) and the total
(with much lower uncertainty). While the uncertainty
of the “rest” will be high, it will take the opposite
direction (inverse correlation) from the uncertainty of
the specific sector, which is also determined by the
low uncertainty of the total. Combining the individual
sectoral uncertainties to an overall uncertainty neces-
sarily yields the same result as that of the total–inverse
correlation will cause relative uncertainty to decrease
even more strongly than independent parameters
would.

The effect of inverse correlation plays an impor-
tant role in the land use and land use change sector.
Full carbon accounting may involve components that
are strongly inversely correlated. An attempt to
assess uncertainty as if components were indepen-
dent may lead to a significant overestimation of
overall uncertainty (e.g., Nilsson et al. 2000).
Moreover, the way boundaries are set between
anthropogenic and natural sources can affect this
uncertainty. A more comprehensive inclusion of
sources might significantly decrease relative uncer-
tainty, when overall information (e.g., on biomass
growth within a certain biome) is available with
higher accuracy. This topic has been discussed in
more detail by Nilsson et al. (2007).

In a comparable way, the selection of system
boundaries in emissions trading also affects the uncer-
tainty involved. Monni et al. (2007) show that the
choice of sources included in a trading system
significantly influences uncertainties. A consistent
trading scheme reflecting the individual uncertainties
associated with respective sources has been devised by
Nahorski et al. (2007), in whose approach system
boundaries are mathematically transformed rather than
shifted.
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4.3 Significance of Subjective Interpretation
of Uncertainty

When comparing studies of uncertainties in GHG
emissions from different countries (Rypdal and
Winiwarter 2001), the expert judgment of just one
factor appears to be responsible for the much higher
overall uncertainty of 20% presented by some
developed countries (Norway, United Kingdom)
compared to the roughly 10% for Austria (and also
The Netherlands or the United States). It is the
uncertainty of the emission factor on N2O from soils,
or rather the interpretation of this uncertainty, that
drives the discrepancy, even if all approaches are
supported by the literature. Since this comparison was
published, new results on national emission inventory
uncertainty have become available. However, these
will not provide new elements as long as no new
arguments are being advanced.

Soil N2O, though extremely important, seems to be
an exception. The available data indicate that, except
for this source, inventories of industrialized countries
show largely similar features, and the results pre-
sented for Austria can be considered representative.
Sensitivity analysis shows that the resulting uncer-
tainty depends mainly on a few input parameters. In
almost all cases, the most sensitive contribution is the
uncertainty in N2O emissions from soils.

As N2O soil emissions contribute consistently and
strongly to uncertainty and, moreover, are responsible
for the largest differences among national inventories,
we will analyze this source sector in more detail. An
investigation of this kind primarily aims to improve
knowledge of the emission process and so reduce its
uncertainty. However, an increased understanding of
the magnitude and nature of the uncertainty will also
assist in reducing differences between countries.
Some of the more advanced efforts to improve
knowledge on N2O emissions from soils have been
compiled by Leip et al. (2005).

An analysis of European N2O emissions (Winiwarter
2005) reveals further differences in exactly how the
official IPCC guidelines are applied (Houghton et al.
1997). According to the guidelines, there should be
accounting of the different pathways of nitrogen input
to soils. There is at least one country that reports the
important pathway of applying animal manure as
animal emissions rather than soil emissions. Although

this does not affect the overall emissions balance, such
a difference may influence the interpretation of country
intercomparisons and the relative weighing of abate-
ment measures. Again, this difference results from a
subjective interpretation of the guidelines.

National data have been collected and used to
calculate the N2O from soil emissions at the level of
the 15 “old” member countries of the European Union
(Boeckx and van Cleemput 2001) based on default
emission factors from the IPCC guidelines. These
results are different from those in the national
emissions reports, as they are not based on details
available to the national inventory agencies. The
differences, however, are not greater than the differ-
ences in independent approaches, like a regression
model based on field measurements or process-
oriented models (see Winiwarter 2005, for a more
detailed discussion). Most remarkably, all these
individual results are in a range of less than a factor
of two for each individual country, while the
uncertainty of this source has been estimated at two
orders of magnitude (Houghton et al. 1997). Certain-
ly, all the individual approaches influence each other,
as the results are well known in the scientific
community and any discrepancy needs to be well
explained before being publishable. Implicitly, the
large uncertainty margin may contain an element of
(subjective) safeguarding to account for unknown
systematic errors.

Further detailed analysis of this source sector and
especially an elucidation of the processes leading to
the emissions will help to further decrease inventory
uncertainty or at least motivate inventory compilers
to use the same assumptions for assessing uncertain-
ty. Still, one must not expect uncertainty to com-
pletely disappear. While the uncertainty of an
emission factor (perfectly describing the processes)
is considered equally applicable to different years
and does not affect the trend analysis (full correla-
tion), the uncertainty of the activity number is
considered independent. As there will be a high
improbability of obtaining sufficient activity data
from the past to improve uncertainty for the base
year of an inventory, an important part of trend
uncertainty will remain. It has thus been shown that
trend uncertainty for the full inventory cannot
decrease below three percentage points (Winiwarter
and Rypdal 2001). Appropriate selection of the
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sources included in the emission inventories (specif-
ically, exclusion of land use change sources) could,
however, also reduce this uncertainty.

4.4 Rigid Accounting as a Method
of Assessing Emissions

With trend uncertainties of several percentage points
being typical of industrialized countries, a statistical
reevaluation of the achievements of reduction targets of
6–8%, as formulated in the Kyoto Protocol, will
provide mostly ambiguous results. While such a
reevaluation is not part of an international agreement,
considerations on post-Kyoto targets are likely to
include an evaluation of this kind. Assuming that the
trend uncertainties will also remain at the currently
estimated level for the year 2010, and assuming that the
trends will be in the predicted range, many countries
will not be able to provide statistically significant
conclusions on the achievement of their targets, and
only a few will either clearly meet the target or fail to
do so. Uncertainty assessment will often not allow a
differentiation as to whether targets, in terms of real
fluxes to the atmosphere, have been met.

Emission reductions as proposed by the signatories
of the Kyoto Protocol are far too small to change the
increasing trend of atmospheric GHG concentrations.
Instead, the Protocol may only provide a first step in
emission reduction, with further target setting to
come. Consequently, it is neither the real atmospheric
concentrations nor the real fluxes to the atmosphere
that are the target of reduction. Instead, it is a fair
share of burden distributed to individual countries. To
safeguard a fair share, it is not necessary for the
individual trend uncertainties for countries to be
small. It is only necessary for any two countries to
be treated the same way (i.e., for the uncertainty in the
difference between their respective emission trends to
be small).

Using the identical emission factors for two
different years may not always provide the best
available figures for emission assessment – or, in
other words, it may not always bring the uncertainty
in the emissions level to the lowest level possible.
Nevertheless, the procedure ensures that the correla-
tion of emission factors can be fully considered for
trend uncertainty calculation, and this will remove an
important part of the uncertainty, allowing trend
uncertainty to be smaller than level uncertainty.

In a very similar way, applying the identical
procedures for emission assessment in two different
countries will allow methodological correlation (in
emission factor assessment as much as in derivation
of activity numbers) to take place. This possibly
means a disadvantage in terms of the assessment of
the level of emissions, as special national conditions
cannot be fully accounted for. Still, the rigorous
harmonization of input information for emission
calculation will emphasize the statistical correlation
of the inventories of any two countries. As a
consequence, the uncertainty involved in the differ-
ence between their emission trends will become even
smaller than the uncertainty of the emission trends
themselves – as is required for fair burden sharing.

Decisions by country experts to select the ideal
approach to assessing a country’s emissions will
provide very valuable information to this country’s
inventory, especially if specific national information
is brought in that cannot be covered by generic
guidelines. But, as discussed above, even a well-
established inventory may not be able to assess the
extent to which reduction targets have been met. It
thus seems useful to focus instead on a different
aspect, minimizing differences among countries so as
to arrive at a low uncertainty of the differences
between their emission trends. This can be accom-
plished by not applying individual approaches for
countries and by harmonizing any subjective deci-
sions that need to be taken.

We thus propose a rigid emission accounting system
instead of a scientifically perfected emission inventory.
Within this system, adherence to accounting rules
rather than attempting to reflect a real material flow
situation must be the first priority. The intercountry
comparison (“fair burden sharing”) – not the assess-
ment of actual emissions – must be the ultimate goal.
Such an accounting system needs to be based on
scientific knowledge and could derive from existing
information (Houghton et al. 1997), but the choice of
parameters or approaches by country experts should
be kept to the minimum. Once fixed, the system
should be kept constant for the commitment period.

Removing this other large contributor to uncertain-
ty, the subjective decision, will ensure more equal
treatment of countries, even if uncertainty in terms of
atmospheric fluxes remains high. As countries’ statis-
tical systems may have been established in a similar
fashion, even the above-mentioned minimum trend
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uncertainty of three percentage points (introduced by
the impossibility of fully readdressing historic data)
may be reduced when assessing the uncertainty of
trend differences between countries. The extended use
of correlated input data will further remove uncer-
tainties when considering trend differences, which
are in fact differences between differences.

A rigid, scientifically based scheme has already
been developed for other aspects of GHGs. The
greenhouse warming potential (GWP) is defined as
the mass of CO2 emissions that, over a 100-year
period, would contribute the same radiative effect as
one mass unit of the compound in question. This
factor is commonly used, even if its exact magnitude
for the respective GHGs is still a matter for
discussion, and it may be subject to future change.

Developing and establishing such a rigid emission
accounting system certainly requires considerable
resources. Formerly, resources available for emission
inventories were scarce with respect to the financial
stakes involved in emissions trading schemes. Emis-
sions estimates were derived from data collections
(statistics) that were established for completely
independent reasons and could be considered unbi-
ased for the purposes of estimating emissions. As
such emissions estimates will now become tradable
assets, there is even more reason to convert the
system to an accounting system. Evaluation, control,
and improvements in emission inventories will re-
quire efforts that need to be seen in perspective (and
in proportion to the assets covered). A reasonable
emission accounting system will provide confidence
in the emission inventory and even more protection
for such assets.

5 Conclusions

While a few options exist for reducing uncertainty in
national greenhouse gas emission inventories, there is
little possibility of decreasing uncertainties to a level
that is much lower than current emission reduction
targets. At least among industrialized countries, the
inventory uncertainties that have been presented to
date are not a measure of inventory quality but rather
the result of subjective decisions on the part of the
respective country experts. Any attempt to use the
uncertainty as a tool for justifying adjustments to an

inventory is thus void – see Gillenwater et al. (2007)
for a thorough review. More understanding regarding
the uncertainty of national inventories can be
brought in by new – possibly independent – studies,
not by applying existing uncertainty denominators to
yet another country. As long as no new input
information regarding the uncertainties of the respec-
tive inventory input is provided, the assessment of
country inventory uncertainties for additional countries
will, for the most part, provide results that are similar to
the uncertainty assessments that are currently avail-
able; or it will yet again show the contribution of
subjective assumptions.

Instead of relying on uncertainty as a subjective
ingredient in emission inventories, we suggest reduc-
ing uncertainty to the minimum by reducing the
individual choice possible in the compilation of
national GHG emission inventories. While this reduc-
tion in choice may not lead to a fully adequate
treatment of emissions (as rigidity will not allow for a
specific source representation), any lack of adequacy
will provide a common basis for different countries.
An intercountry comparison will then yield compara-
ble results at a low uncertainty level and may allow
for fair burden sharing beyond current emission–nn
reduction obligations.

The quantification of uncertainty is needed at a
different stage of the overall procedure of setting and
checking emission targets. A periodic review of the
emission reduction targets, following the need to limit
anthropogenic climate forcing, will have to consider
inventory uncertainty. This will allow an evaluation of
whether objectives have been met as well as facilitating
validation with external information like atmospheric
measurements. The evaluation of uncertainty will be
even more necessary if emission-calculating algo-
rithms are accepted that are less than perfect as a result
of the rigorous accounting technique proposed here. As
part of such a review, designed to set new targets on
emission reduction, the rules for emission accounting
could also be adapted to reflect the latest state of
science.
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Abstract International policy makers and climate
researchers use greenhouse gas emissions inventory
estimates in a variety of ways. Because of the varied
uses of the inventory data, as well as the high
uncertainty surrounding some of the source category
estimates, considerable effort has been devoted to
understanding the causes and magnitude of uncertain-
ty in national emissions inventories. In this paper, we
focus on two aspects of the rationale for quantifying
uncertainty: (1) the possible uses of the quantified
uncertainty estimates for policy (e.g., as a means of
adjusting inventories used to determine compliance
with international commitments); and (2) the direct
benefits of the process of investigating uncertainties
in terms of improving inventory quality. We find that
there are particular characteristics that an inventory
uncertainty estimate should have if it is to be used for
policy purposes: (1) it should be comparable across
countries; (2) it should be relatively objective, or at
least subject to review and verification; (3) it should
not be subject to gaming by countries acting in their

own self-interest; (4) it should be administratively
feasible to estimate and use; (5) the quality of the
uncertainty estimate should be high enough to warrant
the additional compliance costs that its use in an
adjustment factor may impose on countries; and (6) it
should attempt to address all types of inventory
uncertainty. Currently, inventory uncertainty estimates
for national greenhouse gas inventories do not have
these characteristics. For example, the information
used to develop quantitative uncertainty estimates for
national inventories is often based on expert judg-
ments, which are, by definition, subjective rather than
objective, and therefore difficult to review and
compare. Further, the practical design of a potential
factor to adjust inventory estimates using uncertainty
estimates would require policy makers to (1) identify
clear environmental goals; (2) define these goals
precisely in terms of relationships among important
variables (such as emissions estimate, commitment
level, or statistical confidence); and (3) develop a
quantifiable adjustment mechanism that reflects these
environmental goals. We recommend that countries
implement an investigation-focused (i.e., qualitative)
uncertainty analysis that will (1) provide the type of
information necessary to develop more substantive,
and potentially useful, quantitative uncertainty esti-
mates-regardless of whether those quantitative esti-
mates are used for policy purposes; and (2) provide
information needed to understand the likely causes of
uncertainty in inventory data and thereby point to
ways to improve inventory quality (i.e., accuracy,
transparency, completeness, and consistency).
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1 Introduction

The national greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions inven-
tory is an estimate of a nation’s total net emissions from
all anthropogenic sources and sinks during the course of
one year. Policy makers and climate researchers use this
inventory information in myriad ways. For example,
national inventory estimates provide a basis for gauging
countries’ progress toward national emission targets.
More specifically, these estimates are used to measure
compliance with countries’ commitments to reduce
emissions under the Kyoto Protocol, which came into
full force and effect on 16 February 2005. In the research
arena, inventory estimates are one input into global
atmospheric and climate models used to project future
levels of warming and associated climatic changes.
Inventories are also a component of simplified decision-
analytic models and integrated assessments that combine
several types of models and can be used to evaluate the
impacts of alternative policies or emission paths.

In the context of this paper, “uncertainty analysis”
refers to the process of identifying and characterizing the
causes of uncertainty in a national GHG emissions
inventory and quantifying probability distributions for
both the data underlying inventory estimates and the
actual estimates per se. Like inventories, uncertainty
analyses may have policy, analytical, and scientific
applications. For example, some policy analysts,
concerned about the particularly high uncertainty sur-
rounding emissions estimates for some source and sink
categories relative to other categories, have suggested
adjusting inventory estimates or emissions trading ratios1

to reflect the uncertainty in emissions estimates, and so
provide a measure of safety for the environment.2 As
another example, Monte Carlo-type analysis, which
relies on quantified uncertainty estimates for inventories
and other data, is used by the research community to
project climate and economic outcomes, and to evaluate
the likelihood of outcomes under alternative policy
scenarios. Finally, the process of investigating the causes
and magnitude of uncertainties in a GHG emissions
inventory can also provide information useful for
reducing the uncertainty of the inventory itself. This
information will also help to target resources to areas
where improvement in either the inventory methods or
the process of estimating uncertainty will be most
constructive.

The characteristics that an uncertainty analysis
should possess will depend on the intended use of
the analysis. For example, to be adopted by forecast-
ing models that evaluate the climate consequences of
alternative policy decisions, uncertainty estimates
should be quantitative and should, ideally, exist for
all critical uncertain model structures and parameters
(or inputs). Omitting key processes could change the
probability distributions over the outcomes (Webster
et al., 2003). In this circumstance, it may make sense
to use expert elicitation to develop subjective proba-
bility assessments, in order to develop quantitative
uncertainty measures for all key components of the
analysis. Moreover, a failure of scientists to quantify
uncertainty analysis using all the tools at their
disposal may lead to the less desirable result that
likelihood is still assessed, but in a less rigorous
manner, by other scientists, policy makers, or the
general public (Webster et al., 2003). The more
closely linked to policy decisions the uncertainty
analysis is, the more important it will be to quantify
all relevant uncertainties.

Another policy use of quantified uncertainty
estimates might be as the basis for adjusting national
inventories that are used to make compliance deter-
minations in a system of international emissions
commitments. In this case, given that inventory
adjustments may necessitate considerable expendi-
tures by nations on additional GHG control, policy

1 A trading ratio specifies the relative value of emission
allowances from two different sources. As described subse-
quently in Section 3.1, the trading ratio is the number of units
of emissions from one source that is equivalent to (offset by)
one unit of emission allowances purchased from another
source. If the ratio is 1, one purchased allowance can be used
to increase emissions by one unit. A lower ratio is more
protective of the environment (i.e., increases the likelihood that
the trade will result in environmental improvement). For
example, a ratio of 1:2 requires that two units of allowances
(representing emission reductions elsewhere) must be pur-
chased for each additional unit of emissions offset. In this
paper, trading ratios can be either greater or less than 1.

2 The Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) are in the process of adopting an
inventory adjustment scheme that in some circumstances uses
generic uncertainty estimates to adjust national inventory esti-
mates that a UNFCCC expert review team finds to be deficient.
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makers should be fairly confident that the uncertainty
estimates are not systematically biased or otherwise
likely to be far from actual uncertainty. It will also be
important that the adjustment factor be applied
equitably across all countries, in the sense that
countries not be able to manipulate the mechanism
in their own interests. These and other characteristics
are discussed in the sections below.

In this paper, we will begin to explore some of
these issues in the context of practical applications of
uncertainty estimates in national GHG inventories.
We examine three distinct applications of uncertainty
information and quantified uncertainty estimates. The
first two applications involve uncertainty estimates as
inputs to the policy process. Specifically, we look at
two types of adjustment mechanisms: (1) adjustments
to emissions inventories for determining compliance
with Kyoto-like commitments;3 and (2) adjustments
to emissions trading ratios. The third application
involves the process of uncertainty analysis itself as
a learning tool for improving the inventory estimates.
The discussion of each application has two purposes:
(1) to evaluate and define the benefits of uncertainty
estimates and the estimation process in the context of
the particular application; and (2) to identify the char-
acteristics that an uncertainty analysis should have in
order to be most productive in that application.

The results and approach in this paper can be
viewed in the context of other papers in this volume.
Nahorski, Horabik, and Jonas (2007) look at a
compliance approach that uses uncertainty estimates
for adjusting emissions inventory estimates in both
the base year and the commitment year. Fewer
allowances are then allocated to Parties with higher
uncertainties. In turn, these adjustments imply that
trading ratios will vary depending on the uncertain-
ties of the inventories being trading. As in our paper,
they do not assert that the market would naturally
make these types of adjustment without additional
regulatory changes. Bartoszczuk and Horabik (2007)
discusses uncertainties in GHG emission abatement
costs at the country level. Monni, Syri, Pipatti, and

Savolainen (2007) look at the uncertainties associ-
ated with different emissions trading schemes due
to the inclusion or exclusion of particular source
(or sink) categories with varying assumed levels of
uncertainty. Nilsson, Shvidenko, Jonas, and McCallum
(2007) and Jonas and Nilsson (2007) advocate the
inclusion of all GHG fluxes to the atmosphere,
whether or not they are the direct result of
anthropogenic activities, with the hope that future
verification techniques (e.g., remote sensing) will be
able to reduce uncertainties in a comprehensive flux
emissions accounting approach.

All of these papers assume that unbiased and
credible quantitative uncertainty estimates are avail-
able, or will be available in the future. In contrast, we
conclude that quantitative uncertainty estimates at the
national level currently do not have the necessary
characteristics to be used for compliance purposes (e.g.,
unbiased in that they are comparable across categories
and Parties). A similar conclusion was reached by
Winiwarter (2007), although he did not discuss the
reasons why he reached this conclusion. As in our
paper, Rousse and Sévi (2007) make the critical
distinction between uncertainties in emissions estimates
(i.e., inventory uncertainty) and market uncertainties.
We also make the equally critical distinction between
inventory uncertainties and regulatory uncertainty.

2 Using Uncertainty Estimates to Adjust
Inventories

National emissions inventories are the yardsticks by
which progress in reducing national GHG emissions
and compliance with international commitments (such
as the requirements of the Kyoto Protocol) are
measured. However, the uncertainty surrounding
emissions inventory estimates is widely accepted to
vary substantially by source category, by country, and
over time. Uncertainties are particularly high for some
source categories, such as nitrous oxide (N2O)
emissions from agricultural activities. As a result of
this uncertainty, some analysts are concerned that
compliance with commitments, as measured by
inventory estimates, does not adequately measure
progress toward meeting national commitments and
may not adequately protect the environment.

In response to high uncertainty, some analysts and
policy makers have proposed quantitatively adjusting

3 Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, the
discussion focuses on a potential adjustment approach that
relies on national estimates of uncertainty data. At the 2005
COP/MOP 1 in Montreal, the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol
agreed on a simplified adjustment process that does not use
uncertainty estimates from individual Parties. That process is
not the focus of this paper.
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a country’s overall estimated national emissions
inventory (or the emissions estimates for a particular
source category) according to the estimated uncer-
tainty.4 Consider the Kyoto Protocol, in which a
country’s quantitative emissions commitment in a
given compliance period is based on estimated
emissions in a base year. In this case, the emissions
estimate for a current compliance period could be
adjusted upward. The amount of adjustment should,
ideally, reflect the uncertainty of the estimate and
increase the probability that a country’s actual
emissions accord with the country’s commitment.
Alternatively, the emissions estimate for the base year
could be adjusted downward to account for uncer-
tainty. Either type of adjustment would increase the
extent to which a country would need to reduce its
estimated emissions in order to be in compliance.

For purposes of this discussion, we make two
assumptions about uncertainty adjustments for com-
pliance purposes: (1) that the approach taken to the
adjustment depends on the environmental goal for
which it is undertaken; and (2) that the means of
adjustment should employ a statistically valid meth-
od. In Section 2.1, we explore the implications of two
different environmental goals and the two different
definitions of an adjustment they would suggest. In
Section 2.2, we look at the criteria that the uncertainty
adjustment would need to meet in order to be
implemented (assuming that it would be politically
feasible) and the implications of these criteria for the
characteristics of the uncertainty analysis itself. Note
that we do not advocate any of the approaches here,
or claim to have presented all reasonable approaches.
Instead, we propose two approaches as examples of
how uncertainty could be used concretely to adjust
inventory estimates and explore the characteristics of
the uncertainty analysis that would be needed to make
the adjustments viable and practical.

2.1 Two Possible Adjustment Mechanisms

We start from the premise that any adjustments to
inventory estimates should be designed to maintain the
environmental integrity of any international compli-
ance system of which the adjustments are a part. In the
current context, environmental integrity can be broad-
ly interpreted to mean ensuring that actions-including
the estimation process for national emissions invento-
ries, the level of emissions commitments, compliance
requirements, and any adjustments made or enforce-
ment actions-tend to further, and not erode, the goals
of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Kyoto Protocol in
protecting the environment. More narrowly, we might
choose to define environmental integrity as follows:
we want to be confident that our policies have met our
global climate change goals (i.e., that when we say
that emissions have fallen globally, we can have
confidence in that statement). Put differently, we care
about increasing the confidence that we can have in
our global emissions and removal estimates and the
confidence that we have met our global goals or are in
compliance with commitments.5

This type of definition is consistent with the views
of a number of countries that are Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol and that have stressed that maintaining
environmental integrity requires a conservative ap-
proach.6 In turn, they offer a number of different
interpretations of adopting a conservative approach
(e.g., that commitment period emissions estimates
should be conservatively high rather than too low and
that estimates and any adjustments should overesti-
mate rather than underestimate emissions or that the
emission baseline estimate should be conservatively
low).7 By extension, another interpretation could be
that estimated reductions should be conservatively
low rather than too high.

4 The current adjustment approach under the Kyoto Protocol is
based on the judgments of an expert review team and default
uncertainty estimates (i.e., conservative factors). These default
uncertainty estimates are based on expert judgment and are not
specific to a Party s inventory or related to the actual quality of’
a Party’s inventory’ . They are instead used as a justification for a
conservative (i.e., punitive) adjustment to a Party’s inventory
estimate. Expert review teams are also given flexibility to apply
adjustments and conservative factors. (See FCCC/SBSTA/
2003/L.6/Add.3 and FCC/SBSTA/2005/2.) This approach will
be revisited later in the paper.

5 Additional discussion of potential adjustments, particularly
under a trading regime, can be found in Cohen, Sussman, and
Jayaraman (1998).
6 See, for example, submissions from Australia, Canada, China,
New Zealand, Portugal, and the United States to the UNFCCC
(2000).
7 For ease of exposition, in this paper, we refer sometimes to
commitment years and sometimes to commitment periods. The
analysis is appropriate for either, but is easier to conceptualize
in terms of years. The Kyoto Protocol uses commitment
periods, which are summed over 5 years.
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To develop an adjustment scheme, we must,
however, develop a more specific definition of
environmental integrity. It is reasonable to begin the
discussion with the targets set by the Kyoto Protocol
(Annex B) for each participating developed country
for the first commitment period. Suppose we start by
defining as our goal that we want to be confident that,
when countries report emissions inventories that
nominally are in agreement with their commitments
under the Protocol, the countries truly are, if not in
compliance, at least within a given tolerance of
complying with their commitments. Thus, we might
consider an adjustment based on uncertainty as
described in Definition 1.

Definition 1 Compliance with Emission Targets:
Attain a reasonable level of confidence that countries
have actually achieved the target emissions levels
stated in their commitments under the Kyoto Protocol
and are in compliance.

To implement this definition, we ask three ques-
tions: (1) Would we consider it acceptable if actual
emissions exceeded the target emissions commitment
by some fractional or percentage amount? (2) How
much is that amount? (3) How confident do we want
to be in our result? If we assume that we know the
magnitude of uncertainty surrounding the inventory
estimate (an assumption we revisit later in the paper),
this definition suggests that emissions inventory
estimates would be adjusted upward to take into
account the uncertainty of the estimate. In particular,
the assumption would be that we want to ensure that,
given a reasonable level of confidence, actual emis-
sions do not exceed estimated emissions by more than
a specified amount.8

Table 1 illustrates the types of adjustment that this
definition might imply, based on various quantified
levels of uncertainty in an inventory estimate, on the
amount of confidence we want to have in our results,

and on the percentage amount by which actual
emissions could exceed the emissions commitment
(i.e., the target level of emissions) before we were
uncomfortable with the result.9 For example, if
emissions estimates are 50% uncertain and we want
to be 90% certain we have not exceeded our emission
target by more than 10%, we would adjust the
emissions inventory estimate upward by 20%. The
adjusted emissions value would then be compared
against the target emissions value to determine
compliance. This adjustment provides a margin of
safety; that is, a country would effectively need to
reduce emissions by more than its commitment in the
Kyoto Protocol to remain in compliance with commit-
ments. The higher the level of uncertainty surrounding
the emissions inventory estimate, the greater the
adjustment that would be required. Similarly, the
greater the degree of confidence we require, the greater
the adjustment.

The analyses in Table 1 and later in this paper
make the simple assumption that the uncertainty
distributions are normal and symmetric about the
inventory estimate (i.e., there is no bias). In theory, a
normal distribution cannot be exactly correct, because
negative emissions values are impossible, but this
error will be negligible if the probability of a negative
value is sufficiently small. For GHG emissions
inventories, normal, log-normal, uniform, triangular,
and beta distributions have been used to model
uncertainty distributions, often truncated to force the
values to be within a plausible range. While we could
carry out exactly the same analyses for other choices
of uncertainty distributions, the normal distribution is
a sufficient choice to illustrate our conclusions. In
principle, by using a Monte Carlo simulation, all of
the numerical approaches described in this paper
could be applied to any given uncertainty distribu-
tions for a national GHG inventory.

8 Throughout this discussion, we assume that probability
distributions for estimated emissions or emission reductions
are normal and that the shape of the probability distribution of
emissions for each country or source does not change
significantly as emissions are reduced. This entire analysis also
ignores the possibility that we might underestimate actual
emission reductions (i.e., this analysis assumes that the purpose
of investigating uncertainty is to ensure that we do not
overestimate actual emission reductions).

9 Given the uncertainty (u%) range (assumed to be the end
points of a 95% confidence interval) around estimated
emissions (E(( ), and assuming a normal distribution, the standardE
deviation of the distribution equals approximately u% E/ (1.96).EE
If we are willing to accept that our emissions could be up to p%
higher than the nominal emissions commitment, then the
probability that the actual value lies below an upper bound of
(100+p+ )% E can be calculated from the table for a normal error
integral found in standard statistics textbooks or using standard
statistical software (including Excel). See, for example, Ap-
pendix A in Taylor (1997).
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The definition of environmental integrity proposed
above focuses on only one aspect of emissions
uncertainty: the uncertainty of current-year emissions
estimates as they are reported for compliance pur-
poses. However, the emissions estimate for the base
year – from which the commitment level for a country
is calculated under the Kyoto Protocol – is subject to
uncertainty that is likely to be of similar or greater
magnitude than the uncertainty of the emissions
estimate for a commitment period.10 The uncertainty
in a country’s base-year emissions or removal11

estimates may be greater than that during the
commitment period because countries will, hopefully,
have made improvements in their inventory over time,
some of which cannot be fully implemented by
recalculating the base – year estimate.

We can broaden the definition of environmental
integrity to take into account the influence of
uncertainty in both the base year and the current
inventory year. Focusing on emission reductions,
rather than on emissions, is one way of accomplishing
this. In particular, we can argue that it is more
important to ask whether or not we have reduced
emissions (and, in the case of the Kyoto Protocol,
achieved the emission reductions to which countries

have committed) than to ask whether emissions are
actually what we think they are. Moreover, as the
uncertainty surrounding the level of emissions is not
identical to the uncertainty surrounding the absolute
(or relative) level of emission reductions, we can
develop a second definition.

Suppose that a country has agreed to reduce
emissions to a target level in a given year (or set of
years). If estimated emissions in that time period
equal the target level, how confident can we be that
emissions have actually been reduced by an amount
equal to the difference between base-year emissions
and estimated emissions in the target period? Put
another way, how confident can we be that estimated
emission reductions are not smaller than we think
they are or, at least, that they are not “off”ff by more
than a certain amount. Following this line of
reasoning, we might choose to define environmental
integrity along the lines of Definition 2.

Definition 2 Achieving Emission Reductions:
Achieve a reasonable level of confidence that
countries have actually achieved the emission reduc-
tions, measured relative to base-year emissions, stated
in their commitments under the Kyoto Protocol and
are in compliance.

To implement this definition, we need to ask, (1)
Would we consider it acceptable if actual emission
reductions were to fall below the committed level of
reductions by some fractional or percentage amount?
(2) How much is that amount? (3) How confident do
we want to be in our result? If we assume that we
know the magnitude of uncertainty surrounding the
estimated emission reductions, this definition sug-
gests that estimated emission reductions would be
adjusted downward to take into account the uncer-
tainty of the estimate. However, the result can be
compared more easily with the results in Table 1 if we
ask how the emissions estimate for the commitment
period would have to be adjusted upward to ensure
that, given a reasonable level of confidence, actual
emission reductions do not fall below estimated
reductions by more than a specified amount (which
could be zero). Again, the conclusion is that emis-
sions estimates would be more heavily increased for
more uncertain inventories.

We can construct Table 2 in a manner analogous to
Table 1, but this time beginning by looking at

10 Uncertainty may also differ (and in fact may be lower) in the
base year because of policy and political changes over time,
including the effects of economic reforms. These changes can
affect the definition of what types of sources and sinks are
included in the emissions estimate.
11 A reviewer pointed out that removals are not normally
accounted for in the base year under the Kyoto Protocol, except
for some 3.4 activities.

Table 1 Ratio of adjusted emissions to estimated emissions

Uncertainty of emissions inventory

Confidencea 20% 50% 80%

95% 1.06 1.30 1.52
90% 1.03 1.20 1.39
85% 1.01 1.15 1.30
80% n/a 1.10 1.22

a Confidence that actual emissions will not exceed emissions
estimate by more than 10%.

Sources: Sussman, 1998, and Sussman, Cohen, and Jayaraman,
1998
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uncertainty in emission reductions.12 Our goal is to
provide a level of confidence that our emission
reductions have actually been achieved. Given that
goal, we can ask what adjustment should be made to
the nominal emissions inventory for the commitment
period in order to compensate for the uncertainty of
emission reductions. Suppose that emissions in a
commitment year must be 7% below emissions in the
base year for compliance (a number that translates
into a target absolute quantity of emission reductions).
Then, if quantified emission reductions are 50%
uncertain and we want to be 90% confident that we
have achieved at least 90% of the target quantity of
emission reductions, the emissions inventory estimate
should be adjusted upward by 3%. The adjusted
emissions estimate is then compared with the target
level to determine compliance.13

The two approaches have some similarities. Both
approaches focus on ensuring a reasonable level of
confidence with which we achieve externally defined
goals; that is, quantified emissions or emission reduc-
tions for a target year or period, such as the first
commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol. By
adjusting emissions estimates to account for uncer-
tainty, both approaches provide a concrete incentive for
countries to reduce estimated emissions below nominal
emission requirements. Thus, both approaches increase
the confidence that we can have in our global emissions
estimates, by adjusting the estimated emissions to
account for uncertainty. They also provide an incentive
for countries to reduce the uncertainty of their
emissions estimates over time, in order to reduce the
magnitude of the adjustment and so move estimated
emissions closer to the nominal commitment level.

Which approach is more stringent? Assuming for the
moment that the uncertainty of the emissions estimate

(in Table 1) is the same as the uncertainty of the
emission reductions (in Table 2), then the fractional
adjustments are much larger under Definition 1 (in
Table 1) than under Definition 2 (Table 2), because in
the former case the definition focuses on the absolute
level of emissions, which is a much larger number than
the absolute reduction in emissions (the focus of the
latter definition). Whether or not this is a legitimate
assumption, however, and the relationship between
uncertainties in emissions relative to uncertainties in
emission reductions, are not addressed here.

These are only two of many different possible
environmental goals and associated statistical adjust-
ments that could be performed. Other environmental
goals could be employed that would result in larger (or
smaller) adjustment factors. For example, if our
environmental goal were to have confidence in the
environmental impact of meeting the target commit-
ments, we would want to apply the adjustment factor to
the base-year estimate on which the target commitments
are based, and so indirectly adjust the actual target
commitment (downward, in this case, to reflect uncer-
tainty). To the extent that inventory uncertainty is likely
to decline over time as inventory methods improve, this
type of adjustment may make sense. We might,
therefore, also want to look at the uncertainty in trends
and determine if adjustments to actual emissions
estimates are also warranted, or if the adjustment to
the base year is sufficient to meet our environmental
goals.14 Another alternative approach might be to

12 It may not be immediately obvious how to calculate the
uncertainty of emission reductions, as it will depend not only
on uncertainty in the base and current year, but also on
correlations between the two uncertainty estimates, since the
factors that produce bias in one year may produce bias in
another year. Winiwarter and Rypdal (2001) have looked at
trend uncertainties for the Austrian inventory.
13 Constructing Table 2 requires two steps: (1) making
necessary assumptions (e.g., about the uncertainty of emission
reductions and the required level of confidence) and calculating
the necessary adjustment in emission reductions to provide that
level of confidence, and (2) translating the adjustment to
emission reductions into an adjustment to the emissions
estimate.

Table 2 Ratio of adjusted emissions to estimated emissions

Uncertainty of emission reductionsa

Confidenceb 20% 50% 80%

95% 1.01 1.04 1.15
90% 1.00 1.03 1.08
85% 1.00 1.02 1.04

a Emission reductions for compliance assumed to be 7% below
baseline level.
b Confidence that actual emission reductions equal at least 90%
of estimated reductions.

Source: Sussman et al., 1998

14 The UNFCCC approach uses adjustments to both the base
and current year. Again, these adjustments are primarily
designed to encourage the use of good practice inventory
methods (while also providing some environmental benefit) and
are not related to the uncertainty of the overall inventory or of a
specific source category for a particular country.
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focus on the commitment level rather than the
inventory estimate (i.e., how country emission targets
would need to be adjusted downward in order to
ensure that we are confident that we are meeting the
current emissions limits specified in the Kyoto
Protocol).

2.2 Characteristics of the Adjustment Factor
and Implications for the Uncertainty Analysis

The approaches described above result in potentially
large adjustments to the emissions inventory. Given
the political debate that raged over the targets for
commitments under the Kyoto Protocol – with the
average across all countries for the first commitment
period finally settling at around 5% below base-year
emissions-additional reductions of even 1% could
have serious political ramifications.15 An adjustment
factor could also have significant associated control
cost implications for countries that face additional
reductions. Thus, for an adjustment factor to warrant
the additional economic costs, we suggest that the
factor should possess the following characteristics
(many of which are the same characteristics that the
national inventory should possess):

& It should meet clear environmental goals and be
statistically justifiable given those goals (as
described in Section 2.1).

& It should be applied fairly and objectively across
countries and source categories (i.e., the method
for calculating the factor should rely on data that
can be reviewed and verified).

& It should be comparable across countries (i.e., not
be subject to inherent variability based on unex-
plained or unexamined differences in methodology,
expert judgment, or expenditures).

& It should be administratively feasible and not
burdensome, so that it is practical to calculate and
apply the factor.

& It should not be easily manipulated by countries
acting in their own self-interest.

& It should not influence market values in a way that
(unintentionally) impedes allowance trades be-
tween countries.

In large part, the answer to whether or not the
adjustment factor can meet these criteria will depend
on the characteristics of the uncertainty analysis. In
the context of adjustment factors, the uncertainty
estimates for the GHG emissions inventory will face
several challenges.

Box 1: Sources of Uncertainty in GHG Inventories
Uncertainties associated with GHG inventories can be broadly
categorized into scientific uncertainty and estimation
uncertainty. Scientific uncertainty arises when the science of the
actual emission and/or removal process is not completely
understood. For example, the process of indirect N2O emissions
associated with nitrogen-containing compounds that are first
emitted to the atmosphere and then deposited on soils involves
significant scientific uncertainty.

Estimation uncertainty arises any time GHG emissions are
quantified. Therefore, all emission or removal estimates are
associated with estimation uncertainty. Estimation uncertainty can
be further classified into two types: model uncertainty and
parameter uncertainty. Model uncertainty refers to the uncertainty
associated with the mathematical equations (i.e., models) used to
characterize the relationships between various parameters and
emission processes. For example, model uncertainty may arise
either from the use of an incorrect mathematical model or from the
use of an inappropriate input in the model.

Parameter uncertainty refers to the uncertainty associated with
quantifying the parameters used as inputs (e.g., activity data
and emission factors) to estimation models. Parameter
uncertainties can be evaluated through statistical analysis,
determinations of the precision of measurement equipment, and
expert judgment. Quantifying parameter uncertainties and then
estimating source category uncertainties based on these
parameter uncertainties is typically the primary focus of most
national inventory agencies.

Box 2: Inventory Uncertainty versus Regulatory and Market
Uncertainties
Inventory uncertainty relates to the uncertainties in the
quantified emissions (or removals) reported in GHG inventories
(see Box 1). In contrast, regulatory uncertainties relate to
uncertainties in how current or future regulatory rules will
affect compliance determinations, and market uncertainties
relate to the uncertainties in future allowance prices, mitigation
costs, and transaction costs. Both regulatory and market
uncertainties are largely independent of inventory uncertainties.

15 In addition to general political considerations and the
feasibility of negotiating an international system of adjustments
that would require reductions beyond those already agreed to
(as in the Kyoto Protocol), such a system could raise equity
concerns if poorer nations were also those with greater
uncertainty, especially if this were primarily due to the source
composition of their inventory. In particular, nations with
inventories that have a large component of non-energy sources
will tend to have greater uncertainties that would be relatively
expensive to reduce.
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For example, the rules for an emissions trading scheme specify
the methodologies that are acceptable for estimating emissions.
Emission allowances of a quantity equivalent to these emissions
must then be surrendered for compliance purposes. Markets
only respond to uncertainty in the value of the traded item-
whether it is what it says it is. Thus, an allowance will be worth
the price of one ton of emissions, if the rules of the trading
scheme say it is worth 1 t of emissions. There will be no
regulatory uncertainty about its value on the market if the rules
are clear, regardless of the uncertainty in the emissions
inventory estimate. If, however, there is uncertainty about the
rules that define the quantity of emissions for which an
allowance must be surrendered, then regulatory uncertainty will
affect the value of an allowance in the market.

Regulatory and market uncertainties have enormous impacts on
emissions trading markets. However, these markets are
relatively ambivalent about inventory uncertainties, unless
they are perceived to have an impact on emissions trading
rules (e.g., they are the basis of emissions trading ratios).
Policy makers and the public, however, may show concern
about inventory uncertainties if they perceive them to be high
enough to cause the compliance process to lack credibility or
environmental efficacy. Thus the rules of an emissions trading
scheme are the conduit though which inventory uncertainties
can affect regulatory and market uncertainty.

The subjectivity of uncertainty estimates First, for
some source categories, the uncertainty estimates pos-
sess a strong subjective component. The inventory is
subject to several types of uncertainty (see Box 1 for a
discussion of inventory uncertainty and Box 2 for the
distinction between inventory uncertainty and regulatory
and market uncertainties). Of these, scientific uncertain-
ty and model uncertainty are particularly difficult to
quantify, because they must rely heavily on expert
judgment regarding inherent uncertainties and potential
biases in the estimation methodology. Moreover, expert
judgment will be a significant and unavoidable compo-
nent of uncertainty estimates for national inventories,
since the measurements and sample data needed to
produce probability distributions will rarely exist for the
emission factors and activity data used to produce GHG
emissions inventories.

While for some scientific exercises it is possible to
collect rigorous statistical data that can be used to
estimate the statistical uncertainty of a parameter,16 it

is often impossible to collect similar sample data for
many of the national statistics used in inventories.
Often only a single data point will be available for a
parameter (e.g., tons of coal purchased). It is not
meaningful to repeatedly collect independent sets of
national statistics for the same year. Instead, we are
often given a single emission value or activity factor
that supposedly is a census of the entire population
rather than a statistical sample, and so is unrepeatable.
Our uncertainty estimate in this case represents an
assessment by one or more experts of the probabilities
that the estimate differs from the true value by “x“ ,”
partly based on the experts’ general experiences of
similar estimation problems and inventory data and
partly based on the experts’ understanding about the
country-specific inventory, such as possible double-
or undercounting of emissions.

The subjectivity of the estimates for some source
categories (and, hence, for the inventory overall) has
several important consequences. Because of the sub-
jectivity of inputs to the uncertainty estimation process
and the reliance on expert judgment, it will be difficult
and time-consuming to prepare a detailed uncertainty
estimate that is totally transparent and reproducible,
and that thoroughly documents all the expert judgment
necessary to produce a comprehensive analysis. The
analysis, therefore, will not be easily verified by the
international community. The difficulty of verifying
uncertainty estimates also raises the potential problem
that countries may manipulate the uncertainty esti-
mates for their inventories to their own advantage.

Moreover, because expert judgment will vary with
the expert and according to his or her familiarity with
the inventory data, it will vary from country to
country, and even among source (or sink) categories
within a country. Therefore, uncertainty estimates will
not be comparable across countries, raising the
question of whether the adjustment mechanism is an
equitable one. Reliance on experts can produce
considerable variability in the uncertainty estimates
across countries using different experts. Rypdal and
Winiwarter (2000) report that, for N2O, uncertainty
estimates vary dramatically – by two orders of
magnitude – across existing country estimates. While
differences in data and methods account for a portion
of the difference, a large part of the difference is
attributable to differences in the subjective assess-
ments provided by expert judgment (Morgan &
Henrion, 1990).

16 Statistical uncertainty results from natural variations (e.g.,
random human errors in the measurement process and fluctua-
tions in measurement equipment). Statistical uncertainty can be
detected through repeated experiments or sampling of data.
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Of particular concern are cases where the expert’s
uncertainty estimate is high. In these cases, the
available information and data are likely to be
extremely limited, and therefore an expert may not
be able to quantify the uncertainty much beyond an
assertion that the estimate of the parameter is
unreliable. For example, an estimated uncertainty of
80% by expert judgment might mean the same as an
estimate of 150% or more. (An estimate of 80% by
one expert might be the same as one of 150% by
another.) In practice, applications of uncertainty
analyses should probably be limited to cases where
the uncertainty is reasonably low (e.g., less than
80%), or where expert judgment plays a small role.

Systematic bias in uncertainty estimates Second, for
some source and sink categories, systematic biases17

may be the primary cause of uncertainty, especially
for activity data (e.g., underreporting by companies or
black market activities).18 Therefore, countries will
usually have to rely on expert judgment for the
majority of their parameter uncertainty estimates.19

Even with the most rigorous expert elicitation

protocol, it is difficult to obtain judgments in a
comparable (i.e., unbiased) and consistent manner
across parameters, source categories, countries, and
inventory reporting years. Some experts will inher-
ently tend to be optimistic about the quality of data,
and others will tend to be pessimistic.20 Thus, there
may not only be a wide uncertainty band around the
mean estimate of uncertainty, but the mean estimate
itself may be inaccurate (i.e., subject to bias).

Availability of uncertainty estimates Finally, as most
countries have not, thus far, undertaken detailed and
rigorous uncertainty analyses, reliable estimates of
inventory uncertainty are not generally available. An
adjustment factor based on country-level uncertainty
estimates would require considerable additional re-
source expenditures for each country that is party to
the Kyoto Protocol, as well as considerable resources
expended in verifying the estimates internationally.
The additional expenditure would be much less,
however, than has been expended in producing the
inventory itself, at least once the basic structure of the
analysis has been developed and implemented.
Setting up these initial structures could, however, be
time-consuming as well as resource intensive, which
would certainly delay trading between countries and
impede compliance activities (since countries do not
know their actual inventories until they have calcu-
lated the adjustment factors). Such a situation could
also increase the potential for disputes between an
expert review team and a Party because of the
subjective elements of the uncertainty analysis.

The Kyoto Protocol process The adjustment process
that is under development under the Kyoto Protocol
avoids some of these problems. While essentially
punitive in nature (i.e., designed to encourage
countries to follow “good practice”), it also acts to
produce environmental benefits (i.e., the adjustment
factor works to increase current-year emissions
estimates or reduce base-year emissions). The Kyoto

17 Systematic parameter uncertainty occurs if data are system-
atically biased. In other words, the average of the measured or
estimated value is always less or greater than the true value.
Biases arise, for example, because emission factors are
constructed from non-representative samples, not all relevant
source activities or categories have been identified, or incorrect
or incomplete estimation methods or faulty measurement
equipment have been used. Because the true value is unknown,
such systematic biases cannot be detected through repeated
experiments and, therefore, cannot be quantified through
statistical analysis. However, it is possible to identify biases
and, sometimes, quantify them through data quality investiga-
tions and expert judgments.
18 There are cases where cause and direction of a specific
systematic bias may be known for a national statistical dataset,
but for reasons of resource and time limitations or political
constraints they cannot be quantified or corrected for in the
official national statistics. Therefore, arguing that known
systematic biases can be corrected for ignores the real
complexities of collecting national statistical data.
19 The role of expert judgment can be twofold: First, expert
judgment can be the source of the data that are necessary to
estimate the parameter. Second, expert judgment can help (in
combination with data quality investigations) to identify,
explain, and quantify both statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties. It is also important to recognize that it is difficult for
experts to distinguish between statistical uncertainty and
systematic biases. Therefore, elicited estimates of uncertainty
tend to incorporate both.

20 For example, in the United States an early estimate of the
uncertainty in methane emissions from manure management
based on expert judgment was ±15%. The following year,
improvements were made to the methodology to account for
more regional differences and corrections were made to some
activity data. The resulting change in the overall emissions
estimate was 60%.
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Protocol process uses an approach similar to that of
Definition 1 and Table 1 in this paper, but with
different parameters. For emissions commitments,
rather than applying the adjustment to all inventories,
they apply the adjustment only in cases where an
expert review panel finds enough problems with a
country’s inventory estimate to justify an adjustment
to the inventory value. In such cases, after replacing a
Party’s estimate for an individual source or sink
category with one from a review team (representing
the central tendency, such as a mean or median), the
review team makes a further, punitive adjustment to
account for uncertainty. The adjustment uses the
uncertainty estimates from the IPCC Guidelines,
rather than country-specific uncertainty distributions.

Instead of the 10% leeway illustrated in this paper,
the Kyoto Protocol approach allows 0% leeway – no
leeway – so that the confidence level equals the
probability of not exceeding the target. For our
approach, with an illustrative 10% leeway, the
confidence level equals the probability of not exceed-
ing the target plus 10%. In contrast to illustrative 80–
95% confidence levels used in this paper, the
UNFCCC approach prescribes a 75% confidence
level for upward adjustments of the commitment
period emissions estimates (and 25% for downwardly
adjusting base-year emissions estimates). Finally, the
Kyoto Protocol approach assumes that emissions are
log-normally distributed; the calculations in this paper
assume normal distributions.

The Kyoto Protocol process avoids several of the
problems of the country-specific adjustment factor
described above. In particular, because adjustment
factors are uniform across countries (if applied), the
process avoids some of the issues of comparability,
subjectivity, and gaming that could occur. The process
also involves lower administrative costs, because
fewer resources are expended on calculating coun-
try-specific uncertainty and the adjustment is only
applied in select cases. The approach can be imple-
mented more rapidly, so that countries will know
more quickly what their inventories for a given year
are. The environmental improvements of such a
system are relatively low, however, since adjustments
are only applied in specific, limited circumstances,
and the process for deciding when adjustments are
needed is itself extremely subjective and potentially
political. Further, because the process is not designed
with a clear and stated environmental goal in mind,

and because it does not use country-specific factors, it
is unclear whether it is the most cost-effective means
of obtaining environmental improvement.

Implications for adjustment factors in practice Where
does this discussion leave us? Clearly, some system of
adjustment factors would provide environmental
improvement and increase our confidence that emis-
sion targets were being met. A country-specific set of
adjustment factors that is applied across all countries
would provide more confidence that targets were
being met and would be statistically justifiable. Such
a system would require a new and rigorous interna-
tional system for reviewing and officially certifying
uncertainty estimates. An adjustment factor applied to
all countries, regardless of whether it is country
specific or uniform, could also result in the largest
environmental improvements. The choice between
country-specific adjustment factors, which can be
difficult to administer fairly, and uniform adjustment
factors, which fail to reflect differences across
national inventories, depends both on the environ-
mental improvements each offers (i.e., how well the
factors meet environmental goals or stated policy
goals) and on the strengths and drawbacks of each
approach.

3 Adjustments to Emissions Trading Ratios Based
on the Uncertainty of Emissions

Now that the Kyoto Protocol has entered into force,
developed (i.e., “Annex B”) countries – excluding the
United States and Australia, which have not ratified
the Protocol – are legally committed to reduce their
GHG emissions to specific negotiated target levels
during the first 5-year commitment period (2008
through 2012).

In addition to meeting their commitments by
reducing domestic emissions, Annex B countries can
engage in three alternative market mechanisms that
allow Parties to the Kyoto Protocol to purchase
emission reductions from other Parties. The three
mechanisms are (1) emissions trading, which permits
buying and selling emission allowances among
Annex B countries; (2) the Clean Development Mech-
anism (CDM), under which developed countries can
undertake emission reduction projects in developing
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countries and use the emission reductions to offset their
commitments; and (3) Joint Implementation (JI),
which allows for project-related emission reductions
within Annex B countries (e.g., mitigation projects in
EIT21 countries can produce emission reductions for
developed nations). While the focus of this section is
on international emissions trading, there are potential
lessons for sales of project-related emission reduc-
tions under the CDM and JI.

In an emissions trading system, an administering
authority generally sets quantified limits (referred to
as rights, obligations, or permits) on the emissions of
participants in the system. Participants can then
transfer these rights, obligations, or permits from
one participant to another (generally by buying and
selling), subject to any restrictions set by the
administering authority. Emissions trading systems
are frequently referred to as “tradable allowance”
systems, because participants must hold emission
allowances, which give the owner the right to emit a
specified physical unit of emissions, in sufficient
quantity to cover actual emissions. Many consider
emissions trading systems to be an attractive alterna-
tive to fixed emission limits because, in appropriate
circumstances, they can reduce the overall cost of
achieving an environmental goal. In a trading system,
participants have flexibility in how they meet their
obligations: they may choose either to take actions to
reduce emissions or to purchase additional permits (if
it is cheaper to do so). Thus, participants with lower
costs of reducing emissions can undertake additional
reductions and sell excess allowances to entities for
whom the cost of reducing emissions is higher.

Under the Kyoto Protocol, Annex B countries can
engage in emissions trading. The quantified limit for
a country is its assigned amount (AA), and the
instrument that is traded between countries is an
assigned amount unit (AAU). As with other emis-
sions trading programs, much of the debate in inter-
national GHG trading has centered on the impacts of
trading on mitigation costs and the cost-effectiveness
of emission reductions; on issues of the equitable
division of responsibility for emission reductions;
and on the design of domestic, facility-level emis-

sions trading programs to support international
trading.

Another issue in GHG emissions trading is the
uncertainty of emissions data on which trades are
based. Some analysts have suggested using trading
ratios that are adjusted to reflect uncertainty, or even
excluding highly uncertain emission sources from
trading altogether, on the grounds of potential harm to
the environment. Arguments have been made along
these lines not only for the allowances traded between
Parties (AAUs), but also for the instruments utilized by
the project-based mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol,
the CDM (in which the tradable instrument is a certified
emission reduction, [CER]) or JI (in which the tradable
instrument is an emission reduction unit [ERU]).

The argument commonly made for prohibiting, or
at the least placing a lower value on, emissions trades
involving emissions from source categories for which
the emissions estimates are highly uncertain is based
primarily on the environmental harm that can be
caused. If the uncertainty of the emissions estimate is
high-or poorly understood-for some source or sink
category, then emissions between certain and uncer-
tain sources should not be traded (i.e., bought and
sold) on an equal basis. For example, if society allows
increased emissions from a source category with very
low uncertainty in its emissions estimate to be offset
by an equal quantity of emission reductions from a
source category for which the emissions estimate is
highly uncertain, we may not be sure that we have
actually reduced emissions. Thus, the argument goes,
any emission reductions or excess emission allow-
ances from uncertain sources should be sold more
cheaply (i.e., be worth less) than emission allowances
or reductions from more certain sources. The trading
ratio between allowances for certain and uncertain
sources, therefore, is essentially less than 1: a given
quantity of uncertain allowances will be equivalent to
fewer certain allowances.

This approach of adjusting trading ratios to
account for uncertainty has generally been adopted
by watershed nutrient credit trading programs in the
United States (King & Kuch, 2003). In these
programs, nutrient discharges by diverse sources do
not trade on an equal pound-for-pound basis. Rather,
the trading ratio is based on the expected “risk-
adjusted” outcome of trades; that is, on the certainty
that a trade will actually result in decreased nutrient
discharges and improved water quality.

21 Economy in transition (EIT) is a term used under the
UNFCCC to refer to the countries of the former Soviet Union
and related East European satellite nations that are now
undergoing a transition to a market-based economic system.
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For example, the impact on nutrient levels, in the
receiving water body, of changes in end-of-pipe
nutrient discharges by a point source, such as a
wastewater treatment facility, will be relatively cer-
tain. However, the impact on water quality of changes
in land-management practices by non-point sources,
such as farms, will be far less certain.22 Thus, a
wastewater treatment facility seeking to offset exist-
ing levels of nitrogen discharge may need to buy three
or four pounds of non-point discharge reduction
credits to offset each pound of nitrogen they are
allowed to discharge, implying a trading ratio of 1:3
or 1:4. Note that, in this type of nutrient trading
program, there is no accepted trading ratio for point
and non-point trades. Each trade must be evaluated on
its individual merits and approved by the regulatory
authority, a process that can increase administrative
costs (for both the traders and the administering
authority) and the time required to finalize a trade
(King & Kuch, 2003).

In this section we examine two alternative
approaches to defining GHG trading ratios to reflect
uncertainty in emissions inventories and maintain the
environmental integrity of trades. As in Section 2.1,
we start from the premise that any adjustments to
the trading ratios should be designed so that
allowance trading does not diminish environmental
quality. There are at least two possible ways to
interpret this:

& In the first situation, countries have emissions
commitments, and a country is found to be in
compliance with its commitment if its estimated
emissions inventory is less than or equal to its
commitment. In this case, the trading ratio is
defined so that the upper bound of a confidence
interval (say, 95%) around their estimated com-
bined emissions is unchanged by trading, relative
to a system of binding commitments (that are
met). Thus, we can be confident that the upper
bound of the uncertainty band around total
combined emissions does not rise as a result of

trading. Note that we do not know whether
estimated total combined emissions rise or fall.

& In the second situation, countries have emissions
commitments, but these have been converted into
what are referred to as targets; that is, country
commitments are adjusted to reflect uncertainty in
a manner similar to that in Section 2.1. A country
is assumed to be in compliance if its emissions
inventory is less than or equal to its target. In
this case, the trading ratio is determined so that
the probability that two countries exceed their
aggregate (i.e., combined) emissions commitment
is the same before and after trading. Thus, we
want to be confident that actual combined
emissions do not rise as a result of trading. Again,
estimated total combined emissions may rise or
fall.

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 below address each of these
situations in turn. It turns out that, given reasonable
assumptions about uncertainty and environmental
goals, the intuition behind the nutrient trading
program – that uncertain emissions should be less
valuable than certain emissions – is not necessarily
justifiable from an environmental and statistical
perspective. Whether, and how, trading ratios should
be adjusted to account for uncertainty depends, in
fact, on the characteristics of the uncertainty estimate.
In Section 3.3 we look at the characteristics that the
uncertainty estimate would need to possess to be
viable in these applications, building on the discus-
sion in Section 2.2. We also discuss some additional
issues in the practical application of trading ratios.

3.1 Trading Ratios: Upper Bound Emissions
are Unchanged

The approach developed below (“upper bound”)
begins with the idea that we want to be confident
that emissions do not rise as a result of trades. The
starting point for this approach is the idea that, given
an environmental goal, the purpose of both national
commitments and the trading system is to ensure –
with a reasonable amount of certainty – that this goal
is not exceeded. In this case, the assumed “goal” is an
upper bound of a probability distribution around mean
estimated emissions. For example, the upper bound
might be defined as the upper end of a 95%
confidence interval around the mean; that is, the

22 The impact of altered management practices at a farm, for
example, will depend on the effectiveness of practices at the
farm in reducing “edge of farm” nutrient discharges (which is
highly site specific), on weather, on how spatially removed the
farm is from an adjacent water body, and on conditions in
adjacent receiving water (King & Kuch, 2003).
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97.5 percentile value.23 In this case, we can be very
confident that actual emissions will not exceed the
upper bound value, given the mean emissions
estimate. Thus, one possible approach to designing a
trading system is to define trading ratios such that
trades do not change the upper bound. Thus, trading
will not change the likelihood that we achieve our
desired environmental goal (measured in terms of
actual emissions), even if the mean emissions esti-
mate changes.

Suppose there are two countries, A and B. Without
loss of generality, choose emissions units so that
Country B anticipates reducing emissions by one unit
below its commitment. Country A has committed to
reduce emissions to an amount A, and Country B has
committed to reduce emissions to an amount B. Thus
A and B are the emissions commitments of Countries
A and B, respectively, divided by the anticipated
additional emissions reduction by Country B. Sup-
pose we have good information on the percentage (or
fractional) uncertainty (denoted u) range associated
with a 95% confidence interval for the emissions
estimates for two countries. Thus, if B achieves its
goal, its upper bound (97.5th percentile) emissions
will equal (1+uB)B. Similarly, if A achieves its goal,
its upper bound emissions will equal (1+uAu )A)) .24

Suppose further that B anticipates reducing emis-
sions below its commitment, and that A anticipates
being unable to meet its commitment. The question
then becomes, If B anticipates reducing emissions by
one unit below its commitment, so that emissions in
Country B equal (B(( −1), by how much could Country
A increase its emissions without violating the upper
bound constraint? If the amount that Country A could

increase its emissions is called x, then x also gives the
trading ratio between the two countries; one unit of
emission reductions in Country B is worth x units of
extra emissions in Country A. Thus, Country A will
be willing to pay to B, for each unit B sells, an
amount equal to the amount it would cost Country A
to reduce emissions by x units.

Assuming approximate normality, the estimate of
total emissions represented by the commitments has
mean A+B and adjusted standard deviation25 given by

SD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
uAu 2A2 þ uB2B2

pffiffi
; ð1Þ

so that the upper bound for the total emissions
represented by the commitments is given by

BOUND ¼ Aþ Bþ SD: ð2Þ
The post-trading total for the relevant sectors has

mean Aþ xþ B� 1 and upper bound

PBOUND ¼ Aþ xþ B� 1

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
uAu 2ð ÞAþ x 2 þ uB2ð ÞB� 1 2

qffiffi
: ð3Þ

A reasonable argument requires that trading should
not change the upper bound (although the mean does
change), so that we are just as confident as before of
not exceeding the given upper bound. We therefore
choose x to be the solution of BOUND = PBOUND.
To solve this equation, first write it in the form

x� 1 ¼ SD�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
uAu 2ð ÞAþ x 2 þ uB2ð ÞB� 1 2

qffiffi

¼ SD� SD2: ð4Þ

Next, subtract SD from both sides and square the
resulting equation to obtain

SD22 � SD2 ¼ ð Þx� 1 2 � 2ð ÞSD ð Þx� 1 : ð5Þ

23 A “95% confidence interval” is an interval calculated from
observational data such that the interval would be expected to
include the unknown true value (e.g., total GHG emissions) for
95% of possible data sets, although we generally will not know
whether or not this is true for a given data set. Since emissions
inventory estimation often uses non-statistical methods (e.g.,
expert judgment) and methods not based on observational data,
the term 95% confidence interval is here extended to mean any
interval that in some sense is assumed to have a 0.95
probability of including the unknown true value. The upper
bound is typically assumed to be the 97.5th percentile, and the
lower bound the 2.5th percentile, so that the same 2.5% of the
values lie above and below the confidence interval.
24 For simplicity, we assume that the uncertainty (expressed as
a percentage) is unchanged for the sector or country by
activities that increase or decrease emissions.

25 Strictly, this equation represents the standard deviation of
the sum of emissions from A and B, multiplied by a scalar.
The magnitude of the scalar (which may equal 1) depends on
the width of the confidence interval for which the uncertainties
are calculated and on the shape of the distribution of
emissions. The scalar would equal 1.96 for a 95% confidence
interval if emissions were normally distributed. It is assumed
for this equation that the uncertainties represent the same level
of confidence for both A and B.
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This gives a quadratic equation for x

uAu
2 2ð Þ þ2Ax22 þ x2 uB

2ð Þ ¼�2Bþ 1 ð Þx� 1 2 � 2ð ÞSD ð Þx� 1 ; giving

x ¼ �βþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β2�4αχ

pffiffi
β
2α ; where

α ¼ uAu
2 � 1;

β ¼ 2Au22 A
2 þ 2þ 2ð ÞSD ;

χ ¼ uB
2ð Þ �1� 2B 1� 2ð ÞSD :

ð6Þ
If A and B are large (relative to 1, the quantity of

emissions to be sold), then the solution for x is
approximately

x ¼ SDþ B � u2B
SDþ A � u2Au

: ð7Þ

(This can be shown using Taylor series expansions.
Note that x is a dimensionless ratio, as are the values of
SD, A, and B, since everything is relative to the
additional one unit emissions reduction by Country B.)
Thus, unless a country is selling or buying a large
portion of its emissions, the simpler equation is a
reasonable approximation of the trading ratio. In this
equation, x could be bigger or smaller than 1 depend-
ing on the relative sizes of the means (A(( and B) and of
the uncertainties (uAu and uB).

The equation for x above illustrates that the trading
ratio that satisfies this approach is not simply a
function of the uncertainty of each country’s invento-
ry. Rather, the trading ratio depends on (1) the
magnitude of estimated emissions in Countries A
and B; (2) the absolute uncertainty (i.e., the standard
deviation) of total emissions from the two countries;
and (3) the relative uncertainties surrounding emis-
sions in Countries A and B.

In particular, consider the numerator of the equation
defining x in Eq. 7. All else being equal, x will be
higher if the second term, B u2B, is greater. In other
words, if any three out of A, B, uAu , uBu , and SD are held
fixed, then x increases with the second term, B u2B,
because of the bound condition BOUND = PBOUND.

This second term combines the uncertainty of
Country B’s emissions with the magnitude of its
emissions. (Formally, it is proportional to the variance
in B’s emissions divided by B’s mean estimated
emissions.) Thus, as this term rises, Country A should
(from a global perspective) pay more to reduce
emissions from B, or, equivalently, emission reductions
purchased from B should translate into fewer emis-
sions by Country A. The rationale is that emission
reductions in Country B contribute more to reducing

the upper bound of the combined emissions from A
and B than would the same quantity of emission
reductions by Country A. Similarly, as the analogous
term for Country A (the second term in the denomi-
nator) rises, Country A should pay less (from a global
perspective) for emission reductions from Country B,
because the emission reductions from Country A
would do more to reduce the upper bound than would
emission reductions from Country B.26

A simple example may help clarify how the
equation for x of Eq. 7. would work. Suppose that
Countries A and B have both committed to emissions
of 100 t. The uncertainty in the emissions estimate is
40% for Country A and 50% for Country B.27

Country B finds that it is cheaper to reduce its
emissions than it anticipated, and Country A finds
that it is more difficult to meet its commitment than
anticipated. Thus, Country A finds that its estimated
emissions inventory equals 110 t, and it needs to
purchase 10 t of emission reductions (emission
allowances) from another country. Country B has
estimated emissions of 90 t, and so it has 10 t to sell.
Using the above equation, x equals 1.11. Country A
then purchases about 9 t of Country B’s excess
reductions to offset A’AA s excess of 10 t of emissions,
and so meet its own commitments. Note that,
whenever x is greater than 1, estimated total emissions
between the countries will rise as a result of the trade.
This and other examples are illustrated in Table 3.

The trading ratio formula may seem counter to
expectations, because it implies that the emissions with
the greatest uncertainty are the most valuable to buyers.
The intuitive explanation is that if Country A has
relatively certain emissions and Country B has relative-
ly uncertain emissions, then A’AAs contribution to the
overall upper bound (to A+B) is small compared with
the reduction in the upper bound caused by a one-unit
reduction in B’s emissions. Effectively, Country A is
given a bonus because each reduction in B’s uncertain
emissions is being swapped for more certain emissions
from A. We value reductions in uncertain sources more
highly because such reductions essentially begin to
remove the emissions from uncertain source categories

26 The impact of the SD term depends on the ratio of the
uncertainty products.
27 While this large uncertainty between countries is unlikely for
developed countries, it is certainly possible for trades between
source categories. Moreover, the large uncertainty serves to
illustrate the workings of the trading ratio.
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from the inventory and from the environmental system;
for a given emissions estimate, the environment would
be better off if those emissions came only from the
most certain source categories, because then we would
have the best idea of what emissions really look like.
This does not (as some suppose) argue for removing
uncertain emissions from the inventory, but ratheryy
places a higher premium on removing more uncertain
emissions from the environment.

In Section 3.2, we explore a variant of this
approach, using a slightly different environmental
goal. In Section 3.3 we return to the question of
whether this approach makes sense from the perspec-
tive of the uncertainty characteristics of the GHG
inventory, and discuss some possible implications for
nutrient trading as well.

3.2 Trading Ratios: Probabilities of Exceeding
Emissions Commitments are Unchanged

An alternative trading ratio can be developed based
on limiting the probability of exceeding the emissions
commitment (i.e., combining some of the ideas in
Sections 2.1 and 3.1). Suppose Countries A and B
have emissions commitments under the Kyoto Proto-
col of EAE and EBE , respectively. Instead of adjusting
inventory estimates to reflect uncertainty (as in
Section 3.1), each country is assumed to have an
emissions target A or B, where the target is derived by

adjusting the emissions commitment level to reflect
uncertainty. Specifically, the target is determined so
that if a country has an estimated emissions inventory
that equals the emission target, then the probability is
95% that actual emissions do not exceed the emis-
sions commitment by more than 10% (for that
country). As in Section 3.1, we choose the emissions
units such that Country A wants to buy one unit of
emissions from Country B. Instead of defining trading
ratios to preserve the upper bound (as in Section 3.1),
this here we define trading ratios to preserve the
probability that total estimated emissions from the
two countries sum to less than their combined
emissions commitments.

Let the two countries have fractional uncertainties
uAu and uB. Assume that the emissions targets are
defined so that, at the targets, the probability of not
exceeding the emissions commitment by more than
10% is 95%. Assume that emissions are (approxi-
mately) normally distributed. For Country A, with
estimated emissions meeting the adjusted target (A(( ),
the 95% confidence interval for actual emissions is

Emissions ¼ A � AuAu ¼ A� 1:96 Std: Dev: ð Þemissions :

ð8Þ
Thus the probability of not exceeding the emis-

sions commitment by more than 10% equals

+
� �
EAE ð Þ �1:1 A

AuAu =1:96
¼ 0:95; ð9Þ

where + denotes the cumulative distribution function
of a standard normal random variable. This equation
has the solution

1:1 EAE ¼ A

� �
1þ 1:64

1:96
uAu : ð10Þ

A similar equation applies for Country B.
Before trading, the probability that the estimated

combined emissions for the two countries will not
exceed the combined emissions commitment by more
than 10% equals

+
ð ÞEAE þ EBE ð Þ �1:1 ð ÞAþ Bffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

A2uAu 2 þ B2uB2
pffiffi
AA

.
1:96

0
@
00 1

A
11
: ð11Þ

If B sells one unit and A is allowed x units for that
trade, then the mean combined emissions after trading
will be Aþ xþ B� 1, and the standard deviation will

Table 3 Illustrative trading ratios

Country A (buyer) Country B (seller) X
(trading
ratio)

Emissions
commitment
(t)

Uncertainty
(%)

Emissions
commitment
(t)

Uncertainty
(%)

100 40 50 5 0.72
100 40 50 20 0.76
100 5 50 40 1.37
100 20 50 40 1.12
100 30 50 40 0.98
50 40 100 5 0.73
50 40 100 20 0.89
50 5 100 40 1.39
50 20 100 40 1.32
50 30 100 40 1.24
100 40 100 10 0.74
100 40 100 30 0.89
100 40 100 50 1.11
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be adjusted accordingly. Thus, after trading, the
probability that total emissions will not exceed the
total emissions commitment by more than 10% equals

+
ð ÞEAE þ EBE ð Þ �1:1 ð ÞAþ xþ B� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð ÞAþ x 2uAu 2 þ ð ÞB� 1 2uB2

qffiffi �
1:96

0
B
00
BBB@BB

1
C
11
CCCACC: ð12Þ

The trading ratio is the value of x that makes these
two probabilities equal, which is the same as solving
the equation

1:1ð Þ �EAE þ EBE ð ÞAþ B

SD

¼ 1:1ð Þ �EAE þ EBE ð ÞAþ xþ B� 1

SD2
; ð13Þ

using the notation of the previous section. This gives
the equation

ð Þx� 1 K ¼ SD� SD2; ð14Þ

where K is the expression

K ¼ SD= ð Þ ð Þf g1:1ð Þ �EAE þ EBE ð ÞAþ B ; ð15Þ

K ¼ 1:96 SD

1:64ð ÞAuAu þ BuB
: ð16Þ

(The second expression for K follows from the
above relationship between targets and limits.) Note
that K is not a constant, but instead depends upon the
emissions targets and the uncertainties. It is not
difficult to show that K is bounded below by

=ð Þ1:96=1:64
� ffiffiffi

2
pffiffi
2 and above by (1.96/1.64).

As before, we obtain a quadratic equation for x:

u2Au
2

� �
2Ax22 þ x2 þ u2Bð Þ�2Bþ 1

¼ K2ð Þx� 1 2 � 2Kð ÞSD ð Þx� 1 ; giving ð17Þ

x ¼ �b þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 � 4a#

pffiffi
b
2a

; where ð18Þ

a ¼ u2Au � K2; ð19Þ

b ¼ 2Au22 2
Au þ 2K2 þ 2Kð ÞSD ; ð20Þ

# ¼ u2Bð Þ �1� 2B K2 � 2Kð ÞSD : ð21Þ

If A and B are large (relative to 1, the quantity of
emissions to be sold), then the solution for x is
approximately

x ¼ Kð Þ þSD B � u2B
Kð Þ þSD A � u2Au

: ð22Þ

This alternative trading ratio is in a form very similar
to the ratio developed in Section 3.1 and can be used
in exactly the same manner. This trading ratio, which
is based on inventories that are adjusted in the manner
described in Section 2.1, will be quantitatively
different from the ratio in Section 3.1.

3.3 Characteristics of the Trading Ratio
and Uncertainty Analysis

The trading ratio should have characteristics similar to
those of the adjustment factor described in Section 2:
It should meet clear environmental goals and be
statistically justifiable given those goals. (Specifically,
for a trading ratio, we would expect that allowance
trading would not reduce environmental quality,
relative to a system of binding commitments without
trading.) The trading ratio should be equitably applied
and comparable across countries or source and sink
categories. Finally, it should be administratively
feasible and practical to apply, and it should not be
easily manipulated by countries attempting to act in
their own self-interest.

For the most part, these criteria suggest the same
characteristics for the uncertainty estimate that were
identified in Section 2, and the subjectivity and
variability of the uncertainty estimate pose similar
problems for the operation of a trading ratio as they
did for the adjustment factor. The trading ratio,
however, is more complex to calculate and administer
than the inventory adjustment discussed in Section 2.
This section, therefore, addresses in more detail two
aspects of the trading ratio: (1) the impacts of trading
on environmental quality and (2) a method for
simplifying the trading ratio without sacrificing
environmental integrity.
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3.3.1 Fulfilling Environmental Goals: The Impacts
of Trading on Environmental Quality

The discussions in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 define
specific (and plausible) environmental goals and then
derive trading ratios that are statistically justifiable,
given those goals. For simplicity, the discussions
assume that trades are being made between two
countries and that the uncertainty of the emissions
inventory estimate for each country is known. In both
cases, the trading ratio depends not only on the
relative uncertainty of the emissions inventories in the
two countries, but also on a number of factors. These
factors, such as the relative magnitude of emissions
from the two countries, are important because they
influence inventory uncertainty and the uncertainty of
total combined emissions estimates.

In both the situations in Section 3.1 and 3.2,
however, one important conclusion emerges regarding
the trading ratio, which is defined as the number of
allowances, or tons of allowable emissions, that the
buying country receives in return for purchasing one
excess allowance, or ton of emission reductions, from
the selling country. All else being equal, the trading
ratio, x, will rise as the uncertainty of the tons sold
rises. Thus, the price of sold allowances will rise as
their uncertainty rises (i.e., they will become more
valuable to the purchasing country); hence a given
quantity of sold allowances will offset a greater
number of emissions in the purchasing country.

The mathematical intuition behind this conclusion
is understandable: The higher the uncertainty sur-
rounding a country’s emissions estimate, the more
those emissions contribute to the overall uncertainty
of aggregate (total across all countries) emissions.
Thus, reducing those uncertain emissions reduces
overall uncertainty more than does reducing emis-
sions from a more certain inventory. Reducing those
relatively uncertain emissions also reduces the upper
bound, or confidence interval, around aggregate
estimated emissions. Consequently, the environment
will be better served by eliminating emissions from
uncertain sources, as we then will be left with
estimated emissions from certain sources and will
know with more certainty what actual emissions
might be, and may even reduce the upper bound. In
addition, whether a trading ratio is greater or less than
1 depends not only on the relative uncertainties of
emissions estimates from the two sources, but also on

the magnitude of emissions, which affects the extent
to which estimation uncertainty contributes to the
overall upper bound.

The foregoing intuition is directly opposite to the
conventional wisdom regarding how a trading ratio
should operate. Moreover, in the nutrient program
described earlier, the principles underlying the types
of trades that have been allowed by regulators operate
so that emission reductions from a source with
uncertain emissions are worth less in a trade with a
source with more certain emissions (point source).
Thus, a point source must buy more emission
reductions from a non-point source – the point source
can offset less than one ton of emission increases in
return for purchasing 1 t of non-point source emission
reductions. As long as the uncertainty of the emis-
sions estimate for the non-point source is greater than
the uncertainty of the emissions estimate for the point
source, x will be less than 1, and it will be lower as
the uncertainty of the non-point source is higher. This
approach is also appealing from an intuitive perspec-
tive, because it ensures that each trade will likely
improve environmental quality; by removing extra
“uncertain” emissions from the environment when we
increase “certain” emissions, we ensure that the
estimated (and actual) emissions have not risen as a
result of the trade, that is, we ensure that we really
have removed enough emissions to offset the extra
emissions elsewhere.

Which of the two views, then, is correct from an
environmental (and statistically justifiable) perspec-
tive? Are they compatible? Fundamentally, they are
not inconsistent with each other and may be appro-
priate under different circumstances. Which view is
appropriate from an environmental perspective
depends on two distinct considerations: (1) how much
protection is required from an emissions trade (i.e.,
what our environmental goal is) and (2) the nature of
uncertainty and uncertainty estimates on which the
decisions are based.

The amount of protection and the environmental
goal The first consideration is how much protection
is required when an environmental trade is made. In
the formulae derived in Section 3.1, the only
protection afforded the environment is an assurance
that the upper bound on the combined emissions
estimate cannot rise; in fact, depending on the nature
of the trade, aggregate estimated emissions might rise
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or fall. In Table 3, total measured emissions from the
two countries may rise in cases where x exceeds 1.
Similarly, in the formulae derived in Section 3.2, the
only protection afforded the environment is an
assurance that the probability that the combined emis-
sions estimate exceeds the target commitment cannot
rise; again, depending on the nature of the trade,
aggregate estimated emissions might rise or fall.
Thus, although the upper bound or exceedance prob-
ability is unchanged, the combined emission invento-
ries of the two countries (relative to pre-trading
emissions or relative to the sum of commitments)
may rise. Such trades represent environmentally
adequate emission controls, as judged against the
goal of maintaining the upper bound or exceedance
probability.

In contrast, in the nutrient case, the trade is
designed to protect the environment in two additional
ways: (1) the ratio of sold-to-bought emission
allowances/reductions is greater than 1 (and so
emissions are being “retired”), and (2) uncertain
emissions are being removed more than proportion-
ately when emissions that are relatively more certain
increase. In the interests of making continuous
progress in reducing emissions, or to provide an extra
measure of protection because our uncertainty esti-
mates may not be entirely correct (as we know from
Section 2.2), it may be desirable to restrict trading
ratios for GHG emissions to a maximum of 1, or even
a lower number, as what is sometimes called an
“environmental dividend.” This restriction would also
provide some of the additional environmental benefits
of the nutrient trading situation, although any limit
would essentially be ad hoc in nature.

The nature of uncertainty and uncertainty estimates The
applicability of the two different approaches – that
followed for the nutrient program and that described
in Section 3 – depends in part also on the character-
istics of the uncertainty estimates for the inventory.
The methodology followed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2
relies critically on the assumption that our uncertainty
estimate adequately represents the statistical proper-
ties of the emissions estimate.

Regardless of whether the uncertainty estimate
comes from objective or subjective data, we are
relying on our estimate to obey certain statistical
properties: that our emissions estimate is the “best
estimate” of the value of actual emissions and that all

components of uncertainty, whether objectively or
subjectively obtained, contribute to our estimate of
uncertainty (ISO, 1993). Up to a point, this is
reasonable. In some cases, the inventory activity data
and emission factors come from physical measure-
ments (such as facility-level emissions data) or
surveys (such as the number of cows). In these cases,
the raw data have objective statistical properties that
can be used to derive similarly objective uncertainty
measures for the inventory estimates. In other cases,
as discussed in Section 2, objective measures of
uncertainty for the activity data and emission factors
are unavailable, and so we must rely on subjective
assessments; that is, on assumed probability distribu-
tions based on experience and expert judgment. While
these latter assessments may vary in rigor and quality,
there are nonetheless accepted procedures for eliciting
subjective assessments from experts, and many
scientists accept the legitimacy of these procedures.

However, national GHG inventories are unlike
many other estimation processes because, for a
number of source categories, little is known about
the processes that produce emissions, or about the
effects of changes in activity levels on emissions.
Thus, the assumption that all sources of uncertainty
are included in the assessment is questionable. For
some sources, the legitimacy of subjective assess-
ments of uncertainty is also questionable. For exam-
ple, so little is known about the processes by which
emissions are produced (and reduced) for some
source categories – such as nitrogen from soils – that
inventory estimates are highly suspect, and so
uncertainty estimates by experts are equally or more
suspect.

For some emission sources, uncertainty estimates
may be less in the category of risk and more in the
nature of “Knightian uncertainty.” While the term
uncertainty has come to be used in a general way to
represent a situation wherein variables are not known
with certainty, Frank Knight, in his seminal 1921
book (Knight, 1921), made a distinction between risk –
which describes situations where an explicit proba-
bility distribution of outcomes can be calculated-and
“true” uncertainty – where the randomness of an
uncertain event cannot be adequately described by a
probability measure. Thus, risk can be reduced to a
single distribution with known parameters, whereas
in the case of uncertainty, the information is too
imprecise to be summarized by a single probability
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measure; that is, probabilities are unknown and are
impossible to calculate with any confidence because
of the uniqueness or specificity of the situation
(Kasa, 2000).

The distinction between risk and uncertainty is
particularly instructive for national GHG inventories
and adjustments such as trading ratios. For some
emission sources – in particular, those for which
understanding of the processes by which emissions
are generated is still evolving – our understanding of
the magnitude of emissions is closer to uncertainty
than to risk.

If we have confidence in our assessments of
uncertainty – and believe that we actually have good
uncertainty estimates – then environmental integrity
can be served by a trading ratio that is derived in the
manner described in Section 3. We may not, however,
necessarily believe our uncertainty estimates, or
believe that we have captured all sources of uncer-
tainty. If that is the case, then we may be in a situation
of true uncertainty; we do not know how good our
inventory estimates are, what we have missed, or
what the uncertainty is surrounding the inventory
estimate. In this case, the best policy alternative may
be to follow a precautionary approach: to protect the
environment more than our statistical assessments
might suggest is necessary. We might, therefore,
choose to cap the trading ratio at 1, or even a lower
number. An economics paper looking at labor markets
found a similar result: “...when people lose confi-
dence in their forecast about what happens in the
future, they generally prefer certainty to uncertainty”
(Nishimura & Ozaki, 2001). Where emissions trading
is concerned, we may prefer the devil we know to the
devil we don’t know.

3.3.2 Administrative Complexity

The administrative requirements of the system affect
costs to participants and administrators of the system.
Participants in the system face the costs of finding and
completing trades (sometimes referred to as transac-
tion costs) and complying with the administrative
requirements of the system. The administering au-
thority faces the costs of review and verification (of
emissions inventory and uncertainty estimates) and
making compliance determinations. Both sets of
parties face the costs of tracking emissions, allowances,

and allowance trades. In the context of trading ratios,
several aspects of the adjustment mechanism will be
key to tractability. In particular, the method of
calculating trading ratios should involve clearly de-
fined formulae or relationships, so that all countries can
understand and easily implement the system. The
trading ratio should also be relatively stable; that is, it
should not change so frequently that trading parties
cannot anticipate what the ratio will be when planning
how to reach compliance.

A bilateral trading system, such as is described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, could be relatively difficult to
administer and to participate in. The system could be
simplified, however, by setting up a clearinghouse to
which countries sell, and from which countries
purchase, emissions. The administrative complexity
of the system would be greatly reduced if, for
example, the clearinghouse could be designed in such
a way that the formula determining the value of
emission reductions purchased was based on the
buyer’s inventory, without reference to the origin of
the reduction (i.e., the seller). Such a clearinghouse
would greatly facilitate trades among diverse sources,
which otherwise would require the calculation of
individual trading ratios for each separate combina-
tion of possible sources or sub-sources that are traded
between or within countries.

One way to set up the clearinghouse might be to
consider the process of trading between two countries
as a two-stage process. In the first stage, Country B
sells one unit of emissions to the group of all other
countries except for A and B. The emissions and
associated uncertainty for the group of countries are
easily computed: the mean and variance of the total
are the sums of the countries’ means and variances.
Treating this group of countries as if it were a single
Country A, the trading ratio between B and the group
is computed using the above formula. In the second
stage, the single Country A buys emissions from the
group of countries using the appropriate trading ratio.
Unless A and B have very large emissions compared
with other countries, this calculation should give
almost the same answer as if the group of countries
included A and B. Thus in stage one, B is selling
emissions to the clearinghouse (consisting of every
country), and in stage two, A is buying from the
clearinghouse.

This approach neatly converts a trade between two
countries into trades between countries and clearing-
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houses. However, such a system could be controver-
sial if it is perceived as inequitable. In particular, the
trading ratio at which a country sells emissions to the
clearinghouse will be different for each country (as
well as for each source and gas, if that is the level at
which trading ratios are calculated), so that a unit of
one country’s emissions may be more valuable than a
unit sold by another country. Similar issues arise for
the different buying ratios.

3.3.3 Implications for Trading Ratios in Practice

The discussion in Section 3 has followed a system-
atic approach of defining an environmental goal and
then identifying the statistical implications of that
goal. The discussion suggests that, as in the discus-
sion of the adjustment factor in Section 2, there is no
unique method for calculating trading ratios, but
rather the appropriate ratio depends on the environ-
mental goal. Moreover, for the weak environmental
goal examined here, the conventional wisdom (that
uncertain emissions should be valued less in a trade
than certain emissions) is not borne out. Rather, the
trading ratio depends on both the uncertainty and the
magnitude of emissions. Further, because uncertain
emissions contribute more to increasing the upper
bound on the emissions estimate than do certain
emissions, reductions in uncertain emissions tend to
be valued more highly than reductions in certain
emissions (given the definition examined here).
Consequently, we should not assume that a trading
ratio less than 1 (i.e., that a one-unit reduction in
uncertain emissions offsets less than one unit of
increased certain emissions) is necessitated by the
uncertainty of emission reductions.

The trading ratio developed here assumes that we
have valid estimates of statistical uncertainty and
that we believe that our measures of statistical un-
certainty adequately capture and represent all signif-
icant sources of uncertainty. Thus, the requisite
characteristics of an uncertainty estimate described
in Section 2 – for example, that it be objective and
verifiable – are even more crucial to a trading ratio. In
addition, because a trading ratio that includes an
adjustment for country- or source-specific uncertainty
involves calculating the ratio each time a trade is
made, the system could be administratively intractable
or at least very costly to participate in and administer.
One solution might be to develop a clearinghouse so

that trades occur only through the central authority,
and so bilateral trades are not examined on a case-by-
case, individual basis.

4 Uncertainty Analysis as a Tool for Inventory
Improvement

In the context of national GHG inventories, the
process of producing an uncertainty analysis can be
divided into four parts: (1) the rigorous investigation
of the likely causes of data uncertainty and quality;
(2) the creation of quantitative uncertainty estimates
and parameter correlations; (3) the mathematical
combination of those estimates when used as inputs
to a statistical model (e.g., first-order error propaga-
tion or Monte Carlo method); and (4) the selection of
inventory improvement actions to take in response to
the results of the uncertainty analysis. There has been
a tendency in much uncertainty work associated with
national GHG inventories to focus on the second and
third parts, with less effort expended on the first and
fourth.

Although the process of modeling the interactions
between the uncertainties in parameter values can be
instructive, in isolation it does not provide the type of
specific information needed to isolate the causes of
data quality problems so that they can be corrected or
lessened. We refer to any approach to uncertainty
analysis that puts an intense focus on the first and
fourth parts of this process as investigation focused.
An investigation-focused approach to uncertainty
analysis can both provide the kind of rigorous
information needed to more credibly quantify the
uncertainties in parameters for use in modeling and
simultaneously lead to a system focused on achieving
real data and inventory quality improvements.

An investigation-focused approach to uncertainty
analysis requires that inventory developers work
closely with data suppliers and researchers to (1)
exchange information on the inventory’s data
quality requirements and actual data collection prac-
tices; (2) identify activity data reporting or collec-
tion problems; (3) identify situations where there is a
lack of empirical data for emission factors or other
parameters; (4) identify situations where the varia-
bility in an inventory parameter is high; (5) identify
situations where there is a lack of scientific consensus
of the appropriate estimation method for an inventory
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parameter or category; and (6) identify specific
actions that can be taken to correct or mitigate each
problem.

The process of analyzing uncertainties can provide
a systematic approach for the thorough investigation
of the data underlying an inventory and a basis for a
more formal understanding of data quality. By jointly
identifying specific causes of uncertainty and approx-
imating the magnitude of their effect on data quality,
inventory practitioners and data collection agencies
can generate better quantitative uncertainty estimates
and hopefully also produce better arguments for
investments in data quality improvements (e.g.,
expanded data collection or more research).

This process of implementing an uncertainty
analysis effort that is investigation focused has been
found to be helpful to the authors in the process of
preparing inventories at an individual facility (i.e.,
project), for a corporation, and at the national level.
These benefits of this type of approach can be
summarized as follows:

& Promoting a broader learning and quality feedback
process within the national inventory process.

& Supporting efforts to qualitatively understand and
document the causes of uncertainty and help
identify ways of improving inventory quality.
For example, collecting the information needed
to determine the statistical properties of activity
data and emission factors forces researchers to ask
hard questions and to carefully and systematically
investigate data quality.

& Establishing lines of communication and feedback
with national statistical agencies, researchers, and
other data suppliers, in order to identify specific
opportunities to improve the quality of the data
and methods used.

& Providing valuable information to reviewers,
stakeholders, and policy makers for setting prior-
ities for investments aimed at improving data
sources and methodologies.

& Informing policy makers engaged in negotiating
future climate change treaties regarding the
possible range of confidence they can have in
the monitoring of future targets.

It should be obvious that an investigation-focused
approach to uncertainty is one that should be tightly
integrated with an inventory agency’s quality control
and quality assurance (QA/QC) processes. In many

ways, an investigation-focused approach to uncertain-
ty is simply a more in-depth approach to quality
management in that it is a process to rigorously
identify the causes of data quality problems, especial-
ly ones that the general quality control processes
already in place in a country are unlikely to catch.
These problems will often involve issues of incom-
plete data or other systematic biases in the data, which
also happen to be key issues for developing a
quantitative uncertainty analysis.

An investigation-focused uncertainty analysis can
be performed solely on a qualitative basis and still
provide useful information for inventory improve-
ments. However, it can provide more useful informa-
tion for prioritizing the allocation of scarce resources
to inventory improvements if it also produces rough
quantitative uncertainty estimates. These rough quan-
titative uncertainty estimates can then be combined
with estimates of how much each data quality
improvement investment is expected to lower the
uncertainty in a particular parameter.

The required characteristics of quantitative uncer-
tainty estimates are obviously less strict if they are
only to be used as input for deciding how to prioritize
inventory improvements than if they are to be used
for a particular policy purpose. For example, it is less
critical that rigorous expert elicitation protocols be
utilized to increase the comparability of uncertainty
estimates across parameters, source categories, and
countries. Moreover, because with an investigation-
focused approach quantitative uncertainty estimates
are only used internally by an inventory agency for
allocating resources, the manipulation (i.e., gaming)
of uncertainty estimates for the benefit of a particular
party is less of a concern. However, particular experts
engaged in inventory work within a country may still
have an incentive to exaggerate the magnitude of
particular uncertainties or the benefits of particular
actions in terms of lowering that uncertainty in order
to obtain greater budget allocations.

In summary, the purpose of an investigation-
focused approach to uncertainty analysis is to im-
prove inventory quality, not just to assess inventory
uncertainty. Inventory agencies do not have to choose
between an investigation-focused and Monte Carlo-
type uncertainty analysis. The former should be seen
as a way of obtaining better results than can be
obtained from the latter. However, for an inventory
agency with limited resources for uncertainty analysis,
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the quality of its inventory will likely benefit the most
if those resources are shifted to the first and fourth
parts of the process. Instead of expending resources on
quantification and developing models to combine
subjective (i.e., expert-judgment-based) estimates,
limited resources can be expended on identifying and
correcting real data quality problems.

5 Conclusions

Information on the uncertainties in a national GHG
inventory – including quantitative estimates of uncer-
tainty – can have a variety of different applications
that in turn can satisfy a variety of different goals. For
uncertainty information to have practical applications,
however, it needs to have characteristics that match
the application. These characteristics are particularly
restrictive for applications of quantitative inventory
uncertainty estimates for policy purposes, such as
adjusting emissions for determining compliance.

Consider, for example, a policy that involves an
adjustment to an inventory or an emissions trading ratio
that is designed to capture uncertainty. Such an
adjustment mechanism can, at a minimum, be evaluated
against the same types of criteria that we would require
of other environmental policies, such as cost-effective-
ness, fairness, and administrative feasibility, among
others. In turn, these criteria suggest key characteristics
that an uncertainty estimate should have if it is to be the
basis for an adjustment mechanism, namely, (1) it
should be comparable across countries; (2) it should be
relatively objective, or at least subject to review and
verification; (3) it should not be subject to gaming by
countries acting in their own self-interest; (4) it should
be administratively feasible to estimate and use; (5) the
quality of the inventory uncertainty estimate should be
high enough to warrant the additional compliance costs
its use in an adjustment factor may impose on countries;
and (6) in order to fully secure environmental benefits, it
should attempt to address all types of inventory
uncertainty, particularly in the case of trading ratios.

In the context of the current state of national GHG
inventories, uncertainty estimates do not have the
characteristics outlined above. For example, the
information used to develop quantitative uncertainty
estimates for national inventories is quite often based
on expert judgments, which are, by definition, sub-
jective rather than objective. These expert judgments

do not undergo any rigorous type of review or
verification and are unlikely to be comparable across
countries, source and sink categories, parameters,
and time, because of differences across the experts
producing the judgments.

Over time, however, the authors hope that uncer-
tainty estimates will come closer to possessing these
characteristics. As national inventories improve, so
should our ability to (1) objectively estimate uncer-
tainties (i.e., by linking uncertainty estimates to
specific measurement techniques); (2) review coun-
try-specific uncertainty estimates; and (3) elaborate
detailed guidance for conducting uncertainty analyses.
Whether country-specific quantitative uncertainty
estimates of national GHG inventories will ever be
“good enough” to base adjustment policies on is
highly debatable and depends not only on having the
political will to accomplish these changes, but also on
the potential technical limits in uncertainty analysis.

Assuming that we can develop quantitative uncer-
tainty estimates for GHG inventories with the
characteristics necessary to apply them to policy
applications, policy makers still must design an
appropriate adjustment mechanism. In turn, the
appropriate design of inventory adjustments or trading
ratios depends, at least in part, on what type of
adjustment is statistically valid; this in turn depends
on how the policy goal is defined. Consequently, the
design of adjustment mechanisms can benefit from a
systematic approach in which policy makers (1)
identify clear environmental goals; (2) define these
goals precisely in terms of relationships among
important variables (such as emissions estimate,
commitment level, or statistical confidence); and (3)
develop quantifiable adjustment mechanisms that
reflect these environmental goals as they are defined.
In some cases, a systematic approach may suggest
that the statistically valid approach is not the one that
is commonly accepted by the conventional wisdom.

An investigation-focused (i.e., qualitative) uncer-
tainty analysis can (1) provide the type of information
necessary to develop more substantive, and potentially
useful, quantitative uncertainty estimates-regardless of
whether those quantitative estimates are used for
policy purposes-and (2) provide information needed
to understand the likely causes of uncertainty in
inventory data and thereby point to ways to improve
inventory quality (i.e., accuracy, transparency, com-
pleteness, and consistency). Too often, analysts simply
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assume that uncertainty estimation will provide quality
improvements, rather than structuring a process of
investigation, analysis, and feedback that is designed
to obtain real quality benefits.

Implementing a process of investigating the uncer-
tainty of the emissions inventory may require resolving
potentially competing priorities. A process that is
intended to derive quantitative uncertainty estimates
should involve a different emphasis than a process that
is focused on producing inventory improvements.
Similarly, deriving uncertainty estimates for use in a
policy context may require a very different emphasis
than if the estimates are for use in scientific or
modeling applications. This paper has begun to explore
these issues by identifying how the expected use or
application of the uncertainty estimates influences the
characteristics that the uncertainty estimate should
have. The focus in the paper is on two particular uses:
policy (adjustment schemes for emissions inventories
and for trading ratios) and inventory improvement. We
find that, indeed, identifying the application or appli-
cations of the results of an uncertainty analysis is
critical to how it should be designed and implemented.
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Abstract A dynamic model of the carbon budget of
an oak forest ecosystem that takes into account forest
stand age was developed. A numerical experiment
was designed to simulate the afforestation process,
and a Monte Carlo simulation was performed to
determine how parameter uncertainties and environ-
mental variability influence the result. It was found
that while the total amount of carbon stored in the
ecosystem increases from 1.9 kg C/m2 to 4.4 kg C/m2

over the following 20 years, the relative standard
deviation increases from 9 to 21%. The contribution
of varying climate and carbon dioxide parameters to
total uncertainty is substantial; for example, the
standard deviation at the 10th modeling year for
phytomass doubles and the uncertainties of the soil
pool and total accumulated carbon increase by a
factor of nearly 1.4, while the uncertainty of the litter
pool stays almost at the same level.

Keywords afforestation . mathematical model .

Monte Carlo simulation . uncertainty estimation

1 Introduction

The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change commits most devel-
oped countries to reducing their greenhouse gas
emissions. The Protocol also defines some “legal”
means that can be used by countries to reach the
required emission levels, one of these being affores-
tation (the planting of forests on land where forests
have not grown for the last 50 years); afforestation is
a “natural” way of trapping the atmospheric carbon
dioxide (CO2) in long-living phytomass, detritus, and
humus. Countries can use the carbon credits accumu-
lated through afforestation activities (1) to fulfill their
obligations under the Kyoto Protocol; and (2) to
participate in the market-based mechanisms created
under the Protocol (i.e., international emissions
trading, joint implementation, and the clean develop-
ment mechanism).

The uncertainty regarding emission estimates plays
an important role in emissions trading (see, in
particular, Bartoszczuk & Horabik, 2007; Monni,
Syri, Pipatti, & Savolainen, 2007; Nahorski, Horabik,
& Jonas, 2007). While, in emissions trading between
EU15 members, land use change and forestry do not
influence total uncertainty (Monni et al., 2007), for
some countries the effects of afforestation, reforesta-
tion, and deforestation can be considerable.

When developing an afforestation project, it is
important to estimate the amount of carbon that can
be accumulated in the ecosystem during a given period
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of time, bearing in mind the uncertainty of the
estimates and the risk of not achieving the desired
result. The point is that the forest will grow in a
changing environment. Prognostic modeling can help
in obtaining a first guess as to the values of accu-
mulated carbon and will demonstrate not only the
uncertainties and risks but also the influence of
environmental variability.

To account for forest stand age, we propose the use
of a dynamic mathematical model of the carbon
budget of an oak forest ecosystem (discussed in
Gusti, Bun, Dachuk, & Shpakivska, 2004), which
incorporates growth functions (Shvidenko, Venevsky,
Raile, & Nilsson, 1996) and regression expressions
(Lakida, Nilsson, & Shvidenko, 1996). To describe
phenology, a function of the monthly mean temper-
ature is developed. To estimate the available water in
the ecosystem, a simple mathematical model, which
accounts for the effects of frozen water accumulation
in winter and the thawing of ice in spring, is
elaborated. The uncertainties of the model parameters
(including temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric
carbon dioxide) are modeled with random generators.

The study is illustrative, as information about the
model parameters is incomplete; thus, uncertainty
classes of 10% and 20% of the relative standard
deviation, as well as assumptions on probability dis-
tribution types (normal or uniform), were introduced.
However, many other factors influencing the forest
carbon budget (e.g., insects and fires) were not taken
into account.

2 Description of the Model and Experiment

2.1 Description of the Model

In the mathematical model of the carbon budget of an
oak forest the following carbon pools are considered:
phytomass (leaves, distinguished using a regression
expression), litter (five reservoirs: foliage, stems,
branches, coarse roots, and fine roots), and soil
organic matter. The following carbon flows are also
considered: atmosphere–phytomass, phytomass– –litter
(litter sorted into five types using regression expres-
sions), litter–rr atmosphere, litter–rr soil, soil–atmosphere,
and phytomass–boundary of the ecosystem (harvested–
phytomass).

The mathematical model of the carbon budget is
presented in the form of a system of ordinary
differential equations of the first order:

dXdd phXX

dt
¼ vap �

� �
vplfv þ vplsv þ vplbv þ vplcrv þ vplfrv þ vphv ;

dXdd lfXX

dt
¼ vplfv þ vhlf �

� �
vlfa þ vlfs ;

dXdd lsXX

dt
¼ vplsv þ vhlb � ð Þvlsa þ vlss ;

dXdd lbXX

dt
¼ vpblv þ vhlb � ð Þvlba þ vlbs ;

dXdd lcrXX

dt
¼ vplcrv þ vhlcr � ð Þvlcra þ vlcrs ;

dXdd lfrXX

dt
¼ vplfrv þ vhlfr �

� �
vlfra þ vlfrs ;

dXdd sXX

dt
¼ vlfs þ vlss þ vlbs þ vlcrs þ vlfrs �

� �
vsav þ vsaqv ;

where Xwith subscripts denotes carbon pools (kg C/m2;
ph is phytomass, lf is foliage litter, ls is stem and
branch litter (diameter >10 cm), lb is branch litter
(diameter <10 cm), lcr is coarse root litter, lfr is fine
root litter), and v with subscripts denotes carbon flows
between corresponding reservoirs (kg C/(m2year)), for
example, ap is atmosphere–phytomass,– plf is phyto-
mass–foliage litter, ph is phytomass–harvested phyto-–
mass, and saq is soil–ll aquatic system.

Intensity of net photosynthesis (the vap flow) is
presented with a complex function:

vap ¼ αap*FlFF *min
	 

FfFF ;FcFF ;FwFF ;

where ! ap is the calibration coefficient, FlF is the
function of the mass of leaves, which, in turn, is a
function of forest stand age (A(( , years), FT is
dependence on the monthly air temperature (T, °C),TT
FcFF is dependence on the monthly concentration of
atmospheric CO2 (C, ppmv), and FwFF is dependence on
the monthly amount of available water (WaWW , kg/m2).

Let us now consider the main functions. The mass
of leaves (denoted as f ) is defined with a regressionff
equation (see Equation for R below), but the time at
which leaves appear in oak forests is controlled by the
air temperature (TlgTT , °C). The process is described
with the expression:

FlFF ¼ 1

1þ exp
� �
0:9*

� ��T þ TlgTT *
RfR *XphXX

Rtot
:

The functionsFTFF ,TT FcFF , and FwFF are defined in Gusti (2002).
The optimal temperature for photosynthesis is chosen to
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be equal to the normal temperature in July in a corre-
sponding vegetation belt, which is 18.4°C for oak forests.

The flow of phytomass–foliage litter is denoted by
vplfv . The time of leaf fall is controlled by the airff

temperature, which is decreasing (TlfbTT is the temper-
ature of the mass fall; TlfeTT is the temperature when the
leaves stop falling, measured in °C), but the intensity
is controlled by the mass of leaves:

vplfv ¼

15*

1

1þ exp
� �
1:2*

� �
T � TlfeTT

� 1

1þ exp 1:2*
� �
T � TlfbTT

�

0
B
00
BBBBBB@�BB

1
C
11
CCCCCCACC

*
RfR *XphXX

Rtot
; if

dT

dt
< 0:

0; otherwise

8>88>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>
>
<<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:>>

The monthly mean air temperatures of major phenol-
ogy changes in the ecosystems of oak forests are
compiled using observations made in the Roztochchya
nature reserve in the Lviv region of Ukraine. The tem-
perature when leaves appear (TlgTT ) is 12.5°C; the tem-gg

perature at mass leaf fall (TlfbTT ) is 9.0°C; and the
temperature at which leaves stop falling (TlfeTT ) is 5.7°C.

Phytomass is divided into fractions (stems and
branches with a diameter >10 cm are denoted as s;
branches with a diameter <10 cm are denoted as b;
coarse roots are denoted as cr, and fine roots arerr
denoted as fr) using a regression expression (Karjalainenrr
& Liski, 1997):

Ri ¼ ai0 *A
ai1 ;

where a0 and a1 are regression coefficient values as
listed in Lakida et al. (1996); and units of Ri are t/m3).
The following relations between the regression expres-
sions are also used: Rbr ¼ Rkr � RfR ;RfrR ¼ RfR ;Rcr ¼
Rbl � RfrR ;Rs ¼ Rab � Rkr.

Carbon flows from phytomass to the corresponding
litter reservoirs are definedwith the following expression:

vpliv ¼ αpliα *

� �
dMdd *Ri *

XphXX

GS *Rtot
þ XphXX *Ri

Turni *Rtot
; i

¼ f gs; b; cr; fr ;

where ! i is the calibration coefficient, dM is natural
mortality (m3/[ha year]), and GS is the growing stock

(m3/ha) of the forest stand defined in Shvidenko et
al. (1996) (we consider a forest of III-rd site index using
the Orlov scale), and Turn is the turnover time (years)
for tree parts listed in Karjalainen and Liski (1997). For
convenience, we assume Turn = ∞ for stem.

Litter mineralization is described with the follow-
ing expression:

vlia ¼ kle *FphiFF *FTlF *FPlF *XiXX ; i ¼ f gf ; s; b; cr; fr ;

where kle is a calibration coefficient (year−1) and FphiFF
is a function of phytomass amount (Kurtz, Apps,
Webb, & McNamee, 1992):

FphiFF ¼ kikk þ 0:5 * kikk exp

� �
� 9:21*XphXX

0:065 *GS
;

k ¼ 0:045� 0:42 (Karjalainen & Liski, 1997). FTlF is
a function of temperature (defined in Krapivin,
Svirezhev, Yu, & Tarko, 1982), the parameter Q10

equals 2.25 (Shpakivska & Maryskevych, 2003). FPlF
is a function of the amount of available water:

FPlF ¼ 1� exp ð Þ�0:017 *WaWW :

Mineralization of soil organic matter (VsaVV ) is deter-
mined with a similar expression, but different param-
eters are used, in particular, Q10=1.84 (Shpakivska &
Maryskevych, 2003), and FphFF =1.

Litter humification is: vlis=p*V= liaVV , i={ f, s, b, cr, fr}
(p(( =0.19). One assumes that the branches, roots, and
stumps of harvested trees are left in the forest: vhli=
Ri*Harv, i={ f, s, b, cr, fr};VhlsVV =0.3*Harv, wherevv Harv
is the amount of harvested stem wood (kg C/(m2mm year)).
The flow vsqa is introduced to take into account the
increasing soil runoff when forests are harvested. In the
current version of the model, the flow is set constant at
0.0004 kgC/(m2year).

2.2 Submodel of Available Water in an Ecosystem

Let us now describe the dynamics of snow with the
following equation:

dms

dt
¼ �� �

va þ vpv þ vw * ð Þ1� exp ð Þ�2 *ms * γ;

where νaν is melted snow (kg/(m2year)) caused by the
exchange of heat between snow and air (the equation
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of ideal gas energy is used):

νa ¼
3=2 * =ð Þmair=μ *R * ð ÞTþ 273 =λ;

if T > 0 and ms > 0

0; if T < 0 or ms ¼ 0

8>88>>>>>><>>
>
<<
>>>>>>:>>

;

where mair denotes the mass of air near the ground
(kg/m2); μ is the molar mass of air (0.029 kg/mol); T
is air temperature (°C); and λ is the specific heat of
melting ice (3.34 105 J/kg).

νpν denotes melted snow (kg/(m2year)) caused by
the exchange of heat between snow and rain water as
well as the kinetic energy of rain:

νpν ¼

2
	 

Cw *Wi * ð Þ þTþ 278 0:5 *Wi * v

2
�
λ;

if T > 0 and ms > 0

0; if T < 0 or ms ¼ 0

8>88>>>>>><>>
>
<<
>>>>>>:>>

where CwCC is the specific heat of water (4.3 103 J/(kg
K)); WiWW is precipitation (kg/m2); and v is the mean
vertical speed of rain droplets near the earth’s surface
(6.5 m/s) (Helming, 2001).

νSRν is melted snow (kg/(m2year)) caused by heat
from solar radiation:

νSR ¼ SR * ð Þ1� ! =λ; if T > 0 and ms > 0

0; if T < 0 or ms ¼ 0

(
0

where SR is solar radiation W/(m2year); and α is
forest albedo (0.15). νwtνν is snow that has been
weathered and blown by the wind: νwt ¼ 0; 1 *ms.
There is also a dimension factor, namely, γ=1 s−1.

The amount of water (kg/m2) available in the
ecosystem and influencing the intensity of the carbon

cycle processes WaWW is defined with the following
expression:

WaWW ¼
WiWW þ va þ vpv þ vSR � vwt; if T > 0 and ms > 0

0; if T < 0

WiWW ; if T > 0 and ms ¼ 0

8>88<>>
>
<<
:>> :

2.3 Calibration and Testing of the Model

For the calibration and testing of the oak forest model,
the measurement data from four test plots of oak
forests of different ages (33, 54, 75, and 106 years)
are used (Borsuk et al., 1982). The root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of phytomass modeling is 16% and the
phytomass net increment is 24% (Table 1). During
calibration only, the calibration coefficients (! ap, ! pli! ,
and kle) were tuned to minimize RMSE in all
measured points.

The dynamics of the model after calibration was
tested visually for plausibility in all trajectory
points.

Table 1 Comparison of measured and modeled phytomass and net increment of an oak forest

Age, years 33 54 75 106 Root-mean-square error, %

Phytomass, kgC/m2 Measured 5.40 8.70* 11.56* 13.67* 16
Modeled 5.40 10.05 12.99 15.58
Difference 0.00 1.35 1.43 1.91

Net increment, kgC/(m2year) Measured 0.36 0.17 0.16 0.11 24
Modeled 0.34 0.16 0.12 0.05
Difference 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.06

*Values reduced to forest stand stocking 0.79

Fig. 1 Dynamics of phytomass carbon and its standard
deviation
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2.4 Modeling of the Parameter Uncertainties

The model includes a number of parameters, most of
which are taken from the literature and derived from
field experiments. These parameters are uncertain.
Parameter uncertainties are usually poorly reported.
For the parameters, we apply the uncertainty classes
of 10% or 20% of the standard deviation. If we have
no information about the probability distribution, a
uniform distribution is assumed. The relative uncer-
tainties and probability distributions of the parameter
are as follows (U being uniform distribution and N
being normal distribution; for example, 10U means
10% of the uniform distribution): T–TT 10N, ToptTT –10U,
! –10U, C–10N, β–10U, W–WW 10N, kw–20U, GS–
20N, dM–MM 20N, Ri–20N, kikk –20U, Q10–20U, and p–
20U. A Monte Carlo simulation was performed to
determine how the parameter uncertainties influence
the result. For this, the uncertain parameters were
modeled with generators of random values with

uniform or normal probability distributions. The
initial conditions were also modeled with 20%
uncertainty of the uniform probability. The system
of differential equations was solved 650 times.

2.5 Numerical Experiment

An oak forest is planted in place of cropland. The
results from the carbon balance model of cropland
were used to provide initial data about the carbon
stored in the modeled ecosystem components (phyto-
mass, litter, and soil) (Gusti, 2002). The monthly
mean temperature, precipitation, and solar radiation,
averaged over a long period for the Lviv region of
Ukraine, and the monthly mean atmospheric carbon
dioxide were used in the modeling. The planted forest
is monitored for 20 years.

Dynamics of litter carbon and its standard deviation

Fig. 3 Dynamics of soil carbon and its standard deviation

Fig. 4 Dynamics of the total ecosystem carbon and its standard
deviation

Histogram of the total ecosystem carbon when
modeling is finished
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3 Results and Discussion

The amount of phytomass increases from 0.6 kg C/m2

to 2.7 kg C/m2 in 20 years, and the relative standard
deviation changes from 20% at the beginning of the
experiment to 37% at the end (Fig. 1).

The carbon stock of the litter (including leaves,
branches, trunks, coarse roots, and fine roots)
increases gradually from zero to a maximum of
0.5 kg C/m2 in 6 years, and it decreases to 0.2 kg
C/m2 during the next 15 years (Fig. 2). The litter
dynamics can be explained by age-specific changes of
the forest. In this case, the relative standard deviation
increases from 20% at the beginning of the experi-
ment to 83% at the end.

The carbon stock of soil organic matter decreases
slightly (during the first 2 years) because of a small
litter supply (humus mineralizes faster than it devel-
ops), and in the ensuing years it increases from 1.3 to

1.5 kg C/m2 (Fig. 3). However, the relative standard
deviation decreases from an initial 20% to 15%.The
total amount of carbon stored in the system increases
from 1.9 kg C/m2 to 4.4 kg C/m2 during the next
20 years (Fig. 4).

The relative standard deviation increases from 9 to
21%. The histogram of the total amount of carbon at
the end of the modeling is shown in Fig. 5 and the
box plot is shown in Fig. 6. The boxes in Fig. 6
represent the lower-, median-, and upper-quartile
values. The dashed lines on each side of the boxes
comprise the values in the range of ±1.5 times
interquartile distance. The other values (“outliers”)
are plotted with “+.” Outliers represent the risk of
underestimating or overestimating accumulated car-
bon in the planted forest. The spread of the outliers
leads to a slight overestimation of the mean value (of
about 0.1 kg C/m2). On the other hand, more outliers
are located over the upper-quartile value, which
means that the risk of obtaining carbon sequestration
values over the confidence interval is greater than
obtaining the values below the confidence interval.
This is a positive result for an afforestation project.

The contribution of varying parameters such as
temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric carbon
dioxide to total uncertainty is substantial in compar-
ison with the uncertainty caused by the other model
parameters. For example, the relative standard devi-
ation in the 10th modeling year for phytomass
increases twice, the uncertainties of soil and total
accumulated carbon increase almost 1.4 times, while
the uncertainty of litter stays almost at the same level
(Table 2). The number of outliers also increases.

The uncertainty of the modeled afforestation
project described in the paper does not exceed the
uncertainty used by Monni et al. (2007) for affores-
tation, reforestation, and deforestation activities (50–
100%, 95% confidence interval).

Fig. 6 Box plot of dynamics of the total ecosystem carbon; the
boxes represent lower quartile-, median-, and upper_quartile
values; the dashed lines on each side of the boxes comprise the
values in the range of ±1.5 times of interquartile distance;
outliers are plotted with “+”

Table 2 Accumulated carbon and its standard deviation after 10 years of Monte Carlo simulation, without climatic parameters and
atmospheric CO2 and including climatic parameters and atmospheric CO2

Phytomass, kg C/m2 Litter, kg C/m2 Soil, kg C/m2 Total, kg C/m2

Value std Value std Value Std Value Std

Without climatic parameters and CO2 2.1 0.5 22% 0.4 0.2 43% 1.4 0.2 12% 4.0 0.7 16%
Including climatic parameters and CO2 2.3 1.0 44% 0.4 0.2 44% 1.4 0.3 16% 4.1 0.9 22%
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4 Conclusions

A dynamic mathematical model of the carbon budget
of an oak forest, accounting for forest stand age and
the water available, is proposed for the study of
afforestation. The model is a good fit for the
calibration data–aa 16% RMSE in phytomass accumula-
tion and 24% RMSE in net increment for 73 years of
modeling. The mathematical model of the carbon
budget of an oak forest allows the carbon budget of
ecosystems to be projected, bearing in mind climate
change and atmospheric carbon dioxide. The intro-
duction of forest stand age functions allows the forest
age dynamics of major carbon stocks and flows in the
ecosystem to be reproduced.

A Monte Carlo simulation of afforestation of
degraded land was performed to study the influence
of model parameter uncertainties (including variation
of temperature, precipitation, and atmospheric carbon
dioxide) on the resulting uncertainty. Forest growth
was monitored for 20 years after planting.

The largest uncertainty surrounds litter accumula-
tion, as the relative standard deviation increases from
20% at the beginning of the experiment to 83% at the
end. Litter, however, is only a small factor in the
overall ecosystem carbon stock and thus does not
substantially influence the total uncertainty. The
relative standard deviation of phytomass carbon
changes from 20% at the beginning of the experiment
to 37% at the end; the relative standard deviation of
soil carbon is the smallest and even decreases from
the initial 20 to 15%. The relative standard deviation
of total carbon accumulated in the ecosystem
increases from the initial 9 to 21% over 20 years.

From the point of view of the verification time
concept, as described in Jonas and Nilsson (this
issue), the signal is detectable if one considers a 1-
sigma confidence interval, but in the case of a 3-
sigma interval, the signal becomes undetectable (we
consider prognostic modeling). To decrease the
uncertainty in the model output, field-specific param-
eters accounting for natural variability of environ-
mental data (relating especially to soil) must be used.

The number of outliers is quite high. Outliers
represent the risk of underestimating or overestimat-
ing accumulated carbon in the planted forest. In this
case the risk of underestimation is greater, which is
positive from the perspective of the afforestation
project.

Variations in temperature, precipitation, and atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide substantially influence total
uncertainty. In 10 modeling years the relative standard
deviation of phytomass increases twice, the uncertain-
ties of the soil pool and total accumulated carbon
increase almost 1.4 times, and the uncertainty of the
litter pool stays almost at the same level. The number of
outliers also increases. Thus, the climate variability and
atmospheric CO2 growth must be taken into account
when projecting the effects of an afforestation project.

The results show how great the uncertainty of an
afforestation project could be as a result not only of
the uncertainty of current environmental conditions
but also of possible future environmental change. The
use of prognostic modeling and uncertainty analysis is
thus important for the implementation of the Kyoto
Protocol.
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Abstract A geoinformation technology for creating
spatially distributed greenhouse gas inventories based
on a methodology provided by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change and special software linking
input data, inventory models, and a means for
visualization are proposed. This technology opens up
new possibilities for qualitative and quantitative
spatially distributed presentations of inventory uncer-
tainty at the regional level. Problems concerning
uncertainty and verification of the distributed invento-
ry are discussed. A Monte Carlo analysis of uncertain-
ties in the energy sector at the regional level is
performed, and a number of simulations concerning
the effectiveness of uncertainty reduction in some
regions are carried out. Uncertainties in activity data
have a considerable influence on overall inventory
uncertainty, for example, the inventory uncertainty in

the energy sector declines from 3.2 to 2.0% when the
uncertainty of energy-related statistical data on fuels
combusted in the energy industries declines from 10 to
5%. Within the energy sector, the ‘energy industries’
subsector has the greatest impact on inventory uncer-
tainty. The relative uncertainty in the energy sector
inventory can be reduced from 2.19 to 1.47% if the
uncertainty of specific statistical data on fuel consump-
tion decreases from 10 to 5%. The ‘energy industries’
subsector has the greatest influence in the Donetsk
oblast. Reducing the uncertainty of statistical data on
electricity generation in just three regions – the
Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, and Luhansk oblasts – from
7.5 to 4.0% results in a decline from 2.6 to 1.6% in the
uncertainty in the national energy sector inventory.

Keywords energy sector . geoinformation system .

greenhouse gas . greenhouse gas inventory . multilevel
model . spatial analysis . uncertainty

1 Introduction

The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) defines
obligations for its parties to reduce their greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions compared with those of a base
year. According to the Protocol, each party must
develop a national system for estimating anthropo-
genic emissions and sinks of GHGs. The Intergov-
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ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
developed a general methodology for estimating
GHG emissions and sinks, which has been published
in the Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines (IPCC, 1997a)
and corresponding software (IPCC, 1997b). A posi-
tive feature of the IPCC methodology is its univer-
sality, which allows it to be used by experts in many
countries, notwithstanding these countries’ different
locations around the world and their different levels
of economic development. This is one reason why the
IPCC Guidelines have been so important during the
formation of the Kyoto Protocol mechanisms.

In the future, however, this universality could
slightly decrease the efficiency of GHG inventories
and thus limit the use of the Kyoto mechanisms.
Because of its universality, the IPCC methodology
cannot consider regional disparities within countries,
which could thus increase inventory uncertainty.
Moreover, in most large countries, the various GHG
sources and sinks are distributed nonuniformly across
the territory. This is the case with Ukraine, for instance,
which has an area of 603,000 square kilometers and
comprises 25 administrative units (oblasts). The IPCC
GHG inventory methodology gives results for entire
countries and thus cannot be an effective tool for those
making strategic economic and political decisions on
regional development within a country.

Integrated information on the actual spatial distri-
bution of GHG sources and sinks would aid in
making well-considered economic and environmental
decisions. Neighboring countries are interested in real
information on ecological conditions near their
borders. Geographically explicit data are needed for
modeling GHG fluxes. Moreover, spatially distributed
analysis of GHGs and their uncertainties can help to
identify cost-effective ways of reducing uncertainty.

GHG inventories for regions within a country and
the use of geographical information systems (GIS) to
increase inventory quality and usability are becoming
more widespread. In Portugal, for example, the
national GHG inventory was carried out by region
and the emissions were spatially analyzed for emis-
sion-reduction purposes (Seixas et al., 2002). There
have also been efforts to disaggregate GHG emissions
on a spatial grid and to produce the georeferenced
maps necessary for modeling. For example, the
project CARBOEUROPE-GHG (Synthesis of the
European Greenhouse Gas Budget; see http://gaia.
agraria.unitus.it/ceuroghg/projghg.html) disaggregates

GHG emissions to a 50×50 km grid. The project
currently concentrates on the 15 original European
Union (EU) member countries; however, the plan is to
ultimately study the new EU countries as well, and to
obtain disaggregated GHG emissions for Ukraine and
Russia for full coverage of the continent. Another
project is aimed at spatial disaggregation of the 1990
emissions inventory data to a 20×20 km grid for
Africa south of the equator (Fleming & van der
Merwe, 2000).

This article discusses bottom-up inventory analy-
sis. We examine carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and
their uncertainties in two dimensions – energy
subsectors and spatial distribution – and determine
which dimension is the most influential. A similar
analysis has been performed for the Netherlands by
Vreuls (2004), who considers more GHG gases and
sources but omits spatial analysis. We agree with
Gillenwater, Sussman, and Cohen (2007) that the
uncertainty inherent in the uncertainty estimates is
rather large. Nevertheless, we think that the uncer-
tainty estimates should be used to aid policy making.
Examples of practical ways of coping with the
uncertainties in GHG emissions estimates when
trading or comparing national GHG emissions are
listed in the conclusions by Monni, Syri, Pipatti, and
Savolainen (2007); valuable theoretical work is also
offered by Nahorski, Horabik, and Jonas (2007).

The basic approach to carrying out a multilevel,
spatially distributed inventory is considered in Sec-
tion 2 of this chapter, and the geoinformation
technology developed to carry out such an inventory
is discussed in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 illustrate
the application of the technology for the analysis of
GHG emissions in the energy sector at the regional
and plot levels, respectively, while Section 6 is
devoted to simulations and analysis of the uncertain-
ties and uncertainty reduction measures. Conclusions
are presented in the final section.

2 Basic Approach

The IPCC methodology (IPCC, 1997a) covers a num-
ber of human activities associated with GHG emis-
sions and sinks – in particular, fossil fuel combustion,
industry and agriculture, land-use change, and defor-
estation. On the basis of this methodology, we have
developed a geoinformation technology that presents
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GHG inventories at three levels: the national level, the
regional (oblast) level, and the plot level (Bun, 2004).
Such a multilevel inventory model reflects the
disparities among GHG emissions and sinks, and
can be helpful for making policy decisions at the
national and regional levels (Fig. 1). Information at
lower inventory levels can prove extremely valuable
for decision makers.

2.1 National Level

At the highest inventory level, the national level, the
GHG inventory is carried out for a country as a ‘point
in space.’ In this case, GHG inventory methods
commonly used for an entire country can be utilized,
following the formula

Y ¼
XS
s¼1

ysyy ¼
XS
s¼1

XMsMM

m¼1

asmxsmx ; ð1Þ

where Y and ysyy are the inventory results for the entire
country and for the sth sector, respectively; S is the
number of human activity sectors according to the
IPCC (1997a); asm and xsmx are the emissions factor
and data on the mth human activity in the sth sector,
respectively; and MsMM is the total number of human
activities in the sth sector. Input data used for the
inventory are taken from statistical yearbooks, re-
search results, etc. Provided that all the necessary data
are available for a country, the Revised 1996 IPCC

Guidelines permit the calculation of GHG emissions
and sinks (the output data of the model). In this case,
the methodology described in the Revised 1996 IPCC
Guidelines and presented by expression (1) can be
regarded as a mathematical model of inventory at the
highest level. We have mathematical expressions
mapping input data to output data, which are necessary
for making an inventory for the whole country. At the
highest inventory level, the input data and inventory
results are ‘lumped,’ that is, a single value is generated
for the entire country. The uncertainties are considered
for the economic sectors and the country as a whole.

2.2 Regional Level

At the middle inventory level, the regional level, the
inventory is carried out for each administrative region
of a country. As in the previous case, the parameters of
the mathematical models are lumped. Ukraine, for
example, has 25 administrative regions (oblasts), some
of which are the size of small countries. In principle, a
methodology based on the Revised 1996 IPCC Guide-
lines can be applied to each region as described above,
using an inventory model of the following form:

YrYY ¼
XS
s¼1

yrs ¼
XS
s¼1

XMsMM

m¼1

arsmxrsm; r ¼ 1; . . . ;R; ð2Þ

where YrYY and yrs are the inventory results for the rth
region and its sth sector, respectively, based on the
IPCC methodology (IPCC, 1997a); arsm and xrsm are
the emissions factor and data on the mth activity in
the sth sector for the rth region, respectively; and R
is the total number of regions.

Model (2) reflects regional characteristics of GHG
emissions and sinks quite well, although the model
parameters are lumped. Like the mathematical model
for the highest level, this model has input and output
data. Input data are obtained from statistical year-
books (because most of the statistical information is
published for administrative regions) and from the
results of scientific research representing regional
characteristics of some of the parameters used in the
IPCC Guidelines. In situations where a parameter is
known for the country but not for individual regions,
some assumptions and additional information can be
used to obtain the algorithm for determining the
necessary parameters for the regions. In this case, the
uncertainties are considered by economic sector and

Fig. 1 Three-level structure of the inventory process
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region. We introduce additional information into the
inventory (e.g., region-specific emissions factors and
activity data) that decreases the overall uncertainty of
the inventory at the national level; however, some
regional uncertainties can be quite large.

2.3 Plot Level

At the lowest inventory level, the plot level, both
input and output data are stored in a georeferenced
database. This inventory level is used for plots (say,
10×10 km) covering the entire country (in the case of
Ukraine, about 60,300 plots in total). For each plot, a
GHG inventory is performed following the IPCC
methodology (IPCC, 1997a) using a mathematical
model defined according to the IPCC Guidelines.

Data on human activity in the nth plot are denoted by
ΔxΔΔ nsm, with corresponding indices. Inventory results in
total and by sector for a given plot are denoted by ΔYnYY
and ΔyΔ ns, respectively. In this case, the inventory
model can be written in the following form:

ΔYnYY ¼
XS
s¼1

ΔyΔ ns ¼
XS
s¼1

XMsMM

m¼1

ansmΔxnsm;

n ¼ 1; . . . ;N ;

ð3Þ

where ansm is the emissions factor for the mth activity
of the sth sector in the nth plot, and N is the total
number of plots. Unlike in the previous cases, in
model (3), input and output data relate to individual
plots; that is, they are not lumped. Some model pa-
rameters can be obtained (e.g., using a digital map and
additional algorithms), and other model parameters are
estimated following algorithms developed under cer-
tain assumptions.

Concerning this distributed model, in some cases
the GHG emissions and sinks within a particular plot
can be calculated directly using the IPCC Guidelines
with corresponding emissions factors – for example,
emissions from power plants, cement production
plants, chemical plants, fertilized fields, etc. However,
in some cases it is more efficient to distribute results
obtained for a region using data on the spatial
distribution of activities – for example, GHG emis-
sions from gas flaring used for heating buildings and
cooking. The GHG emissions distribution in this case
correlates with population density, which is obtained
from spatial analysis of a digital map (Kujii &

Oleksiv, 2003; Tsybrivskyy & Klym, 2003). In the
worst case, if one cannot derive detailed data on GHG
emissions caused by specific human activities within
a region, the total emissions quantity for all plots
within the region can be distributed uniformly. GHG
inventories at the plot level include more information
than those at the national and regional levels (e.g.,
location of stationary emissions sources, spatial
distribution of sources and sinks, usage of plant-
specific emissions factors and activity data, etc.) and
thus decrease the overall uncertainty.

In summary, in the modeling approach presented
here the distributed inventory is carried out for a
selected class of objects (regions, districts, or plots).
Information obtained from layers of a digital map and
statistical data for regions and districts are used as
input data. From this distributed inventory, new layers
of a digital map are formed corresponding to the
economic sectors of the IPCC methodology. Sum-
ming inventory results for all plots within Ukraine
produces a general inventory for the entire country
(Bun et al., 2002, 2003).

The technology used is based on a GIS, the IPCC
methodology, and special software. The use of digital
maps and the geoinformation approaches makes possi-
ble a distributed inventory of the territory, while the use
of the IPCC methodology and software means the
inventory results are compatible and comparable with
those of traditional approaches. Moreover, the use of
region-specific emissions factors and activity data
increases the quality of the GHG inventory (Bun, 2004).

3 A Geoinformation Technology for Distributed
GHG Inventories

The geoinformation technology presented in the previ-
ous section, which combines georeferenced databases,
geoinformation systems, and the IPCC methodology, is
illustrated in more detail in Fig. 2, which shows the
corresponding layers of a digital map. Here, informa-
tion from these layers together with statistical data and
data from scientific research serve as input data. The
databases (i.e., the new layers of the digital map)
corresponding to the economic sectors of the IPCC
methodology (energy, industrial processes, etc.) are
created using this input information.

We perform the inventory using the IPCC meth-
odology for all plots within a given country. In this
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way, we form the new layers of a digital map
corresponding to the results of the GHG inventory
of emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4), etc. Finally, we obtain the layer of the digital
map corresponding to the total GHG emissions in
CO2 equivalent terms. Thus, in the proposed approach
to creating a distributed inventory, the results are
produced in the form of layers of a digital map of
Ukraine. Lower-level inventory results include infor-
mation about specific levels of GHG emissions and
sinks per unit area within the country.

The digital map of Ukraine produced by Intelligence
Systems GEO Ltd. (ISGEO: http://www.isgeo.kiev.ua)
was chosen for use in the proposed geoinformation
technology. The map is a spatial database at a
1:500,000 scale. The database is organized in the form
of separate tables containing cartographic objects and

classifiers, and is realized in the MapInfo system
format. The following segments were used to create an
inventory of GHG emissions: settlements (inhabited
localities and their population), forested lands, hydrol-
ogy, oblast boundaries, vegetation, and soil.

Statistical data published by the State Committee
of Statistics of Ukraine in a number of statistical
collections (e.g., Ukrstat, 2001) are another major
source of input information for the GHG inventory.
The statistical data are issued for many economic
sectors, and the information is aggregated for
oblasts. Regional statistical collections also exist.
Thus it is an easy step from GHG inventories at the
national level to those at the oblast level. On the
basis of the statistical collections, one can obtain the
input data necessary to complete the input work-
sheets of the IPCC methodology by economic sector.

The proposed geoinformation system consists of two
basic modules: GHGinvent and GHGmap (Bun &
Oleksiv, 2003). GHGinvent is a programming module
that performs a GHG inventory according to a user-
defined inventory model (i.e., at the selected level).
The main function of GHGinvent is to input data into
the corresponding Excel tables in the IPCC methodol-
ogy (IPCC, 1997b). This module forms initial GHG
inventory tables using the results of the IPCC
methodology according to the model used.

The basic functions of the GHGmap module are to
organize queries into inventory tables and to form
new geoinformation layers with the inventory results,
which are then reflected in the digital map of Ukraine.
The inventory tables organized by GHGinvent,
together with the topographical information of the
digital map of Ukraine, serve as input data for
GHGmap. The proposed geoinformation technology
is quite complex with respect to software implemen-
tation because a number of different kinds of software
components have to interact correctly if the entire
information system is to perform as it should. The
software includes databases of input information
filled in by the operator (Bun & Oleksiv, 2003);
Excel tables of the IPCC methodology filled in by the
program according to the inventory model used; and
database tables that are compatible with MapInfo for
inventory results reflected in the digital map of
Ukraine. Below, a number of results of GHG
inventories at the regional and plot levels as well as
a spatial uncertainty analysis are presented to illus-
trate possible ways of using the technology.

Fig. 2 Geoinformation approach to GHG inventory
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4 Inventory at the Regional Level: Energy Sector

Let us consider GHG inventories at the regional level,
using as an example the energy sector, which
accounts for about 95% of total GHG emissions in
Ukraine. The primary sources of GHGs in the energy
sector are fuel production, fuel transportation, and
fuel combustion (Kujii, 2003). The Revised 1996
IPCC Guidelines (IPCC, 1997a) for the energy sector
cover six GHGs: NO2, CH4, nitrous oxide (N2O),
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), non-
methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), and
sulfur dioxide (SO2). CO2, CH4, and NOx emissions
are the largest. Below we consider a sectoral
approach; that is, we account for the carbon in fuels
supplied to the economic sectors (IPCC, 1997a).

CO2 emissions resulting from fuels combusted in
the energy industries (i.e., fuel-extraction or energy-
producing industries; for details, see IPCC, 1997a,
Vol. 1) determine the sector emissions (Kujii, 2003).
With integrated statistical data on production, export,
import, and consumption of fuel and energy resources,
one can use the IPCC Guidelines (IPCC, 1997a) to
estimate the carbon mass (in gigagrams [Gg]) in the
utilized fuel:

mc ¼ mTkckk ; ð4Þ

where m is the mass of combusted fuel (in Gg), T is
the fuel calorific value (in terajoules [TJ] per Gg), and
kckk is the carbon emissions factor (in tons of carbon per
TJ). The fraction of nonoxidized carbon (f(( cff ) should
also be accounted for.

Models that create an inventory of GHG emissions
from fuel combustion by economic sector (energy
industries; manufacturing industries and construction;
international marine and air transport; the commercial/
institutional and residential sectors; agriculture/forest-
ry, etc.) provide more useful information than more
aggregated models, since different coefficients – T,TT kckk ,
and fcff – are applied to different economic sectors.

In many countries, natural, historical, and other
factors have led to the nonuniform distribution of
GHG emissions from the energy sector. This is true of
Ukraine, which has developed industrial regions with
high consumption of fuel and energy resources, as well
as of regions without heavy industry. The technology
for creating spatially distributed inventories is useful for
presenting these differences in GHG emissions at the
regional level. Results of an inventory of CO2 emissions
caused by fuels combusted in the energy industries at
the regional level are presented in Fig. 3. The data
relate to the economic activity of the regions of
Ukraine in 2000. The emissions are very irregularly
distributed; thus, for convenient presentation of the
results, a square root function of the data is used (the

Fig. 3 Variation of GHG
emissions resulting from
fuels combusted in the en-
ergy industries among the
regions of Ukraine
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column height is proportional to the square root of the
emissions value).

The Donetsk oblast has the highest CO2 emissions
in Ukraine (26.89% of total CO2 emissions). Half the
total emissions (51.84%) are contributed by three
oblasts: Donetsk, Luhansk, and Dnipropetrovsk. Most
of the CO2 emissions occur in the processes of the
energy industries. The difference between the results
of CO2 emissions obtained using the reference
(accounting for the carbon in fuels supplied to the
entire economy) and sectoral approaches does not
exceed 10%. The discrepancy between the emissions
estimates using the two different approaches can be
explained by the fact that statistical data for sectors
are set equal to zero in cases where their values are
below the lowest-order number in the corresponding
statistical table. This phenomenon occurs where fuel-
energy resources are presented by oblast or economic
activity. Therefore, total emissions do not always
equal the sum of the individual components. The
small discrepancy between the calculated emissions
values in the oblasts allows the user to draw
conclusions as to the consistency of the statistical
data on fuels combusted in the energy industries of
Ukraine (Bun, 2004).

In 2000, for all GHGs, the highest emissions were
observed in the Donetsk (109,669 Gg of CO2 equiva-
lent), Dnipropetrovsk (56,607 Gg of CO2 equivalent),

and Luhansk (41,964 Gg of CO2 equivalent) oblasts.
CO2 sink values exceeded emissions values in a
number of oblasts, particularly in the Volynska
(2,348 Gg of CO2 equivalent), Zakarpatska (Uzhgorod)
(4,821 Gg of CO2 equivalent), Rivne (1,828 Gg of
CO2 equivalent), Chernivtsi (92 Gg of CO2 equiva-
lent), and Chernihiv (1,897 Gg of CO2 equivalent)
oblasts. The emissions levels are determined mainly by
the energy sector; absorption levels, by the land use
change and forestry sector (Bun, 2004).

Within the energy sector, the lowest CO2 emissions
are from natural gas combustion, as it has the lowest
emissions factor (approximately half that of coal)
(IPCC, 1997a). Thus, the shift from coal to natural
gas and black oil in combined heat and power (CHP)
plants could solve the GHG problem for Ukraine’s
energy sector. Taking into account the significant
contribution of CHP plants to the total GHG budget
of Ukraine, plans for the development of domestic
sources of electricity and heat supply must be revised.
Increasing the efficiency of power equipment will
help solve this problem (Bun, 2004).

5 Spatial Analysis of GHG Emissions

In carrying out the distributed inventory, each plot of
Ukrainian territory is analyzed in turn. If the border

Fig. 4 Presentation of CO2

emissions resulting from
combustion of coal in the
public sector at the plot
level (distributed inventory);
darker areas indicate higher
emissions levels
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between two or more administrative units lies within a
plot, the emissions and sinks are assigned in propor-
tion to each unit’s contribution.

CO2 emissions resulting from the combustion of
coal in the public sector at the plot level (10×10 km
plots, distributed inventory results) are shown in
Fig. 4. The figure only gives qualitative information
on the territorial distribution of the emissions;
however, the digital layer comprises the data in each
plot that can be used for analysis. This type of digital
layer can be made for each GHG and for each kind of
human activity considered in the IPCC methodology
(IPCC, 1997a).

Moreover, the geoinformation technology allows
the user to make projections of GHG emissions and
sinks following different scenarios of economic
development. In the most favorable scenario, the
GHG emissions reach their 1990 level in 2011–2012
(Bun, 2004). Emissions reach this level in 2013–2014
in the favorable scenario and in 2020 in the
unfavorable scenario. As the unfavorable scenario
corresponds to slow changes in the economy, it is the
most likely scenario.

The territorial approach to constructing CO2

inventories takes into account regional differences in
economic activities within Ukraine. The multilevel
inventory is aimed at obtaining quantitative estimates
for separate regions of the country. Estimates of
distributed GHG emissions (on a territorial basis)
from the energy sector can help to accelerate the
implementation of actions to reduce emissions – for
example, means for GHG utilization, the capture of
CO2 from exhaust, the creation of favorable con-
ditions for carbon absorption by forests, etc.

6 Results of Spatial Inventory
and Uncertainty Reduction

In carrying out national inventories and in trading
emissions permits, one must be sure that inventory
results are of ‘good quality’ (i.e., that the uncertainties
are small). All data used in the inventory (emissions
factors, calorific values, statistical activity data, etc.)
have some uncertainty that can significantly slow
the process of implementing the Kyoto Protocol
mechanisms.

Uncertainty in GHG inventories is the value
indicating the lack of certainty in the cadastre

components resulting from such arbitrary random
factors as uncertainty of emissions sources, lack of
transparency in the inventory process, etc. (IPCC,
2000). Most often, relative uncertainty is character-
ized as a 95% confidence interval, meaning that the
probability that the value of a real parameter falls
within the interval is 95%. Relative uncertainty is
‘measured’ in percent as the ratio of the confidence
interval value to the mean parameter value. If every
value used in the GHG inventory has some uncer-
tainty, then the inventory process according to the
IPCC methodology (IPCC, 1997a), which utilizes
multiplication and summing, leads to an ‘uncertainty
combination’ in compliance with the following
formulas (IPCC, 2000):

UtotalUU ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð ÞU1UU � x1 2 þ ð ÞU2UU � x2 2 þ . . .þ ð ÞUkUU � xk 2

qffiffi
x1 þ x2 þ . . .þ xk

ð5Þ

for the uncertainty of the sum of values x1þ
x2 þ . . .þ xk , and

UtotalUU ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2

1UU þ U2
2UU þ . . .þ U2

kUU
qffiffi

ð6Þ

for the uncertainty of the product of the values. The
resulting uncertainty is given as a percentage; xi and
UiUU are the uncertain value and its relative uncertainty,
respectively (in percent).

The formulas presented above for the uncertainty
combination relate to the case of a normal distribution
of random uncorrelated values. The Monte Carlo
method is more general and consists of choosing
random values of emissions factors and activity data
from their individual probability distributions and
calculating corresponding emissions (IPCC, 2000).
This procedure is repeated many times, and the results
of all iterations form the probability distribution of
emissions. A Monte Carlo analysis can be conducted
for every emissions source for economic sectors,
national regions, or the entire cadastre. The Monte
Carlo method allows the user to work with probability
distributions of any form and to account for correla-
tions. The experiment results presented below were
obtained using this method.

The geoinformation technology developed for
creating a multilevel inventory allows the user to
carry out experiments on the uncertainties in national
GHG inventories in, for example, the energy sector
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and to determine the dependence of the uncertainties
on inventory components. Using this feature high-
lights ways of reducing the uncertainties. A number
of such experiments are discussed below.

Experiment 1 A report by the IPCC (2000) provides
uncertainty intervals for statistical data for countries
such as Ukraine. For data on fuels combusted in the
energy industries (which largely determines GHG
emissions in Ukraine), the interval provided by the
IPCC is 5–10% – a more exact uncertainty value
should be found by national experts. Using these
recommended uncertainty intervals, we carried out an
experiment on the influence of activity data uncer-
tainty on the uncertainty of the national inventory in
the energy sector. Figure 5 shows the results based on
economic activity in the regions of Ukraine in 2000
for three uncertainty values from the uncertainty
interval recommended by the IPCC (energy indus-
tries) – the lowest (5.0%), middle (7.5%), and highest
(10.0%) interval values. In all experiments reported
here, the uncertainties in other sectors were assumed
to be the mean of the intervals recommended by the
IPCC (2000) (see specifications in Experiment 2).

It was assumed that the statistical data on economic
activity in the energy sector were of a normal
probability distribution and that their uncertainty,
characterized by a 95% confidence interval, was
similar in all regions. Data on the calorific value of
the fuel were assumed to have a normal probability
distribution and 5% uncertainty for the 95% confi-
dence interval. The other data used in the inventory
were assumed to be known exactly. The calculations
of national emissions in the energy sector were carried

out many times for different randomly chosen
inventory parameters for the regions of Ukraine. The
probability distribution of the parameters for the
national inventory in the energy sector is determined
from the calculated results. The results show that
decreasing the uncertainties in national statistics is
valuable for implementing the Kyoto Protocol mech-
anisms. The uncertainty of national energy sector
inventory data decreases from 3.2% (for higher
uncertainty of statistical data – the 10% interval
value) to 2.0% (for lower uncertainty of statistical
data – the 5% interval value). This leads to a change
in the confidence interval of 8.4 Gg of CO2.

Experiment 2 Calculation results demonstrating the
dependence of national energy sector inventory
uncertainty (in percent) on the uncertainty in each
subsector are shown in Fig. 6. The estimation is
carried out using data on economic activity in Ukraine
in 2000 for minimum and maximum uncertainties of
the statistical data for each subsector as follows: (1)
fuels combusted for energy production (5–10%); (2)
manufacturing industries and construction (5–10%);
(3) transport (5–10%); (4) commercial/institutional,
and residential sectors (15–20%); (5) agriculture/
forestry (5–10%); and (6) other (15–20%). The
minimum and maximum uncertainties are taken from
the uncertainty intervals recommended by the IPCC
(2000). When the simulation was carried out for one
of the subsectors, the uncertainties for the other
subsectors were chosen to be the mean of the

Fig. 5 Influence of activity data uncertainty on the uncertainty
of national inventory in the energy sector

Fig. 6 Influence of uncertainty in each subsector on total
inventory uncertainty in the energy sector: (from left(( )tt 1 =
energy industries; 2 = manufacturing industries and construc-
tion; 3 = transport; 4 = commercial/institutional and residential
sectors; 5 = agriculture/forestry; 6 = other
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recommended intervals. The other parameters are
defined as in Experiment 1.

The results demonstrate that considerable emis-
sions result from fuels combusted in the energy
industries and that decreasing the uncertainty in this
subsector is an urgent problem. Specifically, the
relative uncertainty in the national inventory in the
energy sector can be reduced from 2.19 to 1.47%
(when absolute uncertainty equals 2.5 Gg of CO2).

Experiment 3 Continuing from Experiment 2, an
analysis was carried out on how energy sector
inventory uncertainty in each region contributes to
the total inventory uncertainty (in absolute values).
The results are presented in Table 1. The greatest
influence appears in the ‘energy industries’ subsector in
the Donetsk oblast, where the absolute uncertainty is
5,081 Gg of CO2 (2.23% uncertainty relative to the total

CO2 emissions in this subsector; that is, 227,819.40 Gg
of CO2), followed by the Dnipropetrovsk and Luhansk
oblasts, with uncertainties in these subsectors equal-
ing 2,066 Gg of CO2 (0.91%) and 1,262 Gg of CO2

(0.55%), respectively.

Experiment 4 The improvement of statistics (i.e.,
decreasing the uncertainty in statistical data) requires
considerable investments, such as the installation of
additional equipment, the implementation of organi-
zational and administrative measures for a more
accurate and complete record of all economic spheres,
and additional research for a better understanding of
emissions processes. Thus, those administrative
regions that have the most influence on energy sector
emissions should be identified, and investments for
decreasing the uncertainty in statistical data should be
increased only in these regions. As these regions have

Table 1 Absolute uncertainty of the inventory in the energy sector in Ukrainian regions

N Region Absolute uncertainty (Gg of CO2)

Energy
industries

Manufacturing
industries
and construction

Commercial/institutional
sectors

Agriculture Forestry Other

1 Cherkasy 118.39 18.45 49.47 16.56 47.89 119.14
2 Chernihiv 88.12 2.95 14.16 18.20 36.27 116.74
3 Chernivtsi 21.77 2.09 7.68 8.49 8.71 71.98
4 Crimea 133.64 12.45 34.93 7.06 37.82 122.63
5 Dnipropetrovsk 2066.48 1056.68 44.10 79.71 57.52 540.24
6 Donetsk 5081.51 904.08 56.45 180.32 55.11 468.26
7 Ivano-Frankivsk 447.06 36.14 121.85 11.41 7.16 191.49
8 Kharkiv 563.32 49.57 31.80 38.32 61.70 286.62
9 Kherson 384.43 7.19 11.71 11.64 40.49 87.47
10 Khmelnytsk 61.31 26.81 16.14 26.01 51.64 143.54
11 Kirovograd 106.35 3.01 8.72 9.33 43.83 89.30
12 Kyiv 924.67 30.81 58.87 19.19 70.06 397.13
13 Luhansk 1261.77 381.40 41.55 49.85 33.27 372.73
14 Lviv 314.83 32.71 22.91 56.21 15.65 412.43
15 Mykolaiv 115.99 28.61 14.75 0.38 41.29 114.79
16 Odesa 361.43 9.33 46.32 17.12 45.61 143.52
17 Poltava 673.93 33.67 83.15 17.07 57.21 299.36
18 Rivne 55.01 29.00 14.24 12.87 19.07 81.18
19 Sumy 116.07 21.28 62.12 12.98 39.35 140.12
20 Ternopil 49.69 5.74 7.88 6.40 26.84 118.82
21 Zakarpatska

(Uzhgorod)
23.08 1.96 10.28 1.16 2.41 104.45

22 Vinnytsya 385.56 7.09 17.25 38.44 64.60 240.66
23 Volynska 47.69 2.80 7.57 8.32 17.46 87.86
24 Zaporizhya 1091.18 337.79 28.26 25.64 47.19 131.52
25 Zhytomyr 54.59 14.95 18.25 27.39 34.63 114.49
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the most influence on emissions, decreasing uncer-
tainty here will lead to a decrease of uncertainty in the
national inventory.

As shown in Fig. 3, the CO2 emissions resulting from
fuels combusted in the energy industries are the highest
in the Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, and Luhansk oblasts.
According to the IPCC recommendations (IPCC, 2000),
uncertainty in ‘better-developed’ statistics is within a 3–
5% interval. Thus, the influence of investments was
studied only with respect to improving statistics relative
to CO2 emissions from fuels combusted in the energy
industries and only in those regions where decreased
inventory uncertainty would reduce the national energy
sector GHG inventory uncertainty (Fig. 7).

The uncertainty values shown in Fig. 7 relate to
economic activity in Ukraine in 2000. Column 1
illustrates the initial uncertainty of the national inventory
in the energy sector if the statistical data in all regions
have a mean uncertainty from the IPCC (2000) interval
for ‘poorly developed’ statistical systems (7.5% for
CO2 emissions from fuels combusted in the energy
industries; other parameters are defined as in Experi-
ment 1). Column 2 corresponds to the case where the
uncertainties of all data in all regions remain un-
changed, except for the uncertainties of statistical data
in the Donetsk oblast, which decrease to 4%, the mean
value from the uncertainty interval recommended for
countries with a ‘well-developed’ statistical system
(IPCC, 2000). Column 3 corresponds to the case where
the uncertainty is decreased to 4% in two regions: the
Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk oblasts. Column 4 relates
to the case where the uncertainty is decreased in the
third region (Luhansk oblast) as well. The decline of
uncertainty in the national inventory from 2.6 to 1.9%

(a considerable decrease of uncertainty in absolute
values presented in Fig. 7 is achieved just by decreasing
uncertainty in only one activity type in three regions.

7 Conclusions

The IPCC methodology (IPCC, 1997a) provides
inventory methods for entire countries. From the
international viewpoint, such inventories make sense.
However, every government should also have tools for
exploring the real situation at the regional level. The
proposed geoinformation technology for creating a
multilevel distributed inventory allows GHG emissions
cadastres to be created at both the regional and the plot
level (covering the entire country). Integrated informa-
tion on the actual spatial distribution of GHG sources
and sinks would be quite useful for decision makers.
Such information and corresponding visualization tools
could serve as an effective instrument in economic and
environmental decision making. Features of the pro-
posed geoinformation technology include the following:

& The technology reflects the real state of GHG
emissions and sinks at the regional level.

& It is based on the use of digital maps and the IPCC
methodology, combining inventory transparency
and ease of documentation.

& It allows the effective utilization of remote-
sensing data, neural network technologies, and
approaches to estimating and projecting a number
of parameters of distributed models of processes
of GHG emissions and sinks at the regional level.

& It is effective for large countries with nonuniformly
distributed GHG sources and sinks, and thus is a
good instrument for regional management decision
making and for carrying out projections in accor-
dance with development strategies, including sus-
tainable development strategies.

The decrease of uncertainties in national statistics has
a considerable influence on inventory uncertainty. For
example, the inventory uncertainty in the energy sector
declines from 3.2 to 2.0% when the uncertainty of
energy-related statistical data on fuels combusted in the
energy industries declines from 10 to 5%.

Within the energy sector, the ‘energy industries’
subsector has the greatest impact on inventory uncer-
tainty. The relative uncertainty in the national inven-
tory in the energy sector could be decreased from 2.19Fig. 7 An example of uncertainty decrease in inventory results
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to 1.47% if the specific statistical data uncertainty on
combusted fuels were to decrease from 10 to 5%.

This subsector has the largest influence in the
Donetsk oblast, where the absolute uncertainty is
5,081 Gg of CO2 (2.23% uncertainty relative to the
total CO2 emissions in this subsector). Second and
third are the Dnipropetrovsk and Luhansk oblasts, with
uncertainties in this subsector of 2,066 Gg of CO2

(0.91%) and 1,262 Gg of CO2 (0.55%), respectively.
Improving the statistical system, especially for the

‘energy industries’ subsector in three regions of Ukraine
(Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, and Luhansk oblasts) in order
to decrease the uncertainty of the statistical data from
7.5% (for a ‘poorly developed’ statistical system) to 4%
(for a ‘better-developed’ statistical system) will result in a
decline in the uncertainty in the national energy sector
inventory from 2.6 to 1.6%.

The geoinformation technology for creating distrib-
uted inventories proposed here enables the most
essential sources of uncertainty to be defined (kinds of
activity and regional locations) and makes possible the
more effective utilization of investments to reduce
uncertainty in these locales and in these kinds of
activity. Certainly, for the geoinformation technology
for spatially distributed inventories, some new problems
arise concerning uncertainty and verification, but this
technology allows for qualitative and quantitative
‘distributed’ presentation of the uncertainty problem at
the regional level.
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Abstract In a step-by-step exercise – beginning at
full greenhouse gas accounting (FGA) and ending
with the temporal detection of emission changes – we
specify the relevant physical scientific constraints on
carrying out temporal signal detection under the
Kyoto Protocol and identify a number of scientific
uncertainties that economic experts must consider
before dealing with the economic aspects of emis-
sions and their uncertainties under the Protocol. In
addition, we answer one of the crucial questions that
economic experts might pose: how credible in
scientific terms are tradable emissions permits? Our
exercise is meant to provide a preliminary basis for
economic experts to carry out useful emissions trad-
ing assessments and specify the validity of their as-
sessments from the scientific point of view, that is, in
the general context of a FGA-uncertainty-verification
framework. Such a basis is currently missing.

Keywords Kyoto protocol . full greenhouse gas
accounting . uncertainty . verification . emissions .

emission changes . signal detection . emission
limitation or reduction commitments . risk of not
meeting commitments

1 Introduction

Full carbon accounting (FCA) or full greenhouse gas
accounting (FGA),1 uncertainty, and verification, in
connection with the detection of greenhouse gas
(GHG) net flux changes (also termed net flux signals),
are crucial issues for the functioning of the Kyoto
Protocol (Grassl et al., 2003; Nilsson et al., 2000;
Nilsson, Jonas, Obersteiner, & Victor, 2001; Nilsson,
Jonas, & Obersteiner, 2002; Nilsson et al., 2007;
Schulze, Valentini, & Sanz, 2002; Steffen et al.,
1998; Valentini et al., 2000). However, we must
observe that these issues are not being concomitantly
and rigorously discussed in a holistic context among or
between physical scientists and experts from other
disciplines (e.g., economics). Physical scientists do not
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1FCA refers to a full carbon budget that encompasses and
integrates all carbon-related components of all terrestrial
ecosystems and is applied continuously in time. The compo-
nents are typically described by adopting the concept of pools
and fluxes to capture their functioning. The reservoirs can be
natural or human-impacted and internally or externally linked
by the exchange of carbon as well as other matter and energy.
Net biome production (NBP) is the critical parameter to
consider for long-term (decadal) carbon storage. NBP is only
a small fraction of the initial uptake of CO2 from the
atmosphere and can be positive or negative; at equilibrium it
is zero (Steffen et al., 1998, p. 1393; Jonas et al., 1999, p. 9;
Nilsson et al., 2000, pp. 2, 6–7; Shvidenko & Nilsson, 2003,
Section 2). FGA simply extends the definition of FCA to
include other relevant GHGs (Nilsson et al., 2007, Section 1).
However, a clear agreement on which gases are included is still
outstanding.
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scrutinize, in a holistic context, the basis that has been
set by the political negotiators of the Protocol, nor do
they specify the scientific constraints under which the
Protocol will operate. There are many consequences of
this. To safeguard their carbon trading assessments
from an uncertainty-risk point of view, experts from
financial institutions might, for example, ask questions
that physical scientists cannot answer, such as: how
credible in scientific terms are tradable emissions
permits? Economics experts typically carry out assess-
ments that are not integrated within a proper physical
scientific FGA framework (i.e., they cannot properly
specify the validity of their assessments from a physical
scientific [verification-related] point of view). More-
over, scientists, for their part, fail to assemble crucial
knowledge that will prove useful in improving the
Protocol prior to and for its follow-up commitment
periods. In this context, we refer to recently completed
collaborative work on the preparatory detection of
uncertain GHG emission signals under the Kyoto
Protocol (Jonas et al., 2004a) that should have been
applied before/during negotiation of the Kyoto Proto-
col and that addresses the question: how well do we
need to know what net emissions are if we want to
detect a specified emissions signal at a given point in
time?

This work advances the emission reporting of
Annex I countries under the Protocol, as it takes
uncertainty and its consequences into consideration,
that is, 1) the risk that a country’s true emissions in
the commitment year/period are above its true
emissions limitation or reduction commitment (i.e.,
the risk that the country will not meet its commit-
ment); and 2) the detectability of the country’s target.
The authors’ approach can be applied to any net
emitter, and in our follow-up work, (Jonas et al.
2004b and 2004c), we demonstrate how evaluation, in
terms of risk and detectability, of GHG emission
signals can become standard practice. These two
qualifiers can be determined and could indeed be
accounted for in pricing GHG emissions permits.

We use our preparatory signal detection work as an
example in an exercise that identifies step by step
beginning at FGA and ending with signal detection
the relevant physical scientific constraints and choices
that are involved in applying signal detection within
an FGA-uncertainty-verification framework. In other
words, our signal-detection results can be properly
evaluated against a solid physical scientific back-

ground. Our primary intention in this exercise is not
to undermine the Protocol, which is not placed within
such a framework and has also not been subject to
preparatory signal detection, but to compensate for
the lack of lucidity in the thinking behind the Kyoto
Protocol and the conditions under which it will
operate, including the consequences that it will have.

Moreover, our signal-detection results are of
practical use. Emission signals that are assessable in
terms of detectability or statistical significance have a
direct bearing on how carbon permits are evaluated
economically. Thus, our second intention is to use our
work to build a bridge from the physical sciences to
economics, that is, to offer properly specified,
physical–scientific uncertainty and risk-related infor-
mation that can be used by economic experts when
they are working out the details of emissions trading.

Our paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we
set the stage for working within a consistent FGA-
uncertainty-verification framework. In Section 3 we
expose the reader to the verification of emissions in
the context of bottom–mm up and top– –down accounting.
In Section 4 we explain how we merge bottom–mm up/–
top–down verification of emissions and temporal
signal detection. In Section 5 we present the quantita-
tive results of two fundamentally different preparatory
signal-detection techniques and illustrate the far-
reaching consequences of dealing with uncertain
emission signals. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize
the lessons drawn from our step-by-step analysis and
establish the background against which we evaluate
our signal-detection results.

Our paper is strongly guided by science–theoretical
considerations and attempts to present a number of
issues in a holistic context, something that has not, to
our knowledge, been done elsewhere. While longer
discussions of each of the issues is required, we have
chosen to keep Sections 2 to 5 short to facilitate
reading. However, we insert cross-references, which
direct the reader to additional background information
where the issues are discussed in greater depth.

2 Setting the Stage for Working within a Consistent
FGA-Uncertainty-Verification Framework

In this section we develop an understanding of
plausibility, validation, and verification based on our
favorite way of categorizing uncertainty (Section 2.1);
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we explain accounting versus diagnostic and prog-
nostic modeling in terms of uncertainty (Section 2.2);
and we specify the concept as well as the classes that
we apply in order to grasp uncertainty quantitatively
(Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively).

2.1 A Brief Science–Theoretical Discourse:
Plausibility, Validation, and Verification

To illustrate the origin of uncertainties, we follow
Moss and Schneider (2000; see also Giles, 2002),
who categorized uncertainties and espoused the use of
a straightforward concept within the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The authors’
concept reveals the advantage of fundamental struc-
ture: it considers four main categories – corresponding
to confidence in the theory, the observations, the model
results, and the consensus (understood as soft knowl-
edge) within a field – to which we attach scientific
quality labels to indicate whether plausibility, valida-
tion, or verification (in ascending order of scientific
strictness) can be achieved (see Fig. 1; for comparison
see also Vreuls, 2004, Fig. 1; and Gillenwater,
Sussman, & Cohen, 2007, Section 2.2). These are
specified – in line with science theory (e.g., Lauth &
Sareiter, 2002) – according to the definitions used in
Merriam-Webster s Collegiate Dictionary’ (Merriam-
Webster, 1973 and 1997):

Plausibility (from plausibilis = worthy of ap-
plause) → plausible: reasonable; appearing worthy
of belief <the argument was both powerful and ∼>.
Validation (from validus = strong) → valid: well
grounded or justifiable: being at once relevant and
meaningful <a ∼ theory>; logically correct (i.e.,
having a conclusion correctly derived from prem-
ises) <a ∼ argument>.
Verification (from verus = true) → verify: to
establish the truth, accuracy, or reality.2

In accordance with these definitions, only observa-
tions (measurements) that are uncertain per se can be
verified; none of the other categories can be verified.
Theories and diagnostic models can only be validated

or, alternatively, falsified (which is a controversial
issue in its own right). Both consensus and prognostic
modeling also give rise to uncertainty. However, these
two categories can, at best, be judged only as plausible;
they can be neither validated nor verified.

Considering that, in the context of the Kyoto Protocol,
GHG emissions are not usually measured directly but
derived from measurements or statistical surveys, we
extend Moss and Schneider’s (2000) uncertainty cate-
gory “observations” to include the (not rigorously
specified) category “accounting.” This allows us to also
consider statistically surveyed data including data (e.g.,
emissions data) derived with the help of statistically
surveyed data (e.g., activity data) in combination with
data reported in the literature (e.g., emissions factors).

The terms validation and verification, in particular,
are frequently confused and misused. For instance,
the IPCC Good Practice Guidelines define verifica-
tion with the emphasis on GHG emissions inventories
(Penman et al., 2000, p. A3.20):

Inventory definition: Verification refers to the
collection of activities and procedures that can be
followed during the planning and development, or
after completion of an inventory that can help to
establish its reliability for the intended applications of
that inventory. Typically, methods external to the
inventory are used to check the truth of the inventory,
including comparisons with estimates made by other
bodies or with emission and uptake measurements

Theory

Observations
(+ accounting)

Plausibility

Verification

Validation

Validation

Plausibility

Consensus
(soft knowledge)

Model results:

Diagnostic modeling

Prognostic modeling

0

10

5

Fig. 1 Scientific quality attached to the four-axis concept of
Moss and Schneider (2000, Fig. 5; see also Giles, 2002, p. 477).
The figure, designed to trace where uncertainty comes from, is
modified to show which scientific quality in terms of plausibility,
validation, and verification can be achieved. The authors use a
scale of 1–10 to reflect experts’ assessments of the amount/
quality of, for instance, theory and observations, to support their
findings. See text for explanations

2 In the context of the Kyoto Protocol the term certification is
also used, particularly by policy makers. It is specified as in
Merriam-Webster (1997):
Certification (from certus = certain)→ certify: to attest authori-

tatively: to attest as meeting a standard.
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determined from atmospheric concentrations or con-
centration gradients of these gases.

However, this definition requires discussion, as it is
not sufficiently rigorously in line with either science
theory or the intended purpose of the Kyoto Protocol,
which may be colloquially expressed as, “It’s what the
atmosphere sees that matters.”

According to this definition, verification is a scien-
tific process that aims to establish the reliability of a
(bottom–mm up) inventory. However, similar to– “validity,”
which is a system-internal quality criterion, “reliability”
is a measurement-reflexive quality criterion that should
not be confused with “verification.” Verification is
more, as it goes beyond validation or reliability, for
example, with the help of an additional experiment that
allows the observation to be independently counter-
checked. Moreover, in terms of checking the truth of an
inventory, this definition allows “comparisons with
(bottom–mm up emission) estimates made by other bodies– ”3

to be put on the same level as “emission and uptake
measurements determined from atmospheric concen-
trations or concentration gradients of these gases,”
which is unacceptable from a science–theoretical point–
of view, as validation and verification are confused.

2.2 Accounting Versus Diagnostic
and Prognostic Modeling

Figure 2 shows the difference in terms of uncertainties
between accounting and diagnostic and prognostic
modeling. The accounting typically happens with a
time step of ≤1 year and may be matched by an
emission-generating model during its diagnostic
mode. In its prognostic mode, a model can, at best,
only reflect a multiyear period that excludes singular
stochastic events (although the model may operate
with a time step of ≤1 year).4 The uncertainty
associated with accounting UAccountU reflects our real
diagnostic capabilities. It is this uncertainty that
underlies both our prior and current accounting and
that, under the Kyoto Protocol, we will have to cope
with in reality at some time in the future (e.g.,
commitment year/period). This UAccountU may decrease

with increasing knowledge. (For simplification, we let
UAccountU stay constant in absolute terms over time in
Fig. 2.) By way of contrast UModelUU , the uncertainty of
the model, always increases because of the model’s
decreasing prognostic capabilities with time.5

2.3 Uncertainty Concept

Figure 3 presents the uncertainty concept that we apply
to overcome a mismatch of measured (or accounted)
mean values, including their uncertainties under valida-
tion or verification. The concept acknowledges that
there is both available knowledge and lack of knowl-
edge when net carbon emissions are being accounted
for. Available knowledge can be hard or soft, while lack
of knowledge can be interpreted as the difference
between an accepted value and the (unknown) true
value that is due to unknown biases. Random errors

3In this context, the terms “third-party verification” or “inde-
pendent verification” are also used.
4To overcome this shortcoming, stochastic events are often
exogenously generated in a random fashion and introduced into
prognostic models in retrospect, in the hope that their relevance
will increase with respect to shorter time scales.

5The interrelation between UModelUU and UAccountU during the
diagnostic mode of the emission-generating model can be made
clear with the help of the notion of an ideal model. An ideal
model perfectly reflects “reality” (inventory view) during the
model’s diagnostic mode, that is, UModelUU is identical to UAccountU .
However, in practice, models are generally not able to
reproduce UAccountU for a number of reasons. An important
reason is that, traditionally, model builders focused mainly on
grasping mean values. To reflect more a complex reality, the
models resolved more-detailed mean values. However, the
consideration of uncertainties requires the opposite, that is, that
models be simplified, ideally to a level that permits uncertain-
ties to be treated as statistically independent (or as statistically
independent as possible). Typically, the realization of a
(sufficiently) ideal model is a task in itself.
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TimeFuturePast
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Fig. 2 Illustration of accounting versus diagnostic and
prognostic modeling. U: uncertainty. Source: Jonas et al.,
(2004a, Fig. 4)
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and systematic errors (the latter are also called
determinate errors or simply biases, but we prefer
quantified systematic errors or measured biases) are
typically used to evaluate both hard and soft knowl-
edge in terms of uncertainty. In contrast, lack of
knowledge can only be addressed in a way that is
necessary but not necessarily sufficient. This is done
by defining an uncertainty range that encompasses
each of the two measured biases plus each of the two
standard deviations representing the random errors of
the two depicted measurement sets (for comparison,
see also Gillenwater et al., 2007, Section 2.2; and
Winiwarter, 2007, Section 2). We note that we have
not yet specified at which level of confidence wewant to
report uncertainty. In contrast to the IPCC (1997a,
p.A1.4), which suggests the use of a 95% confidence
interval, we favor the 68% confidence level (1 *
standard deviation) because, as long as we have to
cope with uncertainty ranges as a result of inconsistent
or missing knowledge in realizing full carbon accounts,
striving for a higher, purely mathematical confidence
level cannot be justified physically.6 For our discussion
on bottom–mm up versus top– –down accounting in Section 3
below, we also may want to keep in mind that it is the

68% confidence level that the atmospheric inversion
community typically applies.

2.4 Uncertainty Classes

The derivation of aggregated uncertainties, as in
emission inventories, is typically not unambiguous
and is even prone to errors. This is why we commonly
apply relative uncertainty classes as a good practice
measure (see Table 1), as they constitute a robust
means of getting an effective grip on (even large)
uncertainties. In light of the numerous data limitations
and inconsistencies that countries face, the reporting
of exact relative uncertainties is not justified.

Our work on the FCA of Austria (Jonas & Nilsson,
2001) shows that experts who share the same data sets
typically estimate uncertainty ranges that overlap each
other. However, this may no longer be true if the
experts use different initial data, process them differ-
ently, or apply different systems views (e.g., an intra-
modular systems view as under partial carbon
accounting (PCA) as opposed to an intermodular sys-
tems view as under FCA).7 As a consequence of this
robust finding we argue that, contrary to Gillenwater
et al., (2007, Section 5), uncertainty estimates of
national emission inventories can indeed be used for
policy purposes. However, certain rules, particularly
those dealing with large uncertainties must be obeyed
(see Jonas & Nilsson, 2001, Section 4.3, for details).

Finally, we note that our definition of the relative
uncertainty classes as specified in Table 1 is arbitrary
and that it attempts to satisfy simple practical consid-

Table 1 Relative uncertainty classes applied in the full carbon
account of Austria

Class Relative uncertainty (%)

1 0–5
2 5–10
3 10–20
4 20–40
5 >40

Source: Jonas and Nilsson (2001, Section 4.1.3).

6We thus distinguish between an uncertainty evaluation of
Type A and Type B. Type A is the evaluation of uncertainty by
the statistical analysis of a series of observations. By way of
contrast, Type B is the evaluation of uncertainty by means other
than the statistical analysis of series of observations (see Jonas
and Nilsson, 2001, Section 4.1.2 for details).

The applied uncertainty concept to overcome a
mismatch of measured (or accounted) mean values, including
their uncertainties under validation or verification. Sources:
Nilsson et al. (2000, Fig. 12), Jonas et al. (2004a, Fig. 7)

7PCA as under the Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories (IPCC, 1997a, b, c) or the Kyoto
Protocol do not form logical and consistent subsets of FCA
(which is regarded as the scientifically appropriate approach)
(Steffen et al., 1998, p.1394). However, a clear guideline on
how to get from PCA to FCA, or vice versa, does not exist.
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erations as to how many different intervals one wishes
to resolve. The classes reflect our physical and systems
analytical thinking behind Austria’s full carbon account.
For instance, assume that a carbon flux had been
specified with a relative uncertainty of 13.7%. We then
interpret this value as falling within the respective
relative uncertainty class: here 10–20% (class 3).8 In
Section 5.3 below we illustrate how the concept of
uncertainty classes is applied in the preparatory
detection of emissions signals and the comparison of
these signals across (Annex I) countries.

3 Bottom–Up Versus Top–down Accounting:
Verification of Emissions

Our starting point is the verification of emissions. In this
section we look at carbon emissions, the verification of
which is particularly difficult (Nilsson et al., 2001;
Bergamaschi, Behrend, & Jol, 2004, pp. 3−5; Nilsson
et al., 2007). It requires, following science–theoretical–
standards, the adoption of an approach that takes an
atmospheric view (“what matters is what the atmo-
sphere sees”) and is complete – leaving no unverified
residues (see Fig. 4). In the context of the Kyoto
Protocol, this leads us to the concept of bottom–mm up/top– –
down (consistent or dual-constrained) FCA on the
country scale,9 that is, the measurement of all fluxes,
including those into and out of the atmosphere (as
observed on earth), as well as an atmospheric storage
measurement (as observed in the atmosphere), which –
to reflect the needs of the Protocol – permits a
country’s “Kyoto biosphere” to be distinguished from
its “non-Kyoto biosphere.”10 This type of FCA would

permit verification that is ideal because it would work
both ways (bottom–mm up/top– –down). It is, however, unat-
tainable, as there is no atmospheric measurement
available (nor likely to be in the immediate future) that
canmeet this discrimination requirement – not tomention
the spatial (country-scale) resolution requirements of the
measurement (Jonas et al., 2004a, Section 2.2; Mangino,
Finn, & Scheehle, 2005: Sections 1 and 2). As a
consequence, PCA – thus, partial greenhouse gas
accounting (PGA) – as envisaged under the Kyoto
Protocol cannot be verified.

4 Bottom–Up/Top–Down Verification
of Emissions and Temporal Detection
of Emissions Signals

Contrary to the bottom–mm up/top– –down verification of
emissions, however, the Kyoto Protocol requires that
net emission changes (emission signals) of specified
GHG sources and sinks, including those of the
“Kyoto biosphere” but excluding those of the “non-
Kyoto biosphere,” be determined on the spatial scale
of countries by the time of commitment, relative to a
specified base year.11 The relevant question then is

9The country scale is the principal reporting unit requested for
reporting GHG emissions and removals under the Kyoto
Protocol (FCCC, 1998, Articles 1 and 7).

Fig. 4 PCA, as envisaged under the Kyoto Protocol (KP), must
be understood as a logical subset of consistent FCA. Consistent
FCA on the spatial scales of countries requires the measurement
of all fluxes, including those into and out of the atmosphere,
and an atmospheric storage measurement, which – to reflect the
needs of the Kyoto Protocol – permits a country’s “Kyoto
biosphere” to be distinguished from its “non-Kyoto biosphere.”
The anthropogenic sector (simply referred to as fossil fuel [FF]
industry) also includes ground-based fluxes between countries
(e.g., trade) and carbon stocks other than biospheric stocks.
Source: Jonas et al., (2004a, Fig. 5)

8The increasing width of our relative uncertainty classes and
our classification of relative uncertainties as unreliable beyond
class 3 is in agreement with the IPCC (1997a, p. A1.5), which
advises against the application of the law of uncertainty
propagation if the relative uncertainties that are combined
under this law are greater than 60% (95% confidence level).

10Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Protocol stipulate that human
activities related to land-use change and forestry (LUCF) since
1990 can also be used to meet 2008–2012 commitments
(FCCC, 1998). The part of the terrestrial biosphere that is
affected by these Kyoto compliant LUCF activities is hereafter
referred to as “Kyoto biosphere” and its complement as “non-
Kyoto biosphere”.

11In the figures of our paper, we denote (if not expressis verbis)
net emissions by x and their changes by Δx, respectively.
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whether these emission signals outstrip uncertainty
and can be “verified” (correctly: detected).

The IPCC (to which the Kyoto Protocol appeals)12

defines uncertainty with respect to two predefined
points in time: the base year and the commitment
year/period (Penman et al., 2000, Chapter 6; 2003,
Chapter 5; Watson et al., 2000, Section 2.3.7).
Figure 5 reflects this concept based on two different
types of uncertainty, total and trend uncertainty.13

Notwithstanding, we argue here that – if we ever want
to place signal detection meaningfully into a bottom–mm up/–
top–down verification context – it is the total uncertainty
in the commitment year/period that matters, as long as
we are still searching for the accurate mean emission
values (see Fig. 6).14 Hence, merging bottom–mm up/top– –

down verification of emissions and temporal detection
of emission signals is the scientific challenge. It is
important to realize that this challenge can be
addressed successfully only if signal detection
acknowledges total uncertainty. Trend uncertainty is
inappropriate because it provides only second-order
information (related to the change of a difference,
where the difference is given by the net flux itself
and the change is given by the change in the net flux
over time); that is, trend uncertainty can be used to
investigate how certain or uncertain an emission trend
is, but it provides no information as to whether or not
a realized change in net emissions is detectable.
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Fig. 5 The IPCC definition of uncertainty with respect to two
predefined points in time (with the respective emissions denoted
by •) based on two different types of uncertainty: total and trend
uncertainty. KT: Kyoto emission target (TT denoted by the star);
RC: emission reduction commitment. Source: Jonas et al.,
(2004a, Fig. 6)
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Fig. 6 Dual-constrained verification and signal detection.
Source: Jonas et al., (2004a, Box 1, modified). Assume that
we were able to repeatedly carry out dual-constrained FCA for
a given terrestrial region at times t1 and t2t (appropriately
averaged in space and time). Assume further that our bottom–mm
up full carbon account would be more highly resolved than our
top–down full carbon account. Nevertheless, both the bottom–mm
up and the top–down full carbon account would exhibit
“reasonable” agreement, meaning that their mean atmospheric
net fluxes would be sufficiently close and could be character-
ized by a combined uncertainty, which would be “acceptable.”
However, although we would work bottom–mm up/top– –down (i.e.,
apply dual-constrained FCA), we could still encounter potential
difficulties, as the graph at the bottom of the figure shows.
Here, the change in the net emissions at t2t disappears within the
constant-width uncertainty band. What must be kept in mind is
that our bottom–mm up/top– –down FCA technique refers to net
atmospheric emissions and their uncertainties, but we need to
go beyond the verification of emissions when explicitly
considering time and assessing when the emission signal is
outstripping uncertainty. To handle such situations, we have to
additionally utilize signal detection techniques

13In the context of the Kyoto Protocol, the total (or level)
uncertainty reflects our real diagnostic (accounting) capabili-
ties, that is, the uncertainty that underlies our past (base year)
accounting as well as our current accounting and that we will
have to cope with in reality at some time in the future
(commitment year/period). The trend uncertainty reflects the
uncertainty of the difference in net emissions between two
years (base year and/or commitment year/period).
14In the commitment year/period t2tt we ask, in accordance with
the concept of bottom–mm up/top– –down verification, for the total
uncertainty at that point in time, not whether or not the total
uncertainty at t2tt can be decreased, for example, on the basis of
correlative techniques (i.e., our emission and uncertainty
knowledge at t1, the base year).

12See FCCC (1998, Article 5; 2002, pp. 3−13; 2004, pp. 31−32).
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However, as discussed in Section 5.1 below,
the knowledge of total uncertainty at only two points
in time without a consideration of the dynamics of the
emission signal can lead to interpretational difficulties
as to whether or not the emission signal is detectable.
(We circumvent these difficulties in Section 5.3.)

5 Temporal Detection of Emission Signals

This section focuses on the temporal detection of
emission signals, which we assume to be embedded,
as discussed above, in a bottom–mm up/top– –down verifica-
tion context. In Section 5.1 we explain in greater detail
what we understand under a detectable emission signal
vis-à-vis one that is statistically significant. Sections 5.2
and 5.3 serve to illustrate the far-reaching consequen-
ces of dealing with uncertain emission signals.

5.1 Detectability Versus Statistical Significance

Figure 7 illustrates that the notion of statistical
significance is insufficient for addressing compliance
under the Kyoto Protocol, as the statistical signifi-
cance of an emission signal does not imply its
detectability. In other words, the IPCC falls short in
providing adequate support for the Protocol, as the
problem of detecting emission signals – and hence,
the issue of the Protocol’s effectiveness (Gupta,
Olsthoorn, & Rotenberg, 2003, Section 3) – still goes
unresolved.15 We address this problem with the help
of the verification time (VT) concept; this perceives
signal detection in the same way as climate change
researchers traditionally have, that is, as a “signal-in-
noise” problem (Houghton et al., 2001, Chapter 12).16

This concept makes use of the dynamics of an
emission signal and compares it with the uncertainty
that underlies the emissions, not the emission signal
(i.e., making the step from a to b in Fig. 8). Only a
comparison of this type permits signal detection to be

addressed and the question to be asked: when does an
emission signal outstrip uncertainty? Considering
emissions or emission changes individually within
their respective uncertainty bands (i.e., staying within
Fig. 8a or b, respectively) does not permit this to be
done.

5.2 No Credibility Without Uncertainty

Uncertainty in the accounting matters from both a
systems-analytical point of view (see Fig. 9) and an
economic point of view (see Fig. 10). In Fig. 9 we
study the superposition of GHG systems exhibiting
different dynamics but identical effective emission
signals. The figure illustrates and compares the linear
and nonlinear behavior of two (here) national GHG
systems in terms of their VTs. The two systems are a
national anthropogenic system (simply referred to as

16The term “verification time” was first used by Jonas et al.,
(1999) and has been used by other authors since then. Actually,
a more correct term is “detection time,” as signal detection does
not imply verification. However, we continue to use the original
term, as we do not consider it inappropriate given that signal
detection must, in the long term, go hand in hand with bottom–mm
up/top–down verification.

15Gupta et al., (2003) argue differently but come to the same
conclusion.
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VT = t2
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Fig. 7 Illustration of the VT concept. Assume a statistically
significant (absolute) change in emissions, which outstrips
uncertainty at a VT> t2t ; b VT= t2tt ; and c VT<t2tt . (See caption to
Fig. 8 for an explanation of the symbols.) Source: Jonas et al.,
(2004a, Fig. 10, modified)
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fossil fuel or FF system) and a national FF-plus-
LUCF system. This comparison shows (see also
caption to Fig. 9) that the consideration of uncertainty
indeed makes a big difference in terms of the
detectability of emission signals and their qualitative
interpretation, even if the effective emission signals of
the two countries are identical.

The same is true from an economic point of
view (e.g., for emissions trading). Without uncer-
tainty, sellers of equal amounts of carbon (or their
equivalents) cannot be distinguished (Fig. 10, top),
that is, they cannot be specified in terms of credibility.
Figure 10 (bottom) shows that awkward cases are
indeed possible, for example, when a country com-
plying with the Kyoto Protocol performs worse than a
country not complying with the Protocol. (To handle
such cases requires the consideration of risk, which
we do in Section 5.3.) Clearly, emissions trading can
be defined in such a way that it functions according to
rules that ignore uncertainties altogether, including
physical scientific uncertainties. However, we doubt
that this strategy will be crowned with success in the
long term, especially if such rules lead to a miscon-

struction of compliance in the end and the physical
scientific community thus objects to them. Hence, we
argue that the success of an emissions market will
crucially depend on its credibility and, thus, on the
reporting of physical scientific uncertainties.

5.3 Different Techniques–Different Endings

In this section we become quantitative. We focus on the
preparatory detection of emission signals, which
should have been applied prior to/during the negotia-
tion of the Kyoto Protocol. Preparatory detection
allows useful information to be generated in advance
regarding the possible magnitude of uncertainties due
to 1) the level of confidence of the emission signal; 2)
the signal one wishes to detect; and 3) the risk one is
willing to tolerate in not meeting an agreed emission
limitation or reduction commitment. Preparatory signal
detection aims to assess emission signals in a prepara-
tory manner, that is, at two predefined points in time: t1
in the past/present (typically the base year) when
emissions are known and t2tt in the future (typically the
commitment year/period) when emissions are sup-
posed to meet an agreed target.17 It is correct to say
that preparatory signal detection is currently more
advanced in comparison with midway signal detection
and signal detection in retrospect (e.g., Jonas, Nilsson,
Obersteiner, Gluck, & Ermoliev, 1999; Gusti & Jęda,
2002; Dachuk, 2003; Nahorski & Jęda, 2007),
Midway signal detection is carried out at some point
in time between the base year and commitment year/
period and considers a signal’s path realized to date
vis-à-vis a possible path toward the agreed emis-
sion target. Signal detection in retrospect is carried
out at the end of the commitment year/period and
considers how an emission signal has evolved in
reality between the base year and commitment year/
period.

tt1 t2
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ε 1
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|Δx|
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ε2

tt1

ε
Δx,2
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|x1–x2|= |δ KP|x1

x1–x2= δKPx1

Fig. 8 a Emissions xi and b (absolute) emission signal j jΔxi at
tit , together with their respective uncertainties ɛiɛɛ and ɛΔɛ x,i (i=1,
2). δKPδδ denotes the normalized emissions change committed to by
a country under the Kyoto Protocol (see also Section 5.3). To
address the question of when the emission signal outstrips
uncertainty, the emission signal is compared with the uncer-
tainty that underlies the emissions, not the emission signal (see
dashed arrow between lower and upper figure). Source: Jonas
et al., (2004a, Fig. A1, modified)

17Different combinations of time points are referred to in the
context of the Kyoto Protocol to account for GHG emissions and
removals by sink and source categories on the level of countries.
Without restricting generality, we use t1 and t2t . They may refer
to any two points on the time scale T0TT =1990 (or another base
year), ..., T15TT =2005, ..., T18TT =2008, ..., T20TT =2010, ..., T22TT =2012.
The year 2010 is used as commitment year if t2t refers to the
temporal average in net emissions over the commitment period
2008–2012.
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Our experience to date shows that there is no
ideal preparatory signal detection technique; each
has its pros and cons. We demonstrate this with the
help of the Undershooting (Und) concept and the
combined Undershooting and Verification Time
(Und and VT) concept, which have been compared
in detail by Jonas et al. (2004a, Sections 3.3 and
3.4). The Und concept was first described by
Nahorski et al. (2003), and a more advanced version
is now presented by Nahorski, Horabik and Jonas
(2007), which these authors also use for their
“downstream research” on the performance of carbon
markets in the presence of uncertainty (see also
Horabik & Nahorski, 2004).

The starting point of both the Und and the
Und and VT concepts is that Annex I countries
comply with their emission limitation or reduction
commitments under the Kyoto Protocol.18 They
also employ the same (first-order) assumptions that

are in accordance with the preparatory signal detection
concept and are fully sufficient for the purpose of this
paper, viz.:

(1) Uncertainties at t1 (base year) and t2tt (commit-
ment year/period) are given in the form of

VT t

|Δx|

a PCA(FF) b PCA(FF+LUCF)

εFF

εFF

εFF+LUCFF
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FF signal

VT t

|Δx|

FF signal

FF+LUCF
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εFF+LUCFFF

VT Time Time

|Δx|

c PCA(FF) d PCA(FF+LUCF)

VT

|Δx|
FF+LUCF signal

Fig. 9 Illustration of the linear (a, b) and nonlinear (c, d)
behavior of VT with the help of the two partially accounted,
Kyoto-eligible systems: PCA(FF) and PCA(FF+LUCF). a, b
Here, the two systems exhibit identical effective emission signals
but different uncertainties (ɛFFɛɛ and ɛFF+LUCFɛɛ , respectively, with
ɛFFɛɛ <ɛFF+LUCFɛɛ ) and thus different VTs. c, d Here, the two
systems also exhibit identical effective emission signals, but now

the FF+LUCF signal exhibits a jumpy VT behavior as a result of
combining a nonlinear FF signal and a LUCF signal with slow
dynamics (as in b). (For a better overview, the LUCF signal has
been omitted in d.) The linear and nonlinear behavior of the VT
can be easily checked by slowly increasing the width of the
light-grey bar (ɛLUCFɛɛ ), beginning from zero. Sources: Jonas and
Nilsson (2001, Figs. 8, 12); see also Gusti and Jęda (2002, Fig. 17)

18For data availability reasons and because of the excellent
possibility of intercountry comparisons, the Protocol’s Annex I
countries are used as net emitters. Their emissions/removals
due to LUCF are excluded as the reporting of their uncertainties
is only just becoming standard practice. The same conditions
have been applied by Jonas et al., (2004b and 2004c) in their
intercountry comparison of the EU member states under the EU
burden sharing in compliance with the Kyoto Protocol. As a
consequence of excluding emissions/removals due to land use
change and forestry, our exercise here is restricted to the
preparatory detection of uncertain flux signals (which we call
emission signals), that is, the preparatory detection of stock-
change signals is excluded. In Jonas et al., (2004a, Appendices
A and C) the authors build a bridge to “stock changes” and
explain how the latter can be considered.
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intervals that take into account that a difference
might exist between the true but unknown net
emissions (xt, i ) and their best estimates (x(( i) (i=
1, 2). These differences are captured with the
help of ɛiɛɛ (i=1, 2):

xt;1 � x1
���� ���� � e1; ð1Þ

xt;2 � x2
���� ���� � e2: ð2Þ

(2) The relative uncertainty (ρ) of a country’s net
emissions is symmetrical and does not change
over time (i.e., ρ=const).

The question posed in connection with the Und
concept is (see Fig. 11): by how much must
countries undershoot their Kyoto targets to decrease
the risk (α) that their true emissions in the commit-
ment year/period do not undershoot (i.e., overshoot)

their true emission limitation or reduction commit-
ments? The answer is given by:

xt;2 � ð Þ1� δKP xt;1 ,
x2
x1

� ð Þ1� δKP
1� ð Þ1� 2a ρ

1þ ð Þ1� 2a ρ

� 1� ð Þð Þf gδKP þ 2ð Þ1� 2a ð Þ1� δKP ρ ;

ð3a; bÞ

where δKP is the normalized emissions change
committed by a country under the Protocol; the
undershooting U is specified by:

U ¼ 2ð Þ1� dKP
ð Þ1� 2a r

1þ ð Þ1� 2a r

� 2ð Þ1� 2a ð Þ1� dKP r ; ð4a; bÞ

and the country’s modified (mod) emission reduction
target δmodδδ is defined by:19

dmod ¼ dKP þ U : ð5Þ
The question posed in connection with the Und

and VT concept is similar but additionally considers
the detectability of an emission signal (see Fig. 12):
by how much must countries undershoot their Kyoto-
compatible, but detectable, targets to decrease the risk
(a) that their true emissions in the commitment year/
period do not undershoot (i.e., overshoot) their true
emission limitation or reduction commitments? Here,
the answer for the case where a country’s critical (crit)
or detectable emission reduction target δcrit is greater
than its Kyoto reduction target δKPδδ (the case δcrit≤δKPδδ
is covered by the Und concept above) is given by:

xt;2 � ð Þ1� δcrit xt;1 ,
x2
x1

� ð Þ1� δcrit
1

1þ ð Þ1� 2a ρ

� 1� 	 

δKP þ UGapUU þ ð Þ1� 2a ð Þ1� δcrit ρ ;

ð6a; bÞ

Fig. 10 Emissions trading: which country (or, more generally,
“Party” in the terminology of the Kyoto Protocol) is more
credible? This graphical representation illustrating the impor-
tance of uncertainty in the context of the Kyoto Protocol here
addresses the crucial question of credibility while presupposing
detectable net emission changes. The uncertainty intervals of
both Party I and Party II encompass the same Kyoto target, but
which Party is more credible in terms of emissions trading?
Top: Both parties undershoot the Kyoto target, but Party I
exhibits a greater uncertainty interval than Party II. Bottom:
Party I exhibits a greater uncertainty interval, the mean of
which undershoots the Kyoto target, while Party II exhibits a
smaller uncertainty interval, the mean of which, however, does
not comply with the Kyoto target

19Here, we use the Und concept in its most simple form, which
does not consider any correlation between the uncertainty in the
base year (ɛ1) and the uncertainty in the commitment year/
period (ɛ2ɛɛ ). This is a consequence of making use of the triangle
inequality, which does not permit correlations to be considered.
In contrast, Nahorski et al., (2007, Section 8) make use of the
UND concept by applying a stochastic approach, which allows
correlation to be taken into account.
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where δcrit, U and UGapUU are specified by:

dcrit ¼ r
1þ r

; ð7Þ

U ¼ UGapUU þ ð Þ1� dcrit
ð Þ1� 2a r

1þ ð Þ1� 2a r

� UGapUU þ ð Þ1� 2a ð Þ1� dcrit r; ð8a; bÞ
and

UGapUU ¼ dcrit � dKP; ð9Þ

while the country’s modified emission reduction
target δmodδδ is still given by Eq. 5.20

Table 2 refers to the Und concept and Table 3 to
the Und and VT concept. They list the modified
emission reduction targets δmodδδ for Annex I countries
committed to emission reduction, for which the “x“ t,2-
greater-than-(1−δKP)xt,1“ or “xt,2-greater-than-(1−
δcrit)xt,1” risk (a) is specified to take on the values
0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. The tables should be read as
follows (compare, for example, Table 2): If a country
of group 1 complies with its emission reduction
commitment, that is, x2(=1−δKPδδ )x1, the risk that its
true but unknown emissions xt,2 are actually equal to
or greater than its true but unknown target (1−δKPδδ )xt,1

is 50%. Undershooting decreases this risk. For
instance, an Annex I country has committed itself to
reducing its net emissions by 8%. Reporting with a
relative uncertainty of ρ=7.5% (median of uncertainty
class 2), the country has to reduce its emissions by
20.8% to decrease the risk from 50 to 0%.

Table 2 shows that the Und concept is difficult to
justify politically in the context of the Kyoto Protocol.
Under the Protocol, nonuniform emission reduction
commitments (see δKPδδ values in the third column)
were determined “off the cuff,” meaning that they
were derived via horse trading and not as a result of
rigorous scientific considerations. The outcome is
discouraging. Varying δKPδδ while keeping the relative
uncertainty (ρ) and the risk (a) constant shows that
Annex I countries complying with a smaller δKPδδ are
better-off than countries that must comply with a
greater δKPδδ . (See, for example, the boldedPP δmodδδ values
in the column for ρ=7.5%, which refer to the same
risk a=0.3 and decrease with decreasing δKPδδ .) Such aPP

situation is not in line with the spirit of the Kyoto
Protocol.

Table 3, on the other hand, reveals crucial difficul-
ties in terms of realizing the Und and VT concept. This
concept requires the Protocol’s emission reduction
targets for nondetectability to be corrected through
the introduction of an initial or obligatory undershoot-
ing (UGapUU ) so that the countries’ emission signals
become detectable (i.e., meet the maximal allowable
VT) before the countries are permitted to make
economic use of their excess emission reductions.
(See, for example, group 1 countries; that is, the line
for δKPδδ =8%: the δmodδδ value for ρ=15% (median of
uncertainty class 3) and a=0.5 is dmod ¼ dKP þ

20The Und and VT concept only considers the uncertainty in
the commitment year/period (ɛ2).

Fig. 12 Preparatory signal detection: Combined Undershoot-
ing and Verification Time (Und&VT) concept here for the case
of emission reduction. Here the relevant question, though
similar to the one posed under the Und concept, additionally
considers the detectability of emission signals

Fig. 11 Preparatory signal detection: Undershooting (Und)
concept here illustrated for the case of emission reduction with
the help of continuous probability distribution functions. The
question posed is: how much must countries undershoot their
Kyoto targets to decrease the risk of their true emissions in the
commitment year/period not undershooting (i.e., overshooting)
their true emission limitation or reduction commitments?
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UGapUU ¼ 13% (U=UU UGapUU ) that is, the initial or obligatory
undershooting is UGapUU ¼ 13%� 8% ¼ 5%.) It remains
to be seen whether this strict interpretation of signal
detection will be accepted by Annex I countries, as it
forces them to strive for detectability (i.e., to make an
initial investment before they can profit from their
economic actions). Notwithstanding, those who strictly

oppose renegotiating the Protocol’s emission-limitation
or reduction targets must realize that their attitude is
very dangerous as the countries’ “detectability” (i.e.,
the “x“ t,2-greater-than-(1−δKPδδ )x)) t,1“ risk or “x“ t,2-greater
-than-(1−δcrit)t x)) t,1“ risk of their emission signals) can
be grasped and thus priced – although the countries’
true net emissions are unknown!

Table 2 The Und concept (Eq. 5 in combination with Eq. 4a) applied to Annex I countries committed to emission reduction (δKP>0)

Country
Group

Max.
Allowable

VTa)

KP
Commit.

δδKP

Modified Emission Limitation or
Reduction Targets δδmod

in % for ρρ =

12 tt2 2.5 7.5 15 30
yr % % % % %

and
αα = 0.0
αα = 0.1
αα = 0.3
αα = 0.5

0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5

0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5

0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5

1a 20
1b 22
1c 21
1d 24

8.0

12.5
11.6

9.8
8.0

20.8
18.4
13.4

8.0

32.0
27.7
18.4

8.0

50.5
43.6
27.7

8.0

2 20 7.0

11.5
10.6

8.8
7.0

20.0
17.5
12.4

7.0

31.3
26.9
17.5

7.0

49.9
43.0
26.9

7.0
3a 20

3b 24

3c 22

6.0

10.6
9.7
7.9
6.0

19.1
16.6
11.5

6.0

30.5
26.1
16.6

6.0

49.4
42.4
26.1

6.0

4 20 5.0

9.6
8.7
6.9
5.0

18.3
15.8
10.5

5.0

29.8
25.4
15.8

5.0

48.8
41.8
25.4

5.0

--- --- 4.0

8.7
7.8
5.9
4.0

17.4
14.9

9.6
4.0

29.0
24.6
14.9

4.0

48.3
41.2
24.6

4.0

--- --- 3.0

7.7
6.8
4.9
3.0

16.5
14.0

8.7
3.0

28.3
23.8
14.0

3.0

47.8
40.5
23.8

3.0

--- --- 2.0

6.8
5.8
3.9
2.0

15.7
13.1

7.7
2.0

27.6
23.0
13.1

2.0

47.2
39.9
23.0

2.0

--- --- 1.0

5.8
4.9
3.0
1.0

14.8
12.2

6.8
1.0

26.8
22.2
12.2

1.0

46.7
39.3
22.2

1.0

α =
αα =
αα =
αα =

αα =
αα =
αα =
αα =

αα =
αα =
αα =
αα =

The table lists the modified reduction targets (δmodδδ ) for these countries, for which the “x“ t,2-greater-than-(1−δKPδδ )xPP t,1” risk (α) is
specified to take on the values 0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. The maximal allowable VTs (equal to commitment year/period minus base year)
are also reported for these countries. Source: Jonas et al., (2004a, Table B1), modified.
a The maximal allowable VT is calculated for each country group as the difference between 2010 (as the temporal mean over the
commitment period 2008–2012) and its base year or mean base year, respectively.

The country groups referred to in Table 2 are: 1a: AT, BE, CH, CZ, DE, DK, EC, EE, ES, FI, FR, GR, IE, IT, LI, LT, LU, LV, MC,
NL, PT, SE, SK, UK; 1b: BG; 1c: RO; 1d: SI; 2: US; 3a: CA, JP; 3b: HU; 3c: PL; 4: HR.

For ISO country codes, see http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/prods-services/iso3166ma/02iso-3166-code-lists/list-en1.html
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6 Conclusions

After having set the stage (in Section 2) for working
within a consistent FGA-uncertainty-verification
framework, we have (in Sections 3−5): 1) specified
step by step the relevant conditions for carrying out
temporal signal detection, here restricted to preparatory

signal detection, under the Kyoto Protocol; and 2)
answered a crucial question that economic experts
might pose, namely, how credible in scientific terms are
tradable emissions permits? Our exercise is meant to
provide a preliminary basis for economic experts to
carry out useful emissions trading assessments and
specify the validity of their assessments from a physical

Table 3 The Und and VT concept (Eq. 5 in combination with Eq. 8a) applied to Annex I countries committed to emission reduction
(δKP>0)

Country
Group

Max.
Allow.
VTa)

KP
Com.
δδKP

Modified Emission Limitation
or Reduction Target δδmod

in % for ρρ =

12 tt2 2.5 7.5 15 30
% % % % % %

for ρρ = and
2.5%
7.5%
15%
30%

a = 0.0
a = 0.1
a = 0.3
a = 0.5

a = 0.0
a = 0.1
a = 0.3
a = 0.5

a = 0.0
a = 0.1
a = 0.3
a = 0.5

a = 0.0
a = 0.1
a = 0.3
a = 0.5

20
1b 22
1c 21
1d 24

8.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

10.2
9.8
8.9
8.0

14.4
13.2
10.7

8.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

2 20

7.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

9.3
8.8
7.9
7.0

13.5
12.3

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

3a 20

3b 24

3c 22

6.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

8.3
7.8
6.9
6.0

13.5
12.2

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

4 20 5.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

7.3
6.9
5.9
5.0

13.5
12.2

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

--- --- 4.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

6.3
5.9
5.0
4.0

13.5
12.2

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

--- --- 3.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

5.4
4.9
4.0
3.0

13.5
12.2

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

--- --- 2.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

4.8
4.4
3.4
2.4

13.5
12.2

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

--- --- 1.0

2.4
7.0

13.0
23.1

4.8
4.4
3.4
2.4

13.5
12.2

9.7
7.0

24.4
22.4
18.0
13.0

40.8
38.0
31.3
23.1

Crit.
Targ.
δδcrit

The table lists the modified reduction targets (δmodδδ ) for these countries, for which the “x“ t,2-greater-than-(1−δcritδδ )t x)) t,1” risk (a) is specified
to take on the values 0, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 (δcritδδ >δKPδδ ). Light-grey shaded fields: δcritδδ ≤δKPδδ . Here, the modified reduction targets (PP δmodδδ ) are
directly taken from Table 2. The maximal allowable VTs (equal to commitment year/period minus base year) as well as the critical
(detectable) emission reduction targets (δcritδδ ) are also reported for these countries. Source: Jonas et al., (2004a, Table D4, modified).t
aThe maximal allowable VT is calculated for each country group as the difference between 2010 (as the temporal mean over the
commitment period 2008–2012) and its base year or mean base year, respectively.

The country groups referred to in Table 3 are: 1a: AT, BE, CH, CZ, DE, DK, EC, EE, ES, FI, FR, GR, IE, IT, LI, LT, LU, LV, MC,
NL, PT, SE, SK, UK; 1b: BG; 1c: RO; 1d: SI; 2: US; 3a: CA, JP; 3b: HU; 3c: PL; 4: HR.

For ISO country codes, see http://www.iso.ch/iso/en/prods-services/iso3166ma/02iso-3166-code-lists/list-en1.html
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scientific point of view, that is, in the general context of
the aforementioned framework. Such a basis is missing.

We draw the following conclusions from our step-
by-step analysis:

Section 3 The Kyoto Protocol cannot be verified
bottom–mm up/top– –down if the biosphere is
split into a “Kyoto biosphere” and a
“non-Kyoto biosphere.” Note, however,
that this conclusion does not necessarily
compel FCA under the Kyoto Protocol.

Section 4 The temporal detection of emission
changes cannot be placed meaningfully
in a bottom–mm up/top– –down verification
context if signal detection does not
acknowledge total uncertainty.

Section 5.1 The concept of statistical significance is
insufficient to address compliance under
the Kyoto Protocol, as the statistical
significance of an emission signal does
not imply its detectability.

Section 5.2 Without uncertainty, the issue of scien-
tific credibility under the Kyoto Protocol
cannot be adequately addressed, which,
in turn, will be crucial for the success of
the emissions market.

Section 5.3 Signal detection techniques differ; each
has its pros and cons. A discussion on
which technique to select has not even
started. Those who strictly oppose rene-
gotiating the Protocol’s emission-limita-
tion or reduction targets must realize
that their attitude is very dangerous, as
the risk that countries’ true emissions in
the commitment year/period may be
above the true equivalents of their
committed targets can be grasped, as
can the detectability; thus a monetary
price can be put on them – although the
countries’ true net emissions are un-
known! Not evaluating the countries’
emission signals in terms of detectability
could risk diminishing the success of the
emissions markets.

It is against this background that we evaluate our
signal detection results.

The way the Kyoto Protocol is framed leaves us
with the awkward problem of choosing between a
number of bad or undesirable alternatives in applying

preparatory signal detection: simply ignoring uncer-
tainty knowing that emission markets will then lack
scientific credibility versus giving preference to one
detection technique over another knowing that none is
ideal. The Und concept puts countries that comply
with a great δKP at a disadvantage, while the Und and
VT concept requires that the countries’ emission
signals become detectable before the countries are
permitted to make economic use of their excess
emission reductions. This problem started with the
Kyoto policy process running ahead of science; and
we must expect that it will stay with us and not
simply vanish (i.e., it will also be present under
midway signal detection and signal detection in
retrospect). To tackle this problem, it is advisable to
initially base discussions on whether or not uncer-
tainty should be taken into consideration at all. As the
comparison of Table 2 and Table 3 shows, both the
Und and Und and VT concepts require considerable
undershooting (the Und and VT concept slightly less
than the Und concept) if we want to keep the risk low
(a≈0.1) of countries’ true emissions in the commit-
ment year/period being above their true Kyoto targets
or their Kyoto-compatible, but detectable, targets.21

We recall that our primary intention in using this
exercise is not to undermine the Kyoto Protocol but to
increase the lucidity that is lacking in the thinking
behind it and the conditions under which it will
operate. From our analysis it becomes clear that great
efforts are still required to properly place the Kyoto
Protocol in a consistent FGA-uncertainty-verification
framework. Making this effort is necessary if we want
to reduce the risk of the Protocol failing in the future.
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Abstract The uncertainty of reported greenhouse
gases emission inventories obtained by the aggre-
gation of partial emissions from all sources and
estimated to date for several countries is very
high in comparison with the countries’ emissions
limitation and reduction commitments under the
Kyoto Protocol. Independent calculation of the
estimates could confirm or question the under-
tainty estimates values obtained thus far. One of
the aims of this paper is to propose statistical
signal processing methods to enable calculation
of the inventory variances. The annual reported
emissions are used and temporal smoothness of
the emissions curve is assumed. The methods con-
sidered are: a spline-function-smoothing proce-
dure; a time-varying parameter model; and the
geometric Brownian motion model. These are val-
idated on historical observations of the CO2 emis-
sions from fossil fuel combustion. The estimates of
variances obtained are in a similar range to those
obtained from national inventories using TIER1
or TIER2. Additionally, some regularities in the
observed curves were noticed.
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1 Introduction

Under the Kyoto Protocol (FCCC, 1998, 2001),
Parties have an obligation to decrease their green-
house gas emissions by 5.2% below 1990 levels by
2008–2012. The greenhouse gas emission invento-
ries of each country are monitored by the Secre-
tariat of the United Nations Framework Conven-
tion on Climate Change. However, in the majority
of national accounts, the uncertainty ranges ex-
ceed, sometimes very considerably, the emission
reductions agreed upon in Annex I to the Protocol
(see Winiwarter, 2007).

The signatories to Annex I must monitor their
emissions starting from the base year which,
for most countries, is 1990. A dozen emission
inventories for each country are thus already
available (see e.g. Brandes, Olivier, & Oorschot
2004; Rypdal & Winiwarter 2001). These could
perhaps be useful for improving the estimates
of individual emissions in the commitment pe-
riod 2008–2012, using statistical inference. They
could also be used to estimate the parameters of
the statistical distribution of the inventory errors,
thereby providing independent assessment of the
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range of errors estimated to date by the prop-
agation of the initial errors in the calculations.
Both these tasks are addressed in this paper. The
methods used are validated for data on carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions from fossil fuel combus-
tion estimated for the years 1851–1998 (Marland,
Boden, & Andres, 2006).

There are a handful of methods that can be
used for data smoothing. We use three meth-
ods for estimating emissions and their variances
that we consider to be particularly well suited to
the above problem: smoothing splines (Wahba,
1990; Gu, 2002); a parametric model with a
time-variable coefficient; and the Brownian mo-
tion model. Other methods could also be tried
with a view to solving the problem, for exam-
ple another smoothing method. Methods based
on wavelets might be promising (Debnath, 2002;
Walter, 1994). Moreover, fitting by a set of poly-
nomials that do not satisfy the smoothing condi-
tions required for the spline methods may give
promising results. Popular methods in the auto-
matic control literature use parametric models
with calculation of the state errors following an
earlier phase of parameter estimation. In some
of them, for instance, the extended Kalman filter,
the parameters and the states are estimated simul-
taneously. To use such methods, the parametric
model is needed. Otherwise, most require quite
long data samples to converge.

The projection of emissions into the fu-
ture is of interest in many investigations (see
Kroeze, Vlasblom, Gupta, Boudri, & Blok, 2004;
Manne & Richels, 2004; Riahi, Rubin, Taylor,
Schrattenholzer, & Houndshell, 2004), as it is con-
nected, for example, with anticipation of the na-
tional greenhouse gas balances in the commitment
period or, on the global scale, with anticipation of
supply and demand to predict the price of tradable
emissions permits. Although the results presented
in this paper could also be used for projection
purposes, the paper concentrates more on histori-
cal data and on the possibility of gathering useful
information from them.

Thus, we estimate the variance of the errors
in the reported CO2 emissions, thereby obtaining
independent values of the uncertainty level. Al-
though the uncertainties considered here are not
exactly the same as those estimated as impreci-

sions in inventories, the estimates turn out to be
in a similar range for both cases. This supports,
in a sense, the correctness of the methods applied
to estimate the inventory uncertainties to date, at
least for fossil fuel emissions.

To estimate the variance, different methods
of modeling the emissions were used (see IPCC,
1996; IPCC, 2000). When they were applied to
the historical data, some regularities were noticed.
The emissions often follow piecewise exponential
curves, particularly in periods of steady growth.
Much less regular data are observed in the decline
periods, emissions becoming highly irregular in
times of war and during the transition from growth
to decline.

Problems connected with greenhouse gas in-
ventory uncertainty were signaled in many pa-
pers (e.g. Gupta, Oltshoorn, & Rotenberg, 2003;
Monni, Syri, Pipatti, & Savolainen, 2007; Nilsson,
Jonas, Obersteiner, & Victor, 2001; Nilsson,
Jonas, & Obersteiner, 2002; Nahorski, Jeda,
& Jonas, 2003). Proper estimation of its level is
therefore of major importance.

In Section 2 a basic notation is introduced.
Section 3 presents the nonparametric method
based on smoothing splines. In Section 4 the appli-
cation of a parametric method is discussed and
some numerical results are presented. Section 5
briefly discusses the possibility of using the
Brownian motion model to describe the evolu-
tion of national CO2 emissions in time. Section 6
concludes.

2 Notation Used

By x(t) as a function of time, we denote the inte-
gral of the real emissions calculated on the inter-
val (t − 1, t], where t is expressed in years. Thus,
the integral is calculated over the one-year-back
period. In the sequel we call x(t) the emissions.
The function x(t), as the integral of a positive
function, is continuous and positive. In this paper
we assume that x(t) is a smooth enough function.
The emissions balances provided by the Annex I
Parties are prepared by making an inventory of
the emissions from all relevant activities during a
year. Because of uncertainties in assessing the ex-
act quantities and coefficients, they include errors.
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To handle this situation properly, integer values
of t are assigned to the end of consecutive years,
which means that the real emissions can only be
observed with errors in integer time instants tit . We
denote the inventory values (reported emissions)
y(ti) or shortly yi. The index i begins here at 0
and takes the consecutive integer values. The real
emissions x(ti) = xi are unknown and can only be
estimated. A few estimation methods will be ap-
plied to find the estimates of xi using the observed
values yi. Hats will mark the estimated values;
thus, x̂i is an estimated emission.

By δ we denote the fraction of the emissions
to be reduced under the Kyoto obligations until
the commitment period. Thus, at the commitment
period the emissions should not be greater than
(1 − δ)x0. Obviously, the percentage reduction re-
quired by the Kyoto Protocol is 100δ, but we often
refer directly to δ as a percentage. The value of δ

is not greater than a few percent.
As it is common to express obligations in per-

centages, it is useful to work not with the straight
reported emissions but with their logarithms. Let
us denote X̂iXX = ln

(
x̂i/x̂0

)
, thus X̂iXX is the logarithm

of the normalized emissions. As in our case x̂i/x̂0

is close to 1, then it holds approximately

X̂iXX = ln
x̂i

x̂0
≈ x̂i

x̂0
− 1 = x̂i − x̂0

x̂0
i = 1, . . . , N. (1)

Thus, X̂iXX may be interpreted as the relative change
of x̂i with respect to x̂0 and may be expressed as a
percentage.

3 A Nonparametric Method

3.1 Basic Assumptions and Simplifications

We assume that the real emissions xi is observed
with a multiplicative error εi = uixi, where ui is a
stochastic variable satisfying

E(ui)= mi, E[(ui − mi)
2] = σ 2

iσ , cov(ui, u j)=γijγγ .

Thus, the reported emissions can be presented in
the following way:

yi = xi + uixi = (1 + ui)xi, i = 0, 1, . . . , N,

where yi is the observed emissions, xi the (un-
known) real emissions, and ui its relative error.

The above dependencies are also true for i = 0.
Dividing sides and taking the logarithms we get

YiYY = XiXX + ln
1 + ui

1 + u0
,

where YiYY = ln yi/y0 and XiXX = ln xi/x0. For small u0

and ui it approximately holds

ln
1 + ui

1 + u0
≈ ui − u0,

resulting in the expression

YiYY = XiXX + ui − u0.

The error vi = ui − u0 has the zero mean
E(vi) = 0 and the variance σ 2

vi
= σ 2

iσ + σ 2
0σσ − 2γiγγ 0 =

σ 2
iσ + σ 2

0σσ − 2ρi0σiσ σ0σσ , where ρi0 = γiγγ 0/σiσ σ0σσ is the
cross-correlation of u0 and ui. The covariance is
equal to

cov(vi, v j) = E[(ui − u0)(u j − u0)]
= γijγγ − γiγγ 0 − γ0γγ j + σ 2

0σσ .

It equals zero, if all summands are equal. But
generally the sequence is correlated, even if the
original errors ui are not. We assume, however,
that the correlation is negligibly small. As no-
ticed by Wahba (1990), correlation of errors may
considerably worsen the smoothing results, as
far as reconstruction of the original function is
concerned.

3.2 Smoothing and Uncertainty Analysis

3.2.1 Smoothing Splines

Let us consider some abstract data zi generated by
the following system:

zi = f (tit ) + ei, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N,

where zi corresponds to YiYY , f (tit ) to XiXX , and ei to vi

from the earlier considerations. The vector

e = (e0, . . . , eN) ∝ N (0, σ 2I)

where I the identity matrix contains the set of
emission errors. We want to recover the func-
tion f (t), which is assumed to be regular enough,
by smoothing the erroneous reported emissions
zi, i = 0, 1, . . . , N. For this we use splines.

In the interpolating splines an approximation
ẑ(t) to f (t) is obtained assuming that ẑ(t) is a
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polynomial of an order m (we use m = 3) on each
segment [ti, tit +1), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, satisfying
ẑ(t) = zi and having the continuous derivatives up
to the order m − 1 on the whole interval (t1, tN). In
the presence of noise the interpolating spline gen-
erally varies quickly in time, considerably over-
shooting and undershooting the function f (t).

Much better approximation can be achieved
for noisy data using the smoothing splines. The
idea behind these is to find the function ẑ(t) that
does not need to go directly through the observed
points zi, to get a function with a smaller (m − 1)th
derivative (see Fig. 1).

If we restrict our attention to the third-order
smoothing splines, then the task is to find a func-
tion ẑ(t), that minimizes the sum

1
N + 1

�N
i=0

(
zi − ẑ(t)

)2 + λ

∫ tN

t

∫∫
0

∫∫
tt

∫∫ (
ẑ′′(t)

)2
dt, (2)

where ẑ′′(t) is the second derivative of ẑ(t) and

ẑ(t) = ai + bi(t − tit ) + ci(t − tit )2 + di(t − tit )3

t ∈ [ti, tit +1), i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

The solution to the problem, for a given λ,
is delivered, for example, in Wahba (1990) in a
general form and, in particular, satisfies

ẑ(ti) = ai = � j Aij(N, λ)z j,

dẑ(tit )

dt
= bi = �k Bik(N, λ)zk. (3)

See also Gu (2002), where Aij and Bik are coeffi-
cients that do not depend on the data zi and can
be precomputed.

3.2.2 Uncertainty Analysis

The solution depends on the value of λ. This value
is estimated by the generalized cross-validation
method (Wahba, 1990) by minimizing over λ the
criterion

V(N, λ) = �N
i=0[zi − ẑi(N, λ)]2

N + 1 − �N
i=0 Aii(N, λ)

, (4)

where ẑi(N, λ) is the solution of the problem (2),
in which the observation ẑi is dropped. The opti-
mal value will be denoted as λ̂(N). The optimal
value of the criterion can be used as an estimate
of σ 2, that is,

σ̂ 2(N) = V(N, λ̂(N)). (5)

The expression in the denominator of Eq. 4 can
be interpreted as the degrees of freedom of the
noise, in analogy to the degrees of freedom in
the regression analysis. However, in contrast to
the regression analysis, only the consistency
of the estimate for the smoothing splines has
been proved theoretically Gu (2002, th. 3.4),
while other good statistical properties have been
checked only by numerical simulations. The esti-
mated variance of ẑ(ti) is now

σ̂ 2
ẑσ

i
(N) = σ̂ 2(N)Aii(N, λ̂(N)). (6)

3.2.3 Application to Real Data

The above analysis was applied to smooth the
data YiYY = ln(yi/y0). Equation 6 has been used

Fig. 1 The interpolating
spline (dashed curve) and
the smoothing spline
(solid curve) to some
emission data (dots)
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Table 1 Estimated
standard deviations of
emission errors for
different countries and
two time periods, for two
methods (in %)

Years 1950–1998 1970–1998 ∼ 2000

Country Smooth. Param. Smooth. Param. Reported
σ̂ẑi (N) σ̂ĝσ i (N) σ̂ẑi (N) σ̂ĝσ i (N) (Gugele et al., 2005)

Argentina 2.3 0.7 0.4 0.1
Australia 1.8 0.5 0.9 0.5
Austria 2.7 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.0
Belgium 2.3 3.3 2.3 3.3 1.1
Brazil 1.9 1.1 1.3 1.7
Canada 1.9 0.8 0.5 1.8
China 4.7 7.1 1.4 1.7
Cuba 6.6 2.2 1.9 1.4
Egypt 3.4 1.4 2.6 1.1
Finland 4.8 1.3 3.8 3.6 3.0
France 2.3 3.0 2.3 1.1 < 2.5
Greece 2.8 0.9 2.2 0.9
Iceland 3.5 1.4 2.7 1.4
Ireland 4.3 1.2 2.2 2.2 < 1.0
Israel 3.4 2.2 2.0 0.9
Italy 1.6 2.3 1.3 0.7
Japan 2.7 4.8 1.8 2.4
Luxembourg 2.9 4.3 2.8 4.0
Mexico 1.7 2.1 1.7 2.0
Netherlands 2.8 0.9 3.7 1.4 1.5
New Zealand 1.8 0.8 2.9 2.1
Norway 4.2 2.0 5.2 3.3 1.5
Poland 1.5 1.8 1.8 2.2
Portugal 1.9 0.9 1.9 1.2
Romania 1.9 2.4 2.1 2.9
Spain 3.0 1.2 1.7 1.0
Sweden 2.5 1.1 2.3 1.4 1.0
Switzerland 3.3 4.3 1.9 1.0
Turkey 3.1 4.3 3.4 1.1
UK 1.6 0.5 1.4 0.7 2.0
USA 1.8 0.5 0.4 2.1 1.5

to calculate the estimates of the standard devi-
ations σ̂ẑσ i(N) for fossil fuel emissions provided
by Marland et al. (2006) in the periods 1950–
1998 and 1970–1998. The value σ̂ẑσ i(N) depends
on the number of data used. This dependence is
visible, although mostly not crucial, in the results
presented in Table 1 for different time periods. In
a few cases, for example, Argentina, Canada, and
the United States, a reduction in the number of
data caused the standard deviation value to drop
greatly.

In Wahba (1990, section 4.9) the use of at
least 25–30 observations is recommended when
applying the smoothing splines. The data used to
calculate the values in the 1970–1998 column of

Table 1 contained 29 points, thus satisfying the
recommendations. However, for many countries,
the corresponding standard deviations differ for
different lengths of data. At least in some cases,
this is correlated with extreme values of λ̂, either
very close to zero, as for Argentina, Canada, and
the United States, or very high, as for Austria
and Cuba. This phenomenon is also mentioned
in Wahba (1990, section 4.9). This may suggest
that the data in the shorter sequence may be too
short. The estimated values accord quite well with
the commonly held opinion on the magnitude of
errors made in calculating fossil fuel emissions,
namely, that it is a few percent. They also ac-
cord well with countries’ uncertainty estimates of
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Table 2 Estimated standard deviations of the global CO2
emission calculated for three decades by Hudz (2003)
(in %)

Decade 1960–1969 1970–1979 1980–1989

St. dev. 4.8 2.4 1.9

their CO2 emissions under the Kyoto Protocol and
collected in Gugele, Huttunen, and Ritter (2005,
Table 8). The slightly larger figures obtained
in some of our calculations may be connected
with additional factors that could have influenced
the estimates, such as year-to-year variations in
weather conditions, or they may be due to a
change in national economic conditions.

However, applying the statistical paired Stu-
dent’s t test gives no reason to reject the hypothe-
sis on equality of means of data in any two columns
in Table 1 (the biggest value of the t-statistic is
equal to 0.78). This supports the claim as to the
similarity of the results obtained by different
methods, discussed above. Hudz (2003) provides
empirical estimates of standard deviations for the
full emissions reported by Marland et al. (2006).
She calculated the standard deviations in the de-
cadal time intervals (see Table 2). These estimates,
although not corrected for drifts, also give results
that are in a similar range.

In view of the discussion regarding the sub-
jectivity of emissions uncertainty estimates at the
national level (Gillenwater, Sussman, & Cohen,
2007, Sections 2.2 and 3.3.1); (Jonas & Nilsson,
2007, Section 2.4) it is perhaps worth mentioning
that the results presented here are connected only
with the CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combus-
tion. This part of the Kyoto Protocol inventory
is believed to be the least subjective of all the
greenhouse gas inventories. Thus, our results do
not address the subjectivity (inaccuracy) of the
inventory uncertainty estimates. The results of
Table 1 are shown here rather as a part validation
of the method. But they can be also interpreted
as indicating that the former estimate-calculation
methodology can provide values close to those ob-
served empirically. Examination of other green-
house gases will be possible when longer-reported
data are available.

4 Empirical Parametric Models

In the previous section we noted that the con-
secutive values in the emission sequence might
be correlated. To better model this property, we
consider in this section a set of values xi form-
ing a time series consisting of N elements and
introduce a difference model to describe the time

Fig. 2 Results of smoothing and estimation of the function
g for Australia in the years 1950–1998. Left panels: dots –
logarithms of reported emissions, solid lines – smoothed
logarithms of reported emissions. Right panels: dots – esti-

mates of ĝi from the formula (8), the solid bold lines – their
smoothed continuous approximations, the dashed lines of
normal thickness – the 95% confidence intervals of these
approximations
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evolution of the data. We then explain why the
model was chosen and finally present some results
for fitting the model to the emissions data for
some countries.

As we assumed that xi are positive, we can
define a new time series

gi = xi+1

xi
− 1 = xi+1 − xi

xi
, i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

Each element gi of a new time series can be
interpreted as a relative difference of the two
consecutive elements xi+1 and xi.

From the latter relation we can now formulate
the following difference equation

xi+1 − xi = gixi, x0 = x(t0tt ). (7)

Because yi = (1 + ui)xi, then Eq. 7 can be trans-
formed to

yi+1 = (1 + gi)
1 + ui+1

1 + ui
yi.

Dividing both sides by y0 and taking logarithms
yields

YiYY +1 = ln(1 + gi) + ln
1 + ui+1

1 + ui
+ YiYY

or approximately

YiYY +1 − YiYY ≈ gi + ui+1 − ui,

from which an estimator ĝi can be designed as

ĝi = YiYY +1 − YiYY . (8)

Under our assumption on values of ui we have

E(ĝi) = E(YiYY +1 − YiYY + ui − ui+1)

= XiXX +1 − XiXX = ln(1 + gi) ≈ gi.

Thus, the estimator is approximately unbiased. Its
approximate variance is

var(ĝi) = E(YiYY +1 − XiXX +1 − YiYY + XiXX )2 =
= E(ui+1 − u0 − ui + u0)

2 = E(ui+1 − ui)
2

= σ 2
iσ +1 − 2γiγγ ,i+1 + σ 2

iσ ,

from which the estimate of the standard deviation
σ̂ĝσ i(N) can be obtained.

4.1 Estimation of the Parameter gi

The expression (8) was used to estimate the func-
tion gi for a few countries from CO2 emissions
data from fossil fuel combustion data mentioned
above (Marland et al., 2006). Some chosen results
are presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. The smooth-
ing splines were used to smooth the points ob-
tained from Eq. 8 with the formulae (3). For each
country, the reported emissions (dots) and their
smoothing spline approximations (solid lines) are
depicted in the left panel. The right panel shows
estimates of the function gi. The dots represent
the points calculated using the formula (8). The
bold solid line is obtained by smoothing these

Fig. 3 Results of smoothing and estimation of the function
g for Austria in the years 1950–1998. Left panels: dots –
logarithms of reported emissions, solid lines – smoothed
logarithms of reported emissions. Right panels: dots – esti-

mates of ĝi from the formula (8), the solid bold lines – their
smoothed continuous approximations, the dashed lines of
normal thickness – the 95% confidence intervals of these
approximations
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Fig. 4 Results of smoothing and estimation of the function
g for Poland in the years 1950–1998. Left panels: dots –
logarithms of reported emissions, solid lines – smoothed
logarithms of reported emissions. Right panels: dots – esti-

mates of ĝi from the formula (8), the solid bold lines – their
smoothed continuous approximations, the dashed lines of
normal thickness – the 95% confidence intervals of these
approximations

points. The dashed lines show the 95% confidence
intervals of the estimates.

Table 1 also depicts the estimates of the
standard deviation of the errors ui+1 − ui. By
comparing these with the values obtained from
smoothing, it can be seen that both estimates of
the standard deviations are of the same order, al-
though not always very close to each other. Note,
however, that the values from smoothing corre-
spond to the standard deviations of the errors
ui − u0, while those from the parametric model
correspond to ui − ui−1, which might partly cause
the differences.

4.2 Piecewise Exponential Model

Although the estimated functions ĝ(t) in the pre-
vious section vary in time, in many periods their
patterns resemble the constant value lines. To bet-
ter investigate this question let us start by examin-
ing a few curves. Figures 6 and 7 contain emission
curves yi and logarithmic curves YiYY = ln(yi/y0),

t0tt = 1990, for the emission data (Marland et al.,
2006) for Australia and the United States. It can
be seen that the data evolve approximately along
a piecewise exponential curve and that the loga-
rithmic curves are approximately linear.

Fig. 5 Results of smoothing and estimation of the function
g for USA in the years 1950-1998. Left panels: dots –
logarithms of reported emissions, solid lines – smoothed
logarithms of reported emissions. Right panels: dots – esti-

mates of ĝi from the formula (8), the solid bold lines – their
smoothed continuous approximations, the dashed lines of
normal thickness – the 95% confidence intervals of these
approximations
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Fig. 6 Emissions for
Australia with fitted
piecewise exponential
curve (left) and their
logarithms with fitted
straight lines (right), in
millions of metric
tons of C

Thus, the exponential growth models describe
data development adequately only in some defi-
nite intervals. These intervals are the periods of
constant development conditions. One can eas-
ily distinguish in the figures the period of the
eighteenth-century industrial revolution or the pe-
riod of postwar prosperity of the 1950s–1970s.
However, even for the United States (Fig. 7), and
more visibly for European countries like Poland
or Austria (Figs. 8 and 9), it is easy to see that
there are periods where the assumption regarding
the simple constant parameter g (and therefore
the growth along the exponential curve) cannot
be true. This is particularly visible in the world-
war periods, the 1930s depression years, and the
energy shocks of the 1970s–1980s. Smaller ripples
can be distinguished and explained, as, for exam-

ple, in the case of the Polish transformation pe-
riod. The fit of this simple piecewise exponential
model is quite good in periods of growth or decay.
In a period of steady growth it is almost perfect.
In the periods of decline, the emissions are often
more volatile. War and transition periods, like
those of 1970s in western Europe or of the 1980s
in Poland, are highly irregular and were skipped
from fitting.

The results obtained are generally quite similar
for both methods. The error variance estimates
calculated by the regression method (piecewise
exponential model) usually turn out to be greater
than those calculated in Section 3 (Table 1). This
seems to be connected with oversimplification in
the exponential model used, as seen in Figs 10,
11, 12 and 13, where the estimates of g from the

Fig. 7 Emissions for
United States with fitted
piecewise exponential
curve (left) and their
logarithms with fitted
straight lines (right), in
millions of metric
tons of C
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Fig. 8 Emissions for
Poland with fitted
piecewise exponential
curve (left) and their
logarithms with fitted
straight lines (right), in
millions of metric
tons of C

smoothing and from the piecewise exponential
models are compared. However, the good fit of
the piecewise exponential model, although to be
expected in theory, seems to be an important
observation. This means that in the past the emis-
sions have approximately followed the exponen-
tial functions in defined longer periods. The jump
from one such segment to another is for the most
part connected with a big political or economic
change.

5 Geometric Brownian Motion

Geometric Brownian motion is the most-often-
used stochastic process in financial economics the-
ory, and in our case may be considered as a useful
alternative from the practical point of view. In
several cases it was not found to be a better model

than others, even though it provides reasonable
mapping of probabilities in time.

5.1 Geometric Brownian Model for the Emissions

For a stochastic process x(t) that follows a geomet-
ric Brownian motion, the stochastic equation for
its variation in time t is

dx = gxdt + σ xdz, (9)

where dz = εdt1/2 is the Wiener increment, ε is a
standard normally distributed random variable, g
is the drift, and σ is the volatility of x.

In the above equation the first term on the
right-hand side is the expectation (trend) term and
the second term is the variation term (deviation
from the trend or uncertainty).

Fig. 9 Emissions for
Austria with fitted
piecewise exponential
curve (left) and their
logarithms with fitted
straight lines (right), in
millions of metric
tons of C
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Fig. 10 Estimates of g for Austria. Solid line – piecewise
exponential model, dashed lines – smoothing

The geometric Brownian motion is a log-
normal diffusion process with the expected value
of x at the time t (starting at t0tt = 0)

E[x(t)] = x0egt (10)

and the standard deviation SD

SD[x(t)] = x0egt
√

eσ 2t − 1. (11)

This is illustrated in Fig. 14.

5.2 Arithmetic Brownian Model
for the Logarithm of the Emissions

Because of its simplicity, it is useful to work with
the logarithmic diffusion equation. Letting X =

Fig. 11 Estimates of g for Australia. Solid line – piecewise
exponential model, dashed line – smoothing

Fig. 12 Estimates of g for Poland. Solid line – piecewise
exponential model, dashed line – smoothing

ln x, and using Itô’s lemma we find that x follows
the arithmetic (or ordinary) Brownian motion

dX = d ln x = 2
(

g − 1
2
σ 2
)

dt + σdz, (12)

so

dX = g′dt + σdz,

where g′ = 2
(
g − 1

2σ 2
)
. The variable X follows an

arithmetic Brownian motion with the drift g′ and
volatility σ .

We should note here that although the volatility
term is the same in Eq. 12 as in the geometric

Fig. 13 Estimates of g for USA. Solid line – piecewise
exponential model, dashed line – smoothing
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Fig. 14 Illustrations of the stochastic process considered,
showing sample paths, the 66% confidence intervals, and
the forecasted expected values (exponential trend line) for

two countries (upper panels) and estimates ĝi = YiYY +1 − YiYY
with their means and 66% confidence intervals (lower
panels)

Brownian motion for x (9), the element d(ln x) is
different from dx/x because of the different drift
expression (the so-called Itô’s effect).

The drift parameter g can be estimated as the
average value of a set of differences of the log-
arithms ln yi+1 − ln yi = YiYY +1 − YiYY ≈ ĝi. Using the
same historical series we can obtain an estimation
of the volatility σ by taking the standard devia-
tion of YiYY +1 − YiYY , as for the parametric model of

Section 4. These can be inserted in Eqs. 10 and
11 to obtain the characterization of the process in
time.

The calculations, not presented here, give big-
ger estimates of the standard deviations than
those depicted in Table 1, which are comparable
to the piecewise exponential model of Section 4.
These bigger values seem to be caused mainly by
the constant value of g in the model.
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Table 3 Comparison of
methods applied in the
paper

Method Spline Variable Piecewise Brownian
smoothing parameter smoothing motion

Assumptions Uncorrelated ui – small ui – small εdt – Wiener
vi = ui − u0 relative relative process
ui – small zero mean zero mean
relative error error
zero mean
error

Theoretical Consistent Approximately ? ?
properties estimator unbiased

of variance parameter
estimator

Data length N > 30 Any, but Any ?
N > 30
if smoothed

Accuracy Very good Very good Middle Middle
Robustness Middle Middle High, except Low

turning points
Application Estimation Estimation Limited Prognosis

of mean of mean prognosis
and variance and variance

Applicability Difficult Easy Easy Difficult

Further elaboration of the Brownian motion
method is beyond the scope of this paper and
should be covered in a separate paper.

6 Conclusions

Nonparametric and parametric methods for mod-
eling phenomena of greenhouse gas emissions and
for estimating the parameters are proposed in
this paper. These differ in terms of the degree of
smoothing and precision of fitting of the reported
emissions. A comparison of the methods used (see
also Table 3) reveals that the parametric method
of Section 4 in many instances gives simpler, less
volatile curves, although it is more sensitive to
the smoothing interval. The smoothing method of
Section 3 is more accurate and better emphasizes
the ripples in the data. The parametric piecewise
exponential model gives the roughest but also the
simplest description, showing general trends in
evolution of emissions data.

One of the main goals of the paper was to
estimate the standard deviation of the errors.

Some signal processing methods are proposed,
and preliminary results are presented. These are
based on the published estimates of emissions
from fossil fuel combustion (Marland et al., 2006)
and therefore do not cover the entire greenhouse
gas emissions spectrum reported within the Kyoto
agreement. Moreover, the volatility of reported
emissions may be related not only to observa-
tion errors but also to such factors as changing
weather conditions and a country’s rapidly chang-
ing economic situation. These phenomena might
have contributed to an increase in the estimated
variance. It is also worth remembering that the
variance is estimated with some accuracy.

With these reservations, the calculations per-
formed for fossil fuels indicate that the empirical
approach gives reasonable estimates, comparable
to the estimates obtained to date by the methods
recommended by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPPC) (IPCC, 2000). Or, to be
more cautious, the partial results obtained here
do not falsify the uncertainty estimation proce-
dures applied to date for the inventories. It is,
however, impossible at this stage to draw any def-
inite conclusions as to the accuracy of uncertainty
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estimates of greenhouse gases where the scope of
the expert knowledge used is much wider.

An interesting relation between the piecewise
exponential growth of the CO2 emissions curve
and a country’s economic development may well
be true for other gases as well. An open question
is how the removal of greenhouse gases by sinks,
also included in the full calculation of the green-
house gas balance of countries, may behave. It will
be possible, in time, as longer historical records
become available, to analyze the evolution of this
type of data. The proposed approach can be used
to better estimate the real emissions by filtering
out errors, and possibly for the purpose of prog-
nosis. The latter application could be important as
an alternative to the scenarios built on the basis
of technological and economic assumptions. But
such an application is still quite risky until more
is known about the dependence of emissions on
economic, structural, or weather conditions.
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Abstract Emissions trading in the European Union
(EU), covering the least uncertain emission sources of
greenhouse gas emission inventories (CO2 from
combustion and selected industrial processes in large
installations), began in 2005. During the first com-
mitment period of the Kyoto Protocol (2008–2012),
the emissions trading between Parties to the Protocol
will cover all greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, N2O,
HFCs, PFCs, and SF6) and sectors (energy, industry,
agriculture, waste, and selected land-use activities)
included in the Protocol. In this paper, we estimate the
uncertainties in different emissions trading schemes
based on uncertainties in corresponding inventories.
According to the results, uncertainty in emissions
from the EU15 and the EU25 included in the first
phase of the EU emissions trading scheme (2005–
2007) is ±3% (at 95% confidence interval relative to
the mean value). If the trading were extended to CH4

and N2O, in addition to CO2, but no new emissions

sectors were included, the tradable amount of emis-
sions would increase by only 2% and the uncertainty
in the emissions would range from −4 to +8%.
Finally, uncertainty in emissions included in emis-
sions trading under the Kyoto Protocol was estimated
to vary from −6 to +21%. Inclusion of removals from
forest-related activities under the Kyoto Protocol did
not notably affect uncertainty, as the volume of these
removals is estimated to be small.

Keywords emissions trading . EU . greenhouse gas .

Kyoto Protocol . uncertainty

1 Introduction

In the 2008–2012 commitment period, the Kyoto
Protocol aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
from industrial countries by an average of 5% from
the 1990 level. Several flexibility mechanisms (emis-
sions trading, joint implementation, and the clean
development mechanism) have been implemented to
lower the overall costs of achieving emission targets.

The European Union (EU) started its carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions trading scheme (EU ETS)
in 2005 both to improve cost-efficiency in emission
reductions and to give member states experience in
emissions trading (Official Journal of the European
Union, 2003). CO2 emissions from power plants with
thermal capacity greater than 20 MW, and emissions
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from metal, pulp and paper, and mineral industries,
and from oil refineries are included in the first phase
of the system, 2005–2007. The majority of emissions
included are derived from combustion, but some
originate from the use of raw materials. National
authorities in each country have allocated initial
emission permits to plants covered by the system in
their national allocation plans (NAPs), which were
approved by the European Commission. Altogether,
emissions trading in the EU25 will cover around
2,200 Tg CO2 emissions annually from 11,500
installations. The amount of emission allowances for
the EU15 is 1,740 Tg (European Commission, 2005),
which corresponds to more than 40% of CO2-
equivalent emissions from the EU15 in 2002 (the
share is calculated without land use, land use change,
and forestry (LULUCF); no information on activities
under Articles 3.3 and 3.4 was available) (EEA, 2005;
Gugele, Huttunen, Ritter, & Gager, 2004). The new
member states of the European Union participating in
emissions trading are expected to be mainly sellers of
emission allowances during the first phase.

As emissions trading involves high monetary values,
appropriate verification of emissions is needed to
ensure equitable trading. Thus, the monitoring guide-
lines for the EU emissions trading scheme (EC, 2004)
also give advice on acceptable uncertainties in plants
that participate in the emissions trading scheme.

Emissions trading under the Kyoto Protocol
will begin in 2008. It will cover all gases of the
Kyoto Protocol (CO2, methane [CH4], nitrous oxide
[N2O], hydrofluorocarbons [HFCs], perfluorocar-
bons [PFCs], and sulfur hexafluoride [SF6]) as well
as all sectors: energy, industrial processes, waste,
agriculture, and LULUCF activities defined in
Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Protocol. Article 3.3
covers afforestation, reforestation, and deforestation;
Article 3.4 covers revegetation, forest management,
cropland management, and grazing land manage-
ment. The rules for emissions trading under the
Kyoto Protocol were adopted by the first Conference
of the Parties serving as the Meeting of the Parties to
the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC, 2005). Emissions are
traded among Parties, not among companies. Parties
can enable companies to trade under domestic and
multilateral schemes, such as the EU ETS. Parties to
the Convention have an obligation to estimate and
report the uncertainties in their emission estimates to
the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC), but no bounds for
uncertainty in tradable emissions are given. Pro-
posals for the treatment of uncertainties in emissions
trading are presented, for example, by Gillenwater,
Sussman, and Cohen (2007) and Nahorski, Horabik,
& Jonas (2007), and the effect of uncertainty on the
costs of emissions trading is estimated by Godal,
Ermoliev, Klaassen, & Obersteiner (2003) and
Bartoszczuk and Horabik (2007). Nahorski et al.
(2007) present an undershooting concept, where
proving compliance is required at a specified risk
level and where “effective emissions” (to be used in
trading) are derived based on the selected risk factor
and uncertainties in emission estimates. Gillenwater
et al. (2007) also present two methods for using
uncertainty estimates to adjust greenhouse gas
trading ratios. Godal et al. (2003) study the outcome
of the carbon permits market, given the uncertain
emission levels, and examine the possibility of
reducing this uncertainty by investing in monitoring.
They conclude that the inclusion of uncertainty in
the Kyoto Protocol would increase marginal emis-
sion reduction costs.

In this paper, we present a comparison of uncer-
tainties in different emissions trading schemes. The
aim is to present the pros and cons of different
schemes from two points of view: first, we consider
the importance of market size for cost-effective
emission reduction; second, we estimate the changes
in uncertainty introduced by the inclusion of different
sources in the emissions trading. We estimate uncer-
tainty in emissions included in the EU CO2 emissions
trading scheme (2005–2007) for both the EU15 and
EU25. In addition, we present uncertainty estimates
for a hypothetical scheme that also covers CH4 and
N2O emissions from the source categories included in
the EU emissions trading scheme. This example is
only illustrative, as it is unlikely to occur in reality.
Finally, we present estimates for the Kyoto emissions
trading scheme, both with and without the forest-
related activities defined in Articles 3.3 and 3.4. All
uncertainty estimates are based on uncertainties in
national inventories.

Section 2 presents uncertainties related to different
emission sources and sinks based on the relevant
literature. Section 3 outlines the methods used in this
study to estimate uncertainties in emissions trading.
Results are given in Section 4, and a discussion and
conclusions are presented in Section 5.
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2 Uncertainties in Different Emissions Trading
Schemes

All emission estimates contain uncertainty. Uncertain-
ties arise because, for example, of errors in models or
measurement instruments, insufficient knowledge of
the emission-generating process, or the unsuitability
of the emission factors used. Annex I Parties to the
Convention have the obligation under the UNFCCC
to estimate and report the uncertainty in their
greenhouse gas emission inventories. The countries
that have performed uncertainty analyses have usually
ended up with uncertainty of ±5–20% (confidence
interval of 95% expressed as a percentage relative to
mean value) in annual greenhouse gas emission
inventories without LULUCF (Gupta, Ohlstroon, &
Rotenberg, 2003; Monni, Syri & Savolainen, 2004;
Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001; Winiwarter, 2007).

It is important to differentiate between uncertain-
ties in emission estimates for single point sources
(e.g., power plants) and emission inventories. Ran-
dom errors in uncorrelated emission estimates for
different sources partly cancel each other out, but
possible systematic errors accumulate in the national
inventory.

The most accurate data in greenhouse gas emission
inventories concern CO2 from fuel combustion, also
included in the EU ETS (2005–2007). Uncertainty in
this emission source arises from the amount of fuel
used and the carbon content of the fuel. Typically, the
oxidation factor is not a significant source of uncer-
tainty because combustion is nearly complete in large
installations. For commercially traded fuels, uncertain-
ties in the emission estimates of plants are usually
around ±2.5–5% for large plants and ±5–10% for small
plants (EC, 2004). Uncertainties are larger for indus-
trial by-products, for example, coke oven gas and
refinery gas (plant-specific uncertainty of ±4–10%)
(e.g., EC, 2004). For waste combustion, the largest
uncertainty in CO2 emissions comes from the fossil
carbon content of the fuel. Uncertainty in the carbon
content of waste and the share of fossil carbon may be
as high as ±50% (IPCC, 2000). In inventories,
uncertainty in CO2 from waste combustion is estimated
at ±10–30% (Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001). In the
monitoring guidelines for EU emissions trading (EC,
2004), uncertainty in plant-specific emissions from
waste combustion is estimated to be much lower
(i.e., ±5–12.5%).

Industrial processes covered in the EU ETS are
also among the best-known emission sources (e.g.,
limestone and dolomite used in cement and lime
manufacture), although their uncertainty is typically
larger than that of fuel combustion. Uncertainties in
these processes are usually ±5–10% (EC, 2004; IPCC,
2000), but may be as high as ±20–40%, depending on
the emission estimation method (IPCC, 2000).

In an examination of a hypothetical extended
EU15 emissions trading scheme, we also included
CH4 and N2O from the emission sources covered by
the EU emissions trading scheme. CH4 and N2O
emissions from combustion are largely dependent on
process conditions (e.g., temperature in the furnace),
combustion technology, and fuel quality. Uncertainty
in CH4 emissions from stationary combustion is
estimated to vary between ±50 and 150% (IPCC,
2000; Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001). N2O emissions
from combustion are even more dependent on the
combustion process than methane emissions and are
also sensitive to nitrogen oxide (NOx) reduction
technologies. Uncertainty in N2O emissions from
combustion is estimated to vary between ±20 and
200% (Gupta et al., 2003). IPCC (2000) estimates that
uncertainty in N2O from combustion may even be an
order of magnitude. Uncertainties in emissions based
on plant-specific measurements would be much
smaller.

The Kyoto emissions trading scheme includes
some industrial sources that are not included in the
extended EU15 emissions trading scheme, for exam-
ple, nitric acid and adipic acid production which can
be rather accurately estimated using, inter alia,
continuous measurement (e.g., ±7%) (Rypdal &
Winiwarter, 2001) but the uncertainty of which may
be very large (up to 230%) if emission estimation is
based on calculation (Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001).
The Kyoto emissions trading scheme also covers
transportation and combustion in small installations,
which are somewhat more uncertain than emissions
covered by the EU15 emissions trading scheme.
Uncertainties in HFCs, PFCs, and SF6 from different
industrial processes vary from ±5 to 100% (Gupta
et al., 2003; Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001).

CO2, CH4, and N2O emissions from agriculture
and waste management are often very uncertain.
Emissions from, for example, landfills, enteric fer-
mentation of animals, and agricultural soils are
difficult to estimate because all these emissions are
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caused by complex biological processes with various
changing parameters. Uncertainties in these emissions
vary from, for example, ±30–50% for CH4 from
landfills to ±75–1000% for N2O from agricultural
soils (IPCC, 2000; McGettigan & Duffy, 2003;
Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001).

Land use, land use change, and forestry is also a
very uncertain emission category. Its inclusion is
estimated to increase uncertainty in inventories, espe-
cially if its share of total net emissions is large (Monni
et al., in press). Uncertainties in models estimating the
carbon budget of forests have been presented in
various studies (Dufrêne et al., 2005; Heat & Smith,
2000; Monni et al., in press; Peltoniemi, Palosuo,
Monni, & Mäkipää, 2006; Smith & Heat, 2001;
Verbeeck, Samson, Verdonck, & Lemeur, 2006).
Changes in the carbon stocks of trees are estimated to
contain an uncertainty of around ±30–100% (Monni
et al., in press; Salway, Murrells, Milne & Ellis, 2002;
Winiwarter & Rypdal, 2001), while emissions from
liming are estimated to contain an uncertainty of ±20%
(McGettigan & Duffy, 2003). Carbon stock changes in
soils are estimated to be more uncertain (Ogle, Breidt,
Eve, & Paustian, 2003; Paul, Polglase, & Richards,
2003a; 2003b; Peltoniemi et al., 2006; Vandenbygaart,
Gregorich, Angers, & Stoklas, 2004). In addition,
uncertainties in emissions or removals from land use
change are estimated to be large. According to Articles
3.3 and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol, only a small share of
the removals due to LULUCF activities can be credited
in the accounting. Uncertainties in carbon stock
changes from activities under Article 3.3 (afforesta-
tion, reforestation, deforestation) and Article 3.4
(forest management, revegetation, cropland manage-
ment, and grazing land management) of the Kyoto
Protocol are estimated to vary between ±50–100% for
some activities (IPCC, 2003).

3 Materials and Methods

In this contribution, we present uncertainty estimates
for five emissions trading schemes for the EU area:
(1) the EU ETS (2005–2007) for the EU15; (2) the
EU ETS for the EU25; (3) a hypothetical EU15
emissions trading scheme extended to cover CH4 and
N2O; (4) EU15 emissions trading under the Kyoto
Protocol without LULUCF activities; and (5) EU15
emissions trading under the Kyoto Protocol with

forest-related activities, as defined in Articles 3.3
and 3.4. Because of limitations in emissions and
uncertainty data for the new EU member states,
options 3–5 could not be considered for the EU25.

Emissions used in the calculation for the EU ETS
for CO2 were based on accepted national allocation
plans (EEA, 2005) for 2005–2007 (Table 1). Estimat-
ed emissions of other sectors and gases were based on
emissions reported in the inventory report of the
EU15 (Gugele et al., 2004) and the inventory reports
of the new EU member states (UNFCCC, 2004) for
2002 (Tables 1 and 2).

For the purposes of this study, emissions included
in the EU ETS were divided into the following
subgroups: stationary combustion (including, for
example, combustion in the energy, oil refineries,
pulp and paper, metal, and mineral industries);
production of cement and lime (emissions from raw
materials); and metal production (process emissions,
for example, use of reducing agents). National
allocation plans are made according to plant or
activity. It is thus impossible to differentiate between
emissions from combustion and processes, and the
allocation of emissions to different sectors is therefore
quite rough. Emissions reported under category 2.A
(mineral products) of the UNFCCC were used to
estimate process emissions from the mineral industry,
as other emissions are due mainly to combustion.
Emissions reported under category 2.C (metal pro-
duction) were used to estimate process emissions
from the metal industry. Emissions deriving from the
use of raw materials in other industries (pulp and
paper, glass, ceramics) are minor and were therefore
not considered separately from emissions deriving
from combustion in these sectors.

In calculating the emissions for the hypothetical
extended EU15 emissions trading scheme, we as-
sumed that CH4 and N2O emissions reported under
the common reporting format (CRF) categories 1.A.1
(energy industries) and 1.A.2 (manufacturing indus-
tries and construction) correspond to categories of EU
ETS (Table 1).

The estimate of removals from the forest sector
under Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol was
based on the estimate of maximum annual potential
for carbon sequestration of forests under the first
commitment period, 2008–2012, including afforesta-
tion, reforestation, and deforestation (ARD) activities,
and forest management (ECCP, 2003, p. 50) (Table 2).
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Thus, revegetation, cropland management, and graz-
ing land management included in Article 3.4 of the
Kyoto Protocol are not included in the estimates.
Only a small number of member states has chosen to
use these activities in the first commitment period
(EEA, 2006).

The uncertainty estimates presented in Tables 1
and 2 were based on IPCC default uncertainties
(IPCC, 2000), estimates of member states of the
EU15 (Feldhusen et al., 2004; McGettigan & Duffy,
2003; Monni et al., 2004; Rypdal & Winiwarter,
2001; Salway et al., 2002), and, in the case of the EU

Table 1 Estimated emissions in energy and industrial processes sectors and corresponding uncertainties for different emissions
trading schemes used as the basis for the comparisons

Area IPCC
category1

Emission category Gas Annual
Emissions

Uncertainty 2 Emissions trading scheme

(Tg CO2 eq) EU ETS
(EU15)

EU ETS
(EU25)

Extended
EU ETS

Kyoto
ET

EU15 1A Stationary combustion
in large installations3

CO2 1610 ±3% x x x x

New EU
member
states

1A Stationary combustion
in large installations

CO2 430 ±7% x

EU15 1A Stationary combustion
in large installations

CH4 3 ±50% x x

EU15 1A Stationary combustion
in large installations

N2O 20 -100 to +550% x x

EU15 1A Stationary combustion
in small installations4

CO2 750 ±7% x

EU15 1A Stationary combustion
in small installations

CH4 8 ±50% x

EU15 1A Stationary combustion
in small installations

N2O 10 -100 to +550% x

EU15 1A3 Transportation CO2 840 ±5% x
EU15 1A3 Transportation CH4 3 ±50% x
EU15 1A3 Transportation N2O 30 -100 to +550% x
EU15 1B Fugitive emissions

from fuels
CO2,
CH4

70 ±30% x

EU15 2A Production of cement
and lime

CO2 110 ±7% x x x x

New EU
member
states

2A Production of cement
and lime

CO2 20 ±10% x

EU15 2B Chemical products CO2 10 ±20% x
EU15 2B Chemical products

(e.g., adipic acid and
nitric acid production)

N2O 40 ±15% x

EU15 2C Metal industry CO2 20 ±6% x x x x
New EU
member
states

2C Metal industry CO2 4 ±8% x

1Definitions of the categories are not exactly in accordance with definitions of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) as they are divided between the categories included in and excluded from the EU ETS.

2 Lower and upper bounds of 95% confidence interval expressed as percentage relative to the mean value. Symmetrical uncertainties
are assumed to be as normally distributed, asymmetrical uncertainties as lognormally distributed.

3 Plants included in EU ETS (2005–2007).
4 Plants not included in EU ETS (2005–2007).
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ETS, on the monitoring guidelines (EC, 2004). To
estimate uncertainty in activity data in the new EU
countries we used the study of Suutari et al. (2001),
and for the forest-related activities under Articles 3.3
and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol, the default estimates of
the IPCC (2003) were used. All uncertainties were
addressed for the EU as a whole. If it is assumed that
each member state of the EU had the same relative
uncertainty for a single emission category used here
and that the emission estimates were independent, then
this approach would overestimate uncertainty. In the
real world, correlations exist, for example, when the
same sources (e.g., emission factors provided by
the IPCC or Corinair) or the same methods are used.
On the other hand, activity data is not likely to
correlate when data collection is different in each
country. But some exceptions may occur, for example,
in agriculture, if data used in an inventory are based on
questionnaires provided in relation to EU agricultural
subsidies.

We excluded emission sources whose contribution
to the EU inventory in 2002 was <0.05%. These are
typically emission sources reported by a single
member state only. Together, these emission sources
represent around 0.1% of CO2-equivalent emissions
from the EU15; thus, their effect on uncertainty can
be neglected.

Uncertainties were addressed for emission catego-
ries at the EU level as presented in Tables 1 and 2.
Uncertainties in different sectors were then combined
using Monte Carlo simulation. In Monte Carlo
simulation, random numbers are taken thousands of
times from the distributions of all input parameters to
obtain a probability distribution of total emissions.

4 Results

According to the calculations, emissions included
annually in different EU15 emissions trading schemes
range from 1740 Tg CO2 equivalents in the EU ETS
(2005–2007) to 4,110 Tg for the Kyoto emissions
trading scheme. Uncertainty in the EU emissions
trading scheme for both the EU15 and the EU25 was
±3%. In the hypothetical extended EU15 emissions
trading scheme, which includes CH4 and N2O in
addition to CO2, the amount of tradable emissions
increased only by less than 2% (28 Tg) but the
uncertainty increased to (−4 to +8%). In the Kyoto
emissions trading scheme, uncertainty was −6 to
+21%, and the inclusion of forest activities under
Articles 3.3 and 3.4 did not notably affect uncertainty
because the volume of these activities is small
compared to emissions from other sources. The

Table 2 Estimated emissions and corresponding uncertainties for emissions included in the Kyoto emissions trading scheme for the
EU15 in addition to emissions presented in Table 1

IPCC
category

Emission category Gas Annual Emissions
(Tg CO2 eq)

Uncertainty 1

2 HFC emissions HFCs 50 ±40%
2 PFC emissions PFCs 5 ±40%
2 SF6 emissions SF6 9 ±30%
3 Solvent and other product use CO2, N2O 8 ±30%
4A Enteric fermentation CH4 140 ±40%
4B Manure management CH4 70 ±40%
4B Manure management N2O 20 -70 to +150%
4C Rice cultivation CH4 2 -80 to +200%
4D Agricultural soils N2O 190 -100 to +1000%
6A Solid waste disposal on land CH4 80 ±45%
6B Wastewater management CH4 7 ±50
6B Wastewater management N2O 9 -70 to +150%
6C Waste incineration CO2 5 ±20%
5 Forest related activities under Articles 3.3

and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol
CO2 -30 ±90%

1 Lower and upper bounds of 95% confidence interval expressed as percentage relative to the mean value. Symmetrical uncertainties
are assumed to be as normally distributed, asymmetrical uncertainties as lognormally distributed except N2O from agricultural soils,
which is assumed to be gamma-distributed because of high asymmetry.
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results for the different emissions trading schemes are
presented in Fig. 1. This shows that when the amount
of emissions included in the emissions trading scheme
is increased by the addition of new sources and gases,
the uncertainty also increases.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The results of this study show that there can be
noticeable differences among the uncertainties in
various emissions trading schemes. These results can
be utilized when planning future emissions trading
schemes and potential monitoring and verification
procedures. The differences among the uncertainties
in emissions under different emissions trading
schemes were estimated based on uncertainties in
national greenhouse gas inventories. The estimated
uncertainties in the emissions in the different schemes
ranged from ±3% for the EU ETS for CO2 to −6 to
+21% for the Kyoto emissions trading scheme,
including forest-related activities under Articles 3.3
and 3.4 (ARD and forest management). Participation
of the new EU countries in the EU15 CO2 emissions
trading did not noticeably increase uncertainties in
emissions under the scheme.

If CH4 and N2O in addition to CO2 were included
in the EU emissions trading scheme (with sectors
remaining the same), the market volume of emissions
trading would not increase much, but the uncertainties
would increase noticeably. The uncertainties could
possibly be reduced with plant-specific data, but this
would increase the costs of monitoring and verifica-
tion. CH4 and N2O gases can be significant for
specific processes, and the costs of reducing these
emissions are sometimes lower than those of reducing
CO2 emissions. More detailed consideration of the
pros and cons for the whole scheme would be needed
to assess the benefits of including these gases in the
scheme. The hypothetical EU15 emissions trading
scheme presents only one option for extending EU
emissions trading, and the implementation of this
option is unlikely in the near future. Other options for
extending EU ETS are, for example, the inclusion of
CO2 emissions from transportation (especially avia-
tion) in the current emissions trading scheme.

The uncertainty in emissions included in emissions
trading under the Kyoto Protocol was estimated, both

with and without LULUCF (for forest-related activi-
ties defined in Articles 3.3 and 3.4) and was found to
range from −6 to +21% in both cases. Compared with
the existing EU ETS, inclusion of the other sectors
(especially the agriculture sector) and non-CO2 gases
introduced much additional uncertainty into the
system. Inclusion of forest-related activities under
Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol did not
noticeably increase these uncertainties, as the uncer-
tainties are of the same magnitude as for the
emissions from the agriculture and waste sectors. In
addition, removals under Articles 3.3 and 3.4 are
estimated to be relatively small during the first
commitment period, 2008–2012; thus, the inclusion
of this category did not greatly affect the estimated
uncertainties.

The estimate included only forest-related activities
under Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol (the
coverage was practically the same as in the forthcom-
ing Kyoto emissions trading scheme). Not all catego-
ries or pools included in the IPCC good practice
guidance for LULUCF (IPCC, 2003) were included in
the estimates above; for example, the carbon stock
changes in dead organic matter pools and N2O
emissions from forest soils were excluded. Emissions
or removals from land use change and forestry
contain some poorly understood processes that have
large natural variability, and it is very difficult to

Fig. 1 Tradable amount of emissions per year and their
estimated uncertainties (95% confidence interval) in different
emissions trading schemes. The net emissions in the Kyoto
emissions trading scheme, including the forest activities defined
in Articles 3.3 and 3.4 (LULUCF), are smaller than if LULUCF
is excluded; the amount of tradable permits actually increases
when allowances related to both emissions and removals are
traded
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differentiate between natural and human-induced
fluxes. LULUCF categories are thus highly uncer-
tain (Dufrêne et al., 2005; Heat & Smith, 2000;
Nilsson et al., 2000; Ogle et al., 2003; Paul et al.,
2003a; 2003b; Peltoniemi et al., 2006; Smith & Heat
2001; Vandenbygaart et al., 2004; Verbeeck et al.,
2006; Zhang & Xu, 2003). The inclusion of all
LULUCF categories and pools is likely to increase the
uncertainties in inventories (Monni et al., in press),
and thus also in emissions trading.

In this study, we estimated the uncertainties in
plants included in the first phase of the EU ETS
(2005–2007) to be smaller than in plants not included
in the scheme. This is true for current national
inventories, where emissions from larger plants are
often more accurately assessed than those from
smaller plants because of the tighter reporting require-
ments in national environmental regulations for large
installations. In addition, in the current monitoring
guidelines (EC, 2004), more accurate estimates of
activity data are required for large plants than for
smaller plants. If small-scale installations (<20 MW)
were also to be included in emissions trading, they
could be required to meet as tight emission estimation
requirements as large plants, and in that case there
would be no difference between uncertainties.

In the case of emissions trading covering all the
gases and sectors, results are highly sensitive to the
assumptions of uncertainty in N2O emissions from
combustion and agricultural soils. The sensitivity of
inventory uncertainty for the uncertainty estimates of
N2O from agricultural soils is discussed, for example,
by Rypdal and Winiwarter (2001). However, an
assumed numerical value for this uncertainty does
not affect the fact that uncertainties are largest when
all sectors and gases are included.

Under the Kyoto Protocol, Parties may use the
mechanisms (emissions trading, joint implementation,
clean development mechanism) “supplemental to
domestic action,” which must constitute “a significant
element” of their efforts to meet commitments. Thus,
the amount of emissions traded will, in practice, be
noticeably smaller than estimated here, based on
annual inventories. This will reduce the uncertainty
in absolute terms.

In this study, the comparison between different
emissions trading schemes was based on uncertainties
in corresponding national emission inventories. In
emissions trading, real uncertainties arise from emis-

sion estimates of single actors (e.g., companies and
countries), and the trading of emissions uses emission
allowances that are exactly defined. In practice,
therefore, the uncertainties are related to actors’
annual emission estimates and to monitoring and
verification of the emissions. However, the approach
used in this contribution gives a clear picture of the
differences in uncertainties among the different
emissions trading schemes.

In the future, emissions trading may cover a wider
range of countries than at present. Currently, uncer-
tainties in developing countries’ emission estimates
are larger than those of industrial countries. This is
because of uncertainties in activity data in developing
countries (e.g., less well-developed statistical sys-
tems) and lack of emission factors suitable to national
conditions. In addition, uncertainty in a national
emission inventory is usually larger in less-developed
countries because the share of uncertain emissions
(e.g., those from agriculture) is large when compared
with well-known emission sources (e.g., CO2 from
fossil fuel combustion). But if the same rules of
accepted uncertainty in emissions eligible for trading
were applied to all countries, the participation of
developing countries would not necessarily increase
uncertainty. If a maximum number of countries
participate in emissions trading, the emission reduc-
tions will become more cost-efficient. But, if uncer-
tainties in emission estimates in less-developed
countries will remain large, actual emission reduction
benefits from emissions trading may be difficult to
assess.

It is important that vendors and purchasers of
emissions have similar data quality. For example,
OECD (1997) suggests that tradable emissions could
be discounted according to uncertainty. In this
scheme, emissions with larger uncertainty would have
a smaller value in emissions trading. A similar idea
was presented by Gillenwater et al. (2007) and
Nahorski et al. (2007).

Instead of adjusting emission estimates based on
uncertainties, another option would be to divide
emissions trading into parts in which uncertainties
are similar. For example, emission allowances origi-
nating from increasing the carbon stock of forests
could be used in the purchasing country to decrease
the carbon stock of forests but not to increase
emissions from fossil fuel combustion (OECD,
1997). Another possibility would be to include some
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kind of limit for uncertainty in emissions included in
emissions trading. However, before these methods can
be used, the problem of how to obtain comparable
uncertainty estimates from different countries should
be resolved.
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Abstract A solution is proposed for proving com-
pliance with emission targets and for emissions
trading in the event of uncertainties in reported
emission inventories. The solution is based on the
undershooting concept, from which the mathe-
matical conditions for both proving compliance
with a risk α and calculating effective emissions
for trading are derived. Based on the reported
emission units, the number of permits granted is
reduced in proportion to the uncertainty in the
inventory. A country whose inventory has higher
uncertainty is thereby allotted fewer permits than
a country with the same inventory but smaller
uncertainty.
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1 Introduction

Uncertainty in greenhouse gas (GHG) inventories
has been estimated to be in the 5–20% range,
depending on the methodology used and its scope
(Monni, Syri, Pipatti & Savolainen, 2004a; Rypdal
& Winiwarter, 2001). Even if the assumptions of
some of the computations need to be unified and
possibly recalculated, uncertainty is still believed
to be about 10–12% or more for most coun-
tries (Winiwarter, 2007) and is therefore typically
larger than countries’ reduction commitments.
Thus, uncertainty seems to be a major problem
both in proving compliance and in implementing
the flexible mechanisms introduced in the Kyoto
Protocol: emissions trading (Article 16[b]); joint
implementation (Article 6); and the clean devel-
opment mechanism (Article 12). In this paper we
deal with tradable permits, but the ideas presented
can be extended to other mechanisms.

Uncertainty varies among the Parties to the
Kyoto Protocol and according to different emis-
sions activities. For example, there are better- or
poorer-quality inventories and there are more-
or less-credible GHG emission reductions. Thus,
under the flexible mechanisms, better- or poorer-
quality “goods” are offered for sale or exchange.
Should these be treated on an equal basis? In the
absence of explicit rules for governing this prob-
lem, the market itself is unlikely to resolve it; and
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leaving it unresolved may undermine the credibil-
ity of the whole emission reduction process.

The problem of uncertainty in inventories
is covered somewhat inadequately in the lit-
erature. Assessments of uncertainty have been
carried out and compared for several coun-
tries; see, for example, Charles, Jones, Salway,
Eggleston and Milne (1998); Lim et al. (1999);
Gawin (2002); Jonas and Nilsson (2001); Monni,
Syri and Savolainen (2004b); Nilsson et al.
(2000); Rypdal and Winiwarter (2001); Rypdal
and Zhang (2000); van Amstel, Oliver and
Ruyssenaars (2000); Salway et al. (2002) see
also a compendium in Gugele, Huttunen and
Ritter (2005). There have been a number of
rather vague references to excluding the most un-
certain activities from emissions trading (Monni
et al., 2004a; Victor, 1991). In Godal (2000) and
Godal, Ermolev, Klaassen and Obersteiner (2003)
undershooting as the basis for proving compliance
is proposed. Similar ideas have been formulated
in Gupta, Oltshoorn and Rotenberg (2003) and
Gillenwater, Sussman and Cohen (2007). The lat-
ter especially presents a solution close to that
contained in this paper. A review of other meth-
ods, in particular, those related to detectability of
changes in emissions, can be found in Jonas et al.
(2004a; 2004b).

This paper also argues in favor of the un-
dershooting concept for proving compliance. In
contrast to the earlier papers, however, we con-
sider uncertainty in both the base and commit-
ment years that contributes to overall uncertainty
when the emission reduction is established. Our
proposition starts with setting this shifted-down
value on the basis of the risk that the real (as yet
unknown) emissions may fail to satisfy the reduc-
tion obligation. This may also be interpreted that,
apart from the observed greenhouse gas emissions
(i.e., the emissions calculated in the inventory),
some unobserved emissions, proportional to the
amount of uncertainty in the inventory, are also
added to the inventory before compliance is
checked against obligations. This approach al-
lows us to treat uncertainty of different types
(e.g., interval or stochastic uncertainty) in a simi-
lar way. To avoid greater changes in the reduction
level connected with undershooting, we propose
that the undershooting obligation levels for each

Party be adjusted appropriately, taking into ac-
count the difference between each Party’s own
uncertainty and an arbitrarily chosen reference
level for uncertainty.

The Kyoto Protocol introduces three so-called
flexible mechanisms for exchanging emissions be-
tween Parties: joint implementation (Article 6);
the clean development mechanism (Article 12);
and tradable permits (Article 16[b]). In this paper
we deal with tradable permits.

The idea of permit trading was established to
contribute to the achievement of environmen-
tal goals (Montgomery, 1972). It rests on the
heterogeneity of emission reduction costs among
the market participants, including differences in
technology, experience, and availability of nat-
ural resources. However, perfect knowledge of
the emissions or imissions is assumed. Nordhaus
(2005) points to possible trading problems, includ-
ing those due to different kinds of uncertainties.
Our aim is to explicitly include inventory uncer-
tainty in the trading rules, which should, in the
long run, stimulate further improvements in the
inventory field.

Thus, the compliance-proving rule proposed
in this paper is the starting point for a reeval-
uation of the number of traded emission units
that would be achieved by assuming that the un-
certainty of the purchased emissions contributes
to the buyer’s overall uncertainty. A big uncer-
tainty in sold emissions will increase the uncer-
tainty of the buyer’s emission balance, making the
emissions offered for sale of lower value to the
buyer.

This idea is transferred to the definition of
an emissions permit under inventory uncertainty.
The proposed emissions permit includes uncer-
tainty as follows: a Party with a big inventory
uncertainty is allocated fewer emissions permits
than a Party with the same emissions and a smaller
uncertainty. The permits are subject to normal
trading, as in the case of permits where emissions
are precisely known.

The idea of changing the trading rules because
of the different uncertainties in trading parties’
reported emissions also appears in Gillenwater
et al. (2007). The starting point, however, is
different there, as that approach requires the
preservation of some of the common probabilistic
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characteristics of the trading parties. Our solution
features quite different properties.

In this paper we assume either a determinis-
tic interval distribution of the uncertainty or a
stochastic one. Solutions for proving compliance
are provided for both cases, with a given risk.
However, nonlinearities inherent in the algebra
for the stochastic case did not allow us to fully
design the market rules for the emissions permits.
Thus, only a solution for the interval type of
uncertainty has been provided. In recent findings
from Monte Carlo analysis, Vreuls (2004) and
Winiwarter (2007) indicate that the distribution
of uncertainty closely resembles that of normal
stochastic distribution. This strongly suggests that
a normal distribution should be considered in
derivations. The choice of distribution is not only
a theoretical question. The proposed procedure
results ultimately in a valuation of the uncertainty,
and the values obtained depend on the choice
of uncertainty distribution. Free parameters, and
specifically the risk taken, can help to solve this
problem.

A preliminary solution to the above problem
was presented at the workshop held at the Inter-
national Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA) (Nahorski & Jȩda, 2002). A more elab-ee
orated set of ideas were presented at a conference
in Poland (Nahorski, Jȩda & Jonas, 2003), whileee
a simplified presentation was published in an
IIASA Interim Report (Jonas et al., 2004a). This
paper is an extended and revised version of the
papers presented at the workshop “Uncertainty in
Greenhouse Gas Inventories: Verification, Com-
pliance & Trading,” held in Warsaw, Poland
in September 2004 (Horabik & Nahorski, 2004;
Nahorski, Horabik & Jonas, 2004). Apart from
minor amendments, this paper contains some new
material, a treatment of stochastic uncertainty,
and a proposition to be included in the theory
dependencies of inventories prepared in the base-
and commitment-year inventories.

2 Notation and Problem Formulation

By x(t) we denote the real, unknown emissions of
a Party in year t. Basically, this can be estimated

only through the emissions inventory. Let x̂(t)
denote the best available estimate of x(t). This
estimate is subject to estimation error connected
with inventory uncertainty. It is the interval type
of uncertainty that will be mainly discussed here;
presentation of the stochastic type of uncertainty
will be limited.

By δ we denote the fraction of emissions of a
given Party that are to be reduced in the com-
mitment year(s) in accordance with its obligation.
The value of δ may be negative for Parties that
were allotted a limited emissions increase. Let us
also denote the base year by tb and the com-
mitment year by tc. To simplify the formulae we
introduce the short notations xb = x(tb ) and xc =
x(tc). Now, to prove compliance, the following
inequality should be satisfied:

xc − (1 − δ)xb ≤ 0 (1)

The problem arises because neither xc nor xb are
known precisely enough. Instead, only the differ-
ence in estimates can be calculated

x̂c − (1 − δ)x̂b , (2)

where both x̂c and x̂b are known with intolerable
low accuracy. Examples of uncertainty values are
shown in Table 1.

3 The Interval Type of Uncertainty

3.1 Compliance Proving

The intuition behind the method developed in
this section is that, given the GHG inventory,
all we know is that, because of uncertainty, the
true emissions figure falls within a certain interval
around the reported figure. Thus, for greater as-
surance that the requested limit has actually been
reached, the reported emissions have to be corre-
spondingly smaller, in dependence on an imposed
confidence interval. This is called undershooting.
The value α corresponding to the one-tailed sig-
nificance level in the stochastic framework is here
called a risk. As the Kyoto Protocol concentrates
on the difference in emissions in the base and
commitment years, we adopt the above reasoning
for the difference (2). We start with the inter-
val type of uncertainty, where knowledge of the
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Table 1 Some available uncertainty estimates (in %)

Country δ Level Trend GHGs LUCF∗ Ref.
uncert. uncert.

AT 8 12 7.5 CO2 Included Winiwarter and Rypdal (2001)
9.8 5.1 CH4 Excluded

15 N2O Included Jonas and Nilsson (2001)
7.5 Excluded

FI 8 6 5 as AT Excluded Monni et al. (2004b)
NL 8 4.4 all∗∗ Included van Amstel et al. (2000)
NO −1 21 all∗∗ Excluded Rypdal and Zhang (2000)
PL 6 6 3.8 as AT Included Gawin (2002)
RU 0 17 CO2 Nilsson et al. (2000)
UK 8 19 all∗∗ Excluded Charles et al. (1998)

∗ Land Use Change and Forestry.
∗∗ All gases as mentioned in Annex I to the Kyoto Protocol: Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O),
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorinated compounds (PFCs), and sulphurhexafluoride (SF6)
Source: Jonas et al. (2004a, modified).

real emissions is limited to a symmetric interval
around the reported value that contains the real
value.

Assuming that the uncertainty intervals in the
base and commitment years are ±
b and ±
c,
respectively, we have

xb ∈[x̂b − 
b , x̂b + 
b ], xc ∈[x̂c − 
c, x̂c + 
c],
from which, using interval calculus rules, we get

xc − (1 − δ)xb ∈ [Dx̂ − 
bc, Dx̂ + 
bc], (3)

where

Dx̂ = x̂c − (1 − δ)x̂b , (4)

and


bc = 
c + (1 − δ)
b . (5)

However, a large part of the uncertainty is related
to the method of calculation itself, in particu-
lar, to the formula coefficients, which are often
known with rather low accuracy, for example,
from expert judgment. This kind of uncertainty is
present in inventories prepared in both the base
and commitment years, as the same calculation
method is used. This makes the uncertainties of
both inventories dependent, and the uncertainty
of the difference is actually smaller than that ob-
tained from Eq. 5. That is why, as well as the so-
called total or level uncertainties 
b and 
c, the
trend uncertainty 
bc is also sometimes computed
independently (Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001).

This kind of dependence between variables has
not yet been considered, to the authors’ know-
ledge, in interval calculus theory. The correlation
of variables has been discussed within the fuzzy
set theory. Although fuzzy sets have inherited
interval calculus rules, most of the correlation co-
efficient notions formulated there reduce to trivial
0 or 1 values in the interval case. An interest-
ing definition of the correlation coefficient, with
meaningful interpretation in the interval case, is
given in Hung and Wu (2001). However, it (like
others) lacks development of the relevant calculus
for the correlated variables.

We propose to model the dependence between
xb and xc by subtracting from Eq. 5 an interval 
:


bc = 
c + (1 − δ)
b − 
. (6)

The interval 
 may be structured by imagining
that it contains a part of uncertainty included in

b and 
c (i.e., we assume that it is of the form

 = ξ
c + ζ(1 − δ)
b ), giving


bc = (1 − ξ)
c + (1 − ζ )(1 − δ)
b . (7)

It can be difficult to identify both parameters ξ

and ζ in Eq. 7. It may then be useful to assume
ξ = ζ to obtain


bc = (1 − ζ )[
c + (1 − δ)
b ]. (8)

Calculation for the few values from the data pre-
sented in the literature (Gawin, 2002; Winiwarter
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Fig. 1 Full compliance
(a) and the compliance
with risk α (b) in the
interval uncertainty
approach

ζ ∼ 0.65 ÷ 0.7. Thus, the
dependence of inventories is quite high. It is
perhaps worth mentioning that a 5% trend
uncertainty is suggested as a frequent value in
Monni et al. (2004b). However, this claim too is
based only on a few calculated cases.

To be fully credible, that is, to be sure that
a Eq. 1 is satisfied even in the worst case, the
Party should prove Dx̂ + 
bc ≤ 0 (see Fig. 1).
Our proposition is to allow for a chance of not
satisfying the obligations. In other words, we want
to take a risk not greater than α (0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5)
that the reduction in the commitment year tc may
not be fulfilled. We then say that the Party proves
the compliance with risk α if Dx̂ + 
bc ≤ 2α
bc

(see Fig. 1 for the geometrical interpretation). The
lower bound α = 0 corresponds to the inclusion of
one-half of the uncertainty interval (full credibil-
ity). The value α = 0.5 corresponds to completely
ignoring the uncertainty. The parameter α must be
set beforehand and must be common to all market
participants. After simple algebraic manipulation,
we obtain from the above definition the condition

x̂c ≤ (1 − δ)x̂b − (1 − 2α)
bc. (9)

Thus, to prove compliance with risk α, the party
has to undershoot its obligation by the value (1 −
2α)
bc, depending on the uncertainty measure

bc.

Alternatively, the condition (9) can be written
as x̂c + (1 − 2α)
bc ≤ (1 − δ)x̂b and interpreted as
upwardly correcting the emissions estimate x̂c, as
adopted, for example, in Gillenwater et al. (2007).

The condition (9) can be also rewritten as

x̂c ≤ [1 − δ − (1 − 2α)Rbc]x̂b , (10)

where

Rbc = 
bc

x̂b

is the relative uncertainty half-interval with re-
spect to the reported emissions in the base year x̂b .
It is seen from Eq. 10 that compliance with the risk
α induces a redefinition of the reduction fraction

δ → δUi = δ + (1 − 2α)Rbc. (11)

Analogously to the definition of Rbc, we define

Rb = 
b

x̂b
Rc = 
c

x̂c

4 Adjustment of the Basic Committed Level

A critique of the undershooting concept could
relate to the increase – of more than the agreed
5.2% – in the required reduction of reported
emissions caused by the additional uncertainty-
dependent expressions. This excess reduction can
be corrected by shifting the reference reduction
level accordingly. The idea presented here is to
compare the uncertainty distributions with a ref-
erence distribution that satisfies the original oblig-
ation and has a chosen uncertainty measure. More
specifically, we require the uncertainty intervals
of both the reference distribution and the distri-
bution of a Party considered to have the same
upper (1 − α)th limits. See Fig. 2 and Fig. 6. Hav-
ing established this interdependency, the reduc-
tion fractions δUi for all countries are adjusted
(decreased) by the reference reduction fraction.
The adjustment leaves the differences in commit-
ment levels obtained from the undershooting but
shifts them close to the original Kyoto values. In
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Fig. 2 Adjustment of the
committed level in the
interval uncertainty
approach, (a) reference
model, (b) 
bc > 
M,
(c) 
bc < 
M.
DAix̂ = x̂c − (1 − δAi)x̂b

particular, the 5.2% total reported reduction is
now preserved.

We assume that the center of the reference
distribution exactly satisfies the committed re-
duction level and that its reduction fraction is
therefore δ. At its upper limit of the (1 − α)th
uncertainty interval, it holds x̂c = (1 − δ)x̂b + (1 −
2α)
M, where 
M is a chosen reference half-
interval. Similarly, for the same upper limit of the
Party with the adjusted committed fraction δAi,
we have x̂c = (1 − δAi)x̂b + (1 − 2α)
bc. As both
these upper limits have to be equal, we get the
equation (see also Fig. 2),

(1 − δAi)x̂b + (1 − 2α)
bc

= (1 − δ)x̂b + (1 − 2α)
M. (12)

This can be also written as

[1 − δAi + (1 − 2α)Rbc] x̂b

= [1−δ+(1−2α)(RM − Rbc)+(1−2α)Rbc] x̂b,

where RM = 
M/x̂b . This yields the following
relationship for the redefinition of the reduction
fraction

δ → δAi = δ − (1 − 2α)(RM − Rbc). (13)

The reduction fraction δAi is smaller than δUi, as
the difference is

δUi − δAi = (1 − 2α)RM.

See comparison of δAis for different countries in
Fig. 3. Choice of RM An obvious choice of RM

is possibly to keep the reduction level of the Ky-
oto compliance unchanged. However, at least two

interpretations are possible. Let us assume that
N parties, n = 1, . . . , N, take part in the Kyoto
emission-reduction project. We can require mean
committed reduction fractions before and after
adjustment to be equal

1
N

�N
n=1δ

(n)

A = 1
N

�N
n=1δ

(n).

Inserting for δ
(n)

A from Eqs. 13 or 42 induces the
condition

Rav
M = 1

N
�N

n=1 R(n)

bc (14)

which is the average value of all reduction
fractions.

Alternatively, we can require the mean com-
mitted reduction quota to be constant:

1
N

�N
n=1δ

(n)

A x̂(n)

b = 1
N

�N
n=1δ

(n) x̂(n)

b .

The resulting condition is a weighted average

Rwav
M = �N

n=1

(n)

bc

�N
n=1 x̂(n)

b

= �N
n=1w

(n)

b R(n)

bc , (15)

where

w
(n)

b = x̂(n)

b

�N
n=1 x̂(n)

b

is the share of the reported emissions of Party n in
the total reported emissions in the base year.
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5 Uncertainties in Emissions Trading

If the above compliance-proving policy is admit-
ted, it is possible to develop rules that include
uncertainty in emissions trading and thereby solve
the problem of the varying quality of this com-
modity among trading partners. The main line of
reasoning in deriving the final formula is as fol-
lows. Assume that, during trading, the uncertainty
related to the trading quota of reported emissions
is transferred from the seller to the buyer. This
transferred uncertainty increases the buyer’s un-
certainty, reducing the worth of the purchased
emissions for the buyer within the compliance-
proving mechanism proposed earlier. The dimin-
ished value is called an effective traded emission.
It is then expressed in effective traded permits.
This is the way in which the conversion ratio
of reported emissions to effective permits is es-
tablished. In comparison with the trading ratios
between two trading partners, the effective per-
mits form a common basis for comparison of the
reported emissions for all trading.

Let us consider a selling party, recognized by
the superscript S in the variables. The trend uncer-
tainty used for proving compliance of the selling
party is 
S

bc = (1 − ζ )[
S
c + (1 − δS)
S

b ] or RS
bc =


S
bc/x̂S

b . It then seems reasonable to assign to the
sold emissions that part of the uncertainty 
S

bc that

is connected with the commitment year tc, (i.e.,
(1 − ζ S)
S

c or (1 − ζ S)RS
c = (1 − ζ S)
S

c /x̂S
c ).

Thus, the unit ÊS of the sold reported emissions
brings with it the uncertainty

(1 − ζ S)ÊS RS
c = ÊS

x̂S
c

(1 − ζ S)
S
c = (1 − ζ S)êS
S

c ,

where êS = ÊS/x̂c is the share of the emissions
units in the seller’s total emissions.

If the buying country, recognized by the super-
script B, purchases n units ÊS, then its emissions
balance becomes

x̂B
c − nÊS. (16)

As countries prepare their inventories indepen-
dently, it is reasonable to assume that there is no
dependence of these estimates. Thus, we calculate
the uncertainty of the buying country, after inclu-
sion of the newly bought emissions, as


B
bc + n(1 − ζ S)êS
S

c . (17)

The case with dependence is discussed later.
Before the trade, the following compliance-
proving-with-risk-α inequality had to be satisfied

x̂B
c + (1 − 2α)
B

bc ≤ (1 − δB)x̂B
b . (18)

Fig. 3 Comparison of
different δAs for Rav

M
and α = 0.1, 0.3.
δAi-reduction fraction for
the interval case,
δAs-reduction fraction for
the stochastic case
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After the trade it changes to

x̂B
c − nÊS + (1 − 2α)

[

B

bc + n(1 − ζ S)êS
S
c

]
≤ (1 − δB)x̂B

b . (19)

Comparing Eqs. 18 and 19 it is seen that they differ
in the following component, which will be called
the effective emissions:

nEef f = nÊS − n(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ S)êS
S
c

= n
[
1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ S)RS

c

]
ÊS.

The effective reduction in the buyer’s balance
from one purchased unit ÊS is

Eef f = [
1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ S)RS

c

]
ÊS. (20)

Thus, the greater the seller’s uncertainty, the less
the purchased unit is worth to the buyer.

Note that for proving compliance, the efficient
emissions are directly subtracted from the buyer’s
emission inventory, without any uncertainty
considerations.

In the economic literature it is common to ex-
press the effects on trading by the trading ratios,
see Gillenwater et al. (2007). This can easily be
calculated using the effective emissions. Let x̂B be
the buyer’s and x̂S the seller’s reported emissions,
both equivalent to the same effective emissions
xef f . Thus, we have

x̂B[ 1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ B)RB]
=xef f = x̂S[1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ S)RS].

The trading ratio rt between these two parties
then is:

rt = x̂B

x̂S
= 1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ S)RS

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ B)RB
.

In the present situation the uncertainties of
the prospective buyer’s inventories are typically
smaller than those of the prospective seller’s, that
is, RB < RS. In this case rt < 1. This means that
to allow the buyer’s reported emissions to be in-
creased by one unit, the seller must reduce 1/rt >

1 units of his reported emissions. By doing so,
the total number of reported emissions units is
reduced. Moreover, the reduction of more inac-
curate reported emissions decreases the final total
relative uncertainty.

Let us now discuss what the impact would be of
the dependence of the buyer’s and seller’s invento-
ries on the result. Then, according to the simplified
version of Eq. 7, Eq. 17 is changed to:

(1 − ζ BS)
(

B

bc + n(1 − ζ S)êS
S
c

)
,

where ζ BS is the dependence parameter. Then
Eq. 19 becomes

x̂B
c − nÊS+(1−2α)(1−ζ BS)[
B

bc+n(1−ζ S)êS
S
c ]

≤ (1 − δB)x̂B
b

causing the effective reduction of the buyer’s
balance

Eef f =
[
1−(1−2α)(1−ζ BSv)(1−ζ S)RS

c

]
ÊS (21)

by

v = 1
ηp

RB
bc

RS
c

, (22)

where η = x̂B
c

x̂B
b

is the estimated buyer’s emissions

reduction and p = nÊS

x̂S
c

is the buyer’s ratio of pur-
chased emissions to total emissions in the com-
mitment time. In Eq. 22 both η and the ratio RB

bc
RS

c

are close to 1, while p is of the order of few
one-hundredths. Thus, v is big, say 50 ÷ 100, and
then 1 − ζ BSv is positive only when ζ BS is small
enough. The existence of positive dependence on
the part of the trading countries can then lead to
problems in defining the effective reduction.

6 Tradable Permits Under Uncertainty

Tradable emissions permits are the usual instru-
ments applied to limit the emissions of a pollutant.
The theory of tradable permits has been elabo-
rated for exactly known emissions Montgomery
(1972). Where there are great uncertainties, as
in the GHG case, our proposition is to use for
permits the efficient emissions introduced in the
previous section.

The effective tradable permit Eef f correspond-
ing to one unit of the reported emissions Ê is then
defined as

Eef f = Ê[1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R], (23)
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where R is the relative uncertainty of x̂. Con-
versely, the reported emissions x̂ are equivalent to
x̂[1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R] units of the effective trad-
able permits. The formula directly reflects the fol-
lowing rule: the higher the uncertainty, the fewer
units of effective emissions permits allocated to a
Party.

6.1 Compliance with Undershooting

Let us consider a Party to the Kyoto Protocol.
Depending on conditions (9), in the commitment
year, the Party has permission to emit x̂c units of
GHG, satisfying

x̂c ≤ (1 − δ)x̂b − (1 − 2α)
bc =
= (1−δ)[1−(1−2α)(1−ζ )Rb]x̂b

−(1−2α)(1−ζ )
c.

Adding to both sides (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )
c. and de-
noting, according to Eq. 23,

lc = [1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc]x̂c

lb = [1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb ]x̂b , (24)

that is, the number of effective permits equivalent
to the emissions x̂c and x̂b , respectively, yields

1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc
lc ≤ (1 − δ)lb .

As, typically, the relative uncertainty Rc for
a party may be of the order 0.1 ÷ 0.2, then
approximately

(1 − δ)
1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc

1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc

≈ 1 − δ − 2(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc.

We can thus use the approximation

lc ≤ [1 − δ − 2(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc]lb . (25)

Relation (25) expresses the commitment condi-
tion in the effective tradable permits. It has the
same form as the original commitment condi-
tion for the reported emissions (9). But now, the
following redefinition of the reduction fraction
applies:

δ → δpUi = δ + 2(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc. (26)

6.2 Compliance with Adjustment
of the Commitment Level

To introduce the adjustment of the basic commit-
ted level of Section 4, let us again consider the
basic Eq. 12 with the new adjustment fraction δpAi

(1 − δpAi)x̂b + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )[
c + (1 − δpAi)
b ]
= (1 − δ)x̂b + (1 − 2α)
M.

This can be written as

(1 − δpAi)[1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb ]x̂b

= (1 − δ)[1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb ]x̂b+
+ (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )[(1 − δ)Rb x̂b − Rcx̂c]
+ (1 − 2α)RMx̂b ,

or, using definition of lb (24),

(1 − δpAi)
1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb
lb =

= (1 − δ)lb + (1 − 2α)RMx̂b

+ (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )

[
(1 − δ)Rb − Rc

x̂c

x̂b

]
x̂b .

Now, after similar approximate reasoning, as in
the undershooting case, the above equality can be
transformed as follows

(1 − δpAi)lb ≈ [1 − δ − 2(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb ]lb +

+ 1 − (1 − 2α)RM

1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb
lb

+
(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )

[
(1 − δ)Rb − Rc

x̂c
x̂b

]
1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb

lb

or

(1 − δpAi)lb ≈ [1 − δ − 2(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb ]lb +

+ 1 − (1 − 2α)RM

1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb

×
(
1
((

+
(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )

[
(1 − δ)Rb − Rc

x̂c
x̂b

]
1 − (1 − 2α)RM

)
lb .

As the following approximations can be used

(1 − 2α)RM

1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb
≈ (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )RM
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and

(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )
[
(1 − δ)Rb − Rc

x̂c
x̂b

]
1 − (1 − 2α)RM


 1.

Then, finally, we get approximately:

(1−δpAi)lb ≈
(
1−δ+(1−2α)[RM −2(1−ζ )Rb ]

)
lb .

This provides the reduction fraction for permits
with adjustment

δ → δpAi =δ−(1−2α)[RM −2(1−ζ )Rb]. (27)

Above, Eq. 14 or Eq. 15 can be substituted for RM,
with Rbc given by Eq. 8.

Calculating, as before, the difference

δpUi −δpAi = (1−2α)RM +2(1−2α)(1−ζ )(R(( c− Rb)

we see that it is close to δUi − δAi, and even equal
to it, when Rc = Rb , and is therefore, in most
cases, positive.

6.3 Compliance Proving and Trading Mechanism

Thus, compliance proving and the trading mecha-
nism with uncertain observations and adjustment
of the basic committed level require the following
steps.

(1) In (successive) base years, the allotted re-
ported emissions are converted to effective
permits according to the expression

lb = x̂b [1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rb ]. (28)

(2) The committed obligations, in effective per-
mits, in the commitment year are calculated
from the condition

lc ≤ (1 − δpAi)lb

=
(

1−δ+(1−2α)[RM −2(1−ζ )Rb ]
)

lb ,

(29)

which is equivalent to the reported emissions

x̂c = lc

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc

≈ lc[1 + (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )Rc]. (30)

(3) The effective permits lc can be traded and
directly added to the effective permits of any
Party.

Note that if RM = Rbc (i.e., uncertainty of the
Party equals the reference level), and Rbc = 2(1 −
ζ )Rb , then RM = 2Rb and therefore δpAi = δ. In
this case (29) reduces to the condition lc ≤ (1 −
δ)lb , where the reduction fraction is equal to the
original one.

The above scheme reduces trade in uncertain
cases to the classic tradable permits problem.
Once the reported emissions are recalculated
to the effective permits, they are traded and
counted for compliance proving without further
consideration of the uncertainties in the emission
inventories.

7 Simulation of a Carbon Market with Effective
Permits

The aim of this section is to use the ideas intro-
duced earlier in a market optimization problem
(i.e., to simulate trading with effective permits
within both the undershooting and adjustment
framework). In constructing the market model
the basic decision of each participating country is
considered. Is it cheaper to abate the emissions
or to buy permits on the market? The answer
depends on the market price of the permit result-
ing from the optimization of the total cost of all
participants.

7.1 Database

Before performing a carbon market simulation,
the cost functions of GHG abatement need to
be known for market participants. The lack
of availability of data forced us to consider
the original Parties to the Kyoto Protocol ag-
gregated into five groups: United States (US),
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, Europe (OECDE), Japan,
Canada/Australia/New Zealand (CANZ), and
finally Eastern Europe/former Soviet Union
(EEFSU), instead of continuing to make calcu-
lations for the countries mentioned earlier in the
paper. Data for regional abatement cost functions
come from Godal and Klaassen (2003).1 Data on

1Provision of data from Odd Godal is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Table 2 Base-year
emissions, committed
changes in emissions,
inventory uncertainty,
total and marginal costs
of compliance without
trading

Base-year Kyoto Inventory Total Marginal
emissions target uncertainty costs costs

Variable x0
i σiσ Ri ci(x0

i (1 − σiσ ))
∂ci(xi)

∂xi

Units MtC/year % % MUS$ $/tC

US 1,345 7.0 13 89,343 −313.7
OECDE 934 7.9 10 28,652 −322.7
Japan 274 6.0 15 21,077 −453.8
CANZ 217 0.7 20 10,477 −216.5
EEFSU 1,337 1.7 30 0 0.0
Total 4,107 149,549

uncertainty levels were derived from Godal et al.
(2003) and Rypdal and Winiwarter (2001) and are
partly assumed for Japan. The results here, and
particularly in the sequel, should be regarded as
illustrative and not the ultimate solution, as the
data is only partly estimated. Table 2 depicts the
situation of the groups before any exchange of
permits takes place, and according to the current
regulations (i.e., without undershooting).

One can immediately spot from Table 2 a
disproportionate gap between the Kyoto targets
and the magnitude of inventory uncertainties.
Although some objections can be raised about
the accuracy of the uncertainty levels accepted
here, the situation generally follows earlier ob-
servations (e.g., Rypdal & Winiwarter, 2001),
revealing potential problems with Kyoto Protocol
compliance.

7.2 No Uncertainty Market

The following notation will be used:

n = 1, 2, . . . , N – The index of a Party to the
Kyoto Protocol;

x(n)
c – Emission level of the Party n

in the commitment year;
c(n)

(
x(n)

c

)
– Cost of reducing emissions to

the level x(n)
c ;

δ(n) – Fraction of the Party n base-
year emissions to be reduced
according to the Kyoto
obligation;

x(n)

b – Base-year emissions of the
Party n.

The task is to meet the targets of the Kyoto
Protocol and not to allow the costs to become
higher than necessary (Baumol & Oates, 1998;
Tietenberg, 1985):

min
x(n)

c

∑
n

c(n)
(

x(n)
c

)

s.t.
∑

n

(
x(n)

c − (1 − δ(n))x(n)

b

)
= 0. (31)

The border condition takes the form of an equa-
tion, as we assume that Parties never overcomply.
Constructing the Lagrangian we obtain the condi-
tion for the static market equilibrium:

λ = −∂c(n)
(
x(n)

c

)
∂x(n)

c

,

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier being inter-
preted as the market shadow (equilibrium) price.

7.3 Market with Uncertainties

7.3.1 Effective Emission Permits

Based on the formula (23) the relationship be-
tween the reported emissions level x(n) and the
effective emissions permits l(n) is

l(n) = [1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R(n)]x(n), (32)

where R(n) is the relative uncertainty of the
inventory. 2

2Here, uncertainties for the base year and for the com-
mitment year are assumed to be equal; the subscripts b
and c are thus dropped. A consideration of uncertainty
reduction would require the cost of such an action also
to be included in the optimization problem (31) (compare

qq

Godal et al., 2003 and Obersteiner et al., 2000).
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As an effective permit will be the standard
permit used in our setting, the cost of emission
abatement is expressed in terms of effective per-
mit units

c(n)
(
x(n)

c

) = c(n)
( l(n)

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R(n)

)
. (33)

The argument of the abatement cost function is
thus shifted according to the Party’s uncertainty
level R(n), the dependence of the commitment,
the uncertainty parameter ζ of the base year, and
the assumed risk level α. Market decisions will be
made on the basis of the cost function (33).

7.3.2 Market with Undershooting

Having expressed abatement costs in terms of
effective permits, the next step is to apply the
undershooting rule so that Parties can be awarded
or penalized, respectively, for their uncertainty
level. Inserting from Eq. 24 for lb in Eq. 25,
the commitment condition is now expressed as
follows:

l(n) ≤ [1 − δ(n) − 2(1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R(n)]x(n)

b

× [1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ)R(n)]. (34)

This differs from the standard border condition in
Eq. 31, as the original emissions obligation under
the Kyoto Protocol is decreased in line with the
undershooting rule according to inventory uncer-
tainty R(n) and considered risk level α. The last
two terms on the right-hand side of inequality (34)
correspond to effective permits in the base year.

The cost-effective fulfillment of the commit-
ments under the Kyoto Protocol expressed in
terms of effective permits is now as follows:

min
l(n)

∑
n

c(n)
( l(n)

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R(n)

)
, (35)

subject to

∑
n

(l(n) − [1−δ(n)−2(1−2α)(1−ζ )R(n)]

× x(n)

b [1− (1−2α)(1−ζ )R(n)]) = 0.

Constructing the Lagrangian yields the condition

λ = −
∂c(n)

(
l(n)

1−(1−2α)(1−ζ )R(n)

)
∂l(n)

. (36)

7.3.3 Market with Adjustments

As undershooting decreases Kyoto Protocol emis-
sion liabilities, it results in an increase in abate-
ment costs. The adjustment turns the border
condition in our optimization model into the
following:

min
l(n)

∑
n

c(n)
( l(n)

1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R(n)

)
, (37)

subject to∑
n(l

(n)−[1−δ(n) + (1−2α)(RM−2(1−ζ )R(n))]
× x(n)

b [1 − (1 − 2α)(1 − ζ )R(n)]) = 0.

Results for both cases of Rav
M and Rwav

M will be
analyzed.

7.4 Simulation Results

Below, we present the results of the market opti-
mization problem as formulated in Eqs. 35 and 37.

7.4.1 Trading with Effective Permits Under
Undershooting

Table 3 shows the results of trading with effective
permits under undershooting for a few values of
the parameter α and for an assumed value of
the dependence coefficient ζ = 0.7 common to
all Parties.3 The table starts with α = 0.5, which
corresponds to neglecting uncertainty. Obviously,
effective permits and reported emissions are equal
in this case for any Party, and we obtain the
standard solution with the market shadow price
142.5 $/tC and the total abatement cost for all
parties 37,150 MUS$, very much diminished from

3Obviously, the simulation results will depend heavily on
the parameter ζ . However, we do not consider the sensi-
tivity of the results on ζ , as this parameter depends mainly
on the method of inventory calculation, and one can hardly
imagine tuning this parameter in practice.
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Table 3 Trading with
effective permits under
undershooting for
different levels of risk α

(ζ = 0.7) – results at the
equilibrium points; A:
marginal cost of reported
emission; B: marginal cost
of effective permit

Effective Reported Effective A B Total
emissions emissions permits costs
permits traded

Units MtC/y MtC/y MtC/y $/tC $/tC MUS$

Variable l(n) x(n)
c

∂c(n)(x(n)
c )

∂x(n)
c

∂c(n)(l(n))

∂l(n) c(n)(l(n))

α = 0.5
US 1,561.6 1,561.6 310.8 −142.5 −142.5 18,433
OECDE 959.4 959.4 99.1 −142.5 −142.5 5,602
Japan 321.1 321.1 63.5 −142.5 −142.5 2,059
CANZ 248.4 248.4 32.9 −142.5 −142.5 4,583
EEFSU 807.8 807.8 −506.3 −142.5 −142.5 6,473
Total 3,898.3 3,898.3 0 37,150
α = 0.3
US 1,442.9 1,465.8 252.9 −195.3 −198.4 34,618
OECDE 918.7 929.8 90.9 −196.0 −198.4 10,598
Japan 304.9 310.5 61.7 −194.8 −198.4 3,848
CANZ 219.9 225.3 19.8 −193.6 −198.4 8,461
EEFSU 748.8 776.7 −425.3 −191.2 −198.4 11,658
Total 3,635.2 3,708.1 0 69,183
α = 0.1
US 1,327.5 1,370.3 197.0 −247.9 −255.9 55,790
OECDE 878.6 900.2 82.8 −249.8 −255.9 17,208
Japan 289.2 299.9 59.9 −246.7 −255.9 6,169
CANZ 183.0 202.8 7.7 −243.6 −255.9 13,394
EEFSU 693.5 747.3 −347.4 −237.5 −255.9 17,976
Total 3,371.8 3,520.5 0 110,537
α = 0
US 1,271.1 1,322.7 169.8 −274.1 −285.3 68,222
OECDE 858.7 885.3 78.7 −276.7 −285.3 21,124
Japan 281.5 294.7 59.0 −272.4 −285.3 7,525
CANZ 180.2 191.7 2.1 −268.2 −285.3 16,229
EEFSU 667.2 733.2 −309.6 −259.6 −285.3 21,482
Total 3,258.7 3,427.6 0 134,582

the situation of no trade – 149,549 MUS$. EEFSU
is the only net seller of permits.

Setting α = 0.3 we accept the risk of 30%
that a Party’s actual emissions are above the
Kyoto Protocol target. This is reflected in different
levels of effective permits and reported emissions.
The market price (marginal cost) settled on the
market of effective permits ∂c(n)(l(n))

∂l(n) has increased
and equals 198.4 $/tC. However, it is worth not-
ing that marginal costs of reported emissions for
each party at the equilibrium points ∂c(n)(x(n)(tc))

∂x(n)(tc)
differ, ranging from 191 $/tC (EEFSU) to 196 $/tC

( )

(OECDE). This reflects different levels of inven-
tory uncertainty (Table 2). The total abatement

cost has also increased considerably to almost
70,000 MUS$.

The situation evolves in the same direction
when the parameter α is decreased further. Gen-
erally, the smaller the risk α accepted, the lower
the amount of excess saved emissions for sale. For
example, when α is small, then the EEFSU group
can sell fewer effective permits because of the high
inventory uncertainty. At the same time OECDE,
with a lower inventory uncertainty, buys fewer
permits. Finally, requiring undershooting of the
full uncertainty belt 


(n)

bc , as defined in Eq. 8, we
would have to accept the effective permit shadow
price of 285.3 $/tC and the sum of total abatement
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costs of 134,582 MUS$ (compare Fig. 4). That was
why adjusted Kyoto Protocol obligations also had
to be examined according to Eq. 37. Note that the
abatement cost in this case is still smaller than that
with no trade from Table 2.

7.4.2 Trading with Effective Permits Under
Adjustment

Adjusting the commitment obligation of each
Party using a reference uncertainty distribution
has proved to be a practical solution. The re-
sults of trading under adjustment for both Rav

M
and Rwav

M are presented for α = 0 in Table 4.
As Rwav

M = 0.108 is higher than Rav
M = 0.10365,

the adjusted reduction target δ
Ap
i is higher in

the case of average Rav
M, and participants have to

make more reductions. The total reported emis-
sions equal 3,850.5 MtC/year, as compared with
3,868.3 MtC/year under the weighted Rwav

M . The
permit price on the effective permit market settles
at 163.6 and 158.5 $/tC, respectively. The total
abatement costs differ by 2,720 MUS$. If parame-
ter α is changed, the influence of uncertainty can
be partially relaxed (see Fig. 4), decreasing both
the marginal price λ and the cost.

To sum up, the inclusion of uncertainty in the
trading scheme carries some additional cost (total
abatement cost in the equilibrium point) com-
pared with the standard system, even with the
adjusted target level. This is inevitable, under the
assumptions made, as the abatement cost function
is increasing and convex. However, this additional
cost seems to be reasonable. The increase is from
37,150 MUS$ to 41,562 MUS$ (in the case of
Rwav

M ) when full uncertainty is considered (α = 0).

8 The Stochastic Type of Uncertainty

8.1 Compliance Proving

Let us now assume that x̂(t) is normally distrib-
uted with the mean E[x̂(t)] = x(t) and variance
var[x̂(t)] = σ 2, with obvious notations σ 2

bσ and σ 2
cσ

in the years t = tb and t = tc, respectively. A wider
class of distributions can be considered but lies
outside the scope of this paper. The variable x̂c −
(1 − δ)x̂b is then normal with the mean xc − (1 −
δ)xb and the variance

σ 2
bcσ = (1 − δ)2σ 2

bσ − 2(1 − δ)ρbcσbσ σcσσ + σ 2
cσ , (38)

Table 4 Trading with
effective permits
according to the adjusted
Kyoto obligation for Rav

M
and Rwav

M (α = 0, ζ = 0.7)
– results at the
equilibrium points; A:
marginal cost of reported
emission; B: marginal cost
of the effective permit; a –
∂c(n)(x(n)(tc))

∂x(n)(tc)
; b – ∂c(n)(l(n))

∂l(n)

Effective Reported Effective A B Total
emissions emissions permits costs
permits traded

Units MtC/y MtC/y MtC/y $/tC $/tC MUS$
Variable l(n) x(n)(tc) a b c(n)(l(n))

Rav
M = 0.10365 (α = 0)

US 1,475.0 1,534.8 239.7 −157.2 −163.6 22,448
OECDE 921.9 950.4 47.9 −158.7 −163.6 6,950
Japan 303.9 318.3 54.4 −156.3 −163.6 2,476
CANZ 228.7 243.3 29.4 −153.8 −163.6 5,340
EEFSU 731.4 803.7 −371.4 −148.9 −163.6 7,068
Total 3,660.9 3,850.5 0 44,282
Rwav

M = 0.108 (α = 0)
US 1,483.5 1,543.7 242.7 −152.3 −158.5 21,069
OECDE 924.5 953.2 46.7 −153.8 −158.5 6,523
Japan 304.9 319.3 54.2 −151.4 −158.5 2,324
CANZ 230.7 245.4 30.6 −149.0 −158.5 5,012
EEFSU 734.1 806.7 −374.2 −144.2 −158.5 6,634
Total 3,677.7 3,868.3 0 41,562
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Fig. 4 Dependence of the
marginal cost λ (left) and
the cost (right) on α.
ζ = 0.7

where ρbc is the correlation coefficient of x̂b and
x̂c. Calculation for a few cases provides the value
ρbc ∼ 0.8. Again, it can be seen that the correla-
tion is high.

We require the probability of noncompliance to
be not higher than α:

P
{

(1 − δ)x̂b − x̂c − (1 − δ)xb + xc

σbcσ
≥ q1−α

}
≤ α,

where q1−α is the (1 − α)th quantile of the
standard normal distribution. This provides the
condition

x̂c ≤ (1 − δ)x̂b − (1 − δ)xb + xc − q1−ασbcσ . (39)

If xc > (1 − δ)xb , then Eq. 39 follows from

x̂c ≤ (1 − δ)x̂b − q1−ασbcσ . (40)

If xc < (1 − δ)xb , then the committed obligation
is fulfilled anyway. Thus, we conclude that fulfill-
ment of Eq. 40 is sufficient for proving compliance

with risk α in the stochastic approach. A sketch
in Fig. 5 shows the analogy in the stochastic and
interval approaches.

Condition (40) can be also written as

x̂c ≤ [1 − δ − q1−α Rbc]x̂b ,

where

Rbc = σbcσ

x̂b
.

This case induces redefinition of the reduction
fraction according to the following scheme:

δ → δUs = δ + q1−α Rbc. (41)

Similarly we also define

Rb = σbσ

x̂b
Rc = σcσσ

x̂c
.

A comparison of a few recalculated values of re-
duction commitments for the interval and stochas-
tic case and for two values of αs are presented in

Fig. 5 Compliance with
risk α in the stochastic
approach
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Table 5 Recalculated
reduction commitments
δUi (in %)

∗ Estimated using ζ = 0.7.

Country δ Rb Rbc δUi

Interval Stochastic

α = 0.1 α = 0.3 α = 0.1 α = 0.3

AT 8 12 7.5 14.0 11.0 12.8 10.0
9.8 5.1 12.1 10.0 11.3 9.3

15 10∗ 16.0 12.0 14.4 10.6
7.5 4.7∗ 11.8 9.9 11.0 9.2

FI 8 6 5 12.0 10.0 11.2 9.3
NL 8 4.4 3∗ 10.4 9.2 9.9 8.8
NO -1 21 14.7∗ 10.8 4.9 8.5 2.9
PL 6 6 3.8 9.0 7.5 8.4 7.0
RU 0 17 11.9∗ 9.5 4.8 7.6 3.1
UK 8 19 12.8∗ 18.2 13.1 16.2 11.4

Table 5. For those countries where Rbcs were not
available, estimates with ζ = 0.7 have been used.
For α = 0.3 and the stochastic case the shifts are
not as great, even less than 1% for the smallest
uncertainty and around 4% for the biggest. For
α = 0.1 and the interval case, they are much big-
ger, reaching almost 12% in the worst case.

8.2 Adjustment of the Basic Committed Level

Likewise, in the interval type case, for the stochas-
tic approach we get (see Fig. 6):

(1 − δAs)x̂b + q1−ασbcσ = (1 − δ)x̂b + q1−ασM,

where σM is a chosen reference standard devia-
tion. Finally

δ → δAs = δ − q1−α(RM − Rbc), (42)

where RM = σM/x̂b . See comparison of δAss for
different countries in Fig. 3.

8.3 Uncertainties in Emissions Trading

In the stochastic case it is difficult to extract from
σ S

bcσ the part connected only with tc. That is why
we consider here only uncorrelated inventories,
with ρS

bc = 0. It will be obvious in the sequel that
this is not the only difficulty connected with the
stochastic case. Thus, we admit that the unit ÊS

of the sold reported emissions brings with it the
following uncertainty:

ÊS RS
c = ÊS

x̂S
c

σ S
cσ = êSσ S

cσ .

Having purchased n units, the emissions balance
of the buying Party becomes

x̂B
c − nÊS,

and its uncertainty is calculated from the
expression√(

σ B
bcσ
)2 + (

nêSσ S
cσ
)2 − 2nêSρBSσ B

bcσ σ S
cσ ,

where it is assumed that a correlation exists be-
tween the trading countries’ inventories, and then
ρBS is the correlation coefficient of the variables
x̂B

c − (1 − δB)x̂B
b and x̂S

c . To fulfill the obliga-
tions, the original emissions of the buying country
should satisfy the following condition:

x̂B
c − (1 − δB)x̂B

b + q1−ασ B
bcσ ≤ 0, (43)

where σbcσ is given by Eq. 38. After purchasing nÊS

units from the selling country, the new condition
is:

x̂B
c − nÊS

+ q1−α

√(
σ B

bcσ
)2 + (

nêSσ S
cσ
)2 − 2nêSρBSσ B

bcσ σ S
cσ

≤ (1 − δB)x̂B
b .
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Fig. 6 Adjustment of the
committed level in the
stochastic approach:
a reference model;
b σbcσ > σM.
DAsx̂ = x̂c − (1 − δAs)x̂b

This can be written in the form

x̂B
c − nÊS + q1−ασ B

bcσ + q1−α

×
(√(

σ B
bcσ
)2 + (

nêSσ S
cσ
)2 −2nêSρBSσ B

bcσ σ S
cσ −σ B

bcσ
)

≤ (1 − δB)x̂B
b . (44)

Subtracting Eqs. 44 and 43, and then dividing by
n, we get:

Eef f =
⎡
⎢
⎡⎡
⎣1
⎡⎡

−q1−α RS
c

⎛
⎜
⎛⎛
⎝⎜⎜
√√√√√√√√⎝⎝√√
(

σ B
bcσ

n

((
ÊS RS

c

)2

+1−2ρBS
σ B

bcσ

nÊS RS
c

− σ B
bcσ

nÊS RS
c

)]
ÊS. (45)

The expression on the right-hand side is nonlinear
in RS

c , even if ρBS �= 0, and cannot be reduced to a
linear form similar to Eq. 20. Let us try, however,
to estimate the value in the parenthesis.

Denoting the component in the parenthesis by
P, it can be transformed as follows:

P = 1 − 2ρBSv√
v2 + 1 − 2ρBSv + v

,

where

v = σ B
bcσ

nÊS RS
c

= 1
ηp

RB
bc

RS
c

,

with the same definitions as in the interval uncer-
tainty case,

η = x̂B
c

x̂B
b

p = nÊS

x̂B
c

.

As before, v is big, thus under the square root
1 − 2ρBSv can be ignored in comparison with v2,
which provides the approximate formula for Eef f :

Eef f =
(

1 − q1−α RS
c

1 − 2ρBSv

2v

)
ÊS.

Similar to the case of interval uncertainty, the
value of 1 − 2ρBSv is positive only for the very
small correlation coefficient ρBS. Thus, we assume
ρBS = 0 to finally obtain:

Eef f =
(

1 − q1−α RS
c
ηp
2

RS
c

RB
bc

)
ÊS. (46)

This formula depends not only on RS
c , but also

on the ratio RS
c

RB
bc

, as well as on η and p. Due
to multiplication by p, in particular, the sto-
chastic approach gives much smaller deviations
from the exact observation solutions than the
interval approach. However, the dependence of
both the seller and the buyer on uncertainty now
makes a definition of the effective tradable per-
mits impossible, at least in any similar way to the
interval case.

9 Conclusions

The approach, presented above, of including
uncertainty in reported emissions can be used
to solve the problem of the different qualities
of emission inventories encountered during the
process of proving compliance and emissions trad-
ing caused by high and heterogeneous errors
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corresponding to different greenhouse gases. The
advantages of the approach are its complete treat-
ment of the uncertainty problem and that its re-
duction to known rules allows exact observations.
In particular, the introduction of effective per-
mits reduces the permit trade under uncertain
inventory to the well-known permit trade rules
with no uncertainty. To apply the approach, a
knowledge of the uncertainty estimates of the
inventories of all Parties involved is needed.
This would stimulate research into documentation
and decrease the national inventory uncertainty
estimates.

Applying this approach requires different
agreements among Parties participating in the
emissions reduction project than is currently pos-
sible under the Kyoto Protocol. The most diffi-
cult points in negotiations might be changes in
committed reductions. The proposed adjustment
method makes the changes much smaller. More-
over, some free parameters may help in pinpoint-
ing the most convenient solution.

The above reasoning was centered on national
emission inventories, but it can be extended to
cases where uncertainties in different emitted
gases are considered in trading, provided the un-
certainties are not too high and justify the ap-
proximations made. The uncertainty measures Rc

connected with each activity could then be used to
determine the number of effective tradable per-
mits. The idea can also be applied to other flexible
mechanisms, provided the respective uncertainty
measures are known for them.

While adequate conditions for undershooting
and adjustment have been presented, the defini-
tion of effective permits in a stochastic case still
remains unsolved because of the nonlinearities
encountered. Yet, the stochastic case is impor-
tant, as it better reflects reality. Moreover, for
the same risk α the confidence intervals for the
stochastic case are smaller than in the interval
case, particularly when algebraic transformations
of variables are involved, because of the effect of
the concentration of probability around the mean
value.

An intermediate solution can be obtained using
the fuzzy uncertainty model. The calculus applied
there inherits rules from the interval model, but
the uncertainty may be more concentrated around

the average value. An idea of this approach is
mentioned in Nahorski, Jȩda, Horabik and Jonasee
(2005) and a more mature presentation can be
found in Nahorski and Horabik (2005). A general-
ized formula for the effective permits was thereby
obtained.

The problem of the inaccuracy of the uncer-
tainty measures, viz., the standard deviation σ

or the uncertainty half interval 
, merits closer
attention. The inaccuracy of the uncertainty mea-
sure is also important from the implementa-
tion point of view. This is discussed in detail in
Gillenwater et al. (2007) and will not be repeated
here. The only thing perhaps worth adding is that
an interim solution may be to use the uncertainty
classes as proposed in Jonas and Nilsson (2007).

Another related problem is whether errors
in inventories have an additive or multiplicative
character (see Nahorski & Jȩda, 2007). The theoryee
in this paper assumes implicitly that the errors are
additive. However, it seems to be relatively easy to
adapt the results to the multiplicative errors using
logarithms of the accounted data, as in Nahorski
and Jȩda (2007).ee
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Abstract In this paper, we study empirically
whether uncertainty has an influence on trade
in the US sulfur dioxide allowances market. In
particular, we investigate the role of uncertainty
on banking behavior. To do this, we introduce a
tractable, structural model of trading permits un-
der uncertainty. The model establishes a relation
between banking behavior and risk preferences,
especially prudence in the Kimball (1990) sense.
We then test this model using data on allowances,
for utilities submitted to the US Environmental
Protection Agency’s Acid Rain Program, carried
over from one year to the next. Evidence is found
of imprudence, namely, utilities bank permits in
order to favor higher profits. Another finding is
that larger utilities do not adopt behavior signifi-
cantly different from that of smaller ones.
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1 Introduction

The literature on emissions trading began with the
work of Dales (1968), who introduced a number
of main characteristics and critiques concerning
the use of these markets as tools to control pollu-
tion. The first theoretical discussions were revived
by large-scale projects and implementations of
such programs. Among these programs are the
American experiences (e.g., the Acid Rain Pro-
gram, the Ozone Transport Commission [OTC]
nitrogen oxide [NOx] Budget Program, and the
RECLAIM Program); the European emissions
trading scheme that began in January 2005; and
the future global greenhouse gas market under
the auspices of the Kyoto Protocol (1997) of the
UNFCCC.

At present, it is widely recognized that, under
the hypothesis of a perfect market, a system of
emissions permits is a flexible instrument to attain
an environmental objective at the lowest aggre-
gate cost. These cost savings come from averag-
ing and trading (intrafirm and interfirm flexibility;
for theoretical proofs, see, for example, Cropper
& Oates, 1992; Montgomery, 1972; Tietenberg,
1985) and from banking (intertemporal flexibility;
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for theoretical proofs, see, for example, Cronshaw
& Kruse, 1996; Kling & Rubin, 1997; Rubin, 1996;
Tietenberg, 1985). Unfortunately, perfect market
assumptions rarely hold in practice. Indeed, emis-
sions permits markets can suffer from several im-
pediments, such as uncertainties, transaction costs
(see Cason & Gangadharan, 2003; Montero,
1997), market power (see Hahn, 1984; Liski &
Montero, 2005; Misiolek & Elder, 1989; van
Egteren & Weber, 1996), and cheating behaviors
(Keeler, 1991; Malik, 1990, 2002).

In this paper, we focus our attention on uncer-
tainty. Large-scale experiences have shown that
well-designed markets minimize transaction costs,
cheating behaviors, and the risk of the exercise of
market power. However, they do not succeed in
reducing the various sorts of uncertainty that firms
may face in such markets, including permit price
uncertainty; demand uncertainty, which means
production and emissions uncertainty; abatement
costs uncertainty; and regulatory uncertainty. A
number of researchers have analyzed the role
of uncertainty in emissions permits markets.
The first conclusions come from experimental eco-
nomics. Carlson and Sholtz (1994) and Godby,
Mestelman, Muller and Welland (1997) have
shown, in different experimental settings, that un-
certainty faced by regulated firms regarding their
total emissions creates greater price instability
than when banking is not allowed. Moreover,
price peaks are higher in periods of high emis-
sions. In a theoretical and numerical paper about
marketable permits, Montero (1997) analyzes the
effects of trade approval and transaction cost un-
certainties on market performance and aggregate
control costs. Although uncertainty and trans-
action costs suppress exchanges that otherwise
would have been mutually beneficial, it is shown
that a marketable permit system is still cost-
effective compared with a command-and-control
approach.

In a model of perfectly competitive markets,
Hennessy and Roosen (1999) examine the impact
of stochastic pollution on production decisions.
They show that the existence of uncertainty as to
the magnitude of pollution tends to reduce pro-
duction activities – an effect à la Sandmo (1971) –
compared with the situation of nonstochastic

pollution with the same mean rate of emiss ions.1

Ben-David, Brookshire, Burness, McKee, and
Schmidt (2000) also assume risk aversion to an-
alyze the effects of permit price uncertainty on
firms’ abatement investments and trading behav-
iors. Experimental results suggest that abatement
efforts of risk-averse permit sellers (buyers) are
lower (higher) under uncertainty than under cer-
tainty. Consequently, at equilibrium, the number
of allowances traded is lower under uncer-
tainty than in a perfect market setting. Recently,
Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004) obtained a
similar result using the concept of risk aversion
to qualify trading attitude: “when firms are suffi-
ciently risk averse trade will be limited; in partic-
ular, infinitely risk-averse firms would not trade at
all” (p. 696).

Note that the financial aspect of emissions
trading is ignored throughout the literature. The
majority of papers mentioned here use a static
framework and do not take into account any tem-
poral effect of price discovery. This weakness may
be explained by the environmental economics
approach, which does not deal with intertemporal
pricing and subsequent portfolio management.

The aim of this paper is to fill a gap in the lit-
erature of emissions trading under uncertainty by
providing an analytical and empirical evaluation
of the banking behavior of utilities under uncer-
tainty using the concept of prudence developed
by Kimball (1990). Our methodology is similar to
that used in a consumption framework where au-
thors aim to indicate if motivation for precaution-
ary saving is increased in response to uncertainty
concerning future income. Our proxies for the
uncertainty that utilities are faced with are (1) the
share of coal-based generation for the utility; and
(2) whether the utility is located in a deregulated
or regulated state. Econometric results provide
evidence that utilities respond to uncertainty by
banking emissions permits, particularly when their
power is mainly coal-generated. However, we do

1The authors argue that firms’ behavior should be rep-
resented through a risk-averse utility function because of
the natural aversion to dismissal on the part of managers
(Hennessy & Roosen, 1999, p. 221).
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not find a stronger motivation for banking in states
where restructuring is active than in those where
it is not.

The next section continues with a presentation
of the sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions allowances
market and a review of previous economic studies
of permit banking issues that are relevant to this
paper. Section 3 provides a simple model of emis-
sions trading under uncertainty. The model gives
necessary and sufficient conditions for banking
given the risk preferences of the firm. Sections 4
and 5 describe data and econometric specification,
respectively. Empirical estimations are discussed
at the end of Section 5. Concluding remarks follow
in Section 6.

2 The Sulfur Dioxide Market, Uncertainty,
and Banking

The US EPA’s Acid Rain Program, which began
in 1995, is the first large-scale, long-term envi-
ronmental program using marketable permits to
tackle air pollution. The program requires utilities
to reduce their emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2)
by 10 million tons below 1980 levels by 2010. The
program is divided into two phases. Phase I began
in 1995 and affected 263 utility units at 110 mostly
coal-burning electric power plants located in 21
eastern and midwestern states. An additional 182
units joined Phase I of the program as substitution
or compensating units, bringing to 445 the total
number of units affected during Phase I. Phase II
began in 2000, tightening the annual emissions
limits imposed on these large, higher-emitting
plants. Phase II also set restrictions on smaller,
cleaner plants fired by coal, oil, and gas, encom-
passing over 2,000 units in all. The program af-
fects existing utility units serving generators with
an output capacity of greater than 25 megawatts
(MW) and all new utility units. Actually, every
major fossil fuel-burning power production facil-
ity in the United States is now affected under Title
IV of the Clean Air Act Amendment.

Each year, the US EPA distributes allowances
based on a uniform national emissions rate multi-
plied by the utility’s previous use of coal. At the
end of the compliance period, a utility must hold

allowances at least equal to its yearly emissions.
Firms are free to trade permits and can also bank
excess allowances for future use, or sell them in
subsequent compliance periods. Significant penal-
ties are applied to firms that do not comply with
this rule. A brief summary of the Acid Rain Pro-
gram design is given in Table 1.

Many studies have already analyzed the func-
tioning of the US SO2 allowances market, es-
pecially Phase I (see, e.g. Bohi & Burtraw,
1997; Burtraw, 1996; Ellerman & Montero,
1998; Ellerman, Joskow, Schmalensee, Montero,
& Bailey, 2000; Hahn & May, 1994; Joskow
& Schmalensee, 1998; Joskow, Schmalensee,
& Bailey, 1998; Schmalensee, Joskow, Ellerman,
Montero, & Bailey, 1998; Swift, 2001). From these
studies, it appears that firms may face unexpected
developments in the emissions permit market.
For example, the first years of the program were
characterized by low price levels compared with
forecast levels. More precisely, in the beginning
of the year 1996, the price of allowances fell be-
low US$70, whereas early price estimates were in
the range of US$300–1,0002 (see Hahn & May,
1994). There are several explanations for the low
price levels observed. First, the discounting of
future costs led firms to make large investments in
scrubbers and to bank allowances for future use.
Second, the unanticipated widespread availabil-
ity of low-sulfur coal due to the deregulation of
railroads3 decreased marginal costs. Third, com-
petition from low-sulfur coal raised innovation
in scrubber technologies. Fourth, forecasts could
not exactly predict the general equilibrium effects
caused by the emissions permits, for example, on
electricity demand. Fifth, bonus allowance subsi-
dies for scrubbers and also substitution and com-
pensation units (the “Opt-in Program”) delayed
future costs. And finally, the two phases of the
program segregated sellers and buyers of permits.

Generally speaking, these unanticipated devel-
opments in the allowances market show that the

2Resource Data International: US$309; American Electric
Power: US$392; Sierra Club: US$446; EPRI: US$688; Ohio
Coal Office: US$785; United Mine Workers: US$981.
3Under the Staggers Rail Act of 1980; see Ellerman and
Montero (1998).
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Table 1 The design of the acid rain program

Aim Prevention of acid rain (SO2 emissions regulation)
Duration 1995–2030
Unit value of a permit 1 ton of SO2
Spatial coverage United States
Sectoral coverage Electricity-generating units (essentially coal-burning plants)
Compliance At the firm level
Opt-in Program Yes
Number of phases Two (1995–1999 and 2000–2030)
Compliance period Annual
Borrowing of permits No
Banking of permits Yes
Initial allocation Free annual allocation and 3% by auction
Access for new entrants Purchase of allowances on the market
Organizational design Over-the-counter, or more often, via a broker
Tracking system Allowance Tracking System (ATS)
Penalty US$2,000/ton and reduction of permits for next year (ratio 1:1)
Access to trading Free for every legal entity or natural person

markets for emissions permits are extremely risky.
In other words, allowance prices are volatile.
Figures 1 and 2 show that, as the SO2 allowances
market has matured and as prices have escalated
during the past year, the long-term volatility has
increased significantly. In practice, permit price
uncertainty appears to be one of the main prob-
lems regulated firms face in making compliance
decisions. For example, a great number of factors
can suggest that permit prices may rise. Among
these factors are the possibility of increases in
electricity demand or fossil fuel prices, possible
growth of permit demand because of new pol-
lution sources, or a potential drastic reduction
of emissions in a future phase of the program.

So, like oil, gas, coal, or electricity, emissions
permits are commodities with market values that
require proactive portfolio management by reg-
ulated firms, even if they are allocated free of
charge. In the Acid Rain Program, the value of
the emissions permits portfolio of an electricity
producer often exceeds US$500 million, with mar-
ket price volatility about 40–60%. Thus, when
electricity producers keep all or part of their al-
lowances in their portfolio, they take a speculative
position, relying on their expectations of permit
prices and electricity demand.

In this sense, pollution permits may be seen
as commodities, or rather as forward contracts
on commodities, that can be traded freely. The

Fig. 1 Market-clearing
prices in the SO2 market
(1999–2004)
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Fig. 2 Price volatility in
the SO2 market
(1999–2004)

difference with standard inputs is that permits are
not needed for production to begin. Emissions
markets are designed in such a way that it is
currently possible to produce without a permit
because production periods do not coincide with
the compliance period. This is why we consider
emissions permits as forwards and not as spot
commodities.4

Thus, after the initial allocation of permits, reg-
ulated firms must choose whether to keep their
allowances in their portfolio or to sell them and
buy them back later. At constant prices, if a firm
sells some permits and buys them back later at a
lower price, it realizes a gain.5 However, if this
firm sells permits and buys them back later at a
higher price, then it suffers a loss. Consequently,
a firm that is long in permits may hesitate to sell
permits if there is a chance it will need them at a
later date.

This result suggests that firms may have dif-
ferent banking strategies depending on their risk
exposure and risk perception. Theoretically, it
has been recognized that with perfect foresight,
permit trading, banking, and borrowing lead to
an efficient allocation of permits that collectively
minimizes cost (Rubin, 1996). In practice, the
borrowing of permits is not allowed for environ-

4To understand the difference between spot and forward,
remember that a permit is always designed for a given
compliance period.
5Provided that transaction costs are not too high and the
interest rate is higher than inflation.

mental reasons; to get around this prohibition,
firms are lobbying to reduce the cap at the end
of the program. When trading in permits and
banking are allowed, the rate of change in the
price of emissions follows a simple Hotelling’s rule
(Cronshaw & Kruse, 1996; Rubin, 1996). In fact,
when the permit stocks are positive and the non-
negativity constraint on permits is not binding, the
allowance price rises at the rate of interest. Using
optimal control theory, Kling and Rubin (1997)
find similar results and show that firms have incen-
tives to bank permits when marginal abatement
costs are rising, marginal production costs are
falling, emissions standards are increasing, or out-
put prices are rising. The only study that considers
the emissions permits market under uncertainty
is that by Schennach (2000). In her model, risk-
neutral firms minimize their expected discounted
costs. In this setting, the rate of change in the price
of emissions does not necessarily follow a simple
Hotelling’s rule. Notably, when firms anticipate
that there is the possibility of a permit stockout,
the expected change in marginal abatement costs
could be negative. These permit stockout expec-
tations could partially explain normal backwarda-
tion, that is, when prices for permits for this period
exceed those for future periods.6

6Bailey (1998) provides empirical evidence of backwarda-
tion. Note that, for convenience, in our model we suppose
unbiasedness (i.e., neither backwardation nor contango).
However, our results remain valid even in a normal back-
wardation case.
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3 A Model of Emissions Trading
under Uncertainty

This section describes a simple underlying model
to perform econometric estimations. Consider a
competitive firm that sells a single output. The
quantity q̃ is not known prior to the emissions
trading decision. In addition, the firm faces two
other sources of uncertainty, namely, the selling
price per unit p̃ and the price of permits c̃ (the
support for c̃ is [c, c]). The wealth π0 is an initial
wealth, which incorporates the initial endowment
of emissions allowances at date t = 0. We take a
different approach from that of Baldursson and
von der Fehr (2004) by assuming that initial en-
dowment has no effect on the optimal trading
decision because of the opportunity cost of selling
permits at the market-clearing price.7 We assume
that q̃ and c̃ are positively correlated through a
simple linear relation:

q̃ = μ + δc̃ + ε̃, (1)

where ε̃ is a zero-mean random variable indepen-
dent of c̃ and δ is a positive scalar. The expected
quantity is then

μ + δE(c̃).

The justification for a positive relation between
output quantity and permit price is intuitive (see
Chicago Climate Exchange, 2004). The profit of
the firm with a constant marginal cost r and a
volume of permits held h is given by

π̃ = π0 + q̃( p̃ − c̃ − r) − h(c f − c̃). (2)

We assume that the firm can trade only at t =
0. No trade is possible between t = 0 and t = 1.
At t = 1, all uncertainties are resolved. It can be
observed that, unlike previous studies, we do not
take into account any abatement costs. Indeed,
abatement costs have an impact on the optimal
allowances trading strategy of a firm, through the
now well-known property that – in the absence of

7Note that in Baldursson and von der Fehr (2004), the
initial allocation of permits, investment decisions, and com-
pliance occur simultaneously.

banking – marginal abatement cost should equal
permit price (see Montgomery, 1972). However,
at the end of 2001, permit prices were decreasing
(see Fig. 2). We can then consider that new invest-
ment decisions in abatement technologies cannot
be made at this period.8

The optimal volume of permits to hold maxi-
mizes the expected-utility profit of the firm, which
is assumed to have a standard von Neumann–
Morgenstern utility function (u′ > 0 and u′′ < 0
indicating risk aversion). The program is then

max
h

[Eu(π̃)˜ ]. (3)

Because the second-order condition is satisfied
given the concavity of the utility function, the
following first-order condition is a necessary and
sufficient condition for a unique maximum:

E[u′(π̃)(˜ c̃ − c f )] = 0. (4)

For any two random variables, x̃ and ỹ,

E(x̃ỹ) = E(x̃)E(ỹ) + cov[E[x̃ | y], ỹ].

Condition 4 can then be rewritten as

[c f − E(c̃)]E[u′(π̃)˜ ] = cov[E[u′(π̃)˜ | c], c̃]. (5)

If the SO2 allowances market is unbiased (or
c f − E(c̃) = 0), as shown empirically by Albrecht,
Verbeke, and de Clercq (2004), then optimality
requires

cov[E[u′(π̃)˜ | c], c̃] = 0.

The following proposition establishes our cen-
tral result:

Proposition 1 Consider the emissions allowances
market as unbiased, then a risk-averse and prudent
firm will optimally hold a volume of allowances be-
low the corresponding level for its expected output.

8Of course, ignoring the firms’ abatement policies is not
standard in emissions trading theory. Nevertheless, it does
not weaken our empirical results, because of the particular
period considered.
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Proof The proof is by contradiction. Differentiat-
ing E[u′(π̃)˜ | c] with respect to c yields

∂ E[u′(π̃)˜ | c]
∂c

= E[(δ p̃ − μ − δr − ε̃

− 2δc̃ + h)[u′′(π̃)˜ | c]]
= [h−E(q̃)−δ[E(c̃) + r

−E( p̃)]]E[u′′(π̃)˜ |c]
−cov[q̃, [u′′(π̃)˜ | c]].

If cov[E[u′(π̃)˜ | c], c̃] = 0, then ∂ E[u′(π̃)˜ |c]
∂c cannot

be uniformly negative or positive on the support
[c, c].

First, consider the firm as prudent (u′′′ > 0).
Then

cov[q̃, [u′′(π̃)˜ | c]] > 0,

because the profit π̃ is an increasing function
with respect to the quantity q̃. It follows that
h − E(q̃) < 0 to obtain ∂ E[u′(π̃)˜ |c]

∂c not uniformly
negative.

The case corresponding to u′′′ < 0 is symmetric.
�

The result appears counterintuitive at
first sight. If the firm is prudent (in the sense of
Kimball, 1990),9 it should optimally hold a volume
of emissions allowances below that corresponding
to the expected output.10 Inversely, an imprudent
firm should hold a higher volume compared
with the expected output. This ambiguous result
comes from the difference between prudence à
la Kimball and prudence in the everyday sense.11

Initially, prudence emerges in a consumption
setting to explain precautionary saving for an
agent facing a future income risk. The aim of the

9See Gollier (2001) for a presentation of the concept of
prudence.
10Note that if firms’ preferences are assumed to be
quadratic, then the separation property (Holthausen, 1979)
applies and the optimal number of permits to hold corre-
sponds to the expected output level.
11This difference is pointed out by Eeckhoudt and Gollier
(2005). The authors consider the case of self-protection to
illustrate the counterintuitive meaning of prudence in the
Kimball (1990).

prudent agent is to smooth consumption over
time. A parallel can be drawn in a production
framework. In order to smooth profits, the
prudent firm has an incentive to shift part of
the profit from higher realizations to lower
realizations.

To be more precise, because of the positive re-
lation between quantity (electricity demand) and
permit price, two cases must be considered. The
first case is positive. If demand is high, profits
will be increased by holding allowances, because
the firm will not have to purchase additional al-
lowances at a higher price. But inversely, in the
second case, if demand is low, the firm will lose
both on output sales and on allowances sales.
This is because the firm will have to sell excess
permits at a lower price, which is itself induced by
low demand. Thus, by holding a lower volume of
allowances, the utility faces no risk in losing both
on output and on allowances. Nevertheless, in the
positive case, the profit will be lower. The model
aims to test whether such behavior exists in the
SO2 allowances market. Concretely, are utilities
prudent or imprudent?

4 The Data

To obtain aggregated data at the utilities level,12

three different information sources are needed:
the EPA’s Allowance Tracking System (ATS)
database, the Emissions & Generation Resource
Integrated Database (eGRID) 2002 database, and
the Annual Electric Power Industry database of
the US Department of Energy’s Energy Informa-
tion Administration.

The EPA is responsible for recording the trans-
fer of allowances that are used for compliance
and confirming that utilities hold at least as many

12To capture heterogeneity fully, the Arimura (2002)
model examines decisions at the generating-unit level. In
contrast, the analysis by Bailey (1998) is at the state level
and that of Considine and Larson (2004) considers the
holding level. For our study, the utilities level is the most
relevant. The decisions concerning banking or trading can-
not reasonably be made at the generating-unit level. Simi-
larly, the holding level may be considered too synthetic.
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Fig. 3 SO2 allowances
transferred under the
acid rain program

allowances as tons of SO2 emitted (see Fig. 3). The
ATS is the official record of allowance holdings
and transfers.13 These data are included in Appen-
dix A of the Acid Rain Program Annual Progress
Report, published on the EPA Web site.14 For
each generating unit,15 the allowances allocated
for the year, the allowances held in accounts at
the end of the year, the allowances deducted at
the end of the year, and the allowances carried
over to the next periods are provided.16 We then
aggregate data at the plant level.

The eGRID is a comprehensive database of en-
vironmental attributes of electric power systems,
prepared by the EPA Office of Atmospheric Pro-
grams and E.H. Pechan & Associates Inc. eGRID
is based on available plant-specific data for all
US electricity generating plants. eGRID 2002 in-
cludes nonutility power plants as well as utility-
owned plants with data for 1996–2000. From 1998
on, plant-level data are available for both utility

13Unfortunately, the ATS does not provide any price
information.
14http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/progress/index.html
15Each plant is divided in several generating units or
boilers.
16Of course, the number of allowances carried over to the
next year can be calculated by subtracting the allowances
deducted at the end of the year from the allowances held
in accounts at the end of the year.

and nonutility plants. We make eGRID data co-
incide with EPA ATS data for each plant con-
sidered. We obtain a vector of characteristics, in-
cluding the plant’s generator capacity (in MW),
annual net generation (in megawatt hours, MWh),
annual SO2 emissions (tons), annual SO2 output
emissions rate (pounds/MWh), annual net gener-
ation (MWh) by fuel, and other, more specific fea-
tures. This vector is now related with allowances
data.

Finally, the Annual Electric Power Industry
database (Form EIA-861 database) contains ag-
gregate operational data at the utilities level.
These characteristics include quantitative vari-
ables such as retail revenue, resale revenue, de-
livery revenue, or other revenues, as well as a
fundamental qualitative variable for our study,
namely, ownership type.

By aggregating data at the utilities level, we
obtain characteristics for about 67.86% of the
total sample – in allowances volume – described
in the EPA ATS database.17 For other plants, it
is not possible to determine the owner’s name in
the eGRID database satisfactorily. This may be
because of mergers and acquisitions, or errors and
gaps in the database.

17The 137 remaining utilities are listed in the Appendix to
this chapter.
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5 Estimation and Empirical Findings

Our formulation is similar to formulations in
consumption and saving studies, where prudence
and precautionary saving are estimated (see, e.g.,
Skinner, 1988; Kazarosian, 1997; Lusardi, 1998; for
a detailed survey, see Browning & Lusardi, 1996).
The aim of these papers is to investigate whether
future income risk has a significative impact on
saving behavior – namely, precautionary saving –
following the theoretical formulation of Kimball
(1990). Our aim is identical, but in a production
framework, in that we want to measure the impact
on banking behavior of future uncertainty faced
by utilities. Because trading is influenced by many
variables, we cannot estimate a coefficient for pru-
dence. We restrict our attention to testing for the
“precautionary motive” for banking.

We now describe how banking and uncertainty
will be measured for our empirical test.

5.1 Allowances Banking Behavior

For each utility, we calculate a ratio measuring
the intensity of banking. Let ρi be the number of
allowances allocated for 2001, τiτ be the number
of allowances carried over to 2002, and ηi be the
number of allowances deducted in 2001. The ratio
is given by

ratioi = (ρi + τiτ ) − gηi

ηi
,

with g being the expected growth rate for total
electricity sales in the United States. Following
the Annual Energy Review 2003 from the Energy
Information Administration (2004), the expected
growth rate was about 4.75% in 2001 for 2002.

One may argue that utilities had different ini-
tial positions at the beginning of 2001 as a result
of previous banking and endowments. Because
a market exists for SO2 allowances, this is not
a problem. Utilities may purchase or sell at the
market-clearing price the number of permits cor-
responding to their risk preferences.18 Further-
more, banking of permits may be motivated by an

18Subject to their liquidity constraint.

absolute obligation to supply, even if allowance
prices are very high. Such a supply constraint is
not present in our model because of the relatively
low share of the permit price in the total produc-
tion cost – namely, less than 3% of the total cost
can be attributed to emissions permits (Considine
& Larson, 2004).

5.2 Uncertainty

The difficulty here is to find a satisfactory mea-
sure of risk.19 As stated by Lusardi (1998), “One
needs to identify some observable and exoge-
nous sources of risk that vary significantly across
population.”

We consider two sources of risk in this paper.
First, we distinguish between states where restruc-
turing is active, and states where it is not. Natu-
rally, some utilities generate power for different
states, which may not belong to the same type. In
this case, we retain the main state where power is
generated. This characteristic is specified through
dummy variables Djk, with k = 1, 2.

The second source of risk considered here
comes from the intuition that generators with a
higher share of coal-based power are more ex-
posed under Title IV. These generators have a
reduced ability to diversify their input if permit
prices tend to increase. A utility producing exclu-
sively with coal is fully exposed. The variable coal,
representing the share of coal-based generation,
is calculated for each utility. This last variable is
corrected with a factor of emissions rate pollut.

5.3 Estimation

Because of the relatively small number of utilities
considered, we only retain three characteristics for
each utility: source is the total volume of power
before any sale;20 revenue gives the total revenue
of the utilities; and D jk, with j = 1, 2, 3, specifies

19Contrary to the saving theory, the so-called self-selection
bias, a critique addressed to Skinner (1988), is not present
in our model. Indeed, because deregulation is a posterior
fact, utilities do not select states where restructuring is or is
not active in accordance with their risk preferences.
20The variable source is the sum of power generated and
power sold for resale.
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Table 2 Estimates

Variable Means Estimates Student stat.

coal/pollut 0.147 0.661 2.165∗
log(source) 6.950 −0, 141 −1.767∗∗
revenue 1,324,061 8.40e-08 1.43
cooperative in deregulated market 2.320 1.848∗
private in deregulated market 2.364 1.880∗
public in deregulated market 2.935 2.499∗
cooperative in regulated market 2.762 2.215∗
private in regulated market 2.279 1.795∗
public in regulated market 2.724 2.356∗
Adjusted R2 0.195
Number of observations 137 137

∗ significant at P ≤ 0.10 level
∗∗ significant at P ≤ 0.05 level

the type of owner, namely, cooperative, private,
or public.

Following Kazarosian (1997), we perform the
following semi-log regression:

ratioi = coali

pollutit
+ log(sourcei)

+ revenuei +
3∑

j=1

2∑
k=1

Di, jk. (6)

The results are shown in Table 2, which gives
estimates with Student statistics.

Except for revenue, the estimates are signifi-
cant. We obtain six different categories consid-
ering each owner type in both regulation and
deregulation cases.

5.4 Findings

The evidence indicates a small but significant ef-
fect of uncertainty on banking behavior.21 The
dummy coefficients are not significantly different
in states where restructuring is active and in states
where it is not for private and public owners, but

21The adjusted R2 of 0.195 is low, but its level is not
surprising for cross-section estimation.

they are different for cooperative owners. How-
ever, considering only restructuring dummies,
we observe different behaviors in regulated and
deregulated states. Utilities hold fewer permits in
deregulated states, perhaps providing support for
prudence in the Kimball (1990) sense. However,
the significantly positive coefficient on coal/pollut
suggests imprudence, because the more exposed
the utility is, the more allowances it banks. As this
coefficient is larger in absolute value, compared
with the difference between coefficients in re-
structuring states and non-restructuring states, we
may argue in favor of imprudence. So it appears
that utilities would favor higher profits despite the
resulting riskier probability distribution.

Concerning characteristics, because the coeffi-
cient on revenue is not significant, and because
the one on log(source) is slightly positive, there
does not seem to be any scale effect. Surprisingly,
large and small utilities do not have significantly
different approaches for banking.

6 Conclusion

The banking behavior of risk-averse firms has not
previously been taken into account, theoretically
or empirically, in the literature. This study fills
this gap concerning emissions trading by providing
a portfolio management approach to emissions
permits. In this way, we draw attention to the
financial aspect instead of the classical investment
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aspect, which in practice is generally limited to
short-term analysis.22

From the viewpoint of economic policy, our
results mean that regulators should consider the
question of reducing permit price uncertainties by
judicious choices regarding the design of the al-
lowances market. In particular, we believe that the
regulator may be able to improve the performance
of the permits market by trading proactively in
the allowances market and by allowing permit
borrowing in a soft way. More precisely, the regu-
lator can affect liquidity and reduce market price
volatility by withholding or selling allowances to
ensure that the market has the opportunity to
function smoothly. The idea of possible welfare
gains from governmental intervention is unfortu-
nately not implemented in practice, although this
policy recommendation is not new (Baldursson
& von der Fehr, 2004; Dales, 1968). With regard
to permit borrowing, it is well known that, in
theory, emissions trading is efficient between pe-
riods only if the banking and borrowing of al-
lowances are permitted (Rubin, 1996). However,
the permitted use of allowances from a future
period for compliance during the current period,23

creates a fairly evident risk for the environment,
because a firm that uses borrowed allowances
during a given period may cease operation before
the borrowed allowances are repaid through lower
emissions. Moreover, one can imagine that firms
make no abatement efforts voluntarily, borrowing
permits and lobbying at the end of the program
for a less drastic cap. For these reasons, unlimited
borrowing of permits is not allowed in practice.
However, the European emissions trading scheme
for carbon dioxide, which started in 2005, allows
a soft way for permit borrowing that should be
generalized in other markets. This rule gives firms
permission to use the t + 1 initial allocation to
comply with the commitment period t. In this
way, uncertainty is reduced and risk-averse firms
should be less reluctant to sell permits compared
with the case where only banking is allowed.

22For instance, a scrubber needs 2 or 3 years to be built.
23With the implicit commitment that repayment will be
made in the form of equivalent reductions in a future
period.

Appendix

The 137 utilities concerned with the present study
are:

Alabama Electric Coop Inc, Alabama Power Co,
City of Ames, Appalachian Power Co, Arizona
Electric Pwr Coop Inc, Arizona Public Service
Co, Arkansas Electric Coop Corp, Associated
Electric Coop Inc, Atlantic City Electric Co, City
of Austin, Black Hills Power & Light, Carolina
Power & Light Co, City of Cedar Falls, Central
Electric Power Coop, Central Illinois Light Co,
Central Iowa Power Coop, Cincinnati Gas & Elec-
tric Co, CLECO Power LLC, City of Colorado
Springs, City of Columbia, Columbus Southern
Power Co, Consolidated Edison Co-NY Inc, Con-
sumers Energy Co, Corn Belt Power Coop, Dairy-
land Power Coop, Dayton Power & Light Co,
Deseret Generation & Tran Coop, Detroit Edison
Co, Dominion Virginia Power, City of Dover,
Duke Power Co, East Kentucky Power Coop Inc,
Electric Energy Inc, Entergy Arkansas Inc, En-
tergy Gulf States Inc, Entergy Louisiana Inc, En-
tergy Mississippi Inc, Entergy New Orleans Inc,
Florida Power & Light Co, Florida Power Corp,
City of Fremont, Gainesville Regional Utilities,
Georgia Power Co, City of Grand Island, Grand
River Dam Authority, Great River Energy, Gulf
Power Co, City of Hastings, Henderson City Util-
ity Comm, City of Holland, Holyoke Water Power
Co, Hoosier Energy R E C Inc, The Illuminat-
ing Co, City of Independence, Indiana Michigan
Power Co, Indiana-Kentucky Electric Corp,
Indianapolis Power & Light Co, Jacksonville
Electric Auth, City of Jamestown, City of Kansas
City, Kansas City Power & Light Co, Kentucky
Power Co, Kentucky Utilities Co, KeySpan Gen-
eration LLC, City of Lake Worth, City of
Lakeland City of, Lansing, City of Los Angeles,
Louisville Gas & Electric Co, Lower Colorado
River Authority, Madison Gas & Electric Co,
Manitowoc Public Utilities, City of Marquette,
MDU Resources Group, Inc, Michigan South
Central Pwr Agy, MidAmerican Energy Co,
Minnesota Power Inc, Minnkota Power Coop Inc,
Mississippi Power Co, Monongahela Power Co,
City of Muscatine, Nebraska Public Power Dis-
trict, Nevada Power Co, Northern Indiana Pub
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Serv Co, Northern States Power Co, Ohio Power
Co, Ohio Valley Electric Corp, Oklahoma Gas
& Electric Co, Omaha Public Power District,
Orlando Utilities Comm, Otter Tail Power Co,
City of Owensboro, Pacific Gas & Electric Co,
City of Pella, Pennsylvania Power Co, Platte River
Power Authority, Portland General Electric Co,
Power Authority of State of NY, PSI Energy
Inc, Public Service Co of Colorado, Public Ser-
vice Co of New Hampshire, Public Service Co
of Oklahoma, City of Richmond, Rochester Gas
& Electric Corp, Rochester Public Utilities, Salt
River Proj Ag I & P Dist, San Antonio Public Ser-
vice Bd, San Miguel Electric Coop Inc, Savannah
Electric & Power Co, Seminole Electric Coop Inc,
Sempra Energy Resources, Sierra Pacific Power
Co, City of Sikeston, South Carolina Electric &
Gas Co, South Carolina Genertg Co Inc, South
Carolina Pub Serv Auth, South Mississippi El Pwr
Assn, Southern California Edison Co, Southern
Illinois Power Coop, Southwestern Electric Power
Co, Southwestern Public Service Co, City of
Springfield, Sunflower Electric Power Corp, City
of Tallahassee, Tampa Electric Co, City of
Taunton, Tennessee Valley Authority, Texas Mu-
nicipal Power Agency, Toledo Edison Co, Tri-
State G & T Assn Inc, Tucson Electric Power
Co, Vectren Energy Delivery, WE Energies,
Westar Energy, Western Farmers Elec Coop Inc,
Wisconsin Public Service Corp, Wyandotte Mu-
nicipal Serv Comm.
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Abstract We simulate the market for emission
permits by considering uncertainty in emission inven-
tory reports. The approach taken in this analysis is to
enhance the emissions reported in each region by a
certain part of their uncertainty when compliance with
the Kyoto targets is being proved. While this
formulation is not new in the literature, we define
the uncertainty component in a way that enables
comparison with the approach of effective permits
presented in Nahorski, Horabik, and Jonas (2007)
Compliance and emissions trading under the Kyoto
protocol: Rules for uncertain inventories, (this issue).
We show and explain that the transformation to
effective permits bears additional costs apart from
those resulting from shifting the Kyoto targets.

Keywords emissions trading . Kyoto Protocol .

inventory uncertainty . effective permits

1 Introduction

The system for tradable emission permits has been
designed as a cost-effective method of reducing
emissions to the desired level. The permit trade,
which results in an equalization of marginal abate-
ment costs among pollution sources. In general, the
literature provides strong support for the use of such a

system as part of environmental policy (Ellerman &
Decaux, 1998; Ellerman, Jacoby, & Decaux, 1998;
Godal, 2000; Field & Field, 2002; Hill & Kriström,
2002; Holtsmark & Maestad, 2002; Sterner, 2003;
Tietenberg, 1998). Permit systems for tradable emis-
sions have been the most frequently used market-
based instruments of environmental policy over the
last decade.

Ellerman and Decaux (1998) applied marginal
abatement cost (MAC) curves, which were generated
using the Emissions Prediction and Policy Assess-
ment (EPPA) model of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) (Yang, Eckaus, Ellerman, &
Jacoby, 1996), a recursive-dynamic multiregional
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model. EPPA
simulates projections of economic growth with the
objective of producing scenarios of greenhouse gases
(GHGs) and their precursors emitted as a result of
simulated human activities and the real emission
reductions that it would be possible to make (Babiker
et al., 2001; Paltsev et al., 2005).

Countries listed in Annex B to the Kyoto Protocol
have agreed to reduce their emissions to below base-
year levels during the period 2008–2012 (Holtsmark
& Maestad, 2002). Emissions trading among Parties
to the Kyoto Protocol will start in 2008. Although
Parties are responsible for estimating and reporting
uncertainties in their emission estimates to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC), the Marrakesh Accords, which prepare
for the effective participation of developing countries
in the Kyoto Protocol process, did not set any bounds
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for uncertainty in tradable emissions (Monni, Syri,
Pipatti, & Savolainen, 2007). We have no evidence
that the emission targets set by the Protocol are
sufficient, either for an individual country or for the
world as a whole (Tietenberg, 1985).

Winiwarter (2007) points out that emission reduc-
tions as proposed by the signatories to the Kyoto
Protocol are far too small to decrease increasing GHG
concentrations and that new targets for future emis-
sions should thus be established. Because of possible
underreporting, a periodic review of the emission
reduction targets should consider inventory uncertain-
ty. The problem of uncertainty was extensively
discussed by many authors at the 2004 workshop,
“Uncertainty in Greenhouse Gas Inventories”, held in
Warsaw, Poland. Gillenwater, Sussman, and Cohen
(2007) claim that the investigation of inventory
uncertainty can make data more transparent and of
higher quality. Monni et al. (2007) point out that
differences among uncertainties in different emissions
trading schemes can be substantial. Uncertainty varies
among Parties to the Kyoto Protocol and among
activities that generate emissions. The estimates
gathered in Nahorski et al. (2007) show that uncer-
tainty in greenhouse gas inventories has been esti-
mated to be in the range of 5–20%, depending on the
methodology used. Even if some computations need
to be recalculated, it is believed that uncertainty may
still be at least 12% (Winiwarter, 2007).

According to Nilsson, Shvidenko, and Jonas
(2007) uncertainty can be defined as “an imperfection
in knowledge of the true value of a particular
parameter or its real variability in an individual or a
group”. It can be represented by a range of values
calculated by various models or by qualitative
measures. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has provided general guidance for

uncertainty management in greenhouse gas emissions
(IPCC, 2000). It underlines that the IPCC Tier-1
methodology relies on three points: (1) all individual
emission sources are independent from each other; (2)
the emissions show normal (Gaussian) distributions;
and (3) uncertainties for greenhouse gases are smaller
than 60%. Many uncertainty estimates are, in the final
analysis, based on expert judgment and are thus very
subjective. The calculated uncertainty in the total
carbon dioxide (CO2) emission trends for the years
1990–2002 in the Netherlands is ±3% (Brandes,
Olivier, & van Oorschot, 2004). So far, official
national estimates of other EU member states are
reported to range below (see EEA, 2006, Table 1; but
see also Table 1 in Nahorski and Jęda (2007). These
uncertainties are shown by Rousse & Sévi (2004) and
by others to have a measurable impact on behavior in
emissions trading markets. They underline that uncer-
tainty has a perturbatory effect on trading.

Nahorski et al. (2007) present a solution for
tackling the problem of inventory uncertainty both
under Kyoto verification conditions and under emis-
sions trading. They introduce the risk that the real (but
unknown) emissions actually exceed the reported
levels because of inventory uncertainities. The authors
propose that the compliance level should be shifted
down by some fraction of the uncertainty level in
order to prove compliance with the Kyoto target (the
concept of “undershooting”). Thus, the emission
reduction should undershoot the level of uncertainty,
or its fraction, if we agree to bear some risk.
Moreover, Nahorski et al. (2007) assume that the
uncertainty of the purchased emissions contributes to
the overall buyer’s uncertainty and to the introduction
of so-called effective permits – each party transforms
its regular permits into effective permits and the trans-
formation ratio depends on the reported inventory

Table 1 Initial emissions, changes in emissions, inventory uncertainty of carbon dioxide in different regions, Kyoto obligation; no
risk of underreporting included in initial emissions

Region Base year emissions
(MtC/y)

Kyoto target
(%)

Inventory uncertainty
(%)

Marginal costs of abatement
($/tC)

Total cost
(MUS$)

USA 1,345 7.0 13 313.7 89,343
OECDE 934 7.9 10 322.7 28,652
JAPAN 274 6.0 15 453.8 21,077
CANZ 217 0.7 20 216.5 10,477
EEFSU 1,337 1.7 30 0 0
TOTAL 4,107 149,549
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uncertainty. Trading takes place in the effective permits
market.1

In our research, effective permits are not consid-
ered. Instead, we apply only the concept of under-
shooting to an analysis of sensitivity in a permit
market. We aim to show that, by avoiding the
additional costs that effective permits require, mod-
ifications of the Kyoto verification condition to
address inventory uncertainty result in a more
efficient market solution.

Godal, Ermoliev, Klaassen, and Obersteiner (2003)
also consider the problem of inventory uncertainty in
emissions trading, describing a dynamic trading
scheme under which regions approach a decision-
making problem in two steps. First, for a given
amount of permits, each region must spend resources
either on abating emissions or on investing in
monitoring (reducing inventory uncertainty). Permits
are exchanged bilaterally between parties in the
second optimization step. In our approach, we do
not consider uncertainty reduction costs. Although
taking uncertainty reduction costs into account is
highly justifiable, assessing those costs is an extreme-
ly difficult task. Data on this kind of costs are
virtually unavailable, as Godal et al. (2003) admit
by modeling them in a simplified way.

2 The Modeling Framework

Our modeling exercise is aimed at analyzing the
influence on market performance of incorporating
effective permits. To do this we need to adopt the
same rules of verification (i.e., undershooting) but
without including effective permits. Effective permits
merely solve the problem of the differing permit
quality caused by imperfect inventories. The costs of
this solution also need to be examined.

To do this, we incorporate the uncertainty component
into the standard permit trade described by Tietenberg
(1985) (i.e., when checking compliance with the Kyoto
targets, we require each Party’s emissions to be
increased to account for the existence of uncertainty).
In our model, the compliance-proving condition for
each party is as formulated in Nahorski et al. (2007,
equation 10). However, as these authors were consid-

ering effective permits, they had not only to transform
both the emissions at the commitment year and the
Kyoto targets into effective permit equivalents in
Nahorski et al. (2007, equation 25), but also to use this
modified condition in their permit trade calculations in
Nahorski et al. (2007, equation 35). In that setting, the
cost functions also had to be expressed in terms of
effective permits in Nahorski et al. (2007, equation 33).

Before we state the optimization problem, we
introduce the notation. We consider n regions with
emission levels xi (i=1, 2,...,n). The total costs of
holding emissions in region i down to xi is denoted by
CiC (xi)ii (abatement cost function). We assume that cost
functions CiC (xi)ii are positive, decreasing, and contin-
uously differentiable for each region. The Kyoto
target for each region i is indicated by KiKK . The
number of emission permits acquired by source is
expressed by yi (yi is negative if region i is a net
supplier of permits).

The problem is then formulated as follows:

min
xi

½
Xn
i¼1

cið Þ	xi ð1Þ

subject to

xi þ ð Þ1� ς ð Þ1� 2a did ni � KiKK þ y1;

for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n
ð2Þ

X
i

yi ¼ 0 ð3Þ

The task is to minimize the sum of total emission
reduction costs for n regions. There are n+1 side
conditions. Equation 2 states that, for each of n
regions, the reported emissions plus the potentially
unreported emissions, that is, xi þ ð Þ1� ς ð Þ1� 2a
did ni, must be below (or equal to) the Kyoto target KiKK
modified by the amount of bought/sold permits yi.
Finally, the sum of permits bought and sold equals 0
in order to maintain market equilibrium (Eq. 3).

To evaluate the comparison we need to consider
uncertainty (undershooting) closely following Nahorski
et al. (2007). In the uncertainty belt, expressed as
ð Þ1� ς ð Þ1� 2a did ni, the parameter α represents the
risk of not satisfying the Kyoto target because of the
uncertainty in the inventory estimate α∈[0; 0.5]; and it
is set so as to be common for all participants. The
expression (1−2α) allows for adjustment in the extent toα
which uncertainty is included in the scheme. The relative

1 More information at http://www.ibspan.waw.pl/GHGUncert2004/
prezent/Nahorski_prezentacja.pdf.
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uncertainty of emission reports is represented by didd . As
those uncertainties vary for different regions or
countries (Winiwarter, 2007), they are also indexed by
i. Base-year (1990) emissions at source i are depicted
by ni,ii while xi represents emissions in the commitment
year (2010). It should be emphasized that the study
takes the year 2010 as representative of the first
commitment period, which includes the years 2008
through 2012. Finally, in order to account for depen-
dence between uncertainty in the base and commitment
years, we also apply parameter ς. As, in the literature,ςς
the dependence is estimated for 0.65–0.7, we adopt ς=
0.7, which means that parties are penalized only with
respect to 30% of their uncertainty records.

3 The Data

For comparability of results with Nahorski et al.
(2007), we make use of the same data set. The data
should be regarded as illustrative because of its high
level of aggregation and rough uncertainty estimations.
Countries are aggregated into five groups: United
States (US); countries of the Organisation of Economic
Cooperation and Development, Europe (OECDE);
Japan, Canada/Australia/New Zealand (CANZ); and
the countries of Eastern Europe/former Soviet Union
(EEFSU). In our approach, to avoid complicated
calculations and because of the scarcity of data, we do
not consider the stochastic model of uncertainty. We
assume arbitrarily that the uncertainty coefficient didd
equals a given percentage of reported emissions in the
base year (Godal et al., 2003).

The carbon emission reduction constraints used for
this study are based on the commitments made by
countries to the Kyoto Protocol. Five of the six regions
belonging to Annex B are obliged to reduce emissions.
However, it is predicted that the FSU emissions will
be below the level that this nation committed to under
Kyoto. The difference between the FSU commitment
and expected emissions is often described as “hot air”
and can be sold as a “right to emit”.

4 Results of Simulations

Below we present the results of trading when under-
shooting is incorporated without effective permits. As
inventory uncertainty is present for every single party,
transformation into trade with effective permits

requires higher emission reductions. Our proposition
is expected to result in total emissions (for all parties)
higher than in Nahorski et al. (2007) and lower
compared with the base case under which no
uncertainty is taken into account. Costs in our
solution will be lower than in the case of effective
permits covered by Nahorski et al. (2007).

To portray the above statements and show the scale of
difference between the approaches, the numerical exam-
ple for the available aggregated data is given below.

The regions begin to trade, and the market permit
price settles when marginal costs equalize among
participants.

With uncertainty disregarded (α=0.5), the results
are obviously exactly the same as in Nahorski et al.

Table 2 Results of simulation for different levels of risk α;
trading with permits according to the concept of undershooting
without effective permits

Region Reported
emissions
(MtC/y)

Market
price
of permits
($/tC)

Total
cost
(MUS$)

Permits
traded
(MtC/y)

Risk parameter α=0.5
USA 1,561.6 142.5 18,433 310.8
OECDE 959.4 142.5 5,602 99.1
JAPAN 321.1 142.5 2,059 63.5
CANZ 248.4 142.5 4,583 32.9
EEFSU 807.8 142.5 6,473 −506.3

3,898.3 37,150 0.0
α=0.3
USA 1,511.0 170.4 26,352 281.0
OECDE 944.0 170.4 8,010 106.4
JAPAN 315.5 170.4 2,943 62.4
CANZ 235.8 170.4 6,549 26.0
EEFSU 790.0 170.4 9,245 −475.8

3,796.3 53,101 0.0
α=0.1
USA 1,460.6 198.2 35,649 251.5
OECDE 928.7 198.2 10,835 113.5
JAPAN 309.8 198.2 3,982 61.7
CANZ 223.3 198.2 8,861 18.7
EEFSU 772.3 198.2 12,508 −445.4

3,694.7 71,838 0.0
α=0
USA 1,435.4 212.1 4,824 236.8
OECDE 921.0 212.1 12,408 117.0
JAPAN 307.0 212.1 4,560 61.3
CANZ 217.0 212.1 10,147 15.0
EEFSU 763.5 212.1 14,325 −430.2

3,643.8 82,266 0.0
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(2007). In the scenario with α=0.3, when a risk of
30% is taken that each Party’s actual emissions can be
above the Kyoto obligation, the results are as follows.
The total reported emissions (emissions aggregated
for all the participants) are 3,796 MtC/y, which is
slightly (2.3%) higher than the ineffective permit
scenario (see Table III in Nahorski et al., 2007).
However, total costs ($US53.101 million) are 23%
lower than in the effective permit case. The market
permit price is 170.4 $/tC, compared with the price of
effective permits 198.4 $/tC (permit prices measured
in reported emissions vary between 191.2 $/tC and
196 $/tC for α=0.3). Because of the lower price in
our case, permit turnover is higher. One further aspect
of emissions trading can be analyzed from the table:
the fact that benefits from emissions trading are not
evenly distributed among participants. As stated in
Ellerman and Decaux (1998), regions with autarkic
marginal cost (marginal cost without trade) further
from the trading equilibrium will benefit more than
those regions with autarkic marginal cost closer to the
trading equilibrium. In our analysis, the greatest
benefits are obtained by (1) Japan, which imports
the most permits and which, without trading, would
have to bear a marginal cost of 453.8 $/tC; and (2) the
FSU, which provides all the permits on the market at
zero cost. For a detailed analysis of the distribution of
benefits from trade (although evaluated for another
data set), see Bartoszczuk (2004).

Regarding the sensitivity of the results when we
change the degree of included uncertainty, Table 2 also
shows the scenarios with risk parameter α equal to 0.1
and 0. Quite naturally when we diminish α (i.e.,
account for more uncertainty), a lower emission level
is required by the Kyoto Protocol which, in turn, results
in increased costs.

Finally, in the scenario with risk parameter α=0
(i.e., when the entire uncertainty belt is taken into
account), the total amount of emissions allowed is
about 6% higher than in the effective permit scenario
and the total costs are 38% lower. The amount of
permits traded on the market is also 38% higher.

5 Conclusions

Generally, our approach of adopting the undershooting
rule without effective permits is an intermediate
solution to the problem of inventory uncertainty within

emissions trading. It is more cost-effective than the
effective permit case, but it is also naturally more
expensive than the nonuncertainty scenario of α=0.5.
Thus, the rise in costs in the approach taken by
Nahorski et al. (2007) can be broken into two parts:
that resulting from undershooting conditions and that
emerging from transition into effective permits. For the
considered data set, the undershooting condition was
responsible for 46–49% of the increase in costs. The––
ratio remains about the same when we change α.

In practicality, applying the effective permits
approach requires additional agreements among par-
ticipants. While such agreements are difficult to
attain, our analysis could be informative for decision
makers as it sheds light on another aspect of the
design of permit trading.

Appendix

Emissions Trading and Marginal Abatement
Cost Curves

Below we present the economic bases of the emissions
trading mechanism. It introduces a new type of
property right that allows a specified amount of

Fig. 1 Marginal abatements cost curves for two regions:
MAC1 and MAC2
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pollutant to be emitted. Thus, the total number of
permits held by all sources puts a limit on the total
quantity of emissions. Permits can be sold to anyone
participating in the permit market. The system is
initialized by central decision makers who decide on
the number of permits to be put into circulation. As the
total number of permits is usually lower than current
total emissions, some emitters will receive fewer
permits than their current emissions would normally
allow.

Regional purchase or sale of permits until their
marginal costs are equalized:

MAC1 ¼ MAC2CC ¼ P2P

This way the aggregate emission reduction is
reached at the least cost for the whole market. The
difference between the market price and the marginal
cost in the absence of trade creates a potential gain
that is shared between the two trading regions. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

The origin of the marginal cost of control for the
first source (MAC1) is the left-hand axis and the
origin of the marginal cost of control for the second
source (MAC2) is the right-hand axis. The diagram
represents all possible allocations of the reduction
between the two sources. The left-hand axis repre-
sents an allocation of the entire control responsibility
to the second region, while the right-hand axis
represents a situation in which the first source bears
responsibility (Tietenberg, 1985). Initially region “1”
must reduce hq amount of pollution, while region “2”
tq amounts of pollution (looking from the right side of
the axis). Total abatement cost is given by the area
below the marginal abatement cost curves MAC1 and
MAC2, respectively. Before trading, the total abate-
ment cost for region “1” is the field “A“ ”, and for
region “2” is the sum of the areas B+C+D+E. Region
“2” buys permits to emit more than is allowed (in
other words, it reduces only the amount (tr) instead of
the amount (tq), while region “1” abates more than it
is obliged to do (hr), simultaneously selling (qr)
permits.

After exchange of permits, costs for both sources is
represented by the area (A+B+C)(( . The sum of the area
A and B is the cost of control for the first source,
while the area C is the cost of control for the second.
The area D+E represents the amount saved by
emissions trading. The costs of emission reduction is

minimized, as the marginal costs are equalized across
the emitters. Both regions have incentives to trade, as
the marginal cost of control for the second region is
higher than that for the first region. The second region
will lower its costs as long as it can buy permits from
the first region at a price lower than p3. When the
price equals p2, neither region would have any further
incentive to trade.
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